
 

 

 

ABSTRACT 

MCGRADY, RYAN DOUGLAS. Consensus-Based Encyclopedic Virtue: Wikipedia and the 

Production of Authority in Encyclopedias. (Under the direction of Dr. Grant Bollmer). 

 

Wikipedia is an encyclopedia, a genre with a long history and several well-established 

assumptions. Scholarship and journalism about Wikipedia often consider the ways it carries 

forward, diverges from, or takes to an extreme the various qualities commonly ascribed to 

encyclopedias. In doing so, it is taken for granted that encyclopedias are authoritative sources of 

summarized knowledge based on values like accuracy and comprehensiveness, and the question 

becomes how Wikipedia compares. Through this dissertation, I argue that these commonly held 

beliefs about encyclopedias are not inherent in the text but the result of centuries of external 

associations and internal efforts to cultivate a particular kind of authority. Encyclopedias have 

had close relationships with powerful institutions throughout their history and use a variety of 

techniques to frame the ways readers should think about them. Furthermore, these cultivated 

"encyclopedic virtues" obscure the way that encyclopedists negotiate competing priorities and 

influences in the knowledge production process. Rather than being perfect, neutral summaries of 

the world, they often reflect nationalist, religious, or capitalist interests, sometimes even 

requiring the consent of the powerful in order to be published at all, or in rare cases, they can 

even prioritize direct critique of those same institutions. 

 

It is instructive to think about Wikipedia in the context of the traditional encyclopedic virtues, 

but its radically different approach to knowledge production also demands consideration of its 

own unique way of cultivating epistemic authority. I argue that the encyclopedic virtues of 

Wikipedia are best understood not through the content of articles themselves or by the identities 

of individual participants but through the ethos of its community and the procedural rhetoric of 

its rules. But while Wikipedia does not typically need the consent of a powerful governmental or 

religious institution, the way its collaborative production of knowledge plays out in practice is 

messier and more complicated than the presentation of its rules lets on. The central concept to 

understand how the Wikipedia community makes decisions, settles disputes, and determines 

what text goes into the articles is “consensus.” Determinations of consensus can be strong or 

weak, operate at many levels, can override or augment each other, involve social and technical 



 

 

 

hierarchies, and rely on interpretations and applications of the rules in ways that can be 

inconsistent or even contradictory. Because policies and guidelines rely on interpretation and the 

exercise of judgment, some variation in the way they are used in practice is expected. In some 

cases, however, like the multiple “notability” guidelines, inconsistency leads to differences based 

not just on how to apply a particular rule but on what rules should even apply. The resolution of 

differences like these can come down to the personal preferences of the subset of users who 

participate in a given discussion. Another case, source deprecation, shows a tendency towards 

"blackboxing" consensus with far-reaching implications. In some ways consensus is fragmented 

and decentralized, while in others it tends towards centralization. At the same time, phenomena 

like off-wiki coordination, paid editing, and declining participation threaten the consensus model 

itself. 
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Introduction: Wikipedia Is an Encyclopedia 

The online encyclopedia Wikipedia plays an increasingly important role in the daily lives of 

millions of people. It is one of the most popular websites in the world, with billions of monthly 

pageviews and a dominant position in the technology and information infrastructure. Google, 

Facebook, Amazon, and Youtube all pull information from or direct their users to Wikipedia to 

provide answers or for additional information or fact-checking, and at a time when people are 

concerned about phenomena like "fake news" and "alternative facts," Wikipedia has been held 

up as, in the words of Wired, "the last best place on the internet" (Cooke, 2020). Despite its 

ubiquity, however, the way it actually produces the knowledge that affects so many people 

remains poorly understood. 

 

Research and journalism about Wikipedia tend to take for granted received knowledge about the 

way knowledge is produced in the encyclopedia genre, looking at the ways Wikipedia departs 

from those traditions and asking how it manages to work anyway. The answers often concern 

organizational principles and models closely tied to the technological optimism of Silicon 

Valley, for which Wikipedia is as much an example as inspiration or proof of concept. 

Encyclopedic virtues like accuracy, comprehensiveness, neutrality, and usefulness are filtered 

through descriptions of mass collaboration, participation, decentralization, networks, and 

openness. There are at least two problems with this way of thinking about Wikipedia, however. 

First, and most fundamentally, the starting point and basis of comparison is flawed. 

Encyclopedias are indeed associated with epistemic authority and various virtues like accuracy 

and comprehensiveness, but that authority is not inherent. It is carefully cultivated and obscures 

the role of politics, religion, and capital in the ways encyclopedists produce knowledge. 

Encyclopedias do not live up to their promise, so why would we start thinking about Wikipedia 

assuming that it should? Second, just looking at the content of Wikipedia's articles or its 

abstracted organizational principles neglects that it, too, is a site of struggles over knowledge 

production.  

 

This project aims to rethink the values we associate with encyclopedias and to look at how 

Wikipedia's knowledge production values play out in practice. It is born from my experience 
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engaging with and researching Wikipedia since 2007, when I first wondered how it manages to 

be open to anyone without devolving into a chaotic mess of personal agendas and nonsense. I 

was drawn in particular to the detailed record of every change an article has undergone since its 

creation and the ways participants ("editors" or "Wikipedians") discussed or debated behind the 

scenes on "talk pages" about what an article should say. These forms of radical transparency are 

nowhere to be found in the history of encyclopedias and fit well into the rhetoric of the internet 

at the time. I was fascinated by the ability of anyone to peek behind the curtain at knowledge 

production in progress, and even to participate in that process. Dissatisfied with existing 

scholarship about Wikipedia, which often focused on article content rather than process, or on 

grand ideas of organization and participation rather than production, I wrote an article which 

appeared in First Monday in 2009. I argued that the authority of Wikipedia was not found in any 

of the places one might look if comparing it to other encyclopedias, but in the system of rules 

and norms that structure production and deliberation, which are in turn archived and permanently 

transparent. I focused in particular at the rule "gaming the system," which I found to be both 

practically and symbolically important in the way it ensured that the rules are regarded for their 

spirit rather than as legal instruments (McGrady, 2009). I built on that idea in a 2013 book 

chapter, employing Ian Bogost's idea of "procedural rhetoric" to better understand the ethos of a 

project through its system of rules (McGrady, 2013). In the time since, I have engaged with 

Wikipedia as a researcher as well as a teacher and volunteer editor. Through these experiences, I 

slowly began to question some of my assumptions. I still consider procedural rhetoric one of the 

best tools with which to understand Wikipedia's version of encyclopedic authority, and elements 

of the 2013 paper appear in this dissertation, mostly in chapter 3. What I had not sufficiently 

explored, however, and which is missing from scholarship, is the extent to which Wikipedia's 

rules require interpretation and application, their frequent inconsistencies and contradictions, 

how they are sometimes manipulated for political reasons, and the extent to which they are 

vulnerable to well-organized bad actors. As I began researching knowledge production in 

encyclopedias throughout the history of the genre, I noted a range of relatively standard 

techniques encyclopedists used to cultivate their authority, as well as a range of ways the content 

had been affected, contrary to the purported encyclopedic virtues, due to the influence of politics, 

religion, or capital. Rethinking the tradition that Wikipedia inherited helped me to think about 
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the possible roles for such forces on Wikipedia, and how they may account for inconsistencies in 

Wikipedia's "procedural rhetoric." 

 

My goal is to provide a more nuanced understanding of Wikipedia by describing themes in the 

ways encyclopedias have produced a particular kind of authority; how that authority obscures the 

influence of politics, religion, and capital; how Wikipedia both benefits from and revises these 

"encyclopedic virtues;" and, in turn, how the virtues of Wikipedia obscure the messy struggles 

over consensus, interpretation, and variable application of procedures. 

 

What is an encyclopedia? 

Enkyklios paideia 

The word encyclopaedia was created by error. It comes from the Koine Greek ἐγκύκλιος παιδεία, 

transliterated enkyklios paideia or enkúklios paideía, but the words were mistakenly combined 

by copyists who formed the pseudo-Greek ἐγκυκλοπαιδεία. From that we have encyclopaedia, as 

well as the standard American spelling encyclopedia and the abbreviated 

cyclopaedia/cyclopedia.1  

 

Enkyklios can be translated as "circular, recurrent, general, round, or rounded,” from κύκλος 

(kúklos, "circle, circular object, circular movement, sphere, crowd of people"). ("Encyclopaedia," 

2015) It has connections to musical education in that it can also mean being part of a circle in the 

sense of a circuit or chorus, "keeping the right place in the chorus,” or a person who is in 

harmony with the chorus. This usage led to "orderly, suitable" as well as "moderate," from which 

comes "non-particular, non-special, or common," a move which the Dutch philosopher and 

senator L. M. De Rijk suggests may account for the term falling out of favor in its application to 

education by the fourth century CE (1965, p. 93) or may be best viewed in terms of "general" 

education as opposed to the "particular" or "uncommon" specialized education. Paideía is 

 
1
 Although "cyclopedia" is widely understood as an alternative formulation of the compound word without any 

generalizable distinction between the two, some sources hint at differences in usage. The 1920 Encyclopedia 

Americana, for example, suggests a distinction, but glosses it, saying it's "almost too trifling to be comprehended" 

("Encyclopaedia,” 1920). Interestingly, the first edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica (Smellie, 1771a) points 

from the headword "encyclopaedia" to "cyclopaedia" and to "dictionary,” despite the formulation of its own title. 
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translated as "the rearing of a child, education, upbringing, training, childhood" and comes from 

παιδεύω (paideúō, "rear a child, educate, chasten/punish") from παῖς (paîs, "child, son, daughter, 

young person, slave/servant"), and -ίᾱ (-íā). Combining enkylios and paideia produces "rounded 

upbringing,” "round education,” "encyclical education,” "circle of learning,” or "general 

education" ("Encyclopaedia," 2015). 

 

In a study of the origins of enkyklios paideia, De Rijk found the term to have shifted in meaning 

multiple times between the fifth and first centuries BCE. It was first a comprehensive choric (or 

choreutic) education covering rhythm, melody, music, and gymnastics, resulting in a 

"harmonious" student (1965, pp. 85-86). Included in musical education was speech and 

language. Later, this form of education split and enkyklios paideia referred more to the study of 

language and literary culture, without gymnastics (pp. 88-90). Finally, in the first century BCE 

the Neopythagoreanists brought the term back into common use "in order to denote the new ideal 

of all-around education preparatory to any specialistic training" (p. 92). In this most recent usage 

it also broadened to include mathematics and other sciences or a curriculum which encompasses 

all comprehensible fields of knowledge at the time. 

 

Enkyklios paideia is an educational ideal for education that everyone should have, rather than a 

totality (Marrou, 1956). It functions not just to edify individuals, but also to produce ideal 

members of the polis: intelligent, moral, powerful, artistic, and articulate. The idea also became 

popular in Rome. In Institutio Oratoria, for example, Quintilian describes "arts in which I think 

boys ought to be instructed before being handed over to the teacher of rhetoric: for it is by such 

studies that the course of education described by the Greeks as ἐγκύκλικος παιδεία or general 

education will be brought to its full completion" (Quintilian, 95/1920, 10.1). Enkyklios paideia's 

influence carried into and through the Middle Ages, when it became known as the "liberal arts" 

("Artes liberales"), or commonly the "seven liberal arts [and sciences]". Although enkyklios 

paideia is a Greek term, there are no clear examples of Greek works we would consider part of 

the encyclopedia genre. Trevor Murphy argues that this kind of vast work made sense as a 

product of Romans, requiring "the command of vast intellectual territories, and … the ambitions 

and the far-reaching mental horizons attendant on administering an empire" (Murphy, 2004, p. 

195). Thus, it was in the first century BCE that Varro wrote what is often regarded as the first 
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encyclopedia by the later definition of that term. His Nine Books of Disciplines, published around 

34 BCE, alongside the beginning of the Roman Empire. The oldest encyclopedia that still exists 

today, however, was written in the first century CE by Roman soldier and statesman Pliny the 

Elder: the Natural History. It is difficult to overstate the significance of Pliny's work, which was 

influential in education, culture, and even as a handbook for several trades.  

 

Substantial efforts have been expended working to retroactively categorize ancient works as 

encyclopedias, long before there existed a well-defined genre. By the time that genre took shape, 

however, encyclopedists and publishers understood the power it held. Beyond academic 

curiosity, putting a new reference work in a long tradition that includes well-known and well-

respected names and titles can further add to prestige. Effectively, scholars identified 

characteristics of the genre and looked to apply those characteristics to older works. Aude Doody 

makes a case for reconsidering these efforts at retroactive categorization into such a genre, 

arguing against the idea that enkyklios paideia has a coherent meaning. According to Doody, 

placing ancient works as encyclopedias can negatively affect our understanding of those works 

(Doody, 2009; 2010). She looks in particular at arguments by the German philologist Otto Jahn, 

who proposed understanding works by not just Varro, but also Cato and Celsus as encyclopedias. 

His reasoning was based on an observation that all three dealt with, in part, a particular set of 

subjects that could be traced back to the liberal arts or enkyklios paideia. Doody looks for 

evidence that these works form a meaningful tradition in which Pliny can be placed. Her position 

is not that they should not be considered part of the enkyklios paideia tradition but that despite it 

being a central concept in scholarship on encyclopedias in antiquity, enkyklios paideia does not 

have consistent meaning (Doody, 2009).  

 

According to Doody, it might include astronomy, rhetoric, mathematics, geometry, agriculture, 

medicine, and a range of other topics within the "circle of learning." When Vitruvius wrote about 

it, he described it as both broad and interconnected, two traits that carried into scholarship on 

encyclopedias, but that unifying thread is disputed by other historians who disagree that it was 

either particularly broad or particularly ordinary. When enkyklios is used by Aristotle, Seneca, 

Pseudo-Plutarch, Quintilian, and others, it is a prerequisite to some other subject. Importantly, 

what subject it comes before varies. It can precede the study of philosophy, rhetoric, architecture, 
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or any other subject that is the true subject being written about, and the subjects comprising the 

preliminary learning varied. Doody argues convincingly that the defining characteristic of 

enkyklios paideia is not a particular set or breadth of subjects or a kind of education intended for 

everyone, but rather its rhetorical function: enkyklios paideia is the education authors prescribe 

in preparation for the study of a more important, elite discipline. The broader the preliminary 

education, the higher the prestige of the primary subject. "To say philosophy can only be studied 

after enkuklios paideia is to assert philosophy's primacy over all other subjects; to substitute 

theology for philosophy, as Philo and Origen were to do, or architecture, as Vitruvius did, or 

rhetoric, like Quintilian, or geography with Strabo, was to stake a claim for one's particular area 

of expertise within an already valorised intellectual framework" (Doody, 2009, pp. 13-14). In 

other words, the rhetorical use of enkyklios paideia is much more consistent than the other 

meanings ascribed to it. Far from ordinary education, it was a means to prestigious study. Still, 

while retrospective categorization may be a flawed activity, it nonetheless is common practice 

and has influenced how we understand encyclopedias today, so throughout this project it will be 

taken for granted that, for example, Pliny's Natural History is an encyclopedia. 

 

Terms 

Many early works we would today call encyclopedias were influenced by enkyklios paideia, but 

the compound word did not appear in the title of a book until the 16th century, with the 

Encyclopedia orbisque doctrinarum, hoc est omnium artium, scientiarum, ipsius philosophiae 

index ac divisio (1517) by Johannes Aventinus (McArthur, 1986, p. 79). The first to use it in the 

sense we understand it today was Joachim Sterck van Ringelbergh, who in 1541 published 

Lucubrationes vel potius absolutissima kyklopaideia (Collison, 1966). Due to retrospective 

categorization, encyclopedias thus precede the common name for that genre, even while the 

scope of the genre remains difficult to pin down, perhaps owing to the tricky history of enkyklios 

paideia. In order to more effectively set the scope of this historical subject, it is useful to draw 

comparisons with other similar types of work. 

 

Turning to a different sort of reference work, the Oxford English Dictionary (OED) defines an 

encyclopedia as "the circle of learning; a general course of instruction,” "a literary work 
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containing extensive information on all branches of knowledge, usually arranged in alphabetical 

order" or "an elaborate and exhaustive repertory of information on all the branches of some 

particular art or department of knowledge; esp. one arranged in alphabetical order" 

("Encyclopaedia," 2015). From that word comes several others: encyclopaediac, 

encyclopaediacal, encyclopaedical, encyclopaedial, encyclopaedian, and encyclopaedic are 

adjectival forms describing something which pertains to an encyclopedia, is like an 

encyclopedia, shares traits with encyclopedias, "aims at embracing all branches of learning,” 

comprises a wide range of subjects, encompasses the whole of a particular subject or body of 

knowledge, is fit for inclusion in an encyclopedia, or that is "universal in knowledge, very full of 

information, [or] comprehensive". ("Encyclopaedic," 2015; "Encyclopaedia," 2015). 

Encyclopaedism/encyclopedism is the practice of writing, compiling, editing, publishing, or 

otherwise producing an encyclopedia, and can refer specifically to those associated with those 

involved with the 18th century French Encyclopédie. It can also mean the learning process 

associated with encyclopedias, carried on from enkyklios paideia, or the quality of possessing a 

whole range of knowledge ("Encyclopaedism," 2015). Finally, an encyclopaedist/encyclopedist 

is one who compiles, writes, edits, and/or publishes an encyclopedia. The term is typically 

reserved for people with major roles in the production of an encyclopedia rather than 

contributors or disconnected financiers. As with encyclopedism, encyclopedist can also refer 

specifically to the philosophes and other writers associated with the Encyclopédie, known in 

French as the Encyclopédistes ("Encyclopaedist," 2015). 

 

The Oxford English Dictionary is considered a foremost authority for information about words in 

the English language, and it is to the term "dictionary" to which we ascribe that lexicographical 

domain. The etymology and historical usage of the word, however, is even more varied than 

"encyclopedia,” and for a long while the terms were used almost interchangeably, with 

"dictionary" the more flexible and more common until relatively recently. The OED's primary 

definition for its own genre is "a book which explains or translates, usually in alphabetical order, 

the words of a language or languages (or of a particular category of vocabulary), giving for each 

word its typical spelling, an explanation of its meaning or meanings, and often other information, 

such as pronunciation, etymology, synonyms, equivalents in other languages, and illustrative 

examples". This is the most common usage today. It would seem unusual for a modern 
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dictionary to offer extended explanations of the subjects to which its words refer, but the second 

and third definitions are significant: the much more general "a book of information or reference 

on any subject in which the entries are arranged alphabetically; an alphabetical encyclopedia" 

and the broadly figurative "person or thing regarded as a repository or compendium of 

information" ("Dictionary," 2015). 

 

Though there have been exceptions, the nature of a dictionary as an alphabetically organized 

wordbook has remained largely stable throughout the life of the term. What has not remained 

consistent are the breadth or scope of the entries, the amount and kind of information provided 

with them, the extent to which its words are limited to a particular "high mode" and the manner 

in which the information is framed and presented. At one extreme is a list of words with no other 

information, and at the other something that we would today more likely call an encyclopedia, 

with extensive information about the meaning of each term (McArthur, 1986). 

 

The first known use of "dictionary" was as dictionarius in John Garland's 1225 textbook for 

people learning the Latin language and in the following century as dictionarium in a Biblical 

guidebook. In the 15th century it appeared in French as dictionnaire and Spanish as diccionario, 

then in the 16th century dicionário in Portuguese, dizionario in Italian, and diktionarium in 

German. Many of the first books calling themselves dictionaries were what we would think of 

today as a foreign language dictionary, with emphasis on translation rather than on 

lexicographical rigor. In the 17th century the name became associated with works offering a 

different sort of translation, explaining "hard words". Robert Cawdrey's Table Alphabeticall 

(1604) is an early example ("Dictionary," 2015).  

 

The most commonly held distinction between a dictionary and encyclopedia today is largely a 

matter of the way they frame their subjects. Dictionaries are about words; encyclopedias are 

about the people, places, objects, ideas, concepts, and other "things" that words stand in for. 

Dictionaries are about language; encyclopedias use language to describe or explain the world. As 

the The Nuttall Encyclopaedia differentiates the two, "while [a dictionary] explains and defines 

the vehicle of thought, [an encyclopedia] seeks to define the subject-matter" (Wood, 1907). 

Whereas the premise of an encyclopedia is that words can communicate knowledge about the 
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world, the premise of a dictionary is that words have meaning which corresponds to knowledge 

about the world, and so the two kinds of works overlap, differ, and complement each other in 

complex and inconsistent ways. In the style guide developed by the community of editors who 

produce Wikipedia, there is a page explaining that entries should not use phrases like "refers to" 

or "is a term for," preferring instead to use language that says what the subject is, not how a word 

is defined. The preference is directly related to a core content policy which states categorically 

that "Wikipedia is not a dictionary". The word "cat" refers to a type of animal, but the subject 

"cat" is a type of animal. 

 

The lines between "dictionary" and "encyclopedia" were most blurry in the 16th-18th centuries. 

The first alphabetical encyclopedic in English, John Harris's 1704 Lexicon Technicum uses the 

name "lexicon" but takes great pains to explain that it is a work not just of terms but of ideas. In 

fact, it is part of the title: Lexicon Technicum: or, an Universal English Dictionary and Science: 

Explaining not only the Terms of Art, but the Arts Themselves. The first edition of the 

Encyclopaedia Britannica (Smellie, 1771a) points from "Encyclopaedia" to "Cyclopaedia" and 

"Dictionary". Its entry for "Cyclopaedia" is very brief, referencing "the circle or compass of arts 

and sciences" and deferring to the French Encyclopedie for the rest of the entry: "A cyclopaedia, 

say the authors of the French Encyclopaedia, ought to explain, as much as possible, the order and 

connection of human knowledge" (“Cyclopaedia,” 1797). It also points to "Dictionary,” and to 

the preface. The entry for "Dictionary" is substantially longer, and is unambiguous in its 

lexicographical  basis, dedicating the majority of its space to examples of how one should 

properly create a dictionary, in contrast with the work of Samuel Johnson, who among other 

faults does not sufficiently draw the boundaries of "propriety" in word use (Smellie, 1771a). By 

the time of the third edition of Britannica, in 1797, the distinction between dictionary and 

encyclopedia had developed to the point that the editors emphasized that their work was the 

latter. If people who edit these works break down the body of knowledge into little parts and 

scatter them according only to alphabetical order, they are "mere dictionaries" (Gleig, 1797b, p. 

vii). The third edition also added a small entry for encyclopaedia in addition to cyclopaedia. Its 

purpose seems only to justify its own use of the word: "a term nearly synonymous with 

Cyclopaedia; but adopted in preference to it in denominating the present work, as being more 

definite and of better authority" (“Encyclopaedia,” 1797). As to the basis of that authority and 
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definition, it offers reference to a printer named Bower and the Dutch philosopher Gerardus 

Vossius: "[according to Bower], the preposition en makes the meaning of the word more precise: 

For Cyclopaedia may denote 'the instruction or a circle,' as Cyclopaedia is 'the instruction of 

Cyrus,' whereas in Encyclopaedia the preposition determines the word to be from the dative of 

cyclus, 'instruction in a circle.' And Vossius in his book De vitiis fermonis has observed, 'That 

Cyclopaedia is used by some authors, but Encyclopaedia by the best'" (“Encyclopaedia,” 1797). 

 

It is most accurate to say encyclopedias and dictionaries overlap, in the 16th-18th centuries as 

now, as opposed to being interchangeable. A word book which provides little-to-no information 

about those words would not be considered an encyclopedia; a collection of entries, each with 

wide scope, arranged thematically rather than alphabetically, would not be considered a 

dictionary. But there is no clear point at which the amount of information or the extent to which 

its content or organization reaches beyond lexicography justifies calling something an 

encyclopedia. There were even "encyclopedic dictionaries," considered a hybrid genre that 

would later be marketed as "concise" or "desk" encyclopedias. 

 

On the other hand, there are some works which bear the name "encyclopedia," but which 

nonetheless do not aim to encapsulate all areas of knowledge or to provide an all-around 

education, but rather take an encyclopedist's approach to a smaller domain. Increasingly, after the 

explosion of print, the idea of summarizing all knowledge became unfathomable. While some 

encyclopedists placed great emphasis on systems and principles which would limit content to 

only the most important subjects, others chose to give broad treatment to specific subjects. 

Specialist encyclopedias have come to develop their own styles and conventions, their own 

stand-out works and standards for review, and there are publishers which churn out a high 

number of specialist encyclopedias in a formulaic fashion owing to their narrow scope. 

Importantly, the content of some works' far-reaching and broad scope can also belie a purported 

narrower scope or specific purpose. For example, many of the encyclopedias from the Middle 

Ages in Europe and the Middle East frame their content in terms of religion or religion or 

religious duties, but consider all of the world to fall under that category. Thus the functional 

distinction between "specialized" and "general" encyclopedia is one of scope rather than of 

perspective or intention. 
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Some encyclopedias that are general in scope are written for a purpose or from a perspective 

which necessarily colors individual entries and/or the work as a whole. For example, 

Conservapedia is a wiki-based encyclopedia launched in response to perceived liberal bias in 

Wikipedia and other popular sources of information. Conservapedia is frequently criticized for 

its inaccuracies and strong political bias. However, Conservapedia does not limit the scope of its 

content and in fact is one of the largest encyclopedias on the Internet. Despite — or, some may 

argue, because of — its name, it also asserts, just like the venerable Encyclopedia Britannica, 

that it is objective, fact-based, free of opinion, and ultimately true. To dismiss the claims of 

Conservapedia by moving it to another category would grant too much to the other. There are 

politics at work in Britannica as well, as well as in every encyclopedia. Britannica's 

Enlightenment contemporary, L'Encyclopédie, was explicitly political, but its fitness as a general 

knowledge encyclopedia is rarely called into question.  

 

Reference works 

Encyclopedias and dictionaries today fall into the genre known as "reference" or "reference 

works". The history of reference works, even more so than the history of encyclopedias, is 

difficult to separate from histories of writing, knowing, memory, and media. McArthur's history 

of the genre is, among other things, a history of humans learning how to store information and 

memories outside of their body and a "review of how our species has tried to cope with the world 

of facts and ideas" (1986, p. 54). He highlights the scope of his task when he begins with early 

cave drawings as "places of reference," bones with serial notches as "objects of reference," and 

notes that the word "index" means both pointing at something with a finger and a type of list that 

figuratively points (pp. 19-20).  

 

In modern libraries, “reference” is a physical section thoughtfully placed in a central location, 

often with special seating, shelving, and close proximity to staff stations. Different rules apply to 

reference sections than do other books in other parts of a library. This is in large part due to their 

broad relevance, high cost, and the manner in which readers interact with them. Unlike a book-

length treatment of a subject, reference works hold answers to a larger number of questions, and 

because they tend to be concise there is less of a need to take them home in order to read and 
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digest them. Consult them, take the facts you need, and return them. Reference works in this 

sense are for filling gaps in research, settling bets, a starting point for serious inquiry, or a final 

destination for casual curiosity, and for those looking for answers to a specific question it is the 

reference category that offers the best odds of finding them in many areas. The name of the genre 

itself, in English, connotes a kind of passive instrumentality and established factuality. Its 

members can be "referred to" for quickly accessible answers and information, and they also 

"refer to" truths or reality itself. They are to be checked and accepted with an assumed authority 

verging on the divine. 

 

The Encyclopedia Americana points to the middle of the 17th century as the point of transition 

from ancient to modern encyclopedias, largely in the way it took on characteristics of a 

dictionary, organizing them alphabetically by headwords or topics. That change, it says, 

"inevitably led to a change in the purpose and character of encyclopædic compilation, viz., that 

from the exposition of the system of human knowledge to the mechanical arrangement of its 

contents" ("Encyclopedia,” 1920). The difference is in the production, but also a shift in usage, 

moving encyclopedias more clearly into the "reference" genre. Reference works are nearly 

always compilations of sorts, gathering a vast amount of particular kinds of information into one 

resource. They aim to be not just informative but also helpful. The reference section rarely 

contains volumes which one would be likely to read from cover to cover. A directory of phone 

numbers, employees, departments, or members does not typically exist so that one might know 

all of the names and numbers it contains but to act as an "object of memory" so that we know 

where to find a particular type of information rather than commit it to memory ourselves. There 

are exceptions in some encyclopedias intended to be read start-to-finish, but it is an uncommon 

characteristic among those with general aims. The reference understanding of encyclopedias 

stands in contrast with enkyklios paideia and the works developed to provide a rounded 

education rather than all-purpose aid to knowledge. The popularization of the dictionary style of 

alphabetically organized headwords, increasingly popular in encyclopedias from the 17th 

century, is one of the likely drivers of the shift from enkyklios paideia to reference work. Critics 

argue that rather than expounding upon the whole of knowledge, it is broken into parts and given 

an overall less artful treatment, making it impossible to be understood as a whole and 

condemning it to occasional use ("Encyclopedia,” 1920). 
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Encyclopedias and, especially in the last few centuries, dictionaries, are among the best known 

and revered reference works, but the category is diverse. Several make use of the encyclopedic 

or lexicographic style of large compilations comprising headings and a broad or purportedly 

"complete" range of information or data. Encyclopedic content can likewise be found throughout 

the genre, with different forms taking different approaches to the omne scibile, viewed through 

particular lenses: almanacs ("Almanac,” 1911; LaFrance, 2015; Rosen, 2004), handbooks 

(Madrigal, 2013; Smith & Bloxam, 2005), guidebooks (Kish, 1978), and even mappae mundi 

(Edson, 2007; Wolf, 2012). 

 

The task of defining what it means to be an encyclopedia is fraught and messy. It is built on a 

concept which did not have a consistent meaning in practice, has moved from learning to 

reference, and overlaps considerably with other similar kinds of works. It is possible, however, 

draw out some common themes for the purpose of understanding the genre. In addition to 

organizational schemes like scope and purpose there are also what I call "encyclopedic virtues," 

certain positive traits like comprehensiveness, usefulness, and accuracy which are ascribed by 

default to members of the category. Chapter 1 takes a closer look at these virtues, both what they 

claim and how they are not actually inherent to the genre but carefully cultivated. For as long as 

the genre has existed, encyclopedists, publishers, and other stakeholders have employed 

techniques to associate certain kinds of values with the genre. In some cases, these techniques 

involved external relationships and associations with powerful people and institutions. Often, 

however, they take the form of clever rhetorical strategies or marketing. I do not aim to do a 

history of encyclopedias or even of encyclopedic virtues, but to explain a trend in the ways 

encyclopedias talk about themselves, how that relates to their knowledge production and the way 

we understand the material they include. 

 

Behind the encyclopedic virtues 

Extraordinary claims like the "encyclopedic virtues" outlined in chapter 1 merit scrutiny, so 

chapter 2 looks behind the ethos of authority to see how encyclopedists have sought the consent 

of other parties to legitimate the claims they make and how they may have competing priorities 

which influence the content in ways obscured by the genre's reputation. In other words, I want to 
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challenge the assumptions inherent in the encyclopedic virtues as well as look at some of the 

influences they obscure. I organize these influences into four categories: nationalism, religion, 

money, and critique. 

 

The chapter starts at the beginning of the genre with Pliny the Elder's Natural History, to see 

how its interests were inextricable from the interests of the Roman Empire. Pliny, a well-

connected soldier and statesman, wrote it at the height of Roman imperial expansion. The 

bringing together of a large part of the world also made the world available to be looked at and 

described in an encyclopedia. The encyclopedia was, in turn, helpful to the empire as an 

authorized summary of Roman knowledge, as a tool for framing all the world from a Roman 

perspective, and as a way of sharing the culture to newly or soon-to-be conquered peoples. 

Throughout the process, Pliny had to carefully navigate relationships with emperors, being 

careful not to tread upon their epistemic authority. All of this influenced not just his approach to 

its production but the content itself and his mark upon it (or lack thereof). 

 

Nationalism played a variety of direct and indirect roles in the production of encyclopedias. At 

one end are those which were overseen by heads of state or government agencies, like the Great 

Soviet Encyclopedia, which aimed to be an official educational tool presenting Marxist-Leninist-

Stalinist thought, the correctness of socialism, and to develop the character and courage of its 

readers. In such cases, especially under totalitarian states, to speak of state or nationalist 

influence would be too understated. It was propaganda taking advantage of the reputation of the 

encyclopedia genre. There have even been rumors of encyclopedists of the first version being 

executed. There are similar examples from other nations, although most examples of nationalism 

in encyclopedias are not so severe or direct. Some are funded for the purpose of cultural 

preservation, like the Sarvavijnanakosam, intended to disseminate knowledge of the people of 

Kerala in their native language. In the Middle Ages especially, there were also encyclopedias 

written not just influenced by rulers but with kings or princes as the primary audience, as either a 

showcase of the vast knowledge of their kingdom or as a guide to good governance and holding 

onto power. 
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Nationalist influence on encyclopedias has not been limited to the direction, influence, or 

pressures of the state. Many encyclopedists have taken a distinctly sympathetic view to their 

home country in their texts. Encyclopaedia Britannica is perhaps the most prominent example, 

whose loyalty to Britain bred some resentment among publishers and booksellers in the United 

States when it was imported. An early 20th century critic even wrote a book accusing Britannica 

of "colonizing America." It became common to revise encyclopedias for a particular national 

audience, expanding locally relevant content but also removing bias (or replacing one with 

another). In some cases, encyclopedists like Funk & Wagnalls used their projects to try to 

propagate national spelling reform or otherwise "fix" a language.  

 

Religion has likewise been involved through direct production, exertion of influence, or through 

the personal beliefs of encyclopedists. In the Middle Ages, written materials in many parts of the 

world were produced and controlled in large part by monks and other figures in religious 

institutions. Early Christian encyclopedists like Thomas Aquinas, Cassiodorus, Isidore of Seville, 

and the Scholastics used the resources available to them through the church to copy vast amounts 

of text, often including both secular and religious material. Even after the explosion of print and 

scriptural knowledge began to diverge from scientific knowledge, religious institutions continued 

to hold considerable power and influence, and there are many examples of encyclopedist 

adherents letting religious biases come through the text. There are also, however, examples of 

encyclopedias developed in order to combat such discrimination, like the Jewish Encyclopedia, 

conceived as a way to combat antisemitism. 

 

A little known but fascinating example of a religious encyclopedist is Ramon Llull, active in the 

late-13th and early-14th centuries. He saw encyclopedias as a way not just to share religious 

information or to influence by presenting religious doctrine as truth, but as means to convert 

people to Christianity by giving them a tool which purports to answer any conceivable question. 

He developed a system which subsumed all knowledge under a complex combinatory art that all 

of his hundreds of books seek to promote or explain. Llull makes some of the boldest claims 

regarding encyclopedic virtues, offering to the reader-practitioner the truth of everything when 

his primary goal is not knowledge itself but conversion, and thus the resolution of centuries-long 
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religious conflict. It is not an encyclopedia filtered through a religious apparatus but itself an 

encyclopedic technology of conversion. 

 

Encyclopedias are very costly projects, requiring time and resources to produce that for a long 

time simply was not realistic without connections to powerful institutions. In the 18th century, 

the power of those institutions gave somewhat to the power of capital, and wealthy individuals, 

companies, or printers could finance the production of an encyclopedia for profit. 

Understandings of the demands of reader-purchasers became an important part of the burgeoning 

encyclopedia industry. Markets were likewise created, with advertising geared directly at kids 

and parents, employing a range of manipulative marketing techniques. They were framed as 

aspirational themselves and tools for aspirational parents to ensure their children would succeed 

in the world. 

 

As primarily tertiary works which aim to summarize established knowledge, encyclopedias tend 

to be conservative with the kinds of views they include. It would be unfair to expect an 

encyclopedia to omit or challenge dominant understandings and perspectives of the time and 

place in which they were written. This makes them useful for those who enjoy positions of 

privilege, and likewise provides an opportunity to present as unquestioned some views that are 

being called into question. There are, however, elements of critique which make their way into 

encyclopedias. This phenomenon is included here because it is another priority, perhaps set by 

the encyclopedist or publisher, which undermines traditional notions of what encyclopedias 

should be. The rhetoric of encyclopedic virtues rarely includes moral judgments that deviate 

from the dominant view, criticisms of those in power, or otherwise subversion of the status quo. 

There are not a great many examples of this in the history of encyclopedias. What critique does 

exist, when it does not align with existing systems of power, is often minimized, confined to a 

small number of entries. There is one famous example of an encyclopedic project itself intended 

as a form of social critique: the Encyclopédie of Diderot and D'Alembert. I will go over some of 

the ways it did this not just through the words in the entries, but also by repurposing conventions 

of the genre like cross-referencing.  
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It is impossible for an encyclopedia to entirely avoid inaccuracy and bias. To the contrary, they 

have always involved a variety of influences and priorities which require choosing between 

representations of knowledge. Whereas in chapter 1 I was interested in the ways encyclopedias 

produced the authority so closely associated with the genre, in chapter 2 I want to look at some 

of the ways these virtues are messy and unrealistic. In the second part of this project, I take these 

lessons from the history of encyclopedias to the most important encyclopedia of 2020, 

Wikipedia. 

 

The encyclopedia that anyone can edit 

Wikipedia background 

In 1996, Jimmy Wales left a Chicago finance career to become an entrepreneur, founding a 

company called Bomis with two partners. Bomis was primarily a web portal, collecting links and 

images for a male audience, until it launched a free encyclopedia called Nupedia in 1999. Wales 

hired a doctoral student, Larry Sanger, to act as editor-in-chief. The two met on a mailing list 

devoted to Ayn Rand's objectivism (and the implications that philosophy has for the attainability 

of objective knowledge would later influence debates over the politics of the project). The idea 

was to create a free access reference work retaining many of the hallmarks of traditional 

encyclopedias: emphasis on high-quality content, expert authors, editorial oversight, broad 

scope, thoughtful organization, and so on. It would also differ in a number of important ways, 

aimed at becoming a more innovative and adaptable alternative to staid institutions like 

Encyclopaedia Britannica. Being web-based created possibilities for hyperlinked cross-

references and easy connections to additional information both within and outside the 

encyclopedia. It also meant minimal overhead in terms of equipment, being able to avoid the 

costs of physical media, whether paper or disc, and with that greater ease in accessibility by a 

hypothetically large number of people. The new business models of the web meant it could also 

be given to people for free, supported by advertising revenue, and attempted to foster a gift 

economy in the spirit of creating a public good, thus opting not to pay contributors. Progress was 

slow going, though, mostly held up by a laborious review system. 
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In January 2001, while Sanger was looking for ways to accelerate those processes, he was 

introduced to the idea of wikis, a type of software designed to simplify collaboratively creating, 

editing, linking, and formatting information. It was first developed in 1995 by Ward 

Cunningham, who took the name from the Hawaiian word for "quick." The wiki is the technical 

foundation of Wikipedia, with which the software has become practically synonymous. Wales 

launched Wikipedia as a testing ground, or sandbox, to supplement Nupedia and facilitate 

drafting and collaboration on articles before they were moved into the review pipeline of the 

primary site. At first, it was directly connected to Nupedia, but several contributors voiced 

objections to the encyclopedia project being connected to a wiki-based platform, so it was spun 

off and given its own domain name, wikipedia.com. 

 

Wikipedia exploded with activity. Its users created about 600 articles in the first month (Schiff, 

2006). It saw a pronounced spike in activity after it was mentioned on Slashdot, a popular 

technology-based web forum, in March 2001 and then again in July. In short time, it 

overshadowed Nupedia and made it obsolete. Nupedia, with its rigorous quality control 

processes, simply could not keep up with Wikipedia's rate of content growth. Just a few years 

after it launched, Wikipedia grew to be one of the most popular websites in the world, surpassing 

all other nonprofit organizations, encyclopedias, news sites, educational institutions, and other 

traditional sources of information. As of August 2018, it ranked fifth on Alexa Internet's list of 

the most popular websites in the world. The only sites above it were Google, Youtube, 

Facebook, and Baidu (“Wikipedia.org,” 2018). In the time since then, changes made by other 

large tech companies like Google and Facebook have led to "zero-click" access to Wikipedia, 

serving Wikipedia content through their sites without readers actually visiting the wikipedia.org 

domain, and thus its traffic rank has fallen to the mid-teens as of September 2020 while its 

influence continues to grow.  

 

Since 2003, Wikipedia has been hosted, developed, promoted, and supported by the Wikimedia 

Foundation, a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization. It is the most popular non-profit on the web, and 

holds that non-profit altruism close to its identity. Though it began as part of a for-profit 

company, there was an early push to keep Wikipedia separate from the commercialized nature of 

most other popular websites. When Jimmy Wales mused about the possibility of including 
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advertisements and a group from the Spanish language Wikipedia decided to fork the project, 

Wales formally declared that it would be an ad-free platform, and the domain was moved from 

wikipedia.com to wikipedia.org in 2002. The following year, he founded the Wikimedia 

Foundation to host Wikipedia using a charity model. The organization also operates Wikipedia's 

various sister sites: Wiktionary, Wikibooks, Wikiquote, Wikivoyage, Wikisource, Wikimedia 

Commons, Wikispecies, Wikinews, Wikiversity, and Wikidata, which will not be significantly 

discussed here. In addition to hosting the servers, the Wikimedia Foundation also develops the 

software Wikipedia operates on, MediaWiki, and has grown substantially over the years. Rather 

than run advertisements, it places banners on the site that ask for donations. In 2018 its revenue 

was $104.5 million. Only a smaller portion of that pays for the technical infrastructure. Most 

goes to pay for salaries of its 200 employees and a variety of programs to either improve services 

or expand reach. Importantly, except for rare, usually legal, cases, the foundation does not 

change the content of the encyclopedia; its role is entirely supportive. 

 

Although much of the research into Wikipedia relates specifically to the English language 

Wikipedia, it is available in many languages. The first Wikipedia to be created after English was 

German, which started a little less than two months after Wikipedia began. A few hours later, 

there was one in Catalan, followed by Japanese, French, Chinese, Dutch, Esperanto, Hebrew, 

Italian, Portuguese, Russian, Spanish, Swedish, Arabic, Hungarian, Afrikaans, Norwegian, and 

Serbian within the first year. At that point, an overwhelming majority — 90% — of articles were 

on the English Wikipedia, but that number shrunk to less than 12% by 2018, at which time there 

were 292 active Wikipedias (“List of Wikipedias,” 2020). The English Wikipedia is still easily 

the largest, especially in terms of pageviews, and it has become common that because the 

English project has the most "impact," people whose first language is not English nonetheless 

choose to contribute in English. As such one of the priorities of the Wikimedia Foundation has 

been to foster development of the less well developed projects at the same time that they work to 

improve access to Wikipedia in different parts of the world. Like many of the encyclopedia-

based and technological utopias before it, Wikipedia emphasizes the extent to which it is meant 

for the benefit of all of humanity. Like H. G. Wells' vision of a "World Brain" which would unite 

the world through a mediated encyclopedia project, it provides unprecedented access to billions 
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of people around the globe. It has even gone so far as to take steps to fight censorship by 

authoritarian regimes abroad.2  

 

The promise of open collaboration 

Wikipedia is a beneficiary of a way of thinking about the internet which came together in the 

1990s, when the booming Silicon Valley technology industry promoted a kind of counterculture-

influenced libertarian, post-industrial, information economy which would liberate individuals 

from control by stodgy institutions (Borshook, 2001). One take on this form of techno-

utopianism was articulated by Richard Barbrook's essay "The Californian Ideology" (1995). He 

wrote about a combination of San Franciscan bohemianism, Silicon Valley, popular technology 

journalism, hippies, and yuppies, "achieved through a profound faith in the emancipatory 

potential of the new information technologies" and productive of a "digital utopia [in which] 

everybody will be both hip and rich (1995). There was widespread belief, and active promotion 

of the belief, that electronic media would lead to a McLuhanist "global village" or "electronic 

agora" where people were connected rather than separated, able to be individuals and connect 

with like minds, able to express opinions without being censored (Barbrook, 1995; Marantz, 

2019; McLuhan, 1994). Public intellectuals and technologists predicted various forms of social 

change or even social upheaval to a better future, predicated on the development and 

proliferation of computer and network technologies. Some stopped short of being fully utopian, 

but belief in elements thereof — new and different, if not better, social systems, new ways of 

connecting with each other, liberation of the individual, subversion of powerful institutions, 

elevation of effective problem solving over bureaucracy, an end of scarcity, etc.  

 

Wikipedia was not the first attempt to build an internet encyclopedia. What all of the earliest 

digital encyclopedias have in common is that none of them are original works developed 

specifically for the internet. They are all built on existing print properties which were then 

digitized and, in some cases, updated to include more media or hyperlinks. Some adapted better 

 
2
 It has been involved in a number of legal cases in different parts of the world. In the United States, it has even sued 

the National Security Agency, alongside the American Civil Liberties Union, over mass surveillance of Wikipedia 

users. The case has been bouncing between district and appellate courts since 2015 and has not reached a conclusion 

as of September 2020. 
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than others, and Encarta became particularly well known for its connections between subjects 

and use of video and, in later versions, interactive media to aid learning. The first proposal to 

create a native internet-based encyclopedia built on the principles of the early internet, may have 

been Interpedia, articulated by Rick Gates on a listserv in 1993. In Gates' vision, the internet 

would not only be of broad use to the public but the medium would also make it so a wide range 

of people could easily collaborate. Interpedia was never realized, and Nupedia may have been 

the first project with the ambitious goal to start an encyclopedia from scratch with a format built 

around the web. It was the only way to do so without a heavy investment. Rather than pay to 

license an expensive existing encyclopedia, they would recruit volunteers in the spirit of building 

a valuable community good. Wikipedia did not arise as a benevolent force set apart from Silicon 

Valley but from the technology industry directly. Bomis was very much a for-profit company, 

and although Nupedia would be offered to the public for free, it was still an ad-supported for-

profit part of Bomis. Users of the early Wikipedia assumed that, at some point, it too would be 

monetized with ads.  

 

Hackers, technologists, open source programmers, and participants in virtual communities were 

among its first prominent cheerleaders. From the earliest interviews with Jimmy Wales about the 

project, utopian rhetoric has undergirded much of Wikipedia's language about itself, and the 

quote Wales is perhaps best known for is often mentioned in connection with the utopian ideas of 

Web 2.0: "Imagine a world in which every single person on the planet is given free access to the 

sum of all human knowledge" (Roblimo, 2004).3 Though coined by industry to better understand 

the changing nature of web economics, "Web 2.0" also became a common term in academic 

literature examining different aspects that can all be neatly packed under that umbrella, as 

resentful as some are to reference the concept. Web 2.0 pulls, rather than pushes, invites people 

to engage with each other rather than just with the website, acts as platforms for content rather 

than the content itself, facilitates communication and collaboration rather than facilitating the 

solipsistic kinds of endeavors associated with web 1.0 and most pre-Internet computing. Henry 

Jenkins looked at the ways fans of various television shows, movies, and video games engage 

 
3
 Wales has offered several variations of this quote in interviews and talks. The cited Slashdot interview is the 

earliest known instance. Another version was taken up as the Wikimedia Foundation's Vision Statement: "Imagine a 

world in which every single human being can freely share in the sum of all knowledge" (“Wikimedia Foundation 

Vision,” 2018). 
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with each other and with their subjects in ways that ultimately change the very works of which 

they are fans. He looked at this behavior and saw "participatory culture" everywhere in the mid-

00s. He observed the lowered barriers to artistic, civic, social, cultural, and political engagement 

on the so-called "participatory web" (Jenkins, 2006). Two years before Jenkins' Convergence 

Culture, journalist Dan Gillmor published We the Media, in which he observed that "news 

reporting and production will be more of a conversation, or a seminar. The lines will blur 

between producers and consumers, changing the role of both in ways we're only beginning to 

grasp now. The communication network itself will be a medium for everyone's voice, not just the 

few who can afford to buy multimillion-dollar printing presses, launch satellites, or win the 

government's permission to squat on the public's airwaves" (2004). 

 

The key features of wiki software, as Gillmor points out, are that anyone can edit any page, and 

the easily accessible log of changes to every page. Whereas the first websites were either entirely 

published by site operators or limited user engagement to specific areas or functions, wikis 

encourage participation. For Gillmor, Wikipedia in particular "is one of the most fascinating 

developments of the Digital Age … a valuable resource and an example of how the grassroots in 

today's interconnected world can do extraordinary things. It is a model of participatory media 

quite unlike any other, and is a natural extension of the Web's capabilities in the context of 

journalism (2004).  

 

Though the earliest research on Wikipedia reacted to its sharp rise in popularity, analyzing the 

quality of the content so that teachers, librarians, parents, and other gatekeepers could make 

decisions about how to use it, much of the in-depth writing about it looked at its organizing 

principles, often holding it up as chief example of a form of production, labor, or interaction. In 

addition to Jenkins and Gillmor were Yochai Benkler's "commons-based peer production" 

(2006), Clay Shirky's "collaborative production" (2008), Tapscott and Williams' "mass 

collaboration" (2006), and Axel Bruns' "open participation," "ad-hoc meritocracy," and 

"produsage" (2008). Wikipedia was upheld as a harbinger of good things to come. It became a 

direct beneficiary of the techno-utopian rhetoric of Silicon Valley and then was pointed to as 

proof of concept of the potential for web 2.0 and its models of openness and collaboration to 

change the world, even though it was launched before the web had a version number (Tkacz, 
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2015). Nathaniel Tkacz makes the case that Wikipedia is perhaps the foremost, if not the best, 

example of the ideal of "open," largely as formed by Karl Popper but inherited most directly 

from the open systems debates of the 1980s, the free and/or open source software movements of 

the 1990s, and the application of "open" as a virtue to just about every area of society in the 00s 

(2015). That inheritance casts Wikipedia as a site of egalitarian competition of ideas seemingly 

devoid of or apart from politics (a subject which chapter 4 addresses directly, and which is a 

central point of contention in Tkacz's book). In a rosy summary, it is a participatory exercise in 

open collaboration, bringing people together, giving individuals a voice using a new medium to 

create an old kind of text that has historically required a great deal of resources, time, and access 

but can now be built virtual brick by brick by an army of amateurs who want nothing else but to 

contribute to something meaningful. In fact, Reagle and others have argued that the techno-

utopian tradition, combined with the collaborative spirit of Wikipedia have led to a pervasive 

"assume good faith" ethos within the community itself (Reagle, 2010). 

 

Tkacz's 2015 book, Wikipedia and the Politics of Openness, is the most ambitious attempt to date 

to consider the politics of one of Wikipedia's defining concepts, using the project to theorize a 

"politics of openness," observing that Wikipedia is held up as a chief example or evidence of a 

wide range of related concepts that are taken for granted as positive, ethical, and beneficial. 

Indeed, as he points out, Wikipedia's "about" page is littered with the word "open." He makes the 

case that "collaborative work is not spontaneous, not based on individual merit, not without 

durable hierarchies, and especially not able to resolve conflicting points of view through novel 

policies" (p. 50). One of the key arguments in support of openness as an organizing principle, 

which Tkacz devotes a substantial portion of the book to, is forking. Forking is an important 

concept in open source software development, allowing for anyone to take the software and turn 

it into a separate project. It is often the result of a difference of opinion or difference of goals. 

The threat of a fork can be a negotiation tactic, and it can be powerful if a significant number of 

contributors threaten to abandon development. Likewise on Wikipedia, which holds as a central 

value that it is "free content" and openly licensed to maximize the extent to which it can be 

shared and reused, forking has come up several times over governance concerns. For example, 

when there was talk of filtering the images hosted on Wikimedia Commons for those considered 

pornographic or just inappropriate for children there was considerable pushback on the principle 
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of "Wikipedia [or Wikimedia] is not censored" (Jemielniak, 2014). The most prominent fork was 

the "Spanish Fork," mentioned above. 

 

Forks of Wikipedia have not typically gone well, however. Wikipedia has just too strong a 

position in the information ecosystem, with links incoming from everywhere, high Google 

pageranks, and a well-known brand. There is also rarely a critical mass of contributors willing to 

leave. Finally, though the foundation receives quite a bit of criticism over various elements of 

governance, it does not behave very forcefully. In perhaps the biggest community crisis of the 

past 5 years, when the foundation took the unusual step of banning a long-time administrator for 

unclear reasons, hundreds of users protested. Importantly, most objections were to the opaque 

manner of banning rather than the banning itself, which may have had legitimate aims. The 

foundation ultimately relented, creating new systems for feedback, community consultation, and 

leading to structured processes to address systematic bad behavior by influential users. Most of 

those who had quit in protest returned and, though opinions differ on this characterization, the 

result of a summer of drama was attention brought to problematic behavior, greater transparency, 

and conversations to improve community and foundation processes. This is all to say that even 

when the foundation appears to act forcefully in community matters, it rarely puts its foot down 

in such a way that anyone has reason to fork. 

 

Rethinking Wikipedia 

Two of the most insightful books about the inner workings of Wikipedia are Tkacz's Wikipedia 

and the Politics of Openness (2015) and Dariusz Jemielniak's Common Knowledge?: An 

Ethnography of Wikipedia (2014). Tkacz's is an important book in the way it takes on a concept 

that seems to have spread to every domain of life as a form of unquestionable wisdom, and 

challenges evaluations of Wikipedia based on organizational abstractions like "mass 

collaboration." He provides a number of ways of thinking about how collaboration actually 

happens in ways that are messier and less consistent than most previous accounts, some of which 

I will return to in later chapters. Most of the examples he provides, however, are highly 

exceptional and took place in the early years of Wikipedia. This is likely by design, of course, as 

he is trying to highlight cases where received wisdom about the organization of openness does 
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not hold up and indeed the forms of "closure" that can be seen in the open. Unfortunately for the 

purposes of this project, it lends itself more to an understanding of openness and its related 

concepts than to the way disputes over knowledge take place on a daily basis on Wikipedia. As 

we will see, it is not necessary to search for exceptions to the rules or to find inconsistencies in 

organizational models to understand that discussions rely on constant, competing "consensus 

games" of interpretation and application.  

 

The value of Jemielniak's book is not as a theoretical exercise, which it does not purport to be, 

but in the way it effectively communicates many of the complicated ways people work together 

in practice. While many of the fundamentals, milestones, and policies of Wikipedia have also 

been adeptly covered by e.g. Lih (2009) and Reagle (2010), not to mention scholarship in other 

media, Jemielniak is less concerned with making the case for why Wikipedia works than in 

explaining how it works in often unusual ways (and how it sometimes does not work). It is a rare 

exercise in Wikipedia scholarship that avoids generalization, oversimplification, technological 

optimism, or conservative pessimism.  

 

The second half of this project provides new insights into how Wikipedia works, building on and 

expanding the ideas of Tkacz, Jemielniak, and others. Chapter 3 begins by considering an 

"encyclopedia that anyone can edit" in the context of the encyclopedic virtues outlined in chapter 

1. Whereas encyclopedias of the past drew authority from expert authors and gatekeeping, 

Wikipedia is only as good as the last anonymous user left it. There have been a large number of 

studies examining the quality of the knowledge in its articles, but they fail to convince because 

any version they evaluate could be replaced or deleted in the next moment. Expert contributors 

do not typically have any more say when it comes to article content than others, and I will 

highlight examples where Wikipedia's rules like "verifiability" and "no original research" 

actually worked against traditional authority figures editing material in their areas of expertise 

(and why that is not necessarily a bad thing). As a famous example of deception on Wikipedia 

made clear, there is little functional difference between a twentysomething college dropout and a 

professor with multiple doctorates — what matters is the quality of the edits. 

To locate the ethos of Wikipedia, I look instead to the ethos of the community of editors, 

drawing on my own research explained in the beginning of this introduction. Instead of expert 
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authors, there are a large number of people with shared values, collaborating and reinforcing 

each other's good faith participation. Wikipedians, as they are called, often report being driven 

by a passion for sharing knowledge, learning, or teaching, and a belief that Wikipedia is an 

important resource. The community functions more as volunteer "Scriptors," using Barthes' 

terminology, working on a "Text," than as "Authors" producing "Works." I also use Ian Bogost's 

concept of "procedural rhetoric" to consider how the system of rules which governs the creation 

of content as well as behavior can contribute to this sense of ethos, looking at a variety of rules 

and how Wikipedians employ them in a process that can at times appear as anything but chaotic. 

 

In chapter 4, I attempt to look at the way Wikipedia works not as an abstract model, and not for 

its exceptions, but in the complicated way disputes are (or are not) resolved. Whereas chapter 2 

shows that encyclopedias have always had to negotiate a variety of influences and priorities 

which affect the content in ways obscured by the encyclopedic virtues, likewise Wikipedia is 

held up to its own kinds of unreasonable standards through an inheritance of not just the 

encyclopedic tradition but also the technological optimism outlined above and procedural 

rhetoric of chapter 3. If we cannot expect encyclopedias of the past to live up to our expectations, 

why would Wikipedia likewise not be rife with messy negotiations and contradictions? To 

understand how Wikipedia works in practice, I shift from abstract models and the system of 

rules to how those rules are interpreted and applied in a range of scenarios. In particular, I look at 

the ubiquitous decision-making principle of "consensus" which frames discussions, operates at 

many levels, is subject to interpretation, involves various roles and hierarchies, and, in short, is 

messier than its descriptions of process let on. I start the chapter by looking at who is actually 

writing Wikipedia — what we know about the motivations of the encyclopedist-Scriptors. I then 

outline some of the hierarchies on Wikipedia. Though it has a reputation for being unhierarchical 

or adhocratic, there are both technical and social levels of power and influence which play an 

active role in the consensus-finding processes.  

 

The largest part of the chapter explains the many confusing, sometimes contradictory, and often 

messy ways that consensus is determined: through editing of articles, casual discussion on talk 

pages, structured "requests for comment," and centralized "noticeboard." There are both content 

and behavioral considerations in these processes, which are defined by policies and guidelines 
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but require interpretation and judgment in application, sometimes coming down to the say of a 

single person. Consensus also operates at multiple levels, with conventions on how one finding 

of consensus may be subordinated or canceled by another. To explain some of the complicated 

operations of consensus on Wikipedia, I focus on two examples: the guidelines which determine 

what topics should be included or omitted in Wikipedia, called "notability" and a relatively new 

development of source "deprecation" whereby formal discussions can prevent the use of entire 

publications anywhere on Wikipedia. The end of chapter 4 concerns threats to consensus: ways 

of engaging with the Wikipedia community, articles, policies, and consensus-building processes 

which are vulnerable to subversion or gamesmanship. The two major forms I cover are off-wiki 

coordination, when people work together somewhere outside of Wikipedia to influence 

discussions or content on Wikipedia, and conflict of interest or paid editing, when people make 

changes to Wikipedia without the best interests of the project in mind.  

 

Wikipedia is unusual in the history of encyclopedias, but as a project which places itself, and is 

generally understood, within that tradition, there are important lessons we can take from it. 

Among them is the value of understanding Wikipedia's unique encyclopedic virtues and, perhaps 

most importantly, how the production of knowledge happens in practice. 
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Chapter 1: Cultivating Encyclopedic Authority 

The descriptions and definitions of what it means to be an encyclopedia covered in the 

introduction suggest several commonly offered characteristics, all of which breed epistemic 

authority: comprehensive, accurate, neutral, expert, organized, useful, systematized, unified, 

educational, informational, exhaustive, reviewed, objective, and unique among sources of 

knowledge, deserving to be set apart. These kinds of traits are less readily ascribed to works 

outside the reference genre. They can even lend themselves to utopian thinking. Indeed, several 

works of utopian fiction and non-fiction include encyclopedias as an important part of the vision, 

working to produce ideal citizens. 

 

Some of the encyclopedic virtues are listed concisely in this paragraph in the Preface of the Funk 

& Wagnalls Standard Encyclopedia which summarizes its view of what an encyclopedia should 

be (italics in the original): "The method of the Encyclopedia follows standard models; the writers 

are standard authorities, and the standard set by the best extant Encyclopedias in the English 

language has been maintained throughout. The Publishers have consistently aimed at an accurate 

presentation of the facts, an impartial attitude in their exposition and interpretation, clearness of 

expression and completeness of treatment within the scope of the work. Every important article 

is succeeded by a bibliography of the most authoritative books on the subject under discussion, a 

feature which will be warmly appreciated by all who wish to enter upon detailed study" 

(“Publishers',” 1912). Chapter 2 deals with the "impartial attitude," but this chapter considers 

most of the others, and in particular how encyclopedists frame themselves as such. This example 

from Funk & Wagnalls is a good one not just because it lists several of the common attributes, 

but because it is typical of the reverence and esteem in which encyclopedias hold themselves.  

 

As the products of humans, we know perfection is not a possibility, and if pressed, most people 

would probably concede that no encyclopedia is perfectly comprehensive, perfectly accurate, or 

perfectly neutral. Yet even Wikipedia, which at any moment could be modified to include wild 

disinformation or even nonsense, enjoys a significant albeit cautious helping of the genre's 

esteem. Wikipedia, if we accept its self-identification as an encyclopedia, shatters — and thus 
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highlights — many of these preconceptions in often jarring ways. Chapter 3 returns to Wikipedia 

as a special, currently relevant case. 

 

So where did those attributes come from? The first part of this chapter briefly looks to factors 

external to the encyclopedias themselves, such as associations, traditions, endorsements, and the 

ways authority may be transferred from other institutions like the church or a monarch. My 

focus, however, is on perhaps the most obvious source of these characteristics: the words of 

encyclopedias and encyclopedists themselves, sometimes contextualized by historians or critics. 

The ethos of an encyclopedia is carefully promoted by authors, editors, publishers, and 

marketers. They do this by speaking directly to the importance of positive traits, like accuracy, 

comprehensiveness, and systematization, while at the same time holding up themselves or the 

genre in general as exemplars.  

 

Many encyclopedias use prefaces or similar frontmatter to explicitly claim authority, boast about 

features of the work, preempt criticisms, outline the process, and provide context. Encyclopedia 

entries about their genre ("Encyclopedia" or related terms) can also be informative in learning 

how they think about themselves or, most likely, how they want readers to think about them. 

These provide the basis for much of this chapter. As encyclopedism became more competitive, 

either for prestige or for business, many of these prefaces took a pragmatic marketing tone 

explicitly stating how they were worth the money, casting blame, spinning shortcomings, and 

making a case for unique selling propositions rather than grand superlatives. The final part of this 

chapter considers the ways in which the sales and marketing techniques that publishers employed 

recruited customers as stakeholders in the production of encyclopedic authority. 

 

All of the elements of encyclopedia's epistemic authority covered here feed into another 

consideration: the history of the genre itself. In what could be either summary or metacriticism, 

there is something to be said for the way the work encyclopedists have done feeds into a central 

mythology or set of traits that have become inherent in the form, and which each subsequent 

encyclopedia benefits from and contributes to. This tradition can be traced back to enkyklios 

paideia, that tradition of general education which was both valuable in its own right for the way 

it created learned, competent members of the polis, and a rhetorical tool to separate what is 
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essential from what is specialized. There is prestige and morality in enkyklios paideia. While the 

introduction highlighted Aude Doody's research which challenges a historically consistent 

understanding of the concept and the extent to which it provides a way of understanding 

encyclopedias, what are not in question are its reputation and historical significance. Indeed, that 

may be the very reason encyclopedias have so embraced the name and its context: because its 

purpose is rhetorical or reputational, putting a work into a prestigious tradition. 

 

External factors 

Before looking at how encyclopedists themselves cultivate their epistemic authority, it is worth 

looking at some of the external factors contributing to encyclopedias' unusual reputations. 

Because we can trace the genre back thousands of years, it is hard to separate it from histories of 

writing, reading, books, knowledge production, religion, and so on. Undertaking such a 

sprawling history is outside the scope of this project. Instead, this section focuses on three 

somewhat interrelated topics, and does so in a summary rather than comprehensive way: 

sponsorship, sanctioning, or endorsement by the state; affiliation with religion; and the function 

of testimonials. There are several obvious shortcomings here, but a gloss of external factors is 

important context for the internal factors which will be given more attention. 

 

It hardly needs to be said that while today nearly anybody can easily publish their thoughts on 

the internet, the means to read and write were uncommon until relatively recently. As with most 

scarce and valuable resources, literacy that did exist often had close connections to powerful 

people and institutions. Thus for most of the history of encyclopedias, the resources to produce 

books were largely the domain of the divine and the powerful, concentrated in religious and state 

institutions. This was especially true for large-scale reference works like encyclopedias, which 

require a great deal of time, resources, and skilled labor. When most or all written works are 

necessarily authoritative and scarce, the form itself can take on some of that authority. To have a 

single source of knowledge on a particular topic required some amount of trust in that source, 

which was amplified by its associations. Rather than the easily outdated, replaceable, 

commercially produced, competitive commodities that they turned into more recently, most 

encyclopedias were written with grander intentions. 
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Heads of state and government agencies have long understood the importance of controlling 

knowledge, acting not just as censor but provider and benefactor. For as long as there has been 

writing, there have been efforts to control it. In ancient Sumer and Egypt, scribes or their analogs 

were professional elites commonly tied to the most powerful rulers, codifying fundamental 

principles of a people. To find an early example of an encyclopedia produced in connection with 

the state, one need only look at the most famous early encyclopedia, Pliny's Natural History. For 

him, the blessing of the emperor was essential. Not only would the vast resources of the Roman 

Empire ensure the work be copied and distributed widely, but it was likely necessary just for it to 

be published (Murphy, 2004). In fact, the work became a central source of knowledge for and 

about the Roman Empire. It is difficult to overstate the importance of not just the Flavians' 

permission but endorsement of the work. That would mean it would be copied, distributed, and 

promoted. This importance was not lost on Pliny, either. Murphy argues that Pliny's dedication 

of the Natural History to Titus served multiple purposes (2004). It worked to diminish Pliny's 

role so that he would not encroach on the emperors' role as arbiters of knowledge, it put the work 

in the good graces of the emperor who could decide what knowledge to block or elevate, and it 

put in a bid to have the work authorized.  

 

The Natural History's role as a tool for Roman propaganda and cultural imperialism during the 

empire's expansion does not come up in most histories (Laehn, 2010; Murphy, 2004). Most focus 

more on the extent to which it proved to be an invaluable record of Roman culture at the turn of 

the millennium. There were other influential works of the time that we would now consider 

encyclopedic, but due in no small part to the Emperor's blessing, Pliny's work was the one which 

was extensively distributed and copied even into the Middle Ages. In becoming authorized, it 

superseded previous encyclopedias (like those of Varro and Celsus), other reference books, and 

the various sources Pliny relied upon. 

 

There is at least one example of a king himself leading the production of an encyclopedia, 

Alfonso X of Castille, who used the resources at his disposal in the 13th century to produce the 

Siete Partidas. It is unclear just how involved Alfonso was in the process. Though for some time 

he was popularly believed to have authored it himself, much of the work of writing was done by 

a commission of jurists aided by translators and compilers. At minimum, Alfonso formed the 
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commission, outlined its purpose, specified the subjects it should cover, provided them with 

books in various languages, and was involved in reviewing the work. Accounts of the process are 

surprisingly collaborative and careful. The Partidas brings together diverse sources ranging from 

Aristotle to the Bible, and legal texts from all over the region. What makes the Partidas a 

particularly interesting example is not just that the king was involved, but that it served as the 

Castilian statutory code itself (it was originally titled Libro de las Leyes, or Book of Laws). 

Though there is some dispute about when it was enacted and whether there were other intentions 

in play, the frontmatter of the work articulates clearly that it is intended for the purpose of 

making legal judgments. It was influential beyond Spain, even in effect in Latin America through 

the 19th century and in parts of the United States that had been influenced by Spanish law 

(Burns, 2000). 

 

It is difficult to know when dedications and endorsements were requested by encyclopedists, 

ordered by rulers, or simply custom for the time. It is likewise hard to know just how much the 

official stamp of government approval meant to readers. Since the third edition, every 

Encyclopaedia Britannica has included dedications to the monarch of the time and then, after its 

publishing company moved its headquarters to the United States, to the British monarch as well 

as the American President. The first dedication, to King George III, requested "permission to lay 

it at the feet of their Sovereign," praising the King, encouraging his "Advancement of 

Knowledge" and looking forward to his restoration of peace in Europe (Bell & Macfarquhar, 

1797). More exceptional is George Gleig's dedication to that edition's supplement. He explicitly 

declares that he wishes "to solicit for this Work the Protection of a Monarch" (Gleig, 1803). He 

praises George, of course, and speaks to his own motives upholding religion, morality, and social 

order, placing itself in opposition to the more radical French Encyclopédie. John Harris secured 

royal patronage for his Lexicon Technicum of 1704, including in the work a message to "His 

Royal Highness," Prince George of Denmark, husband of Queen Anne. It is an elaborate, 

fawning dedication, praising George's various accomplishments, bravery, skills, character, and 

wisdom for sponsoring the encyclopedia. Indeed most of what became the most successful 

encyclopedias pay tribute of some kind (Harris, 1708b). 
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Association with a large institution like a government can have perks for the dissemination of 

knowledge, given the resources available. When the Union Government of India and the 

Government of Madras State got involved with the Tamil encyclopedia Kalaikkalanjiam 

(published between 1954 and 1968), it offered it to the public at a subsidized rate much less than 

most comparable works. Years later, in 2014, its publisher, the Tamil Virtual Academy, released 

the entire work with a Creative Commons license through a partnership with a group of users 

from the Tamil language Wikipedia (Subramanian, 2014). 

 

Following Thomas Aquinas's efforts to reconcile faith and reason and the influence of 

Scholasticism, the church became more and more involved with compiling and developing not 

just religious texts but also combining them with secular texts. Multiple of Aquinas's texts could 

be considered encyclopedias in retrospect, chief among them the Summa theologica, which is 

probably his best known work despite being unfinished. Prominent examples precede even 

Aquinas, though. Cassiodorus, in his Vivarium in the 6th century, had the brothers copy as many 

manuscripts as possible, concentrating and preserving knowledge (Hammer, 1945; McArthur, 

1986, pp. 44-45). Hugh of Saint Victor, who himself wrote Summa as brevis quaedam summa 

omnium (A Specific Brief Summation of Everything that Exists), similarly preached the virtues of 

"[Learning] everything; later you will see that nothing is superfluous" (quoted in McArthur, 

1986, p. 53). The prolific Isidore of Seville was another compiler and author of books later 

categorized as encyclopedias. He wanted to produce works for other religious teachers and 

researchers as well as for learners and the recently converted. In a possible attempt to broaden 

his reach, he even dedicated his 7th century Etymologies to Sisebut, King of the Visigoths 

(Brehaut, 1912). 

 

The church was the primary source of a wide swath of knowledge and was closely associated 

with its storage and production, to such an extent that it likely transferred some authority into 

writing and books in general. When a type of work has a reputation for long enough, it is less 

often questioned or questionable. The "written word has always been in itself a source of awe for 

the un- and semi-lettered. [...] Many people, finding both divine and secular guidance coming 

from the fathers of the church and their monasteries, preserved by the pious labours of monks in 

their scriptoria, must have seen all the written materials emanating from such sources as equal in 
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revelation. [...] Thus was a special authoritarianism born and a kind of divinization of books 

fostered. The mystique made all such writings as hard to challenge as the Bible itself, and has 

served to add an element of reverence in our civilization to works of reference." (McArthur, 

1986, p. 46). Today there remains an aura of accuracy around the reference genre. As McArthur 

points out, reference works in general still "often have a religious or quasi-religious tinge to 

them,” as though they are canonized and written for an unchanging world ("people responding to 

certain established works as if they were Mosaic tablets handed down from on high") (p. 38). 

That writing, texts, and literacy were overwhelmingly the domain of religious figures helped to 

instill in the written word a sense of mysticism such that the illiterate and semi-literate came to 

view books — and reference works in particular — with a kind of awe, reverence, and deference 

(p. 46). 

 

Rendering a text infallible or unquestionable is a practice common to the exercise of power by 

states and religions. Whether a code of laws, constitution, scripture, or official interpretations 

thereof, texts can explicitly or implicitly become classicized, sanctified, canonized, or otherwise 

authorized by an official body and become part of tradition rather than subject to the same kind 

of scrutiny and criticism that apply to other texts. The process has also occurred in universities, 

commissions, trade associations, and other entities over time. McArthur offers as examples the 

Vedas and the Bible, which could have just as well become known as Encyclopedia Indica and 

Encyclopedia Hebraica (or Encyclopedia Christiana), respectively. He highlights the post-facto 

organization of the Bible, with numbered verses, chapters, etc. as likewise included in its 

infallibility (1986).  

 

Collison points to the Speculum Maius by Vincent de Beauvais as the turning point in the Middle 

Ages when the church stopped having a practical monopoly on the kind of scholarship that could 

produce such works (1966, p. 60), although that claim is rather undermined by Vincent being a 

Dominican who also had the patronage of Louis IX (Franklin-Brown, 2012). It was a very 

successful, influential work released in the mid-13th century and revised continuously until his 

death. 
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Testimonials have also been a key method with which encyclopedias would benefit from 

external authority. They appear last here among the "external" factors because while the 

authority they draw from is indeed based outside of the encyclopedia itself, it is of course the 

encyclopedists who utilize them and seek them out. Britannica let everyone know who consulted 

it, including American icons like Thomas Jefferson and George Washington, as well as Marilyn 

Monroe and Civil War veterans (Bernstein, 2009). Sonia Sotomayor gave the institution a big 

plug in 2009 when, in interviews surrounding her Supreme Court nomination, she told the story 

of a young girl in the South Bronx whose family was the only one in the neighborhood to own an 

Encyclopedia Britannica, making a clear connection between the encyclopedia and upward 

mobility (Bernstein, 2009). Nelson's Perpetual Loose-Leaf Encyclopaedia included in its ads that 

"it is used in the Library of Congress, U. S. Senate, U. S. Supreme Court, and in Libraries, 

Universities, and Schools in every state in the Union" ("Now!,” 1926). 

 

Even those who were not paying attention to printed works knew the authority of encyclopedias 

due to their presence in other media. For example, the television quiz shows of the mid-20th 

century which often turned to encyclopedias as ultimate authority on facts (Collison, 1966, p. 5). 

A radio show called Information Please invited listeners to try to stump a panel of experts with 

questions and, if successful, received a copy of Britannica (Einbinder, 1964). Sometimes 

encyclopedists even used hypothetical testimonials. The editors of Britannica's third edition 

quoted Thomas Reid, who had recently died, to criticize their competitor and claimed that, if 

they could still ask him, "he would candidly have acknowledged, that the divisions and 

arrangement of the Encyclopaedia Britannica are calculated to answer every purpose which can 

be expected from a general repository of arts, sciences, and miscellaneous literature" ("Preface,” 

1797, p. ix).  

 

There are other entities other than rulers and religious institutions that have been involved in 

endorsing, authorizing, or sponsoring encyclopedic bodies of knowledge such that their 

relationship with transfer some amount of authority. Another example this project does not 

significantly explore is the role of universities, or studio generalia, and the guilds (universitas) 

that evolved alongside them. Throughout the history of encyclopedias, they have benefitted from 

connections to powerful and influential institutions and people. Several have had formal ties to 
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churches or governments, while others curried the favor or patronage of officials. Whether 

through direct involvement, sponsorship, blessing, endorsement, sanctioning, or testimonial, 

encyclopedias have frequently gained authority through these relationships.  

 

Comprehensiveness 

Breadth of coverage has always been a central feature of encyclopedias. For centuries it has 

played prominently in the way encyclopedists talk about their work, the way publishers market 

them, and what people think about when buying them. In the beginning, encyclopedias were 

projects to collect, compile, or otherwise bring together information which was not previously 

accessible in a single place. Whether writing and editing new material or bringing together 

disparate texts and organizing them in a single work, putting together an encyclopedia is a 

monumental undertaking, requiring extensive resources and effort. That readers recognize as 

much is not lost on the encyclopedists themselves, who not only emphasize the scope of the 

effort, the number of people involved, and the length of time it has taken, but sometimes even the 

toll it has taken on them.  

 

Pliny's great achievement was in gathering so much useful information together not in his 

editorial rigor, but he had incredible success as a compiler. His method was to credit sources of 

information, and to include almost everything in the pages of his Natural History, including 

myths, advice, trivia, and evaluations. Early works of encyclopedism were similarly 

compilations. After all, just getting a lot of extant reasonably useful works together and copying 

it into a single work was a significant task on its own. Quantity and breadth were thus key 

characteristics of such works for a long time.  

 

As discussed above, the church of the Middle Ages was increasingly interested in the 

accumulation, compilation, and production of both religious and secular works, often combining 

them in encyclopedic fashion. It is in this context that we start to see works with grand claims 

like Hugh of Saint-Victor's 12th century Summa as brevis quaedam summa omnium (A specific 

brief summation of everything that exists) and the growth of Scholasticism, with its joining of a 

kind of Platonic Idea of truth with spiritual belief and penchant for gathering knowledge. When 
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Aquinas set to work on his Summa theologica, he had lofty goals characteristic of any summa but 

by the time he stopped working on it, he seemed decidedly less convinced of the ability to 

actually summarize everything, saying "all I have written seems to me like so much straw 

compared with what I have seen and with what has been revealed to me" (quoted in McArthur, 

1986, p. 54). 

 

As time went on, it became increasingly important to know when to stop — to establish limits 

and make lists of what would and would not be included in an encyclopedia. They tend to 

sprawl, and one has to remember the limitations of a physical, labor-heavy medium. The 

language of the exhaustive, the complete, and the truly comprehensive never actually stopped, 

however, even after the invention of the printing press and a greater understanding of the 

impossibility of that task. The Encyclopaedia Perthensis of 1796 claimed it would supersede all 

other works of reference. More than 150 years later, it was still in print across the Atlantic in the 

United States, retitled the New and Complete American Encyclopaedia (Walsh, 1968). Some of 

the most ambitious works paid a price for aiming to cover everything. The Allgemeine 

Encyclopadie der Wissenschaften und Kunste was a large encyclopedic project undertaken in the 

19th century which, by the time it was abandoned some seventy years after starting, had 

produced an incomplete work of 167 volumes. Single entries spanned volumes and thousands of 

pages. The Funk & Wagnalls Standard Encyclopedia described it as "almost caricatur[ing]" the 

phenomenon by which encyclopedias issued progressively must contend with outdating of 

information in the earlier volumes ("Encyclopedia,” 1912). 

 

Encyclopedists still maintained terms like "comprehensive" and language that explained that 

their work was complete, but with the exception of bold claims by the likes of Britannica, which 

claimed it "contains the accumulated knowledge of the world since creation" at least as recently 

as 1960 (Einbinder, 1964, p. 266), most started to qualify or contextualize those claims in some 

ways. The Nuttall Encyclopedia said they hold "a more or less complete account … of the whole 

round of human knowledge" ("Encyclopaedia,” 1907). The 1912 Funk & Wagnalls New 

Encyclopedia observes in its entry for "Encyclopedia," partly setting expectations and partly 

lamenting the task, that at that stage of the history of encyclopedias, "as knowledge has increased 

it has become more and more necessary, in order to say something (and the most important 
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something) about everything, to be content not to say everything about anything" 

("Encyclopedia,” 1912). Winston's Cumulative Loose-Leaf Encyclopedia defined an 

encyclopedia's scope as that which is "boiled down and bottled up for ready use .. without 

needless detail just the things that busy men and women want to know … a light, handy, 

inexpensive work, instead of a long series of bulky and costly volumes … while containing no 

more information than, with careful editing, can be compressed into a work of the size and 

convenience here offered" (Morris, 1921). The 11th edition of Britannica does not claim that it 

includes all topics, but characterizes the genre as comprising "short," "brief," but "complete" 

entries (Chisholm, 1911). Comprehensiveness, as with all other features described here, is not a 

universal but rather defined in context and prescribed for readers. "You want what this is." 

 

Part of the reason for the persistence of comprehensiveness as an encyclopedic virtue is 

consumer demand. By the time of the Enlightenment, there was a well developed industry for 

encyclopedias, with growing audiences and corresponding demand for covering a vast number of 

topics. Yeo frames this as readers becoming "akin to corporate authors" (2001, p. 53). Diderot, in 

an act of subversion, or perhaps just a minor tantrum, used his entry on "Aguaxima" to vent 

about the demands placed upon him for comprehensiveness, spending a single sentence telling 

the reader that it is "a plant growing in Brazil and on the islands of South America" before 

confessing "this is all that we are told about it" and dedicating the rest of the entry to why he 

thinks it serves nobody to include, but that he is doing so due to pressure from the public to cover 

everything (Diderot, 2007a).4  

 

The expanding audience for encyclopedias indeed became demanding. By the third edition of 

Britannica it was evident that the editors had received a great deal of complaints from people 

 
4
 The full text of the entry: "Aguaxima, a plant growing in Brazil and on the islands of South America. This is all 

that we are told about it; and I would like to know for whom such descriptions are made. It cannot be for the natives 

of the countries concerned, who are likely to know more about the aguaxima than is contained in this description, 

and who do not need to learn that the aguaxima grows in their country. It is as if you said to a Frenchman that the 

pear tree is a tree that grows in France, in Germany, etc . It is not meant for us either, for what do we care that there 

is a tree in Brazil named aguaxima, if all we know about it is its name? What is the point of giving the name? It 

leaves the ignorant just as they were and teaches the rest of us nothing. If all the same I mention this plant here, 

along with several others that are described just as poorly, then it is out of consideration for certain readers who 

prefer to find nothing in a dictionary article or even to find something stupid than to find no article at all" (Diderot, 

2007a).  Although "Aguaxima" is one of the Encyclopédie's entries without an author credit, the asterisk next to the 

title marks Diderot's work (Mason & Wokler, 1992, p. 2). 
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who objected at the omission of this or that person from its biographies. Gleig even went so far 

as to list the reasons why that might happen in the preface: the editors did not know the person 

had died, by accident, people who knew them would not provide information. For those who 

drew a particular offense at not just an exclusion but the inclusion of someone relatively more 

obscure, the editors likewise had a response, explaining that it simply means they thought the 

person's life could be instructive to a large number of people. 

 

At the same time, they admit that while biographies are challenging to select, they have chosen 

to err on the side of too many entries about places. This question of the relative number of place 

articles was echoed centuries later on Wikipedia when, a few years after its launch, a user created 

a bot to automatically start pages about places in the United States based on structured census 

data. By the time the bot was done, the number of articles on Wikipedia had nearly doubled, 

leading to debates about the relative value of boilerplate articles, the extent to which they could 

or would be improved with time, and whether it would be better to delete them all. To the 

contrary, they were kept, and officially recognized popular places all over the world were 

considered to be automatically "notable" (a concept which will come up in chapters 3 and 4). 

 

A surprising portion of Gleig's preface in the third edition is spent providing reasons or excuses 

for why various subjects may have been omitted, while at the same time expressing frustration or 

even mocking readers or correspondents for some of the subjects they objected to being left out. 

Some biographical entries are missing because of "the contemptuous refusal of their friends to 

answer the Editor's letters respectfully requesting the necessary information" (Gleig, 1797b, p. x) 

and Gleig instructs the reader that "in a collection so extensive and multifarious, a few mistakes, 

repetitions, and omissions, might surely be passed over without severity of censure" and in fact 

"almost unavoidable" because of Macfarquhar's death and replacement by Gleig (p. xii). For 

each apparent admission, there is a plea to cut the editors some slack or an explanation that it 

does not really matter that certain things were omitted or an implication that readers will not 

even notice. 

 

Indeed, what was missing from this or that encyclopedia could be surprising. Some is contextual, 

being written from a place or perspective that would not have information about a topic or would 
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not view it as useful. Sometimes it was political or ideological, as I will show in some of the 

cases in chapter 3. Still others just seemed like neglect, like the Nuttall Encyclopedia's inclusion 

of specific fictional characters from Charles Dickens novels but omission of fruit. Practically 

speaking, of course, no encyclopedia is truly comprehensive. Unless an encyclopedist is willing 

to undertake a project like Borges' cartographers in "On Exactitude in Science," some omission 

is required (Borges, 1998). The development of new media technologies like the printing press 

made it possible to put more words into a work with less time, but even by the time of early 

English encyclopedias, publishers avoided topics like biographies whenever possible due to the 

frequency with which they need to be updated (Walsh, 1968). As time has gone on, even well 

before the Internet, the demand for frequent updates increased steadily. As Walsh put it in 1968, 

"Today's editor-in-chief is not a scholarly and erudite part-time editor of 200 years ago who 

could write a great deal of the material himself but a highly specialized, high speed 

administrator, one who can plan an encyclopedia to cover the widest possible range of human 

knowledge within very restricted confines; for, while knowledge itself is now reputed to be 

doubling itself every 10 years, the physical boundaries of an encyclopedia cannot expand 

proportionately without making it prohibitive in cost" (p. xvii). 

 

What was comprehensive became increasingly closer to "everything that matters" or "everything 

you might want." Some publishers embraced this trend, finding a new market in the booming 

business of encyclopedism for cheaper, wieldy works: the short encyclopedia, desk 

encyclopedia, travel encyclopedia, pocket encyclopedia, concise encyclopedia, everyday 

encyclopedia, or otherwise just less voluminous encyclopedia that was less daunting. It played 

into marketing strategies' emphasis on usefulness. Rather than page through twenty tomes to 

learn about a subject, you could just consult one or a pair of large books which would give a 

brief overview of a topic. The Nuttall Encyclopaedia argues that the larger encyclopedias are not 

really ideal for anyone because they are insufficient for someone to become a specialist with 

while being too much for a more general reader (Wood, 1907). 

 

One of those shorter works, the Lincoln Library of Essential Information argues that their "study 

has settled beyond question many significant points, one of the most important of which is that, 

for practically all readers, the most satisfactory source of general information is a comprehensive 
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single volume" ("Preface,” 1926). Most good encyclopedias, it says, are multiple volumes, which 

are harder to use and a lot more expensive. It also gets creative when arguing against multi-

volume works, saying that people inevitably put them back in the wrong order, making them 

even more difficult to use and create "discouraging delays," especially if there are cross-

references. You will not find "the methods of the coldly formal treatise, which often involve the 

inclusion of relatively unimportant matter," a possible a jab at Britannica's well-known approach 

("Preface,” 1926). In the end, its organizational strategy is "designed to meet the fundamental 

requirement of placing the greatest amount of useful information in the least possible space" 

("Preface,” 1926). The Lincoln Library positioned itself in between those single-volume works 

that provide "the minimum essentials of knowledge" and the "extensive works [which] provide a 

digest of all human knowledge and are intended for use of specialists and others having means 

and a certain amount of leisure" ("Preface,” 1926). It is a single-volume work, but with a small 

font and nearly 2,200 pages. 

 

Even as new markets grew for shorter, more concise encyclopedias, the prestige of the larger 

works remained. Any encyclopedia was a nontrivial purchase, and the visually larger volumes 

gave customers the impression they were getting something for their money. Still, by the time 

Collison was writing in 1966, he observed that despite the expansion of information, even larger 

encyclopedias were getting shorter and shorter (pp. 10-11).  

 

 

Usefulness 

The proliferation of encyclopedias, among other books, after the invention and spread of the 

printing press, made it so that people could more readily access information on their own, 

without going through an institution. In being useful they also encouraged autonomy and 

eventually independence of thought, from the ability to compare multiple sources rather than 

being given a single one. 

 

There are many ways in which encyclopedists have described their usefulness. Some are baked 

into popular understanding of reference works in general. In recent times, the idea of the 
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usefulness of knowledge has sometimes been framed in the context of whether or not a particular 

college course, department, or major helps to prepare students to get a particular job. It has been 

tied to calls for subjects like classics and gender studies to be cut from the curriculum or to have 

funding cut for them, as opposed to "useful" majors like chemical engineering or computer 

science. This sense of usefulness applies in particular to encyclopedias as commodities, as 

educational tools marketed as essential to a child's success. Trades and practical subjects were 

largely omitted from the most popular encyclopedias at the height of their popularity, making 

their way back in during the 19th century. Collison credits the Great Exposition of 1851 in part 

with making people more curious about industry and how things are made (1966, p. 12).  

 

An early example of an encyclopedia explicitly predicated on usefulness was Vincent de 

Beauvais's Speculum Maius. Like Aquinas, he was a Dominican interested in collecting vast 

quantities of knowledge for the church and received the patronage of King Louis IX, but Vincent 

was more interested in the information people needed to live than in the finer points of 

theological debate (Ullman, 1933; Young, 1930). The Speculum Maius was finished in 1264, but 

unusually was intended for home use, rather than in one of the studia. 

 

In Scholberg's book on Indian encyclopedias, written far away from events like the Great 

Exposition, of course, it is easy to perceive a commonality among many of those created in the 

19th and 20th centuries: they aim to be useful. Several prioritize science and trades, and 

Scholberg suggests that the Bengali Vidyakalpadruma, may have been intended to help readers 

to pass exams to work in the East India Company (Scholberg, 1986). Many Chinese 

encyclopedias prior to the 20th century were similarly connected to the imperial examinations 

(Collison, 1966, p. 17). 

 

Perhaps the most successful encyclopedia which aimed at concision as a selling point was the 

Brockhaus Enzyklopädie, published for 200 years since the beginning of the 19th century. Rather 

than position itself as guardian of classical knowledge with lengthy treatises on vast subjects, it 

aimed to summarize subjects in a way that would allow laypeople to keep up with the changing 

world and become conversant in a wide range of topics. It became one of the most imitated, 

copied, and referenced encyclopedias in the history of the genre and remains a household name 
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in Germany. In the Funk & Wagnalls Standard Encyclopedia, the publishers state in the preface 

that "the ordinary man stands aghast and bewildered by an embarrassment of learning … a 

tangled domain in which he cannot see the wood for the trees" ("Publishers',” 1912). The 

solution, of course, is an encyclopedia which renders the complex comprehensible and the vast 

manageable. If the encyclopedia is "well-planned and well-executed" it will give a good 

overview but also, for those interested in more detail, it "will take him by the hand, lead him 

along the main paths, and point to obscurer recesses where the pioneers are at work" 

("Publishers'," 1912). A good encyclopedia, they say, "must be a digest of all the libraries of the 

world" to be fit to help "the man of ordinary concerns" make decisions that will lead to their 

success. It makes various claims to completeness and other virtues, but also makes the bold 

claim "The Standard is without a doubt the most compact and handy Encyclopedia in the world" 

("Publishers'." 1912).  

 

Single-volume encyclopedias tend to focus on usefulness as their primary virtue. The Lincoln 

Library of Essential Information makes claims to accuracy, comprehensiveness, and 

organization, but its primary goal is in its name: to provide in a single volume the most important 

information someone might need. It is marketed with Lincoln's name because "this essential 

information has been carefully adapted to the needs of those who, following in the steps of 

Abraham Lincoln, will eagerly welcome every available means of self-education" ("Preface,” 

1926, p. 7). In its preface, it makes clear that "This study has settled beyond question many 

significant points, one of the most important of which is that, for practically all readers, the most 

satisfactory source of general information is a comprehensive single volume" (p. 7). Most good 

encyclopedias, it says, are multiple volumes, which are harder to use and a lot more expensive. It 

also gets creative when arguing against multi-volume works, saying that people inevitably put 

them back in the wrong order, making them even more difficult to use and create "discouraging 

delays" (p. 7), especially if there are cross-references. The Lincoln Library is also, it says, "a 

triumph of the bookmaker's art" (p. 9), using a combination of thin, high-quality paper, small 

print, two columns, and other techniques, it packs as much information into its 2,200 pages as 

possible, while retaining legibility. As a testament to the work's focus on self-education, it 

includes extensive test questions at the end of each major section, totaling more than 10,000. 
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The approach that seems most common in the 20th century is to acknowledge both purposes to 

claim a middle ground between deep, general learning and easily referenced facts. The 

Encyclopedia Americana, for example, says it "is not simply a reference 'book of facts' — too 

brief to be of any special value to the intelligent reader; nor yet a series of 'learned and splendid 

essays,' showing an utter misconception of the idea which justifies the existence of a general 

work of reference. It is rather an endeavor to present, in an intelligent and informing way, the 

history and nature of the civilization, institutions, systems, activities and achievements of 

mankind with sufficient fullness to furnish the general reader a fair and adequate understanding 

of the development of man and his social life" (Rines, 1920). Extolling the virtues of being 

"adequate" speaks to how far expectations (and desires) have changed since encyclopedias 

insisted they covered everything. As mass produced consumer goods with heavy competition, 

encyclopedias marketed themselves as useful items for regular people, not indulgences reserved 

for the rich. 

 

Systematization, organization, and unity 

The Encyclopedia Americana alludes to comprehensiveness, along with systemization, as a 

product of demand. After the explosion of print in particular, people glimpsed the extents of 

extant knowledge, increasing appreciation for compendia, summaries, and systems that promise 

navigability of the whole ("Encyclopaedia,” 1920). Claims of completeness thus gave way to the 

usability of incompleteness, with increased competitive attention paid to organization.  

 

As with any reference work, encyclopedias abstract and summarize in order to make accessible a 

large amount of information (encircling the arts and sciences). It in turn relies on organizational 

schemes and tools to make its own extensive overview usable. As McArthur points out, the 

extent to which such a system is arbitrary does not vary directly with its utility in helping to find 

meaning in chaos, or message in noise (1986, p. 11). But whereas McArthur takes a library 

sciences perspective, seeing practical usefulness as determining the quality of the system, 

encyclopedists are loath to call their own systems "arbitrary,” reserving such words for 

competitors or predecessors. Organizational schemes are carefully devised and selected and form 

a significant part of what distinguishes one encyclopedia from another. Many early 
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encyclopedias based their organizational scheme on Aristotle's Categories (Collison, 1966, p. 

31). The Scholastics were influential in the shape our reference works ultimately took, to the 

extent they form a clear pattern. Scholastics worked to make conventions out of forms, shapes, 

and arrangements; they paid close attention to the structure of scripture, and combined it with 

structured debate and courses of learning (Blair, 2010). 

 

One of the common themes through the history of reference works is to have an order imposed 

upon knowledge according to a particular, contextual worldview, and to have that system 

sanctioned in some way by a ruler, council, or other body. A major example may be to religious 

works as a whole, for example the introduction of chapter and verse numbers that eventually 

become part of the unquestionable religious text itself or the certification of one particular 

translation which becomes inseparable from understanding of original intent. The important 

point to take away is that these methods of arrangement become subject to less scrutiny and are 

easily framed as just "the way things are" as opposed to the decisions of humans are different 

points in time. We see repeatedly in encyclopedias that encyclopedists attempt to impose such an 

order, with or without precedent, and claim this kind of matter-of-factness. 

 

The most elaborate treatise on method by an encyclopedist is surely the Preliminary Discourse to 

the Encyclopedia of Diderot, written by Jean le Rond d'Alembert and published with the first 

volume of the Encyclopédie in 1751. D'Alembert provides a general introduction to the ideas and 

exigencies of the French Enlightenment, shares thoughts on what an encyclopedia ought to be, 

and finally details the structure of the encyclopedia project (D'Alembert, 1995). Today it 

continues to be printed as a book of its own, having an impact not just on the Encyclopédie and 

encyclopedism, but on philosophy, epistemology, and historical understanding of the French 

philosophes in the 18th century (Schwab, 1995). Diderot, for his part, argued in the text of the 

encyclopedia that the purpose of such a work "is to bring together the knowledge scattered over 

the surface of the earth to expose the general system for men with whom we live" (France, 

1998). He had a lot more to say about the purpose of an encyclopedia, of course, but in this 

explanation he emphasizes the importance of the system. 
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Encyclopedias have become closely associated with alphabetical arrangement, but that was not 

always the case. In fact, whether to arrange a work alphabetically or through some other system 

has long been one of the great points of contention between encyclopedists. Of course, as 

discussed in the introduction, it is difficult to draw a clear history of encyclopedias since their 

history is intertwined with the history of similar works like dictionaries. The two terms were 

even used interchangeably for a while, and it became standard in word books to present the 

words alphabetically before the scheme took hold in encyclopedias. That is to say, it has been 

standard for a dictionary to be alphabetical, but less so for encyclopedias at first, especially when 

they were wrapped up with ideas of general education and used as a learning tool beyond 

reference. One of the first known alphabetically organized encyclopedias, although there is some 

debate about whether it should fall into the category, is the 10th century Suda attributed to 

"Suidas," though with unclear authorship (Collison, 1966). The first known alphabetically 

organized encyclopedia in English was John Harris's 1704 Lexicon Technicum, its name doing 

little to settle confusion between word books and encyclopedias (Walsh, 1968). Thankfully, in its 

text it goes out of its way to ensure the reader understands it is not just a word book but about the 

ideas themselves. 

 

By the end of the 18th century, encyclopedias hit their stride as a recognized genre distinct from 

dictionaries, and with it came prestige. So the editors of the third edition of Britannica were 

explicit: to take the body of knowledge and just present them alphabetically, rather than in a 

systematic way, reduces the nature of the work to "mere dictionaries" (Gleig, 1797b, p. vii). The 

third edition also included a short entry for "Encyclopaedia" in addition to "Cyclopaedia," 

seemingly only to reinforce itself as among the more distinguished works: "a term nearly 

synonymous with Cyclopaedia; but adopted in preference to it in denominating the present work, 

as being more definite and of better authority" ("Encyclopaedia,” 1797). It is entirely possible 

this was due to matters of grammar and translation, but it also has the effect of distinguishing 

itself as one of the few to "get it right".  

 

The editors of Britannica's third edition were also direct in their criticism of their predecessors. 

The function of the organization is to make it useful but also a selling point in its own right, and 

a point of differentiation. The editors accused their competitors of being diffuse, singling out 
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Chambers's Cyclopaedia for being a bit better than the rest but still "a book of shreds and 

patches" (Gleig, 1797b, p. viii). By contrast, the preface to that edition extolls at length the 

virtues of its own system, invoking the ghost of deceased philosopher Thomas Reid. First, he 

used Reid's words to critique the Cyclopaedia. Then, after praising the virtues of Britannica's 

system, speculated that "if [Reid] had been asked [when alive], he would candidly have 

acknowledged, that the divisions and arrangement of the Encyclopaedia Britannica are 

calculated to answer every purpose which can be expected from a general repository of arts, 

sciences, and miscellaneous literature" (Gleig, 1797b, p. ix). The editors acknowledged, finally, 

that they have been talking themselves up but denied doing so in a vain manner because the 

system was established in an earlier edition, and thus they were merely singing the praises of 

their predecessors (Gleig, 1797b). 

 

The increased amount of information available pushed simultaneously in two directions. Faced 

with more information than is possible to actually read oneself, there was still some demand for 

having learned encyclopedists arrange it in a way that made it make sense as a whole, or to find 

material in an intuitive way. In this way it is difficult to separate systematization from the virtue 

of usefulness. On the other hand, alphabetization was an easy, standard way that people were 

increasingly getting used to. Many of the systems were cumbersome and subjective, making 

more sense in the heads of the encyclopedists than to a reader who was not interested in reading 

a manual first.  Another way to understand the differences is to think about understanding, 

general learning, and connections on one hand and specialized consultation on the other. A 

systematized encyclopedia does not aim to be a database of facts but a tool for learning; 

alphabetization largely buries the idea that an encyclopedia could ever be an education in its own 

right. 

 

The move from systematic to alphabetical encyclopedias was gradual, but even by the early 19th 

century, it proved difficult to market a work that did not offer alphabetical organization. The 

Encyclopaedia Metropolitana, for example, was an impressive attempt, led by Samuel 

Coleridge, to organize according to relationships between subjects. It is well regarded by 

scholars, but unsuccessful commercially (Walsh, 1968). Coleridge took a very unfavorable view 

of alphabetization, considering it inferior at preserving the meaning and inter-relations of 
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knowledge. The Lincoln Library of Essential Information makes the case for a systematic 

approach not because it is inherently better but because for a one-volume work like itself, it is 

simply efficient, without duplication ("Preface,” 1926). Abraham Rees, in his Rees's 

Encyclopedia, acknowledged how the alphabetical format renders disciplines "mutilated and 

mangled" even while resigning himself to it as necessary "for communicating knowledge in an 

easy and expeditious manner" in the kind of encyclopedia that does not constitute itself "a 

complete library" but rather "of limited compass, such as booksellers may undertake, and the 

general class of readers purchase" (Rees, 1819). To accommodate for this shortcoming, he 

emphasized including references in main topics to information on subtopics. Even more than a 

hundred years later, encyclopedists did not seem entirely sold on the idea of alphabetical 

organization. According to The Encyclopedia Americana, the move to alphabetization, 

increasingly popular starting in the middle of the 17th century, "inevitably led to a change in the 

purpose and character of encyclopædic compilation, viz., that from the exposition of the system 

of human knowledge to the mechanical arrangement of its contents" ("Encyclopedia,” 1920).  

 

Of course, utility is not alone in the virtues of a system, and not the one which garners the most 

prestige. Some are touted as an objective measure of the work's authority, with claims to insight 

into the workings of the human brain or the true order of nature. In 1962, Collier's Encyclopedia 

editor-in-chief Louis Shores said that encyclopedias are "one of the few generalizing influences 

in a world of overspecialization. It serves to recall that knowledge has unity" (quoted in Brown, 

2011). At the most basic level, a systematic approach to an encyclopedia can render knowledge 

more easily grasped, even by playing to existing biases or the realistic limitations of the 

audience's worldview. Many early encyclopedias, whether or not they intended to be 

ethnocentric, framed knowledge in terms of "ours" and "everyone else's". Pliny wrote of Roman 

knowledge and other knowledge. It is a pattern seen throughout the world. The 10th century 

Persian encyclopedia, Mafatih al-'Ulum, divides everything into "indigenous" and "foreign" 

knowledge. Of course, these were not for the sake of prestige but convenience in frame of 

reference (Heinrichs, 1995). 

 

The Encyclopaedia Britannica, in addition to trying to encapsulate all knowable human 

knowledge, saw as its purpose the presentation of that knowledge as a unified, systematic whole, 
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reflecting, to the extent possible, the true organization of nature. The first edition of 

Encyclopaedia Britannica (Smellie, 1771a) starts with a preface by editor William Smellie. It is 

more self-deprecating than most, but also explains the "plan" touted in the title whereby related 

concepts in particular sciences are brought together to cover as a whole (Smellie, 1771b). They 

adopted a popular conception of the hierarchy of sciences and put significant effort into entries 

like "Botany,” "Chemistry,” and "Agriculture,” each of which is presented with a larger font, set 

apart from the rest of the text, divided into sections, and well-illustrated. "Chemistry" alone is 

more than 100 pages. Though it pays lip service to a unity of science — a concept the logical 

positivists would take to encyclopedic extremes later — it also blames the publishers, 

subscribers, and the enormity of the task they had given themselves, for ultimately they did not 

follow the "plan" consistently or to the extent desired (Smellie, 1771b). At least not in the first 

edition.  

 

It is not unusual for an encyclopedia to tout the quality or usefulness of its own organizational 

scheme. The Lincoln Library takes it further by, for example, adding a preface not just to the 

work in general, but also to the index ("The Index,” 1926). On one hand, it explains that once 

you use the book enough, an index should not even be necessary because it is so logically 

arranged. On the other hand, the index is extensive, both full and simple. It provides perhaps 

more context for use of an index than most reference works. At sixty pages, it is indeed 

surprisingly long for a single-volume work. 

 

The fifteenth edition of Encyclopaedia Britannica, issued between 1974-1984, introduced an 

intense overhaul of its organization. The publisher's innovative approach of "continuous 

revision," revising articles without issuing a new edition, had led to some structural weaknesses 

and inconsistencies in the organization of the text, and it was due for a full reworking anyway. 

For the fifteenth edition, it moved away from the style that it and most other encyclopedias had 

been using for some time, comprising a set of volumes, organized alphabetically, with a separate 

index and occasional supplements. Some encyclopedias, including some early versions of 

Britannica included indices in each volume or accompanying particularly long entries, but since 

the seventh edition, Britannica has included a separately published general index that many came 

to view as a staple. For the fifteenth edition, instead of standard encyclopedia volumes plus an 
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index, readers were confronted with three parts: a 19-volume Macropaedia, including a few 

thousand longer entries; a 10-volume Micropaedia, with more than a hundred thousand short 

entries, and a single Propaedia volume, with the notable absence of an index. The Propaedia 

was an ambitious attempt to outline all knowledge, with the publishers encouraging readers to 

study the Propaedia in order to learn from the other two parts. It was written by its own set of 

eminent, named scholars and took considerable effort to produce. It was an ambitious but 

ultimately unpopular attempt to satisfy the needs of people who need to find information and 

people who want more substantial learning. It was roundly criticized. People did not want to 

have to read a book that explains what is covered, and to learn the relations between topics 

before reading about those topics; they wanted the ability to easily find where in the mass of 

volumes the topic they were interested in is covered. 

 

Samuel McCracken wrote in the February 1976 issue of Commentary that the "arrangement has 

nothing to recommend it except commercial novelty.The Propaedia, at least, is harmless, for 

there is nothing in it that might profitably have been printed elsewhere. But the dismembering of 

the body of the Britannica into mini- and maxi-pedias is not only devoid of benefits, it has also 

given us the spectacle of a ten-volume index for a nineteen-volume work" (McCracken, 1976). 

In trying to systematize major and minor topics or primary and secondary studies, it really just 

broke the usability of the system. People could not easily guess which subjects would be covered 

in the Macropaedia and which would be covered in the Micropaedia, and replacing a simple 

index with the Propaedia exacerbated the matter. McCracken points out that it is surprising that 

despite so much effort being put into the organization summarized in the Propaedia, they did not 

actually follow through with a systematic organization, but rather created parallel sets of 

alphabetized entries, which does not match what the Propaedia promises (1976). 

 

Many encyclopedias speak of unity, but perhaps the most extreme, ambitious effort to 

systematize knowledge was the Encyclopedia of Unified Sciences (Carnap, et al., 1938). Rather 

than a scheme to render information findable or usable on a practical basis, it was more an 

exercise in a logical positivist pursuit of universals, claiming to actually unify the sciences and 

not just present them together in a sensible way. The search for universals—alphabets, 

languages, methods, truths—is a very old idea that probably saw its most concentrated 
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expression during the Enlightenment when the idea of a universal took on less Platonic and more 

scientific characteristics. In the 1920s and 1930s a group of philosophers and scientists again 

took up the quest for universals. Inspired by recent developments in science and logic, they 

developed a method and a theory of knowledge by which all that is knowable could be 

ascertained from a combination of empirical observations, properly formatted in language, and 

logical axioms. Their commitment to empiricism was such that, in their view, sensory 

experience—and that which is logically extrapolated from it—was the only way to justify 

beliefs; everything else could be considered in the category of metaphysics, outside the domain 

of science, and thus irrelevant. Verifiable observation and induction, not unverifiable rationalism 

or gnosis, would be the key to knowledge. For them, Leibniz had the right idea in conceiving a 

logical, universal language, but was unsuccessful because he failed to demarcate properly—and 

worse, intertwined his ideas with his explicitly metaphysical monadology. Had he known his 

limitations, he would have realized the scope of the universal is tied to a practicable method. 

 

Language is of central importance in the logical positivist view of knowledge. Many definitions 

of knowledge concern the content of statements that purport facts about the world, but logical 

positivism offers a radical example of facts' dependence on the language used to express them. 

Statements about the world—based on empirical observation, not experience, which is 

metaphysical—become intelligible and valid only when proper attention is paid to the method's 

linguistic conventions.  

 

Linguistic precision not only constitutes the tools for scientific inquiry in the positivist linguistic 

system but also permeates adherents' scientific discourse. To frame an argument in the wrong 

way is to render it logically unjustifiable through reduction to other statements. An encyclopedia 

devised according to logical positivist thought would have to be presented in a standardized 

fashion, using or deriving from terms of empirically-based, formal observation statements and 

logical steps and axioms. Of course, any article with a premise which cannot find basis in 

empiricism would be promptly removed. In other words, it would not merely report on findings 

as a secondary or tertiary source typically would (to change the language is to change the 

meaning it points to) but would instead reflect the language, systematization, and linguistic 

nuance of the logical positivist enterprise. 
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Otto Neurath, though considered part of the Vienna Circle, challenged some of the most 

fundamental beliefs of logical positivism. He agreed that first importance was a universal system 

for understanding scientific knowledge and he also thought metaphysics had to be completely 

divorced from the enterprise, but he refused to accept their schema that accepted mapping 

language onto a correspondent reality. Like Quine (1951) would argue later, Neurath believed it 

absurd to claim an absolute distinction between "observation" and "metaphysics" or to use 

language as though the two are not intertwined. “The fiction of an ideal language constructed out 

of pure atomic sentences” should be considered just as metaphysical as that which they long 

before excised (Neurath in Ayer, 1959, p. 199). He was among the strongest supporters of 

physicalism as an alternative to phenomenalism (Carnap as well saw the value of physicalism but 

it does not seem clear that he ever committed to one or the other; Schlick remained in the latter 

camp). Neurath intended to replace phenomenalism's too-phenomenological descriptions of 

sensory information with the language of mathematical physics (Neurath, 1983a). Language, 

after all, says Neurath, is physical in that it is composed of written symbols and sounds.  

 

One of the more revolutionary contributions Neurath made was by articulating a different, not 

just dissenting, account of the relationship between language and reality. Schlick and others had 

argued that physicalism's depreciation of protocol sentences (statements equivalent to 

observations about the world) “put scientific hypotheses, and indeed all would-be empirical 

statements, outside the control of fact” (Ayer, 1959, p. 20), As an alternative to the metaphysical 

relationship (as he saw it) between facts and statements, Neurath posited the connection is 

simply metaphorical; reality and language coincide such that reality is equivalent to the totality 

of verified statements. If a new observation “cohered” with this totality, it would be added to it; 

if not, it would be discarded or the totality altered. 

 

Encyclopedic knowledge for Neurath took a particularly standardized form, represented entirely 

in not just language, but the language of physics. In fact, he led, along with Carnap and Charles 

Morris, the creation of the International Encyclopedia of Unified Science, published in two 

volumes by the University of Chicago (Carnap, et al., 1938). “What is originally given to us is 

our ordinary natural language with a stock of imprecise, unanalyzed terms. We start by purifying 

this language of metaphysical elements and so reach the physicalistic ordinary language” 
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(Neurath in Ayer, 1959, p. 200). Additional work would allow the creation of an additional 

language with stricter standards applicable only to some sciences. The potential scope of 

Neurath's encyclopedia is clearly much narrower than that of other encyclopedias whose editors 

allow themselves to use that unrefined, too-metaphysical language to describe the world, but 

what it does cover would be all that is truly knowable, presented in an appealing unity. 

 

Part one of the encyclopedia is something of a textbook on Unified Science, covering topics like 

the unity of science generally, “the theory of signs,” “logic and mathematics,” “linguistic 

aspects,” and “procedures of empirical science." Volume 2 includes the topics less foundational 

to the other Vienna Circle constituents' beliefs: “theory of probability,” physics, cosmology, 

biology, and “the conceptual framework of psychology.” This second volume represents the 

disciplines the editors felt were suitable for their physicalistic language as it stood then; a great 

deal of topics commonly found in even impoverished encyclopedias are glaringly missing. To 

maintain this Unified Science, and to use it productively, human experience had to be dismissed 

entirely at first and readmitted to the scope of relevant knowledge piece by piece as it became 

describable through precise terms (as soon as humans and human experience could be better 

formulated as data). It is through this mindset that we get encyclopedia-like artifacts like the 

Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders—“every sentence in psychology may be 

formulated in physical language” (Carnap in Ayer, 1959, p. 165)—and the rest of the “human 

sciences” at which Foucault will later take aim. 

 

This section largely concerns the role of systematization and organization as one of the 

encyclopedic virtues of a work. In chapter 2, I will also cover examples of organization which, 

while they may or may not improve the ethos of the work, nonetheless serve a purpose. For 

example, Pliny's Natural History did have a subject-based structure which separated sections into 

broad sciences and subjects. But it also had an underlying methodology which served as another 

kind of system: rather than try to offer comprehensive instruction on any of the topics, Pliny 

compiled everything he could and processed it according to Roman culture. All of the animals, 

minerals, traditions, medicines, and sciences of the world were treated as objects to be placed 

into Roman systems. Other encyclopedias devise a system not to make material easier to use or 

easier to find but to guide the reader towards particular conclusions.  
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Staying up to date 

Pliny's Natural History remained an authoritative, useful text for more than a thousand years. 

Starting in the 18th century, however, with the increased number and popularity of 

encyclopedias, as well as the development of an industry around their publication and related 

competition it bred, one of the surest ways to compare a new work to predecessors is by touting 

just how up to date it is (or how out of date other works are). Encyclopedia buyers' guides, which 

proliferated along with the market in the past 150 years, often discuss not just the importance of 

a reference work being up-to-date, but also the extent to which someone looking to save money 

can purchase older editions without worry.  

 

For the publishers, it poses a difficult question, because putting out a new edition is a costly 

process. For example, the World Book revision which took place in 1987, adding only 70 

articles, but revising 7,000, and adding 10,000 images, cost a reported $7 million (Anderson, 

1987). Some encyclopedias took decades to produce, during which time there had been wars, 

scientific developments, births, deaths, discoveries, and changes in public interest. An 

encyclopedia could point to all of its many articles, its high quality, the renown of its authors, 

and the esteem of its publishers, but if it was published before the polio vaccine, that presents a 

ready-made weakness for any subsequent work. Even if encyclopedists set to work immediately 

after the end of the preceding volume, there is a significant gap in time between editions during 

which time its popularity could give way to a competitor.  

 

The encyclopedia business was always cyclical, with most revenue coming in upon the release of 

new editions with long troughs in between. When considering a new edition, there are 

complicated questions that need answering regarding who the customers are, how many people 

who have an older version would care enough to buy a new one, and how many passed on an old 

version to wait for a new one. To adapt to demand and financial risks, publishers experimented 

with a wide range of techniques. The supplement is one of the most popular, with a main edition 

being issued followed by one or more shorter volumes. The American Cyclopaedia, first 

published in 1858, quickly started the practice of issuing supplements just three years later with 

the American Annual Cyclopaedia, intended not to supplant general the main volumes' overview 
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of general knowledge, but to provide changes in knowledge — science and technology, history, 

and arts, for example — over the course of that year. Each supplement was of similar size to one 

of the original sixteen volumes, about 800 pages ("Encyclopaedia,” 1920). When called a 

"supplement," they have typically been substantial additions, and rarely are more than one issued 

before publishing a new edition. An exception is Britannica's Yearbooks, published on a fixed 

annual schedule, including changes to existing entries, new entries, and information about 

important events of the preceding year. Encyclopedia Americana tried to fit supplements into the 

existing text rather than add to it, even using modified page numbering to accommodate changes 

in size. For example, if adding pages it would amend letters so that a page between 293 and 294 

would become 293a, or if removing pages it would "telescope" page numbers to make a single 

page "290-300." 

 

Supplements and other methods of revision may update existing entries as well as add new ones, 

but over time can leave a work fractured and confusing, with multiple versions of a single topic 

and difficulty locating desired information. It was for this reason that Britannica moved to an 

entirely new format in the fifteenth edition, attempting to reassert the superiority of 

systematization.  

 

A small number of encyclopedias went so far as to publish using a loose-leaf system, with new 

and updated material easily inserted into a binding system on a regular basis. This was the selling 

proposition of the Nelson's Perpetual Loose-Leaf Encyclopaedia: "A new encyclopaedia today! 

Still new six months from today! Still new ten years from today! The encyclopaedia for a 

lifetime!" or "the only perfect reference work." The company included in its ads a projected 

narrative: "Every one has felt that he would like to own an authoritative encyclopaedia — many 

have hesitated to make the investment knowing that encyclopaedias get 'old' so quickly. But now 

you can buy a Nelson Encyclopaedia knowing that it will last you a life time and always be up to 

the minute" ("Now!,” 1926). One of its marketing gimmicks was to accept old encyclopedias as 

partial payment: "[Nelson's] has so completely revolutionized encyclopaedia-making and put out 

of date the out-fashioned, regularly bound encyclopaedias that we are constantly receiving 

inquiries asking us to make an allowance on old encyclopaedias to apply as part payment on 

[Nelson's]" ("Popular,” 1910). Readers could even write in to get a portfolio and sample "Nature 
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Study" for free as a sample. It was successful during its publication from 1906-1934, with some 

critical praise for its novel approach. Of course, Nelson's only issued updates every six months, 

but considerably more often than its competitors. 

 

Nelson's was not the only loose-leaf system. Another was Winston's Cumulative Loose-Leaf 

Encyclopedia, operating on a similar plan. As its editor says, "It is a notorious fact that 

encyclopedias, like men, have the unfortunate habit of growing old, but are not like men in 

keeping up with the world's movements. They are not a year on the market before they become 

incomplete" (Morris, 1921). But the format was not as popular as its marketing materials would 

make seem inevitable. Collison suggests the public may have been uneasy with becoming local 

editors of their own encyclopedias, and that the format made people feel like they never fully 

owned a finished product (1966, p. 7). 

 

Britannica's eventual solution to the problem of updating was one only accessible to the most 

successful publishers: "continuous revision". It retained a permanent editorial staff, rather than 

only paying staff while developing a new edition. The result was, according to its advertising 

materials, "the greatest treasure of knowledge ever published" (quoted in Einbinder, 1964, p. 6). 

Of course "continuous" and might more accurately be called yearly new editions. It thus traded 

some amount of its grand conception and plan for currency. Collison considered it to be the best 

system at the time of his writing, 1966, but did point out a shortcoming: it was hard to tell just 

when an article had been updated without comparing multiple editions (1966, p. 9). As many 

have pointed out, it is not actually a comprehensive system. Many of its entries retained language 

from several versions prior, some three-quarters of a century old, and critics have pointed out the 

longevity of some of its errors. Einbinder noticed that one way the company concealed the age of 

such entries was by removing the initials of the author (Einbinder, 1964). It was also careful to 

instruct contributors to write in a way that obscures when it was written: "Such terms as 'now,' 'at 

present' and 'since 1950' should be avoided since they call attention to the immediate time of 

writing but will lose force by the time the article is in print. For the same reason, statistical 

material should be presented in general terms, contrasts or trends being shown by selected data, 

not with year-by-year figures" (quoted in Einbinder, 1964, p. 56). 
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Accuracy and sourcing 

While older encyclopedias prioritized quantity over quality, a central virtue of a modern 

encyclopedia is its accuracy, and for many today the genre is nearly synonymous with truth. For 

encyclopedists like those who produce the Encyclopaedia Britannica, a demonstrably false 

statement is anathema. Encyclopedias are afforded a great degree of deference, even while most 

modern works have taken pains to communicate their own intellectual achievements and degree 

of accuracy. But as already mentioned, just codifying a fact in a book was more meaningful a 

thousand years ago when the means to write, and written works themselves were scarce. It was 

not standard practice for a compiler to fastidiously scrutinize his or her sources like would be 

expected today. The task was largely about finding or selecting texts to incorporate rather than 

writing new material, fact-checking, and other kinds of tasks we associate with later reference 

works. 

 

The accomplishment of writers of great early reference works like Pliny, Cato, Varro, or Festus 

was in gathering so much useful information together, not necessarily in their editorial rigor. In 

fact much has been made of how Pliny included many inaccuracies, including mythical 

creatures, superstitions, and pseudoscientific (or protoscientific) explanations for natural 

phenomena. Given the benefit of two millennia of hindsight, such errors are, of course, expected. 

But Pliny's work was so influential that people were still copying it through the Middle Ages. It 

is widely credited, for example, for the persistence of the myth that ostriches bury their heads in 

the sand when frightened, a belief still popular today (Nixon, 1998). Only in 1492 was there a 

significant critique of the Natural History published, De erroribus Plinii by Niccolo Leoniceno 

(McArthur, 1986).5 

 

Isidore of Seville bypassed concerns about the accuracy of individual facts he compiled into his 

Etymologiae because the truth existed in the names of things and their etymologies, traced back 

to the "first language,” Hebrew. Other times it is unclear why an encyclopedia got something so 

wrong, when it does not seem to connect to any particular ideological goal, such as how the third 

 
5
 It has been argued that some of Leoniceno's complaints are due to errors in transmission rather than problems with 

the original (Healy, 2000). 
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edition of Britannica (Gleig, 1797a) rejected Newton's extant theory of gravitation in favor of an 

explanation of gravity related to the fire element.6 Most encyclopedias make themselves out to 

be quite accurate, and one of the strategies employed for doing so is by acknowledging the 

possibility of errors, however minimal they may be, thus hedging a little bit, as Gleig did in 

Britannica's third edition (1797b). Starting with an assumption of, roughly, perfection, projected 

onto the genre, they take small steps back in exercising performative humility by acknowledging 

that errors may exist. Only in rare cases do they acknowledge specific problems in that particular 

text, like when John Harris pointed out an issue with his entry about stars, blaming astronomer 

John Flamsteed for refusing to help with the entry (Harris, 1708a).7 He simply could not procure 

the proper expertise before publishing, but in most cases if problems were noticed before 

publication, they would just be fixed. More common are the errors that exist without the 

knowledge of the editors or, as I will come back to, incorrect, misleading, exaggerated, or 

cherry-picked claims intentionally introduced or retained. For these, there are the general 

acknowledgments of imperfection, like when Abraham Rees says, in the third person, that "he is 

not apprised of defects and imperfections; and if he were to begin the Cyclopaedia de novo, he 

could improve it. Science is progressive; and since the commencement of this work, its advances 

in several departments have not been inconsiderable" and goes on to disavow errors that may or 

may not have been made by individual contributors as, effectively, their fault rather than the fault 

of the encyclopedia (Rees, 1819). 

 

Even the World Book, for all of its talk of simplicity and clarity, being geared towards children 

(or those responsible for children), still makes significant claims to accuracy and authority, with 

its editor-in-chief claiming in the second edition that many specialists have reviewed the articles 

such that "no error of fact might be permitted to enter into this work" (O'Shea, 1919). Years later, 

one of the company's researchers gave an interview with the Chicago Tribune in which he 

described its writing process: "the editorial process begins with a first draft by an 'expert 

contributor.' An in-house editor reshapes that material, adding information the staff also thinks is 

 
6
 I have been unable to find a reliable source for why this may have been. There is some additional information in 

the Wikipedia article for the third edition but it does not include a source, so may have been the original research of 

whomever wrote it. 
7
 "The Catalogue, Right-Ascensions, Declinations, etc. of the Fixed-Stars, is very imperfect; the Reason of which is, 

That Mr. Flamsteed, upon whom I thought I might depend, was pleased to refuse me any Communication of that 

kind; else I would have given those things under the Name of each Star or Constellation" (Harris, 1708a). 
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interesting or useful. Then, Bready said, a researcher 'covers the article with chicken tracks, 

going over it letter by letter to make sure that, for everything it says, we have sources we looked 

at, or talked to, that we consider reliable'" (Anderson, 1987). One gets the impression from 

reading the classic encyclopedias that they are largely entrusted to the authority of their 

contributors. With World Book, at least at the time of the interview in 1987, it sounds more 

rigorous. 

 

Though these chapters offer several examples of problematic claims in encyclopedias that 

purport great accuracy or even truth, it is worth mentioning just how easy of a task it is. Indeed, 

it is not particularly meaningful to argue that our understanding of various subjects have 

advanced over the course of centuries such that claims — especially scientific claims — in old 

reference works will be obsolete. The point of the exercise is rather to carry forward to the 

present. We still see reference works making claims of accuracy and truth which are doomed to 

be in some ways outdated with the benefit of hindsight.  

 

Pierre Bayle had an interesting perspective when he began writing his work of reference. Instead 

of building knowledge from scratch and competing with other encyclopedias on the basis of 

stand-alone merit, Bayle began with a collection of errors he found in existing dictionaries and 

encyclopedias. He later turned it into a somewhat more typical encyclopedia, but it carries an air 

of superiority. Many, if not most, of the entries read more like reviews, criticism, anecdotes, or 

learned musings rather than summaries. The entry on Aristotle praises the idea of the syllogism, 

but spends far more space discussing Aristotle's reception in the academy. The entry on "books 

and children" is in fact about a particular claim that Andre Tiraqueau had 45 kids and published a 

book for every child he had. The entry on "controversy" is about a particular controversy Bayle 

had an opinion about (Bayle, 1735a; Bayle, 1735b).  

 

When errors did appear, they often made their way around different works for years. This is 

because copying of encyclopedias was common, and often that has meant copying problematic 

entries, too. Sometimes credit was given, sometimes not, and sometimes credited to someone 

else. Sometimes the original name was retained or at least mentioned, other times it was 

changed. Sometimes text was copied in its entirety, sometimes updated for currency or 
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localization, and other times included substantial changes. Most early encyclopedias like Pliny's 

were primarily compilations rather than wholly original, drawing their value from bringing 

together rare and disparate texts. It was common later for one or more encyclopedias to serve as 

the basis for another, with editors going through it to translate, update, revise, rewrite, or remove 

as they see fit. Creating new first editions is a luxury for encyclopedists, of course, since they 

typically needed to either secure patronage or employment or wait until the job was done in order 

to be compensated. Some cases of plagiarism have been more flagrant, though, copying 

wholesale without giving credit for the sole purpose of profit. Walsh called Temple Henry 

Croker's Complete Dictionary of the Arts and Sciences (1764) an "outrageous plagiarization of 

the Cyclopaedia" (1968). Most copies are not so overt. Chambers's Encyclopedia (1860) (not to 

be confused with the Cyclopaedia by Ephraim Chambers) was a successful work that was 

imported to the United States as the Library of Universal Knowledge. The latter, in turn, was the 

basis for the International Cyclopaedia (1898), which was again used to make the New 

International Encyclopedia in 1902. Walsh observed parts of the same work in the version of 

Funk & Wagnalls Standard Reference Encyclopedia that was current when he was writing, in 

1968. Around the end of the 18th century, printers in the United States had grown sufficiently to 

compete with those in Britain, and managed to undercut their competitors in price and 

availability, if not in quality. Sometimes they published original works to compete, and 

sometimes appropriated the work of the British publishers. A prominent example was Thomas 

Dobson's encyclopedia, informally known as Dobson's Encyclopedia. The third edition of 

Encyclopaedia Britannica began publication in 1788 and was selling well, through its 

completion in 1797. Dobson saw an opportunity and quickly copied the text in its entirety, 

making only a few changes intended to appeal to American readers, then putting his own name 

on it (Arner, 1991). In many cases, copying has been legitimate, such as when Microsoft Encarta 

purchased the license to import Funk & Wagnalls Encyclopedia in its 1993 first edition. Even 

Wikipedia has allowed for some copying of older works, even as its nature makes it necessarily 

easier to keep up to date. In its early days, a significant amount of material from the 11th edition 

of Encyclopaedia Britannica, which had recently entered the public domain, was copied in 
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wholesale and tagged in the hope that errors would be corrected. Contributors continued to find 

errors in this sort of copied public domain text for years.8 

 

One of the primary ways encyclopedias, especially since the Enlightenment, have boosted their 

authority on matters of credibility is to draw from the already credible. That may mean published 

sources with a good reputation or renowned authors. The earlier part of this chapter addressed 

transference of authority outside of the text itself via external factors, such as when certified by 

an emperor, organization, or university. In the text, there are also several ways encyclopedists 

benefit from the credibility of others. Interestingly, this is rarely by touting the bona fides of the 

editors, who often present themselves as humble compilers or gatekeepers of truth. Rather, it is 

through the names and prestige of contributors.  

 

There is a long tradition of including lists of references or authors in an encyclopedia. Pliny 

included a list in the Natural History, but his motives are unclear. His work was a mix of 

compilation and his own original writing, and for the former he boasted of the number and range 

of materials he was able to gather. Trevor Murphy suggests it was one of many strategies he 

employed to diminish his own role so as not to compete with the emperor for epistemic authority 

(2004). Many later encyclopedias were particularly poor about giving credit, even when it was 

obvious the content was copied. This may reflect changing opinions about which approach lent 

the greatest authority: a practice of thoroughly indicating sources that might be known 

authorities or creating the illusion of all-knowing authors. It may also connect to the increased 

focus on depth, or on selectivity, rather than breadth.  

 

 
8
 The genre and its industry became known for rampant copying, but that has not stopped encyclopedists from trying 

to defend against it. The most interesting of these strategies has become known as a "Mountweazel." The name 

comes from an entry placed in the 1975 New Columbia Encyclopedia as a copyright trap. It was a fictional 

biography of a fountain designer-photographer named Lillian Virginia Mountzeazel (Alford, 2005). Other examples 

include the Music Lovers' Encyclopedia's inclusion of "Zzxjoanw" a fictional Maori drum, and an invented first 

name of the television detective "Columbo" in The Trivia Encyclopedia which successfully trapped the board game 

Trivial Pursuit (Cohen, 1976; Marsh, 2018). 
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Over time, however, especially since the development of the modern encyclopedia in the 18th 

century onwards, it has become common to draw credibility from the quality of authorial 

expertise. An early example of an encyclopedist calling upon experts to compile an encyclopedia 

is John Harris's 1704 Lexicon Technicum. Harris took credit in the cover's byline, and 

acknowledged some small amount of copying, but emphasized that most had not been copied but 

rather "collected … from the best Original Authors I could procure" (1708a). Harris was a 

Fellow of the Royal Society, and likely took advantage of his connections there during his 

procuring (Walsh, 1968). 

 

By the time the Encyclopaedia Britannica was under way, people who wanted an impressively 

large and fastidiously edited encyclopedia had several options. The Encyclopédie had recently 

been published in France, earning international recognition. The French work utilized many 

experts in its publication, but few enterprises had so emphasized the caliber of learned scholars 

involved in the production of an encyclopedia as the Britannica. Among Britannica's authors 

have been Sigmund Freud, Albert Einstein, Harry Houdini, Marie Curie, David Brewster, Lord 

Macaulay, Robert Bunsen, Robert Chambers, Robert Louis Stevenson, Leon Trotsky, Henry 

Ford, and George Bernard Shaw.9 

 

The emphasis on specialization in encyclopedism is closely connected to the broader trend 

towards specialization in all the arts and especially in the sciences. Whereas Brazilian mycology 

may have fallen under the purview of contributors to botany generally, the appearance of a new 

self-styled field of experts necessitated their employment by participants in the ever more 

competitive and always costly encyclopedist's enterprise. Readers came to expect credentialed 

expertise as a signifier of quality. The Encyclopedia Americana remarked in its article about 

encyclopedias that "it may be said that no good general encyclopædia is now possible which 

does not include in its editorial staff a small army of men of science, historians, theologians, 

lawyers, and so on" ("Encyclopaedia,” 1920).  

 

 
9
 In what surely led to an overhaul in editorial recordkeeping, in the third edition of Encyclopaedia Britannica, the 

editor, George Gleig, credits many of the contributors, but not all of them. Many of the major contributors had been 

known only by his predecessor, Colin Macfarquhar, who died before the project was completed and took the names 

of contributors with him (Gleig, 1797b). 
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There is something to be said for the extent to which people are drawn to recognizable names 

beyond their level of expertise. Abraham Rees, in the preface for Rees's Encyclopedia, talked of 

the way eminent scholars "give celebrity to the work by allowing their names to be annexed to it, 

whilst they were enhancing its importance and value by their contributions" (Rees, 1819, p. 2). 

Celebrity was first; contributions second. By and large, scholars have not typically made their 

name by writing encyclopedia articles, begging the question of whether encyclopedias were 

generally written by people who had a recognizable name but were not active in scholarship such 

that they would have other claims on their time. The exception may be an encyclopedia of the 

renown of Britannica. When it has been accused of underpaying its authors, it responded "Most 

experts and scholars realize the prestige attached to being asked to contribute to the 

'Encyclopaedia Britannica'" (Powell, 1964). 

 

The encyclopedist in the text 

Who are the people who dare to undertake such a large project as an encyclopedia? Chapter 2 

will look more closely at the literal answer to this question, looking to the encyclopedists and 

their motivations. The encyclopedists themselves, however, also play a role in building up the 

prestige and authority of their product — or perhaps it is more accurate to talk of the 

"encyclopedist in the text," sometimes the implied voice of the encyclopedia and sometimes a 

character intended to conjure certain qualities. The encyclopedist may tell us about their rigorous 

activities in the service of their project, may cast themselves as servant to knowledge, may speak 

to their commitment to people in general, may address readers directly with a conversational 

tone, may attest to their own education and capacities, assure readers of their utmost morality, or 

a wide range of other strategies, intentional or not. 

 

In his preface, Pliny explains that he developed his great work, the Natural History, only at 

night, sacrificing his rest and relaxation for such a worthy task (Pliny, 77/1601). Not only is he 

so learned and capable so as to be able to hold a day job while producing one of the most 

influential works of the past 2000 years, but he is also a devoted workaholic servant of the 

Roman Empire and of learning or nature in general. At the end of Book XXXVII, Pliny has an 

exuberant paragraph just before the index in which he praises Nature and remarks that he "alone 
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of all the citizens of Rome, [has], in every department, thus made known thy praise" (77/1855b, 

p. 466). 

 

Pliny's voice is notably missing from the text, however. Specifically, he exercises little overt 

editorial judgment. Most of the time, when he talks about himself, it is to diminish himself and 

his role in the production of the work. He readily takes the role of compiler, not author. He also 

takes pains to pay tribute to his sources. Murphy describes this as evoking "the golden 

Ciceronian world of literary friendships in which alliances were enacted by transfers of learning. 

By calling attention to his indebtedness [to his sources], Pliny also assimilated himself to an 

aristocratic ethos of liberality, largesse, and display of wealth" (Murphy, 2004, pp. 203-204). 

Importantly, it aligns Pliny with Roman emperors, arbiters of knowledge who both controlled 

what the public could know but also made a show of largesse in bestowing that information onto 

their citizens.  

 

Pliny was careful, however, when it came to his relationship with the Roman emperors. He had a 

close relationship with the Flavian emperors, Vespasian and Titus, and had spent his entire career 

in the proximity of power. Familiar with the power the emperors had over knowledge, part of the 

reason Pliny diminished his own role was also likely to avoid encroaching on that power. From 

the very beginning of the Natural History, Pliny reduces his own role while talking up the 

emperor and the empire. It starts, most obviously, with a preface dedicating the entire work to 

Titus. It is unclear whether this was calculated or just a result of his socialization and familiarity 

with politics, but Pliny takes many opportunities throughout the work to remain painstakingly 

distant from decisions of what is or is not may be true. This resulted in his often being 

characterized as uncritical by later scholars, for example providing information about the springs 

of the Nile before claiming that the source of the Nile is unknowable. Uncoincidentally, the 

source of the Nile is a claim wrapped up in the mythology of the Caesars, and so a fact Pliny 

would want to be careful to avoid stating too unequivocally (Murphy, 2004). 

 

Pliny's dedication to Titus, diminishment of himself, and other tactics to play by the rules of 

knowledge in the empire served another related purpose: it meant the text would be read. When 

the emperor is the arbiter of knowledge, not only do you not want to be seen as competing in that 
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role, but it also helps to make your work as compatible with the emperor's interests as possible. 

Pliny, of course, wanted his great work to be read, to be distributed, to be copied widely. That 

simply would not happen without the resources of the empire, and without the blessing of the 

emperor.  

 

Pliny died in the eruption of Vesuvius and even the circumstances of his death contributed to a 

kind of mythology about his character. Many of the details have been miscommunicated or 

misunderstood over time, and there is only one credible account, from his nephew, Pliny the 

Younger. He was stationed as a commander in Misenum when the volcano erupted and wanted 

to go in for a closer look when he received a message asking him to help with a rescue mission. 

Somewhere between his choice of ship, the winds, the ash, the gases, and his preexisting health 

conditions, he died. Indeed it seems just as likely that he died of a heart attack than from 

anything to do with the volcano (Zirkle, 1967). This became one of the best known facts about 

Pliny, the subject of songs and paintings, and blended well with the mythos about the great lover 

of knowledge who could not help himself but to try to observe a volcanic eruption up close, 

becoming a martyr to curiosity. This despite scientific observation and analysis not playing much 

of a role in the Natural History.  

 

In Rees's Encyclopedia, the editor, Abraham Rees, tells readers how much his health and well-

being suffered because he worked so hard on it, putting in 12-14 hours a day. "If [the editor] had 

foreseen the time and attention which the compilation and conduct of it required, and the 

unavoidable anxiety which it has occasioned, he would probably never have undertaken it" 

(Rees, 1819). 

 

In the Supplement to the third edition of Britannica, editor George Gleig included an elaborate 

dedication to King George III. A dedication also appeared in the first volume of the third edition, 

issued by Macfarquhar and Bell, but Gleig gushed not just about the king but about himself and 

his intentions: "I am conscious only of having been uniformly influenced by a sincere desire to 

do Justice to those Principles of Religion, Morality, and Social Order, of which the Maintenance 

constitutes the Glory of Your Majesty's Reign, and will, I trust, record Your Name to the latest 

Posterity, as the Guardian of the Laws and Liberties of Europe". Gleig contrasted himself and his 
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work with the French Encyclopédie in no uncertain terms: "The French Encyclopedie has been 

accused, and justly accused, of having disseminated, far and wide, the seeds of Anarchy and 

Atheism. If the Encyclopaedia Britannica shall, in any degree, counteract the tendency of that 

pestiferous Work, even these two Volumes will not be wholly unworthy of Your Majesty's 

Patronage; and the Approbation of my Sovereign, added to the consciousness of my own upright 

intentions, will, to me, be an ample reward for the many years of labour which I have employed 

on them, and on the Volumes to which they are Supplementary" (Gleig, 1803, pp. iii-iv). 

 

For as much as works like Britannica lavished itself in praise in its later years, its early editors' 

discourse with the public was comparatively humble. William Smellie, editor of the first edition, 

downplayed the role of his own abilities, crediting others by saying he built it "with pastepot and 

scissors" (Kogan, 1958). When people pointed out errors in the text, he responded by saying 

those who worked on it are aware of far more errors than any critic, and asked for some 

allowance given the depth and breadth of the work. Encyclopedists use a variety of terms to refer 

to themselves, sometimes but not always corresponding to the scope of their job. In part, 

differences in terminology relate to the changing scope of the encyclopedist enterprise. Pliny was 

first and foremost a compiler. Though he used his own ethos in other ways, his contribution was 

not one of scholarship, systematization, or editorial insight. Pliny was a compiler, but that term 

was generally too passive. Still, Bell and Macfarquhar referred to themselves with that name 

alongside touting their publication's pedigree (1797). Performed humility in encyclopedia 

frontmatter is surprisingly common. James Wood mentioned in the preface to the Nuttall 

Encyclopaedia that "in the selection of subjects the Editor experienced not a little 

embarrassment, and he was not unfrequently at a loss to summarise particulars under several of 

the heads. Such as it is, the Editor offers the book to the public, and he hopes that with all its 

shortcomings it will not be unfavourably received" (Wood, 1907).  

 

Ramon Llull was a master of using himself and his life to benefit his arguments. In The 

Exemplary Tree (part of the Tree of Science), Llull expressly states that he sought the friendship 

of those who read his book. The Desconhort begins with an autobiographical account in which 

Llull explains he is melancholic because he has devoted himself to the conversion of "infidels" 

and to the exaltation of the faith for thirty years without success. When he narrated his 
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autobiography, Contemporary Life, he insisted on remaining anonymous (Bonner, 1985). When 

he does speak of himself in the book, he uses tropes commonly used to refer to traditional "sinful 

man". He connects his young self to archetypal stories about a typical foolish sinner who more 

recently found strength of faith, demonstrated throughout the work by way of rhetorical displays 

of exclamatory praise for the divine. He characterizes himself as an idealist who keeps working 

for what he believes in despite being shunned and despite his failures (Llull, 1311/1985e). Llull, 

who ultimately writes in the service of his mission to convert people to Christianity, abases 

himself repeatedly, casting himself as a martyr who continues only because of a strength of faith.  

 

Volume I of Pierre Bayle's unusual Historical and Critical Dictionary contains an entry for 

"Critics and Writers." True to form, it is not a description or explanation of the concepts of critics 

or writers, or a deep analysis of their relationship, but a vehicle for Bayle to claim authority, 

drawing a clear line between author and reader in terms of who has the right to criticize. After a 

few paragraphs emphasizing the importance of expertise, he uses a less-than-arbitrary example: 

"For example, to judge well of this history, with a commentary annexed, which I call an 

historical and critical dictionary, a man must have studied the rights and privileges of an 

historical commentator; and hereupon I might say, with Du Haillan, I know better what I write, 

than such a one knows how to judge of my writings. I have studied the nature and properties of 

compilations ; if they every where please one kind of people, they would not be good. They who 

know not the character of them want to find in 'them only what pleases their own palate" (Bayle, 

1735a, pp. 357-358). 

 

Encyclopedists have typically been less abrasive than Bayle, however, and played roles more 

akin to salespeople, speaking directly to both the usefulness and cost of an encyclopedia and 

using their own ethos to make the case for its value. Rees ends the preface of his encyclopedia 

with an explanation of how he added more material than originally intended on a range of topics, 

with additional images as well, but puts the readers' mind at ease, telling them that they will not 

have to pay more for this added material because the editor and publishers will sacrifice (Rees, 

1819). 
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Something which could use additional research is the public role many encyclopedists held 

outside of the text. Not limited to renowned "men of letters" and stodgy academics, Andrew Bell, 

for example, some measure of celebrity. The engraver and owner of early editions of Britannica 

had an unusual appearance which made him ripe for caricature, standing only 4'6" with crooked 

legs, riding a tall horse and dismounting by ladder to the applause of crowds by some accounts. 

He had a large nose he would augment with an even larger papier mache version (Kogan, 1958). 

In the next chapter I will introduce the publisher of Britannica in the mid-20th century who also 

served as United States Senator, an encyclopedia edited by the "philosopher of fascism," and 

other personalities, but little has been written about the way these public images affect the 

encyclopedias. 

 

Sales and marketing 

Much of this chapter concerns what could be considered marketing, whether or not it is intended 

as such. Encyclopedists and publishers have long worked hard to ensure the reputation of their 

output not just for the sake of epistemic authority and personal gratification but because they 

want their encyclopedia to be successful. By the end of the 18th century, and especially by the 

turn of the 20th century, the target audience of encyclopedias was no longer rulers or monks but 

upper class citizens. Throughout the 20th century, there were attempts to sell encyclopedias to 

everyone, regardless of wealth or status. The encyclopedia business was booming and 

competition was intense, leading to a variety of marketing and sales techniques.  

 

One of the smarter, if ethically problematic, marketing strategies has been to turn potential critics 

and reviewers into stakeholders. For example, in 1888 the Chicago Tribune published a critical 

evaluation of Britannica, but a few years later in 1894, when the paper entered into an agreement 

with it to sell copies, its writing was positively glowing, saying there is "but one Encyclopedia 

Britannica for the people who speak and read the English language and who turn to it as the one 

compressive all-inclusive and authoritarian epitome of human knowledge in all its branches" 

(Grossman, 2017). Perhaps it says more about the Tribune at the time than it does Britannica, but 

by convincing other publishers to sell it, an incentive is created to ensure positive reviews in 

addition to awareness. Britannica would also provide free copies of the encyclopedia to 
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newspapers open to reviewing it, and did them the favor of providing some pre-written copy they 

could use in the review (Powell, 1964). 

 

The character of the encyclopedia salesman is quickly fading to time. In an interview with the 

Washington Post in 1989, Sandy Whiteley, editor of the American Library Association's 

Reference Books Bulletin, said that the encyclopedia "industry believes encyclopedias are sold 

and not bought. … You must have representation from a salesman" (Oldenburg, 1989). The 

author of the article, Don Oldenburg, talks about the "almost obsolete" practice of door-to-door 

encyclopedia sales and reflects on the strange business model: "Still, encyclopedia sales remain 

one of the riddles of modern life. How is it that these peddlers are increasingly invited into our 

homes nowadays? Why aren't sets of encyclopedias sold in bookstores? And why are straight 

answers on the price of encyclopedias sometimes harder to find than xylophone in the Z 

volume?" (Oldenburg, 1989). "The art of selling encyclopedias has been compared to that of 

funeral directors: Asking about the tab seems a bit crass under the circumstances. After all, aren't 

we talking here about the future of your own flesh-and-blood?" (Oldenburg, 1989). He explains 

that there are some exceptions to the rule, such as Funk & Wagnalls, which is sold in 

supermarkets, specialist subject-specific encyclopedias, and unusually short encyclopedias of 

only one or two volumes, which can be found in typical places books are sold. For the larger 

works, though, "Almost certainly, it requires personal interaction with a sales agent. No way 

around it" (Oldenburg, 1989). 

 

Oldenburg interviewed representatives from both Britannica and World Book to ask why the 

encyclopedia business was arranged as such. According to then-vice president of special sales 

development at Britannica, Robert Schmieder, these are the reasons why it wants buyers to meet 

with salespeople: "No. 1, we like to have a set there with us to show the proper demonstration. 

No. 2, we have different payment plans that need to be described. And, No. 3, accessory items 

are best demonstrated and explained by someone thoroughly trained in the product line ... We 

like to demonstrate the product. Every single set we sell is sold through a trained representative." 

The spokesperson at World Book similarly explained that "We always prefer to come to the 

home … It helps in servicing the World Books ... We like to establish an on-going relationship" 

(Oldenburg, 1989). Oldenburg makes the case that "although door-to-door encyclopedia sales 
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petered out by the close of the '70s, the determination of major encyclopedia companies to sit 

down with you in your living room has never been stronger" (Oldenburg, 1989). 

 

Encyclopedia salespeople became known for unscrupulous sales practices. Walsh judged door-

to-door sales as "of an unethical nature and sometimes so dishonest that the industry as a whole 

has been castigated" (1968). It was so wrought with unethical practices that the Federal Trade 

Commission (FTC) issued a ruling about them in 1976. Salesmen were dishonest about their 

intentions, claiming to be something other than salespeople to get in the door. They would 

change prices to say that certain parts that were not free were actually included. At one point, 

there was even a proposal that the FTC mandate customers signing a statement saying "I agree to 

permit this salesman to enter my home, understanding that his purpose is to persuade me to 

acquire a set of encyclopedias" (Oldenburg, 1989). 

 

Following the combination of FTC intervention and the threat of more regulation, companies in 

the industry cracked down on misbehavior and set new standards for salespeople. Britannica 

ended the traditional door-to-door method, still entering homes of potential buyers, but based on 

leads rather than knocking randomly. They also introduced a satisfaction guarantee which 

allowed customers to return the books within 15 days if unsatisfied (Oldenburg, 1989). As of 

1989, World Book was still the most popular, employing 42,000 salespeople; Britannica, 

meanwhile, worked with 2,500. Whereas World Book advertises in trade and education 

publications, Britannica advertises much more widely and employs a wider range of sales 

techniques. For example, forming relationships with bookstores to direct people to local sales 

representatives, setting up displays in malls, shopping centers, fairs, and other events 

(Oldenburg, 1989). Door-to-door sales did not die all at once, though. Britannica ended that 

practice, but the other major players (World Book, Grolier, and Collier) continued (Keefe, 1988). 

 

Like a car, there are a variety of purely cosmetic upgrades available. This was especially with 

Britannica, which has for a long time been both an educational resource and a status symbol. To 

give an idea of the accessories which constituted one of the reasons Britannica likes in-home 

selling, in 1989, the cheapest set, with 32 vinyl-bound volumes, cost $1,499. Padded covers adds 

$300. Change the color of the binding to platinum, and it increases to $2,899. The words inside 
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do not change, but the color of the binding nearly doubles the price. Above these is a leather 

"chairman's edition," for which only 100 sets are produced, priced at $8,000. World Book offers 

a variety of binding options, too, but its 22 volumes cost much less: $579-$799. There are also 

add-ons, with, for example, yearbooks, subject-specific annual supplements, children's editions, 

or atlases adding to the cost, but far fewer cosmetic-only options. The conspicuous consumption 

market was dominated by Britannica. Collier's price was similar to Britannica, but with fewer 

options available. In 1988, when the baseline Britannica was $1,399, Collier's was even a little 

more expensive at $1,499. World Book was cheaper than these "adult" encyclopedias, but 

expensive among those aimed at children. By comparison, the children's version of Britannica 

was $300 in 1988, about half the price of World Book (Keefe, 1988). 

 

Also like a car, salespeople talk to potential customers in terms of payments more often than 

total cost, which would indeed cost more than many people's cars in 1989. The encyclopedia 

companies typically offered their own financing plans, often with steep interest rates (Oldenburg, 

1989). Encyclopedias were important purchases that are worth borrowing for. Special gifts were 

also common. For example, in the 1980s Britannica offered a set of hard-bound literary classics 

to purchasers of the encyclopedia (Keefe, 1988). It entered the marketing arena that would come 

to be associated with infomercials, but at least gave it literary trimmings. A buying guide 

published in the Orlando Sentinel in 1988 warned that despite the FTC rulings, there were still 

high-pressure sales tactics practiced by encyclopedia salespeople. It also discussed the variety of 

discount programs offered through various distributors, advertisers, or institutions. Some of the 

companies partnered with certain credit card companies to offer discounts that way (Keefe, 

1988). 

 

For the purpose of this chapter, what is interesting about encyclopedia sales practices is not that 

they were dishonest or unethical but how they work to recruit readers as stakeholders in the 

authority of the encyclopedia. Potential customers are told of the quality of the encyclopedia, 

how it will help them or their family, and, especially for Britannica and similarly expensive 

works, frame it as a way to perform intelligence, perform care for one's family's well-being, or 

even perform consumption. This despite that Britannica's own research found that the average 

encyclopedia owner consulted their precious volumes only once or twice a year (Barnett, 2012a). 
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We know from research into choice-supportive bias that once people commit to a purchase like 

an encyclopedia and spend a lot of money on it, they will view it more positively as compared to 

other options (Mather, Shafir & Johnson, 2000). They want to believe that they have made the 

correct decision, and thus are even more likely to view the encyclopedia with a high evaluation 

of epistemic authority. 

 

In this chapter I have aimed to identify techniques used by encyclopedists and publishers to 

cultivate a particular kind of "authority." The "encyclopedic virtues" of comprehensive, useful, 

organized or systemized, up-to-date, accurate information are features which have become 

closely associated with the encyclopedia genre, but not based just on their content. It is an 

authority built up over centuries, with help from ties to influential and powerful people and 

institutions. Clever rhetorical and marketing strategies are consistent in their promotion of these 

virtues, and even recruit customers as stakeholders in their persistence. Having outlined these 

techniques and virtues, in the next chapter I look at the ways in which they obscure the influence 

of politics, religion, and capital from which they have thus far benefitted. 
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Chapter 2: The Politics of Encyclopedism 

"An encyclopedia is not easy to review. Where does one attack the beast? Which 

are its vulnerable parts?" - Lawrence Clark Powell, "The Target Is Large and the 

Fees Are Picayune" in The New York Times (February 2, 1964). 

 

Chapter 1 concerned the ways encyclopedias and encyclopedists have worked to cultivate a 

sense of epistemic authority through a variety of strategies. They have benefitted from external 

endorsements and associations, with connections to rulers and religious institutions; they speak 

to the quality and importance of their own comprehensiveness, usefulness, systematization, 

currency, and accuracy; they use the ethos of the encyclopedist as a character in the text; and 

they recruit readers as advocates through sales techniques. Extraordinary claims like those made 

by encyclopedias should always draw skepticism, so now I turn to what exists behind the ethos 

of authority, examining how encyclopedists and publishers have needed the consent of other 

parties in order to legitimate the claims they make, and how their sometimes competing priorities 

have affected the content and presentation in ways that may be obscured by the genre's 

reputation. 

 

I will look at four categories of other priorities which may lead encyclopedists to make decisions 

that are not solely in the service of the typical encyclopedic virtues: nationalism, religion, 

money, and critique. We will start all the way back to what we might consider the beginning of 

the genre to look at how Pliny's Natural History supported Roman expansionism while also 

taking care not to infringe upon the Caesars' authority. I will look at a variety of other ways 

nationalism has shown itself in encyclopedias, by involvement with or pressure by rulers or 

driven by personal patriotism. Then we will look at the church influence on a variety of works, 

either through production or influence, as well as, again, the personal beliefs of encyclopedists. 

As an encyclopedia industry took shape, the process of encyclopedism was increasingly 

commercialized, and I will look at how financial pressures can affect the text as well. Finally, 

although for a variety of reasons the politics and power visible in encyclopedias represents the 

status quo, there are also instances of encyclopedias oriented towards critique. In each of these 
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categories there are different priorities placed upon the production of knowledge, with multiple 

audiences encyclopedists must consider and write for. 

 

Nationalism 

Pliny 

In the first century CE, the Roman soldier and statesman Pliny the Elder (23-79) wrote the 

Natural History (Naturalis Historia). It is difficult to overstate its significance. It was influential 

in education, culture, and even as a handbook for several trades for centuries, still being copied 

in the Middle Ages and surviving into the age of printing, when in 1469 the first printed version 

was published by Johannes de Spira in Venice (Finzi, et al., 1979). Pliny was among the 

equestrian class at the time when he wrote the work. He held multiple positions as a military 

officer as well as the role of procurator for the emperor. He eventually was put in charge of the 

Roman fleet at Misenum and served as a direct advisor to the emperor. We know more about 

Pliny than we do most of his contemporaries because of his nephew, Pliny the Younger. The 

Elder Pliny was a voracious reader, according to his nephew, succeeding in his official duties 

and spending most of his other time reading, being read to, or writing. He had slaves who he 

would have read to him, scribes to take notes or dictation, and carry him so he could read in 

transit instead of walking. He kept a low profile under Nero, and had his greatest success with 

the Flavian emperors, Vespasian and his son Titus. The Younger described their relationship as 

amicitia principum, friendship of emperors. Pliny was a counselor to both, holding regular 

predawn meetings with Vespasian (Murphy, 2004). 

 

Through the lens, or starting point, of natural history, Pliny set out to compile all knowledge of 

the Roman world. Its 37 books (in 10 volumes) covered a wide range of topics, including 

mathematics, mineralogy, botany, zoology, physiology, geography, and astronomy, as well as the 

trends and fashions of the day. He presents an anthropocentric point of view, characterizing all 

non-human life as existing for the benefit of humanity. Plants, animals, and minerals are thus 

typically described in terms of their value, their harm, and their uses. The people of most 

concern, of course, were the Roman people. Pliny was writing at the height of Roman imperial 
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expansion. This was helpful to his enterprise in the way various species, cultural goods, 

documents, and various other forms of information were taken from far-off regions back to 

Rome, where Pliny could examine them or, more often, compile what had already been written 

about them. Murphy makes a connection between the Natural History and the Roman triumph, 

both serving as ways to introduce new worlds of knowledge to the Roman people. Just like the 

triumphs, Pliny described far-away subjects in exotic terms, filling the Natural History with tales 

of wonder, talking about them in relation to the world known to Roman people, and even 

assigning monetary value to things. Many entries seem much less about the subjects themselves 

than about their significance to Roman people or Roman culture. It does not exist to teach a craft 

like most other reference books of the time, but rather to gather objects of knowledge and place 

them within the Roman systems of knowledge (Murphy, 2004). Even the list of sources is 

divided into Romans and foreigners.  

 

Through the use of the more fanciful tales, Pliny takes one step beyond that basic division and 

demarcates the limits of knowledge. This is what is Roman, that is what is other but known to us, 

and then here is an extraordinary tale at the edge of what is knowable. Pliny explains the worlds 

through concentric circles of knowledge with Rome at the center. An example which ties all of 

these together is the entry for cheese: "How strange that the barbarian tribes that subsist on milk 

either have not known or have scorned for so many centuries the benefit of cheese, but in general 

coagulate milk into a tasty sour substance and fatty butter. [...] The cheese most highly prized at 

Rome, where the goods of all nations are judged side by side, is from the provinces of 

Nemausus. [...] They say that Zoroaster lived for twenty years in the desert on a cheese so 

compounded as not to suffer the effects of age" (quoted in Murphy, 2004, pp. 19-20). At the 

center is Rome, which Pliny says has access to "goods of all nations" and makes the decisions 

about which is best. He places the barbarians who do not make cheese as "other" from Rome, but 

known because of Roman expansion. At the fringe of knowledge is the tale about Zoroaster, with 

an extraordinary claim that sets the limits of what might be knowable or possible. Murphy 

explains that the use of extraordinary marvels may have the appearance of having an open mind, 

but is actually often a conservative tool to establish what is familiar and traditional. Of course, 

one has to wonder if encouraging people to believe in a wild exception to established knowledge 
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might open the possibility that other exceptions may exist that could threaten the knowledge that 

is authorized. 

 

The power of the Roman Empire unites the world while it makes the world available to be 

looked at and described by the Natural History. A central point of Trevor Murphy's research on 

Pliny is that the two are, for a wide range of reasons, inextricable (2004). He characterizes the 

encyclopedia as a monument of the Roman empire, and "like other monuments, the Natural 

History is an instrument for communicating the power of its creator … a textual embodiment of 

an empire known and ruled" (2004, p. 194). It is filled with praise of the Roman Empire, not just 

through the voice of a scholar but of someone close to power, praising those in power and 

providing support for Roman expansion. An example of triumphalism comes from the fourteenth 

book: "Who would not suppose that when the world had been unified by the greatness of the 

Roman empire that life improved because of traffic of goods and the fellowship of a celebratory 

space, and everything that had previously been hidden put forward for all to know?" (Pliny 

quoted in Murphy, 2004, p. 5). Laehn takes this idea even further, arguing to understand the 

Natural History as "a first-rate work of political philosophy constituting an apology for Roman 

imperial expansion" owing to Pliny's view that the Empire's removal of "political and linguistic 

boundaries [that] divided the human race was "a necessary precondition for the fullest realization 

of the human animal" (2010, p. x). 

 

The Natural History was not simply an intended source of knowledge for Roman people, 

however — or not just the people currently in the Roman Empire. It was also for those who 

might be pulled into the culture through Roman imperial expansion. The Natural History is not 

just about Roman people, but about the identity of its readers. Its readers are established as 

participants in Roman culture. At its weakest it shows conquered peoples what culture is trying 

to subsume them; at its strongest, it is a tool for assimilation and creating loyal subjects. We see 

time and again how encyclopedias project characteristics and rationalities onto their readers. In 

chapter 1 it was a way of drafting readers to become advocates for a particular brand, and in this 

chapter we will see several examples like this of readers cast in terms of politics, religion, and 

even consumerism. 
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The use of natural history as the point of reference was not likely simply due to Pliny's own 

interests, but because it aligns with Roman imperial power. "The collection, selection, control, 

and publication or display of knowledge about nature was … an attribute of the emperors' power; 

emperors were the most authoritative of natural historians, not in the sense of observers or 

writers about nature, but as arbiters of what was to be regarded as true" (Murphy, 2004, p. 197). 

Emperors controlled what could be known, promoting some knowledge while hiding others, and 

were cast as benevolent patrons of knowledge who made it available to be known. With such 

close ties to the emperor, and with a lifetime of experience with the exercise of power, Pliny 

would have understood better than most what sorts of things he could and could not say. The 

ultimate authority for knowledge at the time was not the Natural History, but the emperor, and if 

Pliny's work contained material the emperor did not like, Pliny's work would be for naught, as it 

would not be published.  

 

The very format of encyclopedias as an authoritative, authorized, official version of knowledge 

is compatible with the kind of power held by Roman emperors, and indeed the first several 

known encyclopedias were Roman. Once information appears in an encyclopedia — a tertiary 

source — it has been ostensibly vetted and certified. In Murphy's words, "The form of a 

reference book directs the reader toward knowledge and away from questions of how the 

knowledge is transmitted, or why these facts are to be transmitted but not those; it is a form 

premised on the assumption that knowledge is to be used and valued for its own sake, as a thing 

discrete from the text that delivers it. But reference books are also a species of institutional 

knowledge. It is legitimate to note how and to what ends these books function in their social 

context, regardless of the truth or usefulness of their contents. As institutional knowledge, these 

texts carry on certain tacit negotiations with their readers, asserting and sustaining their 

authority, implying or inscribing their proper use and audience" (Murphy, 2004, p. 14).  

 

Scholarship about Pliny often discusses his uncritical acceptance of the information he received, 

whether foreign or domestic. He included a great deal of misinformation, legends, myths, and 

folk tales ranging from phoenixes and dragons to cures and techniques. Some persist today, 

popularized by Pliny, such as the myth that ostriches will stick their heads in the sand, thinking 

they are hiding (Nixon, 1998). There is very little evidence of Pliny himself in the work at all. 
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Several scholars have worked to find traces of authorial voice, but Murphy argues that doing so 

is not only difficult (it is a compilation filled with contradictory information, after all) but less 

revealing than reading it as a cultural artifact, as a tool for Roman power and created within a 

culture where knowledge is in many ways controlled by the emperor. In this light, what many 

call an uncritical perspective fits into a larger strategy of diminishing his own voice out of 

necessity. Pliny took several measures to diminish his role so as not to compete with the 

emperor's glory and largesse. Most obviously, he dedicated the entire work to Titus, 

"participating in the imperial myth of the Caesars as arbiters of knowledge" (Murphy, 2004, p. 

204). He tried to cast himself in the work not as arbiter of knowledge but as servant of the empire 

and of the emperor, submitting his work to the true arbiter and at the same time seeking to have it 

authorized. This authorization not only grants permission to publish, but adds more epistemic 

authority than any book could possess on its own merits. Pliny's voice is conspicuously missing 

from much of the work, abdicating his editorial role to an extent that he allowed in all manner of 

even contradictory information. Other encyclopedias tried to diminish the voice of the author to 

allow for the illusion of perfect objectivity; Pliny diminished his own voice out of necessity. 

Prominently listing his sources and paying tribute to them in the work likewise lessens the extent 

to which Pliny could be seen as challenging the emperor's epistemic authority. Murphy calls it an 

"ostentatious modesty" (p. 207), which rears its head surprisingly often throughout the work. In 

some cases, it seems particularly forced. The Nile plays a role in the mythology of the Caesars, 

so while in one place Pliny clearly provides information about its springs, he then states that its 

source is unknown, providing information while at the same time backing off of the same 

information so as not to say too much (Murphy, 2004). 

 

The production of the Natural History involved careful relationships between the encyclopedist, 

encyclopedia, empire, and emperor. Roman expansion allowed more to be known in the 

encyclopedia while expanding its reach, and the encyclopedia helped to frame the world as 

fundamentally Roman. Meanwhile Pliny needed to be careful not to challenge the authority of 

the emperor while gaining his blessing in order to ensure his work would be disseminated and 

copied. It was a mutually beneficial relationship, but by making itself a tool of Roman power, it 

undermines many of the encyclopedic virtues we take for granted and highlights how the 

influence of governments or nationalism can affect the content of such a work. 
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State involvement 

A number of famous encyclopedias had a reputation of being a "national" encyclopedia. 

Typically, this has meant it was written from the perspective of that country, may emphasize 

people from that country more than others, and is well respected and well known within that 

country. It does not necessarily mean there are direct ties to the government, however. Examples 

of these kinds of "national encyclopedias" are the Brockhaus and Meyers Konversations-

Lexikons of Germany and Larousse in France (Einbinder, 1964). McArthur discusses at length 

the extent to which countries came to view having an encyclopedia as an important step in their 

development on the world stage (1986). Collison finds this trend concentrated between 1850-

1930, and does not hold such works in particularly high regard, writing them off with a negative 

relationship between "excessive nationalism" and quality (1966, p. 12). The ways that nations 

have arranged relationships with encyclopedias have varied, ranging from sanctioning a ready-

made work to funding an otherwise independent production to direct involvement with the 

process. 

 

State intervention into the operations of an encyclopedia could sometimes be about the 

publication of knowledge in general rather than interest in a specific work. Robert Darnton's 

account of publishing in late 18th century France found that "From the invention of movable 

type to the fall of the Bastille, the government had adopted different methods to control the press. 

It had hanged printers and booksellers, imprisoned them, made them officers of the University of 

Paris, and in the end organized them into a guild, with an exclusive right to produce books and a 

responsibility to police the book trade. In the late seventeenth century, the government limited 

printing in Paris to thirty-six masterships and gave the Parisian booksellers control over most 

book privileges. This typically Colbertist stroke of legislation created a privileged patriciate that 

monopolized legal book production throughout the eighteenth century, cooperating with royal 

censors and book inspectors…" (Darnton, 1979, pp. 541-542). 

 

One example of a ruler who was even directly involved with the production of an encyclopedia is 

Alfonso X of Castille, who planned, financed, staffed, directed, and reviewed the development of 

the Siete Partidas in the 13th century. So tied to the operations of the state was it that it was an 

encyclopedia that served as the Castilian statutory code and influenced the laws of places as far 
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away as the United States (Burns, 2000). Other encyclopedias which were not run by political 

officials or rulers nonetheless worked with government representatives to write particular entries. 

In the supplement to Britannica's eleventh edition, published after the end of World War 1, the 

company recruited high-level British military leaders who fought in the war to write articles 

about the war. There is the old saying that "history is written by the victors," and it is hard to 

think of how that is truer than when history is written by the military itself (Collison, 1966, p. 

13). In 1914, when the Granat Encyclopedic Dictionary, the most popular encyclopedia in 

Russia at the time, sought an entry for Karl Marx and Marxism, they recruited none other than 

Vladimir Lenin, who took time away from Bolshevik Party duties at the outbreak of World War I 

to pen a 75,000-character entry (Barnett, 2012b; Lenin, 1914). Writing about it later, he noted 

that material he had included about Marx's revolutionary tactics had been censored.  

 

The newly formed Soviet Union developed a true national encyclopedia, published between 

1926-1990: the Great Soviet Encyclopedia. It was a major undertaking, with the first edition 

spanning 65 volumes. It involved a wide range of Party officials its editors reported directly to 

the Council of Ministers. Those involved quickly found themselves in a difficult predicament, 

however, since the blessing of the state comes with high expectations which shifted as the 

government evolved and new leaders came in. There may have even been some encyclopedists 

who were executed after the first edition, with others imprisoned (Benton, 1958, p. 230). 

Following the first edition, several entries disappeared or were rewritten. "Academic freedom" 

and "absolute rights" were removed while articles about "agitation" and "aggression" were 

added; biographies of notable people found to have unpopular opinions ceased to exist. 

 

United States Senator William Benton wrote about the encyclopedia extensively in his reports 

from the 1950s about "the Nature of the Soviet Threat," based on travels to the USSR and 

interviews with various officials there. He researched Soviet government, science, propaganda, 

technology, and especially education, and offered detailed explanations intended to supplant 

often oversimplified or incorrect assumptions held by many Americans. In an unusual kind of 

conflict of interest, Benton was not only a U.S. Senator, but also the owner and publisher of the 

Encyclopaedia Britannica himself when he did this research. He is forthright about this role, but 

it is at times difficult to read his evaluations as though he has no stake. For example, an aside 
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where he notes that although the second edition will have as many as 51 volumes, for a variety of 

technical reasons "it will contain fewer words than the Britannica's more than 38 million words 

in 24 volumes" (p. 238). He also takes note of Russian educational films being developed at the 

time. Britannica was newly in the business of producing video content, and Benton spoke to the 

importance of this kind of content while determining that the Soviets are behind when it comes 

to technique (1958, pp. 76-77). Despite not being a necessarily neutral observer, he showed rigor 

that was recognized by contemporaries like the New York Times (Salisbury, 1958). His role with 

Britannica may also have ingratiated him with his counterparts. He devotes considerable space in 

his reports to his meetings with the Great Soviet Encyclopedia editors and staff, and writes 

effusively about their long exchanges. Although the purpose of the trip was to research the 

Soviet system for political and research reasons, it was also research into the encyclopedia 

industry. The questions he brought to the interview were not created by congressional staffers 

but by Britannica's editorial board, and much of the interview involved excited encyclopedia 

shoptalk. "We had very much in common when we talked the technicalities of encyclopedia 

publishing. But when we talked content — ideas — this was another matter altogether" (Benton, 

1958, p. 231). He concluded that "theirs might be the most nerve-racking editing job in the 

world" (p. 230). 

 

According to Benton, the aim of the Soviet encyclopedia, as well as the goal of the Soviet 

approach to education, was "to produce the final instruction on 'the Marxist-Leninist-Stalinist 

outlook'" (p. 45). The consummate modern Western encyclopedia publisher, Benton set up a 

contrast between the kind of encyclopedia he was involved with and the Soviets: "The aims of 

the great encyclopedias of the West have always included, among others, accuracy, authority for 

statements, clarity of presentation, and an effort at international orientation" whereas the Soviet 

editor, Boris Vvedensky's, reply was to cite a decree by the Council of Ministers "'which ordered 

its publication'" (p. 231). That decree declared that "The second edition … should elucidate 

widely the world-historical victories of socialism in our country,. […] With exhaustive 

completeness it must show the superiority of socialist culture over the culture of the capitalist 

world. Operating on Marxist-Leninist theory, the encyclopedist should give a party criticism of 

contemporary reactionary bourgeois tendencies in various provinces of science and technics" 

(quoted in Benton, 1958, pp. 237-238). 
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The encyclopedia itself explained the purpose of education this way: "To develop in children's 

minds the Communist morality, ideology and Soviet patriotism; to inspire unshakable love 

towards the Soviet fatherland, the Communist party and its leaders; to propagate Bolshevik 

vigilance; to put an emphasis on atheist and internationalist education; to strengthen Bolshevik 

will power and character, as well as courage, capacity for resisting adversity and conquering 

obstacles; to develop self-discipline; and to encourage physical and aesthetic culture" (quoted in 

Benton, 1958, p. 45). The effect is that the only substantial encyclopedia readers in the Soviet 

Union had access to was "a giant propaganda brochure on the Soviet system. It is a Communist 

political tract in fifty-odd volumes. It is the currently embalmed dogma of Marxism-Leninism-

Stalinism applied to all society, its past, present, and future" (Benton, 1958, p. 235). Benton 

compared it to some of the encyclopedias of the Middle Ages, through which many in the 

church, like Boethius, Cassiodorus, Thomas Aquinas, and large numbers of Scholastics used 

encyclopedias to reconcile secular ideas like Aristotle's with a form of absolute truth (divine in 

one case; Bolshevik in the other) (p. 240). 

 

The Great Soviet Encyclopedia had the full backing of the national government, which not only 

funded it but put it in schools, made it available to the people, and censored many would-be 

competitors. Asked about what he thought about political bias, Vvedensky expressed pride that 

his work had a "world outlook" rather than "bourgeois cosmopolitanism" (pp. 231-232). 

Specifically, he said they strived "to maintain complete objectivity. But all articles are of course 

written from the position of our world outlook" (p. 236). It is expected that encyclopedias will 

have longer entries on their home countries than on those overseas; shorter still if not one of the 

relatively small number of countries their country has a robust relationship with. That this 

coverage is disproportionate is not often subject to much scrutiny, taken as a kind of a 

nationalistic presumption. The Soviet project, however, takes it to another level, dedicating an 

entire volume to the entry on the Soviet Union. In the editorial process, all articles are sent to 

reviewers for scrutiny, but certain articles of "special significance" are subject to a procedure of 

"public discussion," vetted by the board of editors as well as by more than a thousand outside 

institutions, though most do not reply. Benton speculates that this may be because the value is in 

the record of sending the articles to others should they attract negative attention upon publication 

(p. 234). 
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The encyclopedia was translated and distributed outside of the Soviet Union. Benton highlighted 

the effect with a quote that could well summarize part of this chapter: "This is how Soviet 

propagandists use the prestige in the name 'encyclopedia' to give authority to their claims 

abroad" (p. 235). In most of the world outside of the Soviet Union, their encyclopedia was not 

well received, however. To the contrary, it was the subject of ridicule for its blatant political bias 

and distortions. To Benton, "it is the strangest encyclopedia since the invention of the word" (p. 

235). Even with a tempered view of the possibility of objectivity, if there is an objective analysis 

of the Great Soviet Encyclopedia, it is difficult to find. It is predictably divisive, drawing harsh 

criticism from democratic, capitalist perspectives and sympathy from some communist, socialist 

perspectives. For as useful as Benton's analyses are, and as much as he tries to play the role of 

objective learner, his biases about encyclopedias shine through even more so than his biases as 

an American: "Most encyclopedia editors in the Western world of the twentieth century try to 

suppress their personal and national prejudices, and adopt the norms and criteria of objective 

scholarship and science" but at the same time he acknowledges that even Britannica is written by 

people from the English-speaking world, "sensitive to the interests of its overwhelmingly 

English-speaking constituency" (p. 239).  

 

As Collison and McArthur noted, there was a great deal of enthusiasm for putting nationalism 

into encyclopedias, and the Soviet Union was not the only World War participant producing an 

encyclopedia for clear political purposes. The Enciclopedia Italiana, also known as Treccani for 

its chief sponsor, Giovanni Treccani, was published between 1929-36 and fully embraced by the 

Italian Fascist regime. Its entry on Fascism began with an essay credited to Mussolini himself, 

the now famous "The Doctrine of Fascism" (Musiedlak, 2005). The essay was ghostwritten, at 

least in part, by the encyclopedia's director, Giovanni Gentile. Gentile did not approach the 

encyclopedia as a neutral, objective editor but as the "philosopher of Fascism" (Clayton, 2009). 

Treccani was a senator before starting the Italian Encyclopedia Institute, and was named Count 

shortly after it was completed. Gentile was a senator throughout the production of the 

encyclopedia and had served under Mussolini as Minister of Public Education a few years 

before. It was as near to a state encyclopedia as it could be without being directed under an 

official agency.  
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One of the most frightening uses of an encyclopedia was the Encyclopedia of Jews in Music 

(Lexikon der Juden in der Musik) sponsored by the Nazi Institute for Study of the Jewish 

Question and first published in 1940. It was technically what it purported to be, including about 

400 pages of information about many Jewish people in music and Jewish influence on music, but 

its function was much darker: to maintain a blacklist of people who should not be hired or worse 

(Levitin, 2009). It was not the only Nazi encyclopedia, either. The Meyers Konversations-

Lexikon had been published since 1839, but fell to Nazi influence for its 8th edition. The content 

was filtered through the Nazi Party's censorship apparatus, which also wrote many of the 

politically important articles (Barbian, 2013). The edition became known as "The Brown Meyer" 

(Der Braune Meyer) and most copies destroyed at the end of the war ("Meyers Lexikon,” n.d.). 

 

National encyclopedias have largely fallen out of fashion, but nationalism is still very much part 

of many projects. Most encyclopedists are willing to look outside of their home country for 

potential authorities on various topics, but few bother to take a very pluralistic approach, and 

entries usually reflect the worldview of their author. Collison gives the example of the Suez 

affair, and how differently people would write about it based on whether they came from 

England, France, the United States, or Egypt (1966, p. 13). There are any number of areas where 

there are stark points of view divided along national lines: World War 2 narratives, the 

geography of Israel and Palestine, and so on.  

 

There are still a few examples of national encyclopedias, but many of them have cultural rather 

than epistemic goals. In the Indian state of Kerala, the government has established the State 

Institute of Encyclopaedic Publications (SIEP). Founded in 1961 in the Department of Cultural 

Affairs to disseminate knowledge to the people of Kerala in their native language. The 

Government of Kerala had made a policy of using Malayalam in education and in government, 

so creating its own encyclopedia served multiple purposes, including the promotion of the 

language. Its main encyclopedic work, the Sarvavijnanakosam, began publication in 1972 and 

still continues, having published 16 volumes of an expected 20 as of 2015. It has a governing 

body with two high-ranking state officials as Chairman and Vice Chairman: the Chief Minister 

(chief executive of Kerala) and Cultural Minister. Little critical analysis of the work is available, 

other than regarding the degree of bureaucracy involved in its production, with many 
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committees, directors, and ministers ("About us,” 2019; Scholberg, 1986; "Two encyclopaedias,” 

2012).  

 

There is a tradition, especially popular in the Middle Ages, of encyclopedias being written with 

rulers in mind, not as patrons and not just through dedications, but as the primary intended 

audience. They might be intended for a king's ego, to show all that is under their domain, 

intended as a form of entertainment, or perhaps as a means to train a prince. The 13th century 

Otia Imperialia by Gervase of Tilbury was written for Roman Emperor Otto IV. It became well 

known despite its strange combination of religious education, information about the natural 

world, myth, anecdote, and heavy reliance on "marvels." Brown argues that these characteristics 

make sense if the book was intended to entertain Otto IV, rather than to be purely informative 

(Brown, 2011). A great deal of "Speculum" literature has become known as "mirrors for 

princes," owing to the translation of that term. The Speculum Maius by Vincent of Beauvais, 

lector and chaplain in Louis IX's court, is a better example of an encyclopedia written for a head 

of state. Whereas the Otia Imperialia may have been written for entertainment, Vincent wrote for 

a serious learner. According to Brown, "Vincent could write with equal authority on angels and 

excrement" (Brown, 2011, p. 33). 

 

Al-Khwarizmi's 10th-century Keys of the Sciences (Mafātīḥ al-ʿulūm) was a resource intended to 

cover everything a secretary in the Samanid Empire would need to know. Primarily comprising 

definitions, it aimed to include as much useful information as possible, without getting into that 

which is common knowledge and that which is very technical. The primary mode of 

organization, however, is not according to subject or field but separation into "the religious 

sciences and those Arab sciences which are connected with them" and "the sciences of the non-

Arabs, i.e. the Greeks and other peoples" (Bosworth, 1963). This division is not unique to Al-

Khwarizmi, and is found in many texts produced in the Muslim world. It could just as easily be 

understood as a form of religious ideology, but is explicit in drawing geographic and not just 

theological, boundaries. The 12th century Sanskrit encyclopedia, the Manasollasa, was also 

written for the benefit of royalty. It outlines a system of government, best practices for 

appointing leaders and administrators, what a king should do, what a king should not do, the 

importance of treating one's subjects well, and what to do if heads of provinces or other lesser 
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powers abuse their populations. It is in general positive in the way it advocates for the well-being, 

prosperity, and happiness of the people. It is difficult to look past, however, the second volume, 

which is devoted to the subject of retaining power, or how to secure the king's position. Much of the 

material about keeping the people happy is thus easy to understand under the umbrella of keeping 

faith in the head of state (Scholberg, 1986).  

 

A large number of influential encyclopedias have had some form of connection to rulers or 

governments. In some cases, political officials are directly involved in producing content, but 

even when they are not, they are frequently an audience in some way which demands 

consideration when encyclopedists determine what content should be included. Failing to do so 

may cost encyclopedists influence, money, or employment; under oppressive totalitarian 

governments, it may cost their lives. The extent to which a government can and does exert 

influence on encyclopedias varies, of course, but is nonetheless often a consideration, again 

calling into question the encyclopedic virtues which make them seem somehow separate from 

political influence. 

 

Nationalist interests 

Many encyclopedias do not have formal ties to the state, and might not face consequences for 

failing to consider state interests, but nonetheless write from a nationalistic perspective. 

Sometimes this reflected a clear disposition in the content, as with the Encyclopaedia Britannica, 

which was, from the beginning, favorable to a British perspective. Murphy even regards it as a 

product of the British Empire in the same way the Natural History was a product of the Roman 

Empire (2004). Early versions or Britannica included grand dedications to the monarch of the 

time. Although the implications of such dedications may be different than they were for Pliny, 

the third edition (Gleig, 1797a), for example, includes a dedication which explains that the 

publishers requested help and/or permission from the throne to publish a new edition: "Your 

Majesty's gracious compliance with that request, whilst it incited [the publishers] to employ their 

utmost efforts to make this Edition not altogether unworthy of Your Royal Protection, procured 

for their undertaking the favour of that Public by which Your Majesty is revered as the Father of 

Your People, and the enlightened Patron of Arts, Sciences, and Literature" (Gleig, 1797b).  
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Britannica's nationalism was not lost on American publishers. When Thomas Dobson copied the 

third edition of Britannica, he made only a small number of edits, all based on the idea that there 

was a pro-British bias in the original. Americans were sensitive to such biases at the time, just a 

few years after the Revolutionary War. In the time before the United States had a well 

established tradition of publishing and writing all its own, some publishers like Dobson 

expressed national pride by creating American versions of foreign works (Arner, 1991). He 

published his own work only a year after the original was completed. The sections which 

changed relate to American geography and settlements, the recent war (Dobson expanded the 

article by several pages), and Native Americans. For the latter, Dobson and his associate Jedidah 

Morse changed misconceptions and value judgments concerning the role of women in Native 

American cultures and claims the British work made about the purportedly unusual thickness of 

Native American skin and skulls. There were also some subtle changes, like the removal of 

castles in the background, which were just too British (Arner, 1991). 

 

Dobson was a successful bookseller and printer in Philadelphia, and proved an effective 

advertiser. He staged an extensive campaign to market the encyclopedia, emphasizing the extent 

to which it was American. He highlighted some differences between his encyclopedia and 

Britannica in terms of content, but especially in its production. This was an American work, 

made by capable American artisans, on high-quality American paper, with a special American 

typeface custom made for this work (Arner, 1991). In addition to modifying entries, Dobson 

removed the dedication to the king and changed the name. He undercut his competitor by 15%, 

aided by tariffs on British books, and turned it into a national work, enlisting booksellers around 

the country to help sell it. The marketing was successful enough that Dobson counted among his 

customers none other than George Washington, Thomas Jefferson, Aaron Burr, and Alexander 

Hamilton. Despite copycats, Britannica remained popular internationally, but its nationalist 

tendencies continued to attract attention. In 1888, the Chicago Tribune wrote that "It doubtless 

tells all that Englishmen care to know about America and its institutions, but to an American its 

treatment of these subjects seems meager, inadequate, unsympathetic, and slow" (Grossman, 

2017). Of course, when the paper started selling the Britannica a few years later, it took a far 

more favorable perspective (Grossman, 2017).  
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Americans Horace Hooper and Walter Jackson purchased the rights to Britannica in 1901 and 

partnered with the English Times for editorial help, and to lend some of its credibility to the 

relatively unknown new owners. While work was underway on the tenth edition, the Times made 

clear that it was "fully conscious of its responsibility in using its absolute control of a work 

which is a national institution,” indicating it would not cease to reflect a British point of view 

(quoted in Einbinder, 1964, p. 45). While its offices were split on either side of the Atlantic, the 

relationship bred some tensions. When the Times was set to be sold, criticism from Hooper of its 

new owner led to the Times withdrawing from its arrangement and the owners seeking a new 

intellectual partner, which they found in Cambridge. The university was criticized at home for 

allowing its name to be used with a now American institution, and much advertising of the 11th 

edition did not use its name in Britain while American advertisers were eager to capitalize on it 

(Einbinder, 1964). The 11th edition, published in 1911, became one of the best known 

encyclopedias in history, and attracted even more popular attention to the company. Author and 

critic Willard Huntington Wright was unimpressed, however, and wrote a scathing book-length 

evaluation called Misinforming a Nation (1917). Britannica, he said, included copious 

"misstatements, inexcusable omissions, rabid and patriotic prejudice, personal animosities, 

blatant errors of fact, scholastic ignorance, gross neglect of non-British culture, an astounding 

egotism, and an undisguised contempt for American progress" (Wright, 1917). He looked at 

accuracy and comprehensiveness, but his primary aim was to characterize Britannica as pro-

Britain and if not outright anti-American, then at least having retained a spirit of cultural and 

epistemic colonialism (his first chapter is "Colonizing America"). His primary evidence took the 

form of lists of people it covered, the relative lengths of their articles, and lists of people it did 

not cover. He noted at length the British personalities included and compared the less notable 

ones to prominent Americans. He was not wrong that the bar for British people did seem lower 

than for people from elsewhere, but his demand to fix it largely centered on a long list of 

American people of similar stature which should be included. Of course, the effect of this scaling 

up of American representation would lower the ratio of British to American figures covered, but 

would also elevate the ratio of American and British entries in relation to absolutely everywhere 

else. This was not of Wright's concern, at least as expressed in Misinforming a Nation. Wright 

was not the first American to criticize Britannica at length. The journalist Thaddeus Oglesby 

took affront to the way the ninth edition wrote about the southern United States, characterizing it 
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as uneducated and backwards. He wrote a series of articles promoting southern figures and 

criticizing various aspects of the encyclopedia (Einbinder, 1964).10 After its sale to Sears 

Roebuck in 1920, the British New Statesman wrote that the institution was "no longer a 

monument of British learning and scholarship, but rather a triumph of American journalistic 

enterprise, conducted on a thoroughly sound commercial basis" (quoted in Powell, 1964, p. 99). 

 

The American version of Britannica did help to make some of American foreign policy more 

palatable. The entry on the Caribbean Sea in 1958 talks of the American border extending to 

Panama with the creation of the canal, and defends American actions in the area (Einbinder, 

1964). Domestic affairs likewise fared better with an American encyclopedia. As Einbinder put 

it, describing how there is only a single page dedicated to slavery in the United States, "In 1911, 

when the Britannica was a British work, it may have been natural to slight the effects of slavery 

in the United States, but it hardly seems justified in a contemporary American reference work" 

(1964, p. 218). Nationalistic editing in the English-speaking world has also not been in a single 

direction, adapting from British works to American. After Britannica became an American 

company, and years after Britannica Junior was released in the United States, Children's 

Britannica appeared in Britain as its equivalent, this time adapted for British sensibilities. When 

World Book Encyclopedia released an international version, it was likewise updated for a British 

audience (Walsh, 1968). 

 

McArthur (1986) provides an interesting summary of the way encyclopedists, lexicographers, 

publishers, and others involved with producing reference works have sought to use the medium 

to fix a particular knowledge that might otherwise be contested. Some of these strategies were a 

matter of practical philosophy, implementing one philosophy over another when it comes to, for 

example, the importance of the way people actually use words to a dictionary compiler (does the 

meaning of a word change just because people have begun using it in a new way, or are those 

 
10

 Especially angering was the passage from the "American Literature" article which included "Since the Revolution 

… the few thinkers of America born south of Mason and Dixon's line — outnumbered by those belonging to the 

single State of Massachusetts — have commonly migrated to New York or Boston in search of a university training. 

In the world of letters at least, the Southern States have shown by reflected light; nor is it too much to say, that 

mainly by their connection with the North the Carolinas have been saved from sinking to the level of Mexico or the 

Antilles. [...] Like a Spartan marshalling his helots, the planter lounging among his slaves was made dead to Art by a 

paralyzing sense of his own superiority" (quoted in Einbinder, 1964, p. 59). 
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new uses simply incorrect). Claude Favre de Vaugelas, who organized the Academie Francaise 

and wrote the Remarques sur la langue francaise in 1647, emphasized usage, but looked 

specifically to the "good usage" by the "best" writers and of the "fittest" people of the royal 

court. His goal was not simply to codify the French language for French people, but to create a 

new "High Mode" successor to Latin as the default scholarly language. English did not have the 

same kind of central bodies to push for the promotion of its use, but many individuals and 

smaller groups did so on their own, and the large groups like the Royal Society did so obliquely, 

for example in an effort to develop scientific language. Writers like Jonathan Swift and 

Alexander Pope worked to make English the new "High Mode," but the greatest influence was 

with those who worked on reference works. Samuel Johnson was explicit in his intent to "fix" 

the English language with his 1747 Plan for a Dictionary of the English Language, but by the 

time the dictionary was released in 1755, he was less sure that it was possible to stop (McArthur, 

1986). 

 

In the United States, Noah Webster was also quite nationalistic in his pursuit of establishing an 

American version of English as supreme. He loathed Johnson, accusing him of including 

"barbarisms," foolishly including mistaken quotes, including "low" or "vulgar" terms, poorly 

handling near-synonyms, using unclear example sentences and, importantly, using inconsistent 

orthography. It is this latter area where Webster excelled. It is difficult to understate the 

influence of Webster's wordbooks on what we now consider to be standard American spelling. 

He did not create new words or spellings, but did use his position to select those he deemed most 

correct, most efficient, or, most often, most phonetic, with fewer extra letters. Webster did a lot 

of interesting things with his dictionaries, including the introduction of more encyclopedic 

content and elements of other reference works into the dictionary, and taking the field of 

lexicography from academia and placing it in the domain of a publisher. Much has been written 

about Webster and his influence on American English (e.g. Algeo, 2008; Kendall, 2011; Unger, 

2000). Considerably less has been written about the influence of encyclopedists. 

 

In the United States, if Webster has a spiritual successor among encyclopedists, it would be Isaac 

K. Funk, another spelling reformer who, with his partner Adam Willis Wagnalls, published 

several encyclopedias, the best known being the Funk & Wagnalls Standard Encyclopedia in 
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1912 and throughout the 20th century. The Standard Encyclopedia was a proudly American 

product, looking around the world and throughout time, but "always keeping an eye to the needs 

of the American citizen" ("Publishers',” 1912). The publishers say it is "essentially national in 

character [but] international in scope" ("Publishers',” 1912). Funk was among the first members 

of the Simplified Spelling Board (SSB), an organization created in 1906, funded by Andrew 

Carnegie based on the belief that, according to the New York Times, "English might be made the 

world language of the future, and thus one of the influences leading to universal peace; and he 

believes that the chief obstacle to its speedy adoption is to be found in its contradictory and 

difficult spelling" ("Carnegie,” 1906). Some of those adopting the simplified spellings did so for 

nationalistic reasons, while others did so simply because it is easier to learn shorter, more 

phonetic versions of the words. The Times, for their part, seemed to endorse the group in writing 

about its formation, making reference to "useless letters" and a trend that has been in place "since 

the invention of printing" ("Carnegie,” 1906). Days after the announcement, the Times ran a 

letter from Funk further explaining the group's aims, which was to start by popularizing versions 

of words with dropped silent letters, and then by adopting the American Philological 

Association's phonetic alphabet to be taught in schools (Funk, 1906). Funk incorporated the 

simplified spellings into his reference works, which includes dictionaries as well as 

encyclopedias. Some of the SSB's spellings caught on, others did not (like ruf instead of rough or 

det for debt). They nonetheless appear in bold text in Funk's reference works for the first half of 

the 20th century. 

 

In the Funk & Wagnalls Standard Encyclopedia, it is probably not surprising that the entries for 

spelling and the unusually long article about spelling reform are written from a reformer's 

perspective. The spelling article makes a case that spelling "has always been more conservative 

than speech, and is slow to recognize a dying sound, an obsolete pronunciation [...] Yet modern 

education and the universal use of books have made many see the necessity for striving for a 

closer agreement between the spoken and the written word. It is now considered unwise, 

however, to take either as the only standard for spelling." The very end of the entry leads right 

into the next: "[A] general movement towards reform in spelling will be useful in many ways" 

("Spelling,” 1912). The next entry, on spelling reform, claims that "English orthography presents 

the most extreme illustration of divorcement of the written from the spoken form of language 
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…The appeal is to the eye and not to the ear" ("Spelling Reform,” 1912). It tells the story of the 

SSB and various efforts to reform over the preceding years or decades, and even detailing the 

rules recommended by the SSB in 1910 and the various words affected. The entry is fully a work 

of rhetoric, scarcely speaking to the objections and writing off some established spellings as 

having been "warped by theorizing schoolmasters into false forms to suit false etymologies or 

imaginary rules of grammar." Spelling reform would result "not merely in economy of time and 

money, but in the orderly development of children's minds" ("Spelling Reform,” 1912). In the 

Standard Encyclopedia, some of the spellings jump out, first seeming anachronistic 

configurations taken from the present, but ultimately better understood as never having found 

secure footing in their own time, such as the substitution of "tho" for "though." Other times, the 

writers take liberties with non-English words, too, in the spirit of phonetic spelling. For example, 

it makes reference to "the calif of Bagdad" ("Encyclopedia,” 1912). 

 

Nationalism has influenced encyclopedias in a wide range of ways. Beyond the direct forms of 

influence are the decisions of individual encyclopedists and publishers, acting upon their own 

loyalties and localized interests to modify or guide their work. This might account for a national 

mode of spelling, expanded content about more local subjects, or shifts in perspective. These 

kinds of nationalism are more difficult to find in encyclopedias, because they are rarely made as 

explicit as when governments are involved. 

 

Religion 

For much of the Middle Ages, and until at least the 17th century, written materials in many parts 

of the world were produced and controlled almost exclusively by monks and others associated 

with religious institutions. These works tended to blend information about religion with worldly 

knowledge believed to be important for religious officials to know, as well as content that bears 

more in common with instruction than summaries of knowledge. The Church saw encyclopedic 

works as a means to secure the interpretation and organization, and indeed authorization of 

knowledge. According to James M. Wells, Jerome's Chronicon was probably the first Christian 

encyclopedia, composed around the year 380 (Finzi, et al., 1979). In the 6th century, Cassiodorus 

had the brothers at his Vivarium monastery copy large numbers of texts on various subjects, 
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exemplifying what would become a regular monastic activity (O'Donnell, 1979). His 

Institutiones was a prominent example of an encyclopedic text written with the explicit intention 

of teaching monks, not unlike how other encyclopedias were intended for the service of princes. 

Importantly, like Augustine, Cassiodorus did not limit the knowledge it contained to religious 

knowledge. Secular knowledge, too, was seen as beneficial to the monks, even if largely in the 

service of divine study.  

 

There is evidence that even some of the early Christian encyclopedists brought politics into their 

work dependent on the political climate. Cassiodorus is believed to have omitted or altered facts 

to please the Gothic rulers (Vanderspoel, 1990). He was successful in ensuring his activities 

could continue, however, even securing the position of magister under Theoderic the Great 

(O'Donnell, 1979). As Pliny showed, allying oneself with a powerful emperor can certainly help 

preserve one's encyclopedic output, especially if what you write is complimentary. Indeed, it is 

through Cassiodorus that many details of this period of Ostrogothic history survives. 

 

Isidore of Seville, a prolific archbishop and pedagogue, compiled books intended as guidance for 

Christians, and especially new converts in Spain. His work and many others like it, produced by 

the Church for its members, sought to establish canonical texts that would maintain a particular 

culture (McArthur, 1986). His Etymologiae used as its organizing principle the idea of the 

origins of words. He drew heavily on existing texts, including Pliny, but the information they 

contained was in some ways less important than the scheme he used to systematize it (Brehaut, 

1912). More importantly, it was an exercise in assigning meaning rather than compiling it. To 

Isidore, the names of things are meaningful in themselves and tell us all we really need to know 

about what kind of thing it is. The names of things were set out in the "first language," Hebrew, 

long ago, and it is important to recover those names and their meanings, because the multiplying 

of nations and languages has made it so that people no longer agree on essential truths. He 

wanted to clear up wrong ideas about the world and to establish an authoritative knowledge. It is 

an approach others have since taken, too: reduce all knowledge to universal truths, reserve 

authority to set what those truths are, disseminate the method, and hope that with buy-in comes 

everlasting agreement. He also employs existing and new hierarchies to organize things, such as 

declaring which metals are most and least valuable, but most of the time he does not do much to 
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explain why things are organized, and the etymologies he uses often seem arbitrary or based on 

similar pronunciation or sound. 

 

Encyclopedias are usually, though not always, tertiary sources. Tertiary sources generally take 

their role to be summarizing secondary sources, and thus reproducing a sense of the status quo, 

assuming its authors and editors are not expressing a bias through their selection of sources. Thus 

it would make sense that encyclopedias published in Europe throughout most of written history 

would reflect the prevailing religious beliefs of the time. Even for those who do not share the 

popular beliefs and would not otherwise be concerned with ensuring the work reflected popular 

beliefs, the church's power was such that authors typically dared not publish what might be 

labeled heresy. Many encyclopedias thus contain harsh words for other religions in general, and 

atheists in particular.  

 

Connections between encyclopedias and assumed religious values have not been limited to the 

Christian world. Though the concept of adab predates Islam, as a kind of moral and ethical 

quality possessed by a good person, it evolved to include all that an informed person should 

know (Bosworth, 1963; Boullata, 2006). They were transmitted orally in Arabia before being 

codified and combined with similar works in other regional cultures, becoming something 

regarded as encyclopedic. They became closely associated with Islam and spread alongside it, 

aimed at cultivating the ideal person. The encyclopedic adab by Ibn 'Abd Rabbih (860-940), The 

Unique Necklace, is written, in the spirit of adab, to provide not just history and edification for 

their own sake, but guidance to produce well-rounded, well-informed citizens — Muslim citizens 

in particular. It encourages a wide range of virtues, but is unambiguous in its view of Christians. 

According to Palestinian scholar and translator Issa J. Boullata, the book "[celebrated] Muslim 

victories and acts of bravery, denouncing the Christian enemies, and sometimes referring to them 

as infidels, dogs, and swine from whose filth the land had to be purified and restored to God’s 

dominion" (Boullata, 2006). Rabbih often wrote beautifully, with love poems, elegies, and range 

of poetic styles. He also included panegyrics and lampoons, which, respectively, "tended toward 

exaggeration" or "poured out his invective on his enemy with vehemence, sometimes not 

restraining himself from lowering his diction to the level of vile and even obscene remarks" 

(Boullata, 2006). 
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Britannica took a more polite view of those who did not share its de facto religious associations. 

The first editions do not even acknowledge that atheists exist: "Atheist, a person who does not 

believe the existence of a Deity. Many people, both ancient and modern, have pretended to 

atheism, or have been reckoned atheists by the world; but it is justly questioned whether any man 

seriously adopted such a principle. These pretensions, therefore, must be founded on pride or 

affectation" ("Atheist,” 1771). The very idea is considered "absurd and unreasonable" and the 

entry in the third edition ends with a note written in the first person: "Among us, the 

philosophers have been the principal advocates for the existence of a Deity. Witness the writings 

of Sir Isaac Newton, Boyle, Ray, Cheyne, Nieuwentyt, &c. To which may be added many others, 

who, though of the clergy (as was also Ray), yet have distinguished themselves by their 

philosophical pieces in behalf of the existence of a God… though a smattering of philosophy 

may lead a man into atheism, a deep draught will certainly bring him back again to the belief of a 

God and Providence" ("Atheist,” 1797). 

 

Of course, for encyclopedias written at a time when there was not much disagreement between 

scriptural facts and facts about the world, it is not particularly meaningful to highlight what 

would be considered bias today. For example, if Britannica today echoed its second edition by 

stating the world was created in 4004 BCE and including the biblical flood as fact about the 

world's history, that would be more remarkable than in 1779. More interesting is just how far 

that edition took it. The second edition not only treats the flood as fact, but in quasi-Scholastic 

fashion tries to combine it with science. The author acknowledges that "it is no wonder to find 

the reality of the fact called in question by many" but before providing explanations tells the 

reader why he is doing so: "As the giving up this point … would utterly destroy the authenticity 

of the sacred writings, those who have undertaken the defence of revelation, have consequently 

labored to bring some positive evidence of the fact, distinct from that of Moses; and not only to 

show how by natural means such an event might have happened, but likewise to bring proofs that 

it actually did happen" ("Deluge,” 1779). It goes on to devote several pages to arguments in 

favor of its truth, addressing arguments against. The effect is apologetics, and this explanation 

remained for the better part of a century. In fact, Britannica became known for its conservative 

take on not just politics but religion and, by implication, anything which might challenge 

religion. They took issue with "modernists" and philosophers who ventured too far towards the 
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secular. When David Hume wrote skeptically about supernatural miracles, Britannica wrote 

skeptically about Hume in its seventh edition, saying he was probably just trying to say 

something new rather than make any sound arguments (Einbinder, 1964).  

 

When the World Book was published, marketed for teaching children or use by children, it still 

carried forward some traditional religious ideas. The entry for atheism is relatively short, and 

includes "Belief in a Supreme Being is so natural to mankind that even those who deny that God 

exists very often set up some sort of an ideal of their own to take the place of the God they refuse 

to admit" ("Atheist,” 1919). Funk & Wagnalls Standard Encyclopedia's first edition in 1912 is 

somewhat more sympathetic, giving examples of a few well-known atheist thinkers, but 

ultimately claiming that "It is no longer thought reasonable to dogmatically assert that there is no 

God," highlighting an argument that in order to prove such an argument, one would have to be 

omniscient and omnipresent, because evidence of God may exist somewhere in the universe 

("Atheism,” 1912). 

 

Encyclopedists' religious bias comes out in a variety of ways, whether or not the church has any 

power at the time. Nuttall's Encyclopaedia talks about Tibetan Buddhism as "a kind of hero-

worship … long since sunk into mere idolatry" and holds a particular contempt for Jesuitism: 

"really and radically the apotheosis of falsehood and unreality to the dethronement of faith in the 

true, the genuine and the real, a deliberate shutting of the eyes to the truth, a belief in a lie in the 

name of God…" ("Jesuitism,” 1907; "Lamaism,” 1907). The Baron von Holbach is a materialist 

and atheist "but a kind-hearted man,” La Mettrie has a "materialism so gross and offensive, being 

absolutely atheistic,” and so on ("Holbach,” 1907; "La Mettrie,” 1907). 

 

Diderot and D'Alembert's Encyclopédie provides an example of what can happen when refusing 

to follow standard practices for respecting church authority, angering clergy throughout its 

production. In one particularly contentious instance, D'Alembert wrote in the entry for Geneva 

that ministers there were not Calvinist but in fact Socinian, based on information Voltaire 

provided him. For examples, "Several no longer believe in the divinity of Jesus Christ,” "Hell, 

one of the principal tenets of our faith, is no longer given such importance by several ministers in 

Geneva,” and most directly "In short, many of the ministers of Geneva have no other religion 
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than a perfect Socinianism; they reject everything called "mystery" and imagine that the first 

principle of a true religion is not to propose any belief that conflicts with reason. When they are 

pressed on the question of the "necessity" of revelation, a dogma that is so basic to Christianity, 

many substitute the term "utility" which seems more agreeable to them" (D'Alembert, 2003). 

Voltaire felt that beliefs there had been shifting, and was eager to see them shift away from 

Calvinism. Religious officials there reacted strongly, going so far as to form a committee to 

organize a rebuttal. To make matters worse, the Catholic Church in France did not appreciate 

D'Alembert's positive descriptions, taking that as an indirect affront to Catholicism. The fallout 

from the Geneva article was so fierce that, while they were unsuccessful in demanding a 

retraction, it led him to avoid writing further articles, and also led Rousseau and others to break 

with the philosophes (D'Alembert, 2003). Furthermore, it added to the anger from other 

controversies like the attempted assassination of Louis XV and the publication of Helvétius’s 

book, L’Esprit. In 1759, the constellation of events led to the formal suppression of the 

Encyclopédie (Smith, 1965). The Geneva scandals was renowned enough that even the 

Encyclopaedia Britannica's third edition, which made surprisingly few mentions of its 

competitors, did highlight it in D'Alembert's entry without context ("Alembert,” 1797). 

 

In 1930, Britannica was criticized by Edwin Franden Dakin and the New York Times over its 

coverage of Christian Science and Mary Baker Eddy. They noted that the article on the former 

had been written by none other than the chief of Christian Science publications, Clifford P. 

Smith, rather than a neutral scholar. Britannica responded by explaining that its strategy to 

remain objective in matters of religion was to allow representatives of those religions to write the 

entries themselves. Thus, in that encyclopedia, Mary Baker Eddy was "an intellectual and 

spiritual genius" who "demonstrated her religion by healings in many cases" (quoted in 

Einbinder, 1964, pp. 64-66). This policy of the fourteenth edition differed from the eleventh, 

which had indeed drawn some criticism from various religious groups for too often providing 

multiple sides to religious disputes. In what may have been a public relations effort to sell more 

encyclopedias, it decided not to anger any of the religions by getting too objective. Thus the 

article on celibacy lost all talk of the challenges it poses to clergy and the article on eunuchs lost 

a moral judgment of the practice in favor of dispassionate description (Einbinder, 1964).  
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Despite always being less religiously controversial than, say, the Encyclopédie, various versions 

of Britannica have attracted criticism by the churches. The Encyclopedia Americana sought to 

capitalize on one such criticism, alleging with scant evidence that it took a staunch anti-Catholic 

perspective: "The Americana is published in America by Americans for Americans. It has an 

American viewpoint and looks at the world through American eyes. What impresses a Catholic 

most in the new Americana is the evident intention of the editorial staff to play fair … In this the 

Americana is a striking contrast to the Britannica. The editors of that encyclopedia impress one 

as having of set purpose picked out foes of the Church, to misrepresent her. They are as accurate 

in this misrepresentation as we might expect Benedict Arnold to have been, had he written on the 

separation of the American Colonies from England. Not so the Americana. It chooses loyal 

Catholics to write on Catholic subjects. The Jesuits are assigned to a Jesuit; and not, as in the 

Britannica, to their avowed enemy" (quoted in Einbinder, 1964, pp. 67-68). The claims were so 

egregious that in 1948 the Federal Trade Commission ordered it to stop. Einbinder suggests it 

was an empty accusation that boils down to a commercial tactic. The article about Jesuits at the 

time, after all, was not only written by a Jesuit but was a glowing overview of the topic. 

 

Beyond the generally conservative tendencies of Britannica, the spectre of "anti-Catholic" 

accusations was a powerful motivator in areas where Catholicism was popular; likewise 

perceived opposition or insults to anything that was sacrosanct at a particular time and place. As 

such, while some entries became less censored over time as society became more tolerant, fear of 

upsetting large groups and the ever-present financial demands on an encyclopedic enterprise led 

to increased censorship in other areas. Some of the entries on popes and religious officials, for 

example, were whitewashed from the eleventh to fourteenth editions. This may or may not be 

attributable to another trend in reference works from the 19th into the 20th century, to avoid 

making judgments and simply present information. This could be taken as cause to euphemize so 

as to avoid the appearance of judging, such as where King William IV "formed a connection" 

with an actress, omitting the ten illegitimate children this "connection" led to (Einbinder, 1964). 

 

Regardless of the reason, some of the choices in Britannica's entries are troubling. An example 

that stands out is "Spain" in the 1957 revised edition, which provides this context for the creation 

of the Inquisition: "It was, consequently, a fact of serious political importance that during the 
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anarchy of Henry IV's reign (1454-75) the Jews gained great power and influence. They might 

compel — sometimes by means of their usury — their debtors to renounce the Christian religion; 

and Marranos (baptized Jews) often preserved their old religious faith in secret. At the same time 

the power of the Moriscos (baptized Moors) had increased, and they were reviving ancient 

heresies such as the half-forgotten Manichaeism." While the article dedicated to the Inquisition is 

more reasonable, the Spain entry continues by downplaying its actions: "The familiars of the 

Inquisition, exercising ceaseless vigilance in the remotest corners of Spain, may be fittingly 

compared with the justices of the peace who did so much to uphold the throne of Tudor England 

… It cannot be denied that the Inquisition was guilty of abuses and cruelties in the course of its 

long history, but it was no more unjust or inhumane than most other courts of the Europe of its 

day" (quoted in Einbinder, 1964, pp. 201-202).11 This material continues to be used by Church 

apologetics and antisemitic groups, like the Institute for Historical Research, known for its 

publication of Holocaust denial books, looking to downplay the actions of the Inquisition 

("Institute,” 2012; "The Spanish,” 1996). One of the most scathing critiques Einbinder has for 

Britannica has to do with its insufficient coverage of the Holocaust and antisemitism in general 

during that period. It is a thorough condemnation of the inadequacy of Britannica's revision 

processes, if not a judgment of their priorities. In articles on concentration camps, National 

Socialism, and antisemitism, relatively little attention is paid at all to the actions by Nazis during 

and leading up to World War 2. In the antisemitism article, it is told primarily by way of 

statistics rather than in-depth coverage and disproportionate attention is paid to the Christian 

saviors who worked to save Jewish lives. The Germany article takes pains not to cast judgment 

while describing the events. In perhaps the ultimate example of an event in which it is expected 

to be something other than detached, Britannica resisted. The entries were altogether inadequate 

at the time. That they were later improved, and that fewer than twenty years had gone by since 

the end of the war, may speak to a shortcoming of the updating process. The encyclopedia was 

indeed updated to include the events of the war, but because Britannica conceals exactly when 

entries are written, it may have been before all the facts came to light or may have been years 

 
11

 I have generally tried to verify quoted passages in the encyclopedias themselves, especially when reading the 

words of a critic like Einbinder. I have not yet found any instance when material has been fabricated, but I was not 

able to secure a copy of Volume 21 of Britannica, as revised in the period 1957-1960, which this quote is from. 
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later. It is hard to know what decisions were possible or whether it could have been differently 

written. 

 

Einbinder levies a range of charges at Britannica, many of which come back to an overall 

conservative ideology partly rooted in religious concern and partly in Victorian society. On a 

practical level, the encyclopedia that is supposed to provide all the knowledge one may need 

either did not cover many "unsavory" topics like masturbation or bed-wetting, or did so in a way 

that is so laboriously technical that they are of little use to a layperson. The tradition of censoring 

medical content goes back to the earliest editions. King George III ordered that anatomical 

diagrams accompanying the midwifery article be torn out of the books by hand after publication. 

The editorial policies on these subjects finally started to loosen in the 1963 edition, but still did 

not talk about the social or cultural elements of, say, homosexuality. Einbinder describes the 

approach to sexuality as "zoological" (1964, p. 285). 

 

The Jewish Encyclopedia was not connected to any official religious body, and to call it religious 

rather than cultural may not be entirely accurate, but it was nonetheless an interesting example of 

a group using the form of an encyclopedia to further itself in ambitious ways. Isidore Singer had 

the idea for it in 1891: an encyclopedia including the history and wissenschaft of Jewish people 

and culture which would not just be a passive repository of information but may be able to 

reduce antisemitism in the world while it also fostered relationships between different Jewish 

groups (Schwartz, 1991). He shopped the idea around to publishers in Europe but could not find 

sufficient backing but found an unlikely partner after moving to the United States: Isaac Funk, 

encyclopedist known for the Funk & Wagnalls Standard Encyclopedia. Funk was a Lutheran 

minister who saw potential in joining Judaism and Christianity. He agreed to publish Singer's 

work but there was a constant negotiation about content. This was in part due to Singer and 

Funk's insistence on a pluralistic view of knowledge rather than reflect any single truth or 

orthodoxy, which did not sit well with the editorial board representing a diverse range of Jewish 

scholars, but also because of Funk's initial insistence that it remain accessible and minimally 

ideological for the sake of non-Jewish readers. Funk took his privilege as publisher and sat 

himself at the head of the editorial board.  
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The Jewish Encyclopedia received some negative attention in its early phases, with an essay in 

American Hebrew accusing Singer of trading a commitment to religion and accuracy for 

commercial prospects, but it received largely positive reviews upon release (Schwartz, 1991). 

The New York Times wrote a glowing review, including praise for "the calm, deliberate, and 

dispassionate tone employed by its many compilers,” with an "impartiality … to be 

commended,”  and remarking about how it "is not written by Jews for Jews. It is cast in a much 

broader mold … compiled for universal readers irrespective of their religion" ("The Jewish,” 

1902, p. 559). Its treatment of knowledge in terms of belief and interpretation rather than 

absolute truth sets it apart from most other encyclopedias (Schwartz, 1991). Schwartz makes the 

case that the encyclopedia also set the foundation for Jewish scholarship in the United States as 

distinct from Jewish scholarship in Europe (1991). 

 

As with the nationalist encyclopedias, there are examples of religious influence on the content of 

encyclopedias through institutional control, direct and indirect pressures, as well as interests of 

encyclopedists themselves. They have served to communicate information about religion, to 

present a version of knowledge compatible with religious doctrine, to support the activities of 

religious officials, and even to combat forms of discrimination against minority groups. I want to 

now turn to an unusual example of an encyclopedist viewing the form as means to conversion by 

demonstrating the truth of a religion and purporting to answer any conceivable question through 

a closed combinatory system. 

 

Llull 

One of the strangest and most elaborate religiously motivated encyclopedic projects was the "art" 

of Ramon Llull,12 who wrote hundreds of books and developed a partially mechanical process by 

which his art purported to grant access to answers to any question. The work all had a single aim, 

however: to convert people to Christianity. Llull is a peculiar medieval figure, significant in 

several disciplines both as a historical actor and as creator of an art that still finds interested 

audiences today: theologians, modern esoterics, philosophers, and linguists, as well as historians 

 
12

 The spelling of his name varies across sources. Ramon Llull is the most correct according to modern Catalan, and 

Ramon Lull in old Catalan. The most common alternative spellings are Anglicanized: Raymond Lull or Lully. In 

Latin, he is Raymundus or Raimundus Lullus (Bonner, 1985). 
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of information science, technology, election science, religion, memory, the occult, logic, 

chivalry, literature, and medieval Europe broadly. Historical narratives about Llull are 

complicated by a collection of writings on alchemy, astrology, Kabbala, and other mystical 

topics which were attributed to him shortly after his death. He was not the author, but he did 

write about a fantastic method by which he said one could derive all knowable knowledge, and 

he did claim to have been visited by God and angels, so the leap to Neoplatonic magic and 

alchemy may not have been immediately suspect. The association persisted for centuries, with 

subsequent misattributions due to comparisons with the other works which bore his name. The 

works of the pseudo-Llull brought him into close association with the occult during the 

Renaissance, and persist to this day — it's not uncommon to read about "Llull's alchemy." 

Putting aside the apocryphal works, which at one time were more common in Europe than his 

actual books, Llull was nevertheless prolific, authoring 250 works in Latin and/or Catalan 

(Bonner, 1985, p. 59). He wrote multiple works that bear encyclopedic qualities, but more 

interesting is the way his oeuvre functions as a whole, employing multiple techniques and 

technologies in the service of conversion. He wrote novels, proverbs, sermons, handbooks, and 

wordbooks; he reformulated "new" versions of the sciences; he provided instructions on many 

levels of Medieval society including what parents and children ought to do at various stages in 

life; he professes the virtues of beautiful language; and he does all of these in ways he feels 

everybody should be able to agree on, and which all derive from and point back to his art. 

 

Llull was born in Palma, a city in the Kingdom of Majorca, in 1232, during the Reconquista. 

Christians had been fighting to recapture the Iberian Peninsula since it was taken over by Berber 

and Arab Moorish groups in the 8th century CE. The Balearic Islands, where Palma is, were 

exemplary of the complicated turmoil and uncertainty of the time, shifting in and out of 

autonomous periods, and alternating invasions by Christians and various ruling groups of Al-

Andalus. 1232 was only three years after Christians retook the Balearics. Even then, Majorca 

was a fragile state for the duration of its existence. On the one hand, it was directly between the 

Aragonese and the French Capetians, who were constantly fighting; on the other, relations 

between rulers of Majorca and Aragon were tenuous and Majorca was politically crippled and 

financially strained until annexed formally into Aragon in 1342. Meanwhile, the Crusades were 

proving ineffective as means to either convert or obliterate the Muslim populations in Europe 
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and northern Africa and Pope Innocent IV was authorizing the use of torture by Inquisitions to 

address a different foe, beginning with apostate Christian movements in France but broadening 

to heresy in Europe generally. Inquisitions did not play a significant role in the Iberian Peninsula 

during Llull’s life, but he spent a great deal of time in France and the paranoid tension of 

religious turmoil was part and parcel of the late-Medieval European zeitgeist. Ramon Llull did 

not know a world without religious and political strife, and this is important context for his 

encyclopedias. His homeland had changed hands between religious groups multiple times, and 

the culture of his city of birth would have been one shaped by the tumult of its years as a central 

point of struggle and suffering. Even after the religious wars ended, his community was one of a 

fractured, subordinate state in the middle of warring nations.  

 

One night, while writing a song to his mistress, he suddenly saw before him an image of Jesus on 

the cross. Afraid, he went to sleep and woke up the next morning returning "to his usual vanities" 

(Llull, 1311/1985e, p. 11) until the following week, when he had the same experience upon 

taking up the unfinished song. He again went to sleep and went about his business the following 

day. After this happened two or three more times, he realized it was a calling to dedicate himself 

to God. His purpose, he decided, would be to convert Muslims to Christianity. Three intentions 

crystallized for him that would direct his life: “to accept dying for Christ in converting the 

unbelievers to His service;” to write what would have to be best book in the world capable of 

correcting the errors of nonbelievers (although at that point he couldn't conceive of what form 

that book could take or how it could be written); and “to procure the establishment of 

monasteries where various language could be learned” (p. 13). He sold all of his belongings, 

gave the money to his family, and left them with the intention of never coming back. A little 

while later, he did come back on the advice of Raymond of Penyafort, but led an ascetic life--

except for what seems like one significant purchase: a Muslim slave from whom he learned 

Arabic.13 

 

 
13

 Several years later, when Llull returned home from a trip, he found that this same slave had blasphemed. Llull hit 

him in the mouth, and later, in retaliation, the slave attacked him with a sword, almost killing him. When others 

rushed to his aid, Llull stopped them from killing the slave, instead having him imprisoned. After days of praying 

for guidance, and becoming frustrated at God's lack of response, he visited the prisoner and found that he had 

hanged himself. For Llull, this was a sign that God had heard his prayers after all. 
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Llull wanted to turn away from the dominant form of conversion, coercion, which he believed to 

be an impotent resource in affecting one's spiritual resolve, and towards persuasion as a solution 

to these pervasive conflicts. Sometime around 1274, while isolated on a mountain (one of several 

periods of hermitry), divine inspiration struck and he was able to write the book he had intended 

to create since his conversion. Much of the thought and content itself had already been written, 

but he had been unable to find a good way to make it forcefully demonstrate the correctness of 

Christ. The epiphany at the mountain was one that gave him the form for this great undertaking, 

which he first explained in the Ars inveniendi veritatum (1274). He would soon after write 

several books on this art, developing, promoting, and practicing it continuously throughout his 

life. When he was about 50, he traveled to France and, except for missionary work, probably did 

not leave there for the next several years. In Paris he taught university classes. “Having observed 

the attitude of the students there, he returned to Montpellier,” and revised his art “because of the 

weakness of human intellect which he had witnessed in Paris” (1311/1985e, pp. 23-4). The new 

version reduced the number of figures involved from sixteen to four, allowing for it to be taught 

and comprehended more easily. 

 

He went on a mission to Tunis in 1293, where he tried to expound the art—and through it, 

Christianity—to the Saracens there.14 Just as, by his account, he began to achieve some degree of 

success in changing minds, he was arrested, sentenced to death, and then expelled from Tunis 

instead and ordered not to return. He snuck off of the ship he was put on and returned to Tunis to 

find someone who looked like him had been arrested due to mistaken identity. He spent years 

traveling around Europe and northern Africa teaching, writing, evangelizing, and soliciting the 

time and, unsuccessfully, money of church officials. His final missionary venture was also the 

most dramatic. When he arrived at his destination, Bougie, a Hafsid kingdom in modern day 

Algeria, he made his way to the centralmost part of the city and started yelling at people, 

proclaiming Christianity the only acceptable religion, and the Saracen religion to be riddled with 

errors, “and this I am prepared to prove” (p. 35). When he was about to be stoned, a priest 

intervened and challenged him to prove Christianity. When, again, according to Llull's account, 

the priest could not respond to Llull’s arguments, Llull was jailed instead of killed, where he 

 
14

 "Saracen" is a Medieval European term for Muslims. It originally referred to Muslims of Arabia who were not 

Arabs, but eventually became synonymous with Islam. 
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would stay for six months. He was regularly approached by people seeking to convert him, but 

he resisted, agreeing to another challenge whereby each side would write a book attempting to 

prove his religion, and whomever presented the better arguments would have his religion 

declared the truer one. Some time later, but before the book was complete, Ramon was released 

but expelled from Bougie without explanation. He was put on a ship to Genoa, but a storm rose 

and the ship sank. Ramon survived, but lost all of his belongings. Upon arriving in Pisa, he 

finally finished his Ars generalis ultima (1307/2003b), his most famous work. 

 

Everything Llull did since his life-changing vision served a single purpose: to convert people—

and especially the Saracens—to Christianity. Conversion in his time was not merely an effort to 

spread God’s Good Will or to save souls, but means to achieve peace and social order. If he 

could only determine and then communicate the “provable or demonstrable reasons” for the 

Truth of Christianity, he could help to create a more harmonious world. As far as he was 

concerned, the correctness of his religion was entirely rational given certain principles everyone 

should be able to agree on. The problem of social order could be solved by fixing this problem of 

knowledge. This is similar in some ways to the ways religious figures produced encyclopedias 

throughout the Middle Ages with strong moral and theological components, but taken to an 

extreme.  

 

The way the art was supposed to work combined extensive writings, charts, diagrams, volvelles, 

manuals, definitions, and combinations. Following his visions, he was intent on writing a book 

which would be perfectly persuasive, but had trouble conceptualizing what that would look like. 

The eureka moment on top of the mountain, however, made it clear that it wouldn't look like a 

book at all. At least, not a traditional sort of book. The Ars compendiosa inveniendi veritatum 

(1274) was the first written attempt at explaining his idea. It and the second take, the Ars 

demonstrativa (1283), depict a system somewhat different than the one he became known for, 

although the founding ideas are much the same. It was with his trip to Paris that he realized the 

need make some changes so it might be better understood, writing the Ars inventiva (1290), Ars 

arnativa (1290), Taula general (1294), and most famously the Ars generalis ultima (1305-1308), 

also called the Ars magna, and its abbreviated counterpart, the Ars brevis (1308/1985a). The shift 

after his trip to Paris was significant enough to be analogous to a software moving from "version 
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1.0" to "version 2.0,” with the latter the version Llull continued to build out and tweak for the 

rest of his life. The most common way to differentiate between the first two versions is to refer to 

them as his "quaternary art" and "ternary art," based on the number of principles involved in 

each. Where neither is specified, the latter is presumed, especially as it is represented in the Ars 

magna. 

 

By the time Llull created his first version of the art, he was already well aware of the importance 

of sharing a language with the people one is trying to convert; one of the things he tried to 

achieve throughout his life—and one of the three purposes for his life, as gleaned from his 

visions—was the founding of monasteries that would focus on teaching Arabic and other 

languages to missionaries. To make his art as powerful as possible, however, he needed to go a 

step further. He knew that expounding one's beliefs in a debate against someone of another 

religion, even when speaking a common language, would be fruitless, so Ramon sought a way to 

make his point not just persuasive but, as the name change in his second major volume might 

indicate, demonstrative—to present the truth (in the form of Christianity) so matter-of-factly that 

people would be powerless to resist. To this end, Llull would devise a mnemonic-linguistic 

system based on what he saw as universal concepts which could, if done properly, be combined 

according to their appearance on a set of geometrically structured figures to yield an answer to 

any question—or, more in line with his intentions, overcome any objection he might encounter 

when setting out to convert people. 

 

Llull's Tree of Science is one of his early attempts at the ternary version of his art which would 

become better known through his Ars Magna. Like the ternary art in general, the Tree of Science 

came about in large part because he perceived a need for a simpler and more straightforward 

process that could be communicated to a broader range of people. While Llull's oeuvre can be 

understood as an encyclopedic work, Tree of Science is itself a proper encyclopedia. Instead of 

emphasizing clear explanations of the subjects of the arts and sciences, however, he used the 

encyclopedia format as a way to explain the principles of his art which enable readers or users to 

deduce answers in response to any question they might have about any of the arts and sciences. 

Use of the art also enters the user into a fundamentally Christian epistemic system. Llull intends 

users to approach the Tree of Science as we normally think of readers of reference works: to find 
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accurate explanations of many, if not "all" subjects. But there is an underlying goal of 

conversation to Christianity which inhabits all of the truths one might find in the work.  

 

For Aristotle, demonstration is what can provide necessary reasons for truth, as opposed to the 

probable reasons offered by dialectic (and rhetoric), and it does this in part by building on known 

principles—themselves either demonstrable or else “first principles.” But whereas Aristotle 

privileges demonstration through cause and effect, Llull uses a different method he claims to 

have developed: demonstrativa per aequiparantium, which instead uses equivalent relations, 

linking ideas not causally but by tracing common origins (Nowviskie, 2004, p. 71). Through his 

complex system, one would be able to reduce the problem at hand to a set of incontestable values 

and combine them in different ways to form a syllogism. The answer to the original question 

would exist in the middle term of one or more of the syllogisms, as analyzed by someone trained 

in the art.  

 

The fundamental, unquestionable universals—what Aristotle would call first principles—at the 

base of both the quaternary and ternary versions of his art are the “divine dignities.” In the latter 

forms of the art, there are nine dignities: goodness, greatness, eternity, power, wisdom, will, 

virtue, truth, and glory (Llull, 1307/2003b). These are divine, and in God unite as one, but apply 

to the entire “ladder of being” and are distinguishable outside of God. Indeed, the definition Llull 

gives of God is the being in which goodness, greatness, and the other dignities coincide (there 

are pages upon pages of definitions in several of his works). For the project to work, the 

dignities—and the universality of the art in general—had to be accepted by those he sought to 

convert (it would not be universal otherwise). He did extensive research into Judaism, Islam, 

their languages, belief systems, and customs, and more generally, the “signs which created 

beings give of his beloved” (Llull, 1283/1985b, quoted in Bonner, 1985, p. 51), and found what 

he concluded were common values held by all [monotheistic religions in the area]. Discovering 

so much in common, he was even more enthusiastic about his ability to convince them of their 

errors. 

 

In both versions of the art, a lot of attention is paid to detail and to the organizational scheme. In 

the first version, he used sixteen principles and in the second, nine. The principles, as described 
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below, correspond to several other lists of sixteen or nine, respectively (the quaternary and 

ternary versions), to simultaneously grow and constrain each variable. In making this change, 

and also by eschewing both his heavy use of algebraic notation and elaborate arboreal 

metaphors, the final version of the art could be explained in a fraction of the time. The primary 

elements of the second phase of the art are nine letters: B-K, without J (B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, K). 

Each of these corresponds to a particular divine dignity (which are the most important and 

fundamental), a relative principle, a type of question, a subject, a virtue, and a vice. The first of 

the four figures (Figure 1) concerns only the dignities, drawing possible relationships between 

them. The second of the figures (Figure 2) connects the relative principles with sets of three 

definitions. The Third figure (Figure 3) shows all possible letter combinations in a grouping of 

36 chambers, which he intends the user of the art to “evacuate,” taking each pair and considering 

them according to the first two figures, creating a set of twelve propositions, then forming a set 

of 24 questions using the appropriate questions for the letters involved. The fourth figure (Figure 

4) is a volvelle, a set of three concentric circles, two of which are intended to be individually 

rotatable as a paper machine; each circle is divided between the nine letters, forming 

combinations as you rotate two of the discs.   

 

This last figure is the most famous and the most central to the process, effectively containing the 

function of the other three. The three discs can generate 84 combinations, each of which can be 

asked one of three questions; each triple can then generate 20 combinations; the combinations 

are [literally or mentally] placed in a table of 84 columns by 20 rows. But then, when 

contemplating each one, remember that since each letter can mean many things and fit into fixed 

semantic relationships with each other, you have to decide which is going to be read as a dignity 

(from the first figure, which can be either nouns as subject or adjectives as predicate) and which 

will be read as a relative principle (from the second figure)--so it might be easier to consider this 

as a combination of six, not three letters (Eco, 1997). As you go through the possible 

permutations this process generates, you must use your judgment to remove those that don't 

make sense or which are redundant.   

 

The fourth figure is notable as what has been called a knowledge machine, thinking machine, 

mnemonic machine, an early computer, etc. and Llull has been credited with being the “father of 
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information science” by some, and an important player in the pre-history of computing. The 

popular understanding of a machine, generally, is a powered device with multiple parts — 

moving parts until relatively recently — that work together to accomplish a task. Variations on 

the same idea include "a mechanically, electrically, or electronically operated device for 

performing a task" and "an assemblage of parts that transmit forces, motion, and energy one to 

another in a predetermined manner.” This notion derives from the Greek for “means” or 

“remedy” and clearly implies the simplified sense of technology as tool or means to ends—the 

instrumental rationality which separates a "reference work" from enkyklios paideia. Reducing the 

art to a means or a remedy, however, is inadequate. It is not a tool to communicate simple facts, 

but to demonstrate truths and guide one through the act of learning to convert or engaging in the 

activity of conversion — in particular, to guide one through a process that yields a particular 

result. When both souls and bodies are at stake, why leave anything to chance? "Machine" may 

be useful to describe the fourth figure, but too specifically describes components working 

together in a particular way with a particular purpose to be applied to the art as a whole. The 

instrument is wrapped up with assumptions, values, histories, and intentions, and can be used and 

understood in different ways. A more appropriate concept would describe the way the parts work 

together in a flexible way, the way it has one particular purpose but can be perceived as having 

other purposes, creates certain kinds of subjects and a new kind of knowing, and more 

effectively accounts for human agency.  

 

Although Llull changed his mind on many things over the course of his writing career, like a 

proto-logical positivist, he was committed to the idea that if only he could communicate the truth 

effectively, there was no way anybody could disagree. To do so, he sought means for 

demonstration. Books and words didn't seem capable of doing this on their own, so his first try at 

an alternative style of mediation was to set up his system depicted by a set of trees, each with 

hierarchical levels of “being,” across and between which comparisons and analogies could be 

made, explaining the Christianity-based arts and sciences. The idea of a tree representing 

knowledge or a body of knowledge was not an uncommon approach, but his forest was imposing 

and difficult to use. Frustrated, he disposed of the trees, cut down the number of variables 

involved, and reduced everything to combinations of letters. Each letter, as described above, 

would represent a different concept, question, dignity, etc. The most important thing about this 
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change, however, is the addition of motion, or mechanization—different kinds of activities 

involved in the process of using the art. It does this in two senses: first, by his introduction of 

“correlatives” as fundamental, and second by mechanizing the whole process. 

 

A frustrating part of reading the Ars Magna or Ars Brevis is the great many circular arguments 

and tautological sentences. For example, “goodness is the being on account of which good does 

good and thus it is good to be and evil not to be.” This, the line in the “Definitions” section of the 

Ars Magna on “goodness,” one of the dignities, is not intended to be an explanation in the 

dictionary sense but rather an elaboration. The definitions section could be skipped if the reader 

understands the correlatives. Although letters are the most basic manifestation of the art's 

variables, Llull would point to the dignities as the foundation, and the principle of correlatives 

allows these dignities to do a lot. Each dignity, defined in the context of the art, turns into three 

activities or functions: the dignity “goodness” isn't just an abstract concept, but an actor and 

act—goodness is, goodness does, and goodness is done—or otherwise stated, there is “goodness” 

the thing itself, “good” in the way you might say something is good, and “to do good.” In the 

second version of the art, then, its basic alphabet is animated and all qualities become seen as 

having three interrelated qualities; this universal arrangement could then be used by Llull to 

explain the truth of the art via the holy trinity and the holy trinity via the art.  

 

Llull's encyclopedia of conversion comprises much of his oeuvre. Even when writing fiction or 

about topics unrelated to conversion, his art is present. After all, his interest is not in fictional 

narratives for their own sake or for entertainment but to introduce people to his art. If they came 

to embrace the art, it would lead them to Christianity. Felix, or the Book of Wonders, follows its 

protagonist as he pursues knowledge which makes sense of the disconnect between typical 

human understanding and behavior on one hand and divine order on the other. As he moves 

through ten sections corresponding to ten subjects — similar to an ordering of subjects Llull uses 

elsewhere — he learns about the world through many levels of representation and resemblance, 

whereby one thing will be connected to another through analogy similar to the way Llull's letters 

correspond to questions, subjects, dignities, etc. In the Book of Evast and Blaquerna, the 

protagonist is the embodiment of perfect judgment, blessed with the quality of never making an 

incorrect decision. Blaquerna is a role model for young people, exhibiting honor and morality, 
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and succeeding in all endeavors. It is a comprehensive encyclopedia-like account of the kind of 

"good life" attainable for young people if they just familiarize themselves with Llull's art and 

commit themselves to the rules of behavior he lays out, which of course point back to his art. For 

older readers, or to guide younger readers for later in life, it also paints a picture of happy, 

prosperous married life via the protagonist's parents, who devote themselves to their family and 

then, when their son is grown, to the poor. Less detailed than the protagonist role model, they 

can be reduced to an ideal example of parenting.  

 

One of Llull's best known works is an unabashed work of apologetics called the Book of the 

Gentile and the Three Wise Men, in which three wise men — one Jewish, one Muslim, and one 

Christian — attempt to convince the protagonist of the correctness of their respective religions. 

Taking for granted that monotheism is correct (a requirement which runs throughout Llull's 

works), use of Llull's art reveals demonstrably the correct answer: Christianity. There are 

countless examples of Llull bestowing the tools to find knowledge or make decisions which do 

yield answers to non-religious questions, but ultimately in the service of conversion. Llull has 

been found to be one of the earliest writers on what we would today call election science. He 

provides three examples: electing a prelate, abbess, and abbot. Along the way he explains not 

only how to elect, but how one should conduct oneself in order to be elected. Unsurprisingly, it 

emphasizes virtues aligned with use of his art, and even includes references to his own works 

utilized by characters in the stories. Those who use his art, of course, win, and make the best 

decisions. Indeed, the method is infallible. Anyone who does not use the system, or doubts it, is 

shamed. Furthermore, with proper understanding of the method, all participants are content with 

the outcome, knowing it to be correct, and to have treated everyone equally. In one account, the 

person who was elected wanted to ensure the election method was followed correctly. Despite 

not being involved in the process, she was able to check the records against the clear rules Llull 

explains, and verify that it was, in fact, performed accurately. As with much of his other writing, 

his explanations are progressively less complex in later works, seeking to more effectively 

demonstrate its technique and its correctness to anyone who wanted to learn. His method 

emphasizes accessibility, with religious leaders and political officials having no greater claim to 

correctness than anyone else. The art is self-contained and does not require an appeal to 

authority. When Llull writes about elections, he includes instructions on how to be elected which 
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tie directly to use of his art. This sort of moral and practical guidance runs throughout his works, 

which seek to instruct all sorts of people at different stages in their life. For the military castle, 

there is the Book of the Order of Chivalry, which ends with a chapter "the customs proper to the 

knight and the honor due to him". The virtues and infallibility of his art are presupposed, 

demonstrated, and demanded in a closed system. 

 

Llull blends multiple forms of organization, including alphabetical order (insofar as the 

alphabetical metaphors are presented in order), hierarchies, indexes, and cross-references. In a 

way, it is a reference work. Its charts and systems are designed for consultation, but it is also a 

method to be learned and practiced, and through that method it is designed as a key to all 

knowledge. He provides the system as well as treatments of individual subjects, in ways that 

draw from and link back to the underlying system. In the spirit of Diderot, Wells, and others, 

Llull conceived of an encyclopedic project which would not just inform but enlighten and save 

souls — and in doing so, it would prevent bloodshed. 

 

Enlightenment thinkers wanted to use scientific rationality to engineer utopia by reorganizing a 

new, free society. Diderot and D'Alembert wanted to change the world with their encyclopedia, 

cultivating critical, rational thinkers. Llull did not necessarily want people to be free in the 

rationalist sense, and did not even particularly value the illusion of freedom, but likewise sought 

to use an encyclopedic project to save souls. His art is mechanized both figuratively, seeking to 

order the world according to a particular ideal plan, and literally, through his fourth figure, with 

its rotating discs. Llull died almost 700 years ago, well before the rationalism of Bacon, Leibniz, 

Descartes, and the Enlightenment, well before the rise of the human sciences, and well before the 

invention of the printing press or the first “thinking machines," but he did create his own sort of 

“culture industry.” The product he wanted his consumers to buy, however, was Christianity. The 

Bible, of course, presents a pretty comprehensive model for living one's life and operates to 

propagate its belief system in complex ways, but the knowledge it presents is a kind that one 

accepts or does not accept: God created the world (or else the rejection: God did not create the 

world). It provides means to grapple with moral conflicts, but Llull's system does something 

more. At its core it is a general method for truth — not just Biblical Truth, but the truth of the 

arts and sciences; not just how to be a moral person, but how to elect officials, how to spend your 
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free time once your kids are out of the house, and how to understand the cosmos. Of course, the 

secret is: Llull presents all of this knowledge in a way that reinforces the aspects of his art, and 

the use of his art ensures a Christian orientation. 

 

The art is intricately engineered, if sprawling, redundant, easy to misuse, and at times confusing 

or contradictory. He not only wants to convince; he wants to use his work to "determine the 

situation,” by leaving no room for any outcome other than conversion. Through his many works 

he tried to make his words as applicable and necessary as possible to whoever would read them,  

also providing instruction and moral guidance to connect to every aspect of a person's life, 

molding them to be amenable to his art.  By engaging with his works, one is brought closer to the 

figures at the center, and engaging with it is also accepting an epistemological framework. The 

space of this framework is delineated by its conditions of instrumentality which govern what 

knowledge can be produced, how it is to be interpreted, what the subject will be, and so on.  

 

Ramon Llull is included in this chapter because he produced not just individual encyclopedic 

works but an encyclopedic oeuvre which purports to contain not just absolute truths but a method 

to find answers to any question. It is perhaps the most ambitious approach to encyclopedism with 

the boldest claims. The entire project is, however, an elaborate effort at conversion. Changing 

people's minds, ostensibly helping them, and most importantly resolving the centuries-long 

religious conflict that plagued Llull's home was the real goal, however. The knowledge, the 

method of attaining it, and the books he wrote were all in the service of that goal.  

 

Commercialization 

Encyclopedias are big, expensive works, and the financial demands of their production as well as 

a drive to profit from them, have long affected the works themselves. Though they became very 

popular, the encyclopedia business includes several challenging factors. For starters, they are 

very hard to get off the ground. The first edition requires a great deal of work by people who 

must be compensated, but readers do not want to pay for something years before it actually 

becomes available. It is for this reason that starting an encyclopedia has typically meant having 

the resources of a large publishing company (if not a government or church) or otherwise 
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copying existing works. Some would work for little compensation on early volumes in order to at 

least have something to offer purchasers. For those lucky enough to succeed and issue multiple 

editions, they still had to deal with cyclical sales, spiking upon the release of a new edition 

followed by a long decline. At the same time, as more and more encyclopedias were produced, 

stiff competition grew, and there was more and more pressure to be up-to-date, comprehensive, 

well illustrated, credible, useful, and the other such characteristics. Due to these pressures, 

encyclopedists had to negotiate their ideals with the demands of readers or publishers' or 

financiers' ideas of what those demands would be.  

 

Britannica was committed to its celebrity authors. When it scored a prominent entry by a famous 

person, they seemed a bit more permissive with what they allowed, and were more willing to 

leave an outdated or idiosyncratic entry for a longer period of time if they could retain the name 

attached to it. When George Bernard Shaw wrote the entry on socialism, he presented his own 

particular ideas of what socialism is and should be, but presented them as though objective. 

Socialism is the equal distribution of all wealth, and "civilization can be saved and immensely 

developed by, at the right moment, discarding Capitalism and changing the private property 

profiteering state into the common property distributive state" (quoted in Einbinder, 1964, p. 

216). Of course, this does not give a rounded explanation of the concept of socialism in 1958. 

 

Starting in the 18th century, but especially in the late-19th/early-20th centuries, the pressures of 

the church and the state ceded some influence to the growing encyclopedia marketplace, but it is 

impossible to disentangle the financial pressures of the business enterprise from the financial 

peril one puts oneself in by challenging or refusing to comply with powerful people and 

institutions, but we can point to some changes in the industry itself. The best known and most 

thorough account of the early encyclopedia business is surely Robert Darnton's 1979 The 

Business of Enlightenment: A Publishing History of the Encyclopédie 1775-1800. Much of his 

research is less about the encyclopedia itself and more about the publishing industry at the time 

and what it meant to negotiate different priorities as publisher in Enlightenment-era France. 

"Eighteenth-century publishing wsa no gentlemanly game, played according to some kind of 

honor code; as a Swiss bookseller put it, it was 'brigandage.'  … Lacking the protection of 

adequate copyrights, surrounded by pirates, hounded by spies, and threatened by traitors, they 
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could not afford to be truthful. So they told the public whatever they thought would sell books" 

(1979, p. 523). Publishers may or may not have ethics and may or may not have aligned 

themselves with the ideals of the encyclopedistes whose words they printed, but they were going 

to do everything possible to make a profit. Darnton explained that while "it took daring to 

publish the first edition of the Encyclopédie [and] the publishers of the second edition also had to 

brave some persecution by the state … the men behind the [subsequent editions] faced dangers 

that were merely commercial — attacks from pirates without and traitors within. From the reign 

of Louis XV to the reign of Louis XVI official policy changed, and French authorities tended 

increasingly to treat the Encyclopédie as an economic rather than an ideological phenomenon" 

(p. 535). The publisher of the later editions worked directly with government officials, paying 

them off with complimentary copies and sometimes successfully getting them to obstruct sales of 

his competitor. "The persecution of the Encyclopédie in the 1750s turned into protection in the 

1770s" (p. 538). 

 

Chapter 1 discussed how encyclopedia companies used sales and marketing techniques which, 

sometimes unethically, sold readers on encyclopedias as aspirational, as status symbols, and as 

authoritative as the companies claim. As more and more encyclopedias reached the market, 

competition grew. Among other ways publishers competed was through market segmentation. 

For example, in Walsh's bibliography of English-language encyclopedias, he finds a trend in the 

20th century of works written explicitly for children (1968), to such an extent that he even labels 

some works "adult encyclopedias" to contrast with the new children's works. Children's 

Encyclopedia (1908), Book of Knowledge (1912), Compton's Pictured Encyclopedia (1922), 

Britannica Junior (1934), Oxford Junior Encyclopedia (1949), Black's Children's Encyclopedia 

(1961), Children's Britannica (1961), New Book of Knowledge (1966), and Merit Students 

Encyclopedia (1967) were among those he listed (Walsh, 1968). Within the broader sub-genre of 

children's encyclopedia are those that target particular age groups. Other encyclopedias focus on 

a subject, a purpose, or class of people. 

 

One of the best known encyclopedias geared towards a younger audience is World Book. 

Publishers J. H. Hansen and John Bellow observed that young people did not particularly enjoy 

typical encyclopedias and hired University of Wisconsin, Madison professor Michael Vincent 
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O'Shea as editor-in-chief. O'Shea shared the belief that the knowledge contained in an 

encyclopedia could be presented in a more reader-friendly way, using simpler terms and easier-

to-read descriptions. Among their other strategies was the increased focus on illustration. Long a 

feature of other encyclopedias, in World Book, they were less like the detail-oriented engravings 

of older works and more similar to what you would find in a children's book. Its first edition was 

published in 1917 in eight volumes and was successful enough to merit quick expansion to ten 

volumes in a new edition two years later (Grossman, 2017). 

 

World Book's tagline underlined what it considered unique about itself: "Organized knowledge / 

In story and picture."  The preface to the second edition of World Book includes many of the 

hallmarks of encyclopedia prefaces, speaking to the incredible challenge of compiling, 

organizing, and vetting large amounts of information, or about how access to a compendium of 

useful knowledge changes people's lives for the better. But it is also unmistakable in its target 

audience, which is not actually children but parents, teachers, and anyone responsible for the 

knowledge of young people. This was in part the original intent, but also an increased focus 

brought on by the purchase of the World Book by W. F. Quarrie & Co. in 1919. Quarrie 

recognized the sales potential for a clearly written encyclopedia marketed to people who feel 

responsible for the knowledge of students. The publishers formed an editorial board which had 

among its tasks to ensure that the contents of the encyclopedia were a natural fit with what 

children were learning from kindergarten through high school (Grossman, 2017). 

 

For the people responsible for children's knowledge, O'Shea's preface touts the many teaching 

aids, organizational tools, and information about pedagogy and educational philosophy. He 

makes a case for telling "stories" (not explaining subjects) "in a simple, straightforward way" and 

says that while most "encyclopedias are apt to be quite formal and technical[,] a faithful effort 

has been made in The World Book to avoid this common defect."  O'Shea argues that "It is more 

important to-day than it ever has been to conserve the time and energy of young people in 

school. … Upon teachers and parents rests the responsibility of guiding the young so that they 

will master all really vital knowledge readily and without waste." He explains that they made 

sure to keep in mind "the needs of those who instruct youth" and even highlights that "Every 

subject of instruction in the elementary and high schools is discussed herein" (O'Shea, 1919). 
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World Book was very successful. By the 1980s, it was the best-selling encyclopedia in the world, 

outselling Britannica with about 40% of the market in 1987, according to the Chicago Tribune 

(Anderson, 1987). Its marketing became known for its publicity stunts, too. It organized well-

publicized campaigns to search for the Loch Ness Monster and the Yeti, for example (Buhayar, 

2017). But Britannica also marketed heavily to children, even drawing on popular culture of the 

day. For example, an advertisement in Parade magazine included the comic character Dennis the 

Menace standing on top of a stack of encyclopedias, saying "when I'm not lookin' at the New 

Encyclopaedia Britannica, I can stand on it to reach the cookie jar!" (Oldenburg, 1989). In these 

ways, especially with the Dennis the Menace advertisement, publishers were telling parents that 

their children wanted these works, telling children that they wanted them, and doing so in a way 

that is divorced from the pursuit of knowledge. It is closer to the expensive upgraded bindings 

and covers Britannica salespeople would push on customers, focusing on the encyclopedia as 

object, symbol, or something other than bare resource. 

 

Encyclopedia marketing of the 20th century, regardless of whether the age group the work was 

written for, often focused on the well-being of children. Without an encyclopedia, a daughter or 

son would be unprepared for school and would not have all the advantages of comprehensive 

usable knowledge at their disposal in their home. Encyclopedias could play into aspirational 

goals such that parents who might not be able to afford to give their kids a private school 

education, or who want to equip their children with the tools to be more successful than their 

parents may be persuaded to invest in an encyclopedia as a tool to do that. According to Josh 

Goldstein, a former Britannica salesman in the 1970s now with the Center for Financial 

Inclusion, many salespeople struggled to sell to middle-class families. He eventually learned that 

there are often more lucrative opportunities in lower income neighborhoods, for whom, he 

speculated, "the encyclopedia held out the promise of a bright future for her children, which 

would only grow brighter with the luxury binding and other enhancements that came with the 

premium package" (Goldstein, 2010). He went on to learn that the most successful area for sales 

in the eastern sales region was Roxbury, Massachusetts, a lower-income, mostly African-

American neighborhood of Boston. Encyclopedia salespeople were just one of many groups to 

prey on low-income parents' aspirations for their kids, but such sales techniques contributed to 

the low regard in which the industry's salespeople were held.  
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In the mid-20th century, encyclopedia marketers and salespeople observed an increasing social 

and economic emphasis on higher education. Competition for admission to high quality 

universities stiffened, and encyclopedias were framed as a way for kids to get a leg up on other 

applicants. Britannica was so bold as to tell parents, in advertisements, that for the sake of their 

children they should be putting encyclopedias over all other possible purchases: "Which is more 

important to your child … the size of his home or the size of his mind? … The first step in 

enlarging the mind is knowledge, and that is why thinking parents put the acquisition of the 

Encyclopaedia Britannica before and other possession" (quoted in Einbinder, 1964, pp. 317-

318). Another ad asks "Are you giving your children more than you had?" Einbinder points out 

that this "capitalizes on a strong American tradition which is epitomized in the immigrant's 

dream of a better life, not for himself, but for his children" and if the question sparks anxiety, 

Britannica has a solution (1964, p. 318). Somehow more manipulative, another 1959 ad asked 

"How can you express the inexpressible love you feel for your child?" (p. 319). All of this, 

accompanied by pictures of parents with young children, for an encyclopedia not at all written 

for children. It is in fact known as the more sophisticated encyclopedia, written for adults. A 

1961 ad in Good Housekeeping asked, tactlessly, "How will they measure up against the kids 

next door?" (p. 320). A British ad in 1962 tells readers Britannica salespeople are "helping 

hundreds of thousands of families like yours to a better life" (p. 322). 

 

The aspirational virtues of encyclopedias may have been diminished by the accessibility of 

Wikipedia and disappearance of encyclopedia salespeople, but it is not gone entirely from public 

consciousness. In 2009, Sonia Sotomayor was nominated to the Supreme Court by President 

Barack Obama. In the interviews she gave at the time, she talked about hers being the only 

family in her neighborhood of the South Bronx to own a copy of Encyclopaedia Britannica. She 

sent a clear message about the importance of education to upward mobility, which some credit to 

the encyclopedia. Others would point out that ownership of Britannica is likely more an 

indication of an upbringing that valued education and knowledge than means to an end in its own 

right. Richard Bernstein wrote in the New York Times that "The story of the little girl reading the 

Britannica in her Bronx housing project is a perfect example of America’s most treasured 

narrative of success" (Bernstein, 2009).  
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Throughout the 19th and especially 20th centuries, the model of producing an encyclopedia 

changed from learned scholars working on an encyclopedia, trying to secure funding or 

patronage, and having to negotiate their ideals on occasion in the name of profit to something 

more like a factory system. Britannica employed thousands of people, for example, but the vast 

majority of its budget went not to authors or printing but to marketing and sales. In fact 

Britannica was much criticized for paying its authors so little. When challenged on their rates, 

they pointed to the prestige authors can claim for being part of such a revered institution. 

 

Critique 

As a typically tertiary source, and one with common ties to powerful institutions, when it comes 

to competing versions of knowledge, most encyclopedias have tended towards the status quo, 

taking a conservative approach and reinforcing existing relationships of power. This may at 

times be due to the kinds of priorities outlined above, with connections to or influence by people 

and institutions interested in maintaining existing social structures. More fundamentally, 

however, it has to do with common understandings of what an encyclopedia should be: a 

summary of established knowledge. When one is consulting a reference work for information 

about a topic, one expects to see accepted "truth" rather than minority viewpoints, or for the 

latter to at least be presented as such. So it should not be surprising that throughout the history of 

encyclopedias in Europe and the United States, marginalized groups have been  underrepresented 

in the encyclopedic process, that encyclopedias have relied on existing works which perpetuate 

the marginalization of those people, and that encyclopedias in turn strengthened those 

inequalities.15 Though outside the scope of this project, encyclopedias would provide rich 

 
15

 Though tangential to the arguments of this chapter, to get a sense of what I mean, it is worth providing a couple 

examples of encyclopedic coverage of social topics which have evolved over time and varied by place. 

On the subject of women: Saint Augustine wrote about women able to turn people into animals (Brown, 2011). The 

Otia imperialia's account of Eden says the devil used a woman's face because "like approves of like" and further 

explains that women are still able to change into snakes. Furthermore, women in Greece and Jerusalem turn men 

into asses if they reject the woman (Brown, 2011). The first edition of Britannica's entry for "Women" simply said 

"The female of man. See Homo". One of Einbinder's chapters is his book-length critique of Britannica is titled 

"Sexual Prudery and Victorian Attitudes," with a range of examples of how this has affected everything from 

medicine to art. It affected the factual content and detail of various entries, but also a difference in the way male and 

female sexuality were discussed. When the third edition was published, King George III ordered Andrew Bell's 

illustrations accompanying the midwifery article be torn out by hand. Later versions took such a clinical view to 

sexuality that the articles were barely legible to a layperson. The entry for Lord Nelson touched on his affair with 
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material for a kind of archaeology of how different relationships of power were understood in 

different contexts, or a genealogy of the role of encyclopedias and how it might have been 

otherwise.  

 

But the power of an encyclopedia is not solely located in its powerful associations. Collison 

wrote that "encyclopedias have in truth long been convenient vehicles for unpopular or advanced 

opinions and ideas, and have long been the bugbear of censorship" (1966, p. 4). While he may be 

 
Lady Hamilton. Both were married, but the account was one of him being "susceptible to female influences … 

[becoming] almost a slave in his wild passion" amid her "evil counsels" (quoted in Einbinder, 1964, pp. 106-107). 

This was in his entry only, of course, because despite her significant notability she did not have one, perhaps 

because she was a "wicked woman." At the same time, the article on "masks" oddly includes an image of a group of 

men wearing masks, dancing around a nude woman. The 11th edition of Britannica's entry for "Women" begins 

"The very word 'woman' (O. Eng. wifmann), etymologically meaning a wife (or the wife division of the human race, 

the female of the species Homo), sums up a long history of dependence and subordination, from which the women 

of to-day have only gradually emancipated themselves in such parts of the world as come under 'Western 

civilization'" ("Women,” 1911). Writing in the early 20th century, amid movements for women's rights in both the 

US and UK, a considerable part of the article is dedicated to that struggle and its historical context. It still offers the 

traditional domestic summary but adds a qualifier, saying that "[t]hough married life and its duties necessarily form 

a predominant element in the woman's sphere, they are not necessarily the whole of it" ("Women,” 1911).  

On race: Britannica included an entry for or otherwise made reference to Negroland, a now-archaic name that 

appeared on Western maps depicting part of northern Africa, from its earliest editions into the 20th century. The 

Nuttall Encyclopedia includes a number of entries about race and cultures outside of the United States and Europe 

that were not particularly uncommon around the turn of the 20th century, but their coverage is simplified and 

egregious enough to make their emphasis on error-prone essentialism noteworthy. Sierra Leone is framed interms of 

our conception of its value: it "is fertile, but not well exploited by the indolent negro population" ("Sierra,” 1907). 

The Bantu "are negroid rather than negro, being in several respects superior,” Tehran is "a narrow, crooked, filthy 

town,” Jews "haven't contributed anything to the true wealth of the world, want of humor, want of gentle sympathy, 

never good for much as a nation,” and Negroes "occupy rather a low level in the scale of humanity, and are lacking 

in those mental and moral qualities which have impressed the stamp of greatness on the other races that have 

distinguished themselves in the history of the world" ("Bantu,” 1907; "Jews,” 1907; "Negroes,” 1907; "Persia,” 

1907). As late as 1958 countries pushed back on Britannica's stereotyping in its articles about groups of people, for 

example the article on Malays describing them as "indolent, pleasure loving, improvidence, fond of bright clothing, 

of comfort, of ease, and [who] dislike toil exceedingly. They have no idea of money, and little notion of honesty 

where money is concerned. … They are addicted to gambling, and formerly were much given to fighting, but their 

courage is not high judged by European standards. The sexual morality of the Malays is very lax" (quoted in 

Einbinder, 1964, p. 214). The Masai "are a tall, well-built, slender people with good features" and goes on to list 

various exotic generalizations about their appearance and customs (quoted in Einbinder, 1964, p. 214-215). The 

entry on lynching in the 1958 Britannica retains the same language as written in 1910 by a dean at an all-white 

university asserting that "After reconstruction, with the increase of Negro crimes, came an increase of lynchings, 

because of prejudice, the fact that for some time after reconstruction the governments were weak (especially in the 

districts where Negroes outnumbered the whites), the fact that Negroes nearly always shielded criminals of their 

own race against whites, and because of the occurrence of the crime of rape by Negro men upon white women" 

(quoted in Einbinder, 1964, p. 218). It was in fact among those revised for later versions, but by 1958 the only 

changes made to the original were stylistic. The 1963 edition contains a lot of outdated information about India, 

about which it also includes a judgment of the quality of literature there, added a line about its Britain's apparently 

positive influence on the region: "English influence has … as in Bengal and elsewhere in India, greatly tended to 

create a healthier tone in literature both as to style and sentiment" (quoted in Einbinder, 1964, p. 296). 
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exaggerating the frequency with which encyclopedias have been used to advance radical ideas, 

there are nonetheless examples of just that. There are examples of criticism found in many 

encyclopedias, but typically hidden away in one or a small number of entries, and rarely taking 

aim at the most powerful groups. For a relatively tame example, John Harris used his Lexicon 

Technicum (1704) to take a shot at the legal profession, complaining that they are "too frequently 

used [by people outside of nobility] to the damage of the People,” and premise itself of Pierre 

Bayle's 1697 Dictionnaire Historique et Critique was an encyclopedia of errors in encyclopedias, 

criticizing both basic factual claims and outdated perspectives. The best-known, and most 

explicit example of critique via encyclopedia, however, is the Encyclopédie of Denis Diderot and 

Jean le Rond d'Alembert, published 1751-80, which has been widely praised and, especially at 

the time, reviled for its subversion of powerful institutions. 

 

Encyclopédie 

The Old Regime of France, during which the Encyclopédie was published, was predicated on a 

confusing sociopolitical system resulting from several wars, internal power struggles, debts, 

legislative conflicts, unclear authority, food scarcity, poor regulation, and a variety of other 

factors. It was a time of vast inequality, with a large number of agricultural peasants taxed and 

hungry, living in squalor while at the same time there was extraordinary luxury among nobility.  

 

When the first volume was published in 1751, it came with d'Alembert's Preliminary Discourse. 

D'Alambert was the youngest among the core group of encyclopedists, but wrote the lengthy 

introduction probably because he was the most academically well known, with less association 

with iconoclasm than some others (Schwab, 1995). His work went on to be regarded by many as 

a primary text of the Enlightenment, even independent of the encyclopedia, or at least one which 

successfully and passionately articulated the Enlightenment spirit. D'Alembert became 

something of a representative of the philosophes. 

 

Critique was a seminal quality of Enlightenment philosophy. Schwab credits "the journalistic 

activities and translations of the exiled Huguenot intelligentsia, ... the work of Dutch scientists 

and critics, and … direct communication among various men throughout the international 
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republic of letters" (Schwab, 1995, p. xxii). Also influential were, of course, Francis Bacon, 

Isaac Newton, and John Locke, although many of the philosophes, including d'Alembert, also 

delivered sharp attacks on their ideas while acknowledging influence. Certain encyclopedistes 

played an outsized role in the orientation and incorporation of critique in the encyclopedia 

project. Though Diderot is obvious, there was also Fontenelle's skillful communication of new 

scientific ideas and their application to the Old Regime, Montesquieu's elegant political and legal 

analyses, and Voltaire's ability "to be mordant and 'philosophical' when [dealing] with the 

shortcomings and prejudices of their society" (Schwab, 1995, pp. xxii-xxiii). 

 

The Preliminary Discourse is deeply optimistic in its certainty that anyone could be intelligent, 

and that intelligent people could exert control over their lives and society. More than a utopian 

vision, it is closer to a call to action — a description of current capacities and their potential if 

only education could be attainable by any. In some respects it seems more like a manifesto 

adapted for an encyclopedia than an introduction to a reference work. It took the necessarily 

critical components of the various branches of Enlightenment philosophy to ambitious ends. To 

read it, one would not presume that the encyclopedic project it accompanies began as a 

straightforward translation of Chambers' Cyclopaedia.  

 

It was not long after d'Alembert and Diderot signed on to the project that they began to expand 

and reshape its scope, content, and style. It may have begun as a modest project, but became a 

radical enterprise based on assembling the omne scibile, and in doing so, evening the educational 

playing field and stimulating the revolutionary potential of intelligent people. Schwab called it a 

"war machine of the thought and opinion of the Enlightenment" (1995, p. xxv). It was different 

from many of the academic projects undertaken by the intellectual elites, which strove for an 

abstract sense of "progress" that might trickle down into the lives of ordinary citizens, but which 

had no overt ambitions of widespread change to the social order (Schwab, 1995).  

 

The encyclopedia was both an articulation of the ideas which had been developing in the circles 

of "men of letters" as well as a radical implementation of those ideas to include the public. The 

prominent thinkers of the seventeenth century had begun to understand their power, but had not 

previously wielded it in such an ambitious, far-reaching way. The encyclopedia galvanized mid-
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18th century French intellectuals, with many forming a sort of "encyclopedia party," committed 

to using their power for the good of society (Schwab, 1995). Importantly, the encyclopedistes did 

not set out to publish a work of political propaganda, but came to embrace their potency in that 

role. In promoting his World Brain 150 years later, H. G. Wells called the Encyclopédie "the first 

encyclopedia of power" (quoted in Wright, 2014). It could elevate encyclopedia entries, a genre 

easily thought of as dry, to be downright inspirational, for example declaring in the "Political 

Authority" article that "No man has received from nature the right to command others. Liberty is 

a gift from heaven, and each individual of the same species has the right to enjoy it as soon as he 

enjoys the use of reason" (Diderot, 2009b). 

 

Encyclopedias may be safer than some other forms of publication for opinions that could be seen 

as heretical or seditious, in that they are so vast that such ideas are more easily concealed and 

thus may not be caught until some time after publication. The encyclopedistes took full 

advantage of this. A careful critic would not likely search out the entry for "Salt" for 

controversial content, but instead of the heading "Salt" they would have found Louis de 

Jaucourt's entry for "Salt, Tax on" and a judgment that, apart from the land tax taille, "the tax on 

salt would perhaps be the most pernicious one imaginable" in that it makes salt "a provision 

which the favors of providence keep at a low price for one group of citizens is sold dearly to all 

the others. Poor men are forced to buy with the weight of gold a marked quantity of this 

provision, and they are forbidden under penalty of the total ruin of their family to receive any 

more of it, even as a pure gift" (Jaucourt, 2019). 

 

Still, the Encyclopédie met with opposition from the very beginning. The first salvo came just 

after Diderot's Prospectus, well before the publication of the first volume. Diderot's prior 

publications gave cause to question the extent to which he aligned himself with religious 

orthodoxy, and when the Prospectus was published without consulting Jesuit authorities, the 

Journal de Trevoux published criticisms of the project (Schwab, 1995). The Jesuits would dog 

the project throughout the process, and represented just one of several orthodox groups 

threatened by the more radical Enlightenment ideas, that would take steps to threaten or derail 

the project or its editors. Of course, a persistent challenge for those in power was that the 

encyclopedia was enormously popular. The Preliminary Discourse in particular received some 
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unwanted attention when parts of it were excerpted in a theological thesis submitted by the abbe 

de Prades that was eventually deemed heretical (Schwab, 1995). The abbe de Prades was also a 

contributor to the encyclopedia, and the church's outrage led to the suppression of the first 

volumes until allowed to proceed thanks to public pressure and a sympathetic group in the 

government. It was a temporary reprieve, however, as the government formally condemned the 

project in 1759. There were multiple factors, including a mounting paranoia about the spread of 

atheism and undermining of church power. The project was also affected when similarities were 

drawn between its philosophical orientations and those articulated by Claude Adrien Helvetius in 

his De l'espirit, which was condemned by both the state and church in 1759 and burned as 

heretical. From that point on, work on the remaining volumes continued only in secret. Many left 

the project, including d'Alembert, who decided to limit his engagement to math articles, but a 

dedicated group of contributors, led by Diderot, remained to work in secret until it was 

completed in 1765.  

 

Many of the ideas that proved controversial with the church were also a threat to systems of state 

power, challenging social hierarchies and all forms of social, political, and legal advantages 

enjoyed only by certain groups. Much of what was controversial can be reduced to a sense of 

equality — equality in who has access to knowledge, equality in our senses, equality in who 

controls knowledge, equality to make intelligent judgments, equality in terms of rights and laws, 

and so on. If it had been written with a specialist audience in mind, it would not likely have been 

quite so controversial, but writing for a general audience was absolutely essential to realize its 

radical ambitions. It is a large claim to credit the Encyclopédie with fomenting the French 

Revolution, but one which has been made, to varying degrees of causation or effect, by many 

historians. Condorcet was one of those associated with the project who was active in fomenting 

revolutionary activities, one of its foremost intellectuals (Schwab, 1995). 

 

Descartes was a significant influence on the encyclopedistes, having devised such a rational 

philosophy based on skepticism rather than on what knowledge is passed down by authorities. 

However, the way Descartes distinguished between the mind and the physical world was 

problematic. Both needed to be subjected to scientific analysis, and in Descartes' view, the mind 

was not. In protecting "mind" as something outside the realm of science, he preserved the ability 
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of religious officials to remove elements of religious belief from that which can be questioned. 

Descartes also believed in innate knowledge, which likewise could be used to create dogma or 

unquestionable knowledge (Schwab, 1995). 

 

D'Alembert never formally rejected religion, but through his insistence on understanding the 

world through natural evidence, he did not leave much room for the divine. It would be more 

accurate to say that he was anticlerical rather than antireligion, but he was intensely anticlerical. 

The encyclopedia had to be based on "natural" evidence, without factoring in dogma or 

superstition. In the encyclopedia's system of knowledge, theology is subordinate to philosophy 

— quite different from the organization of most of its predecessors, which begin with God or 

religion. According to Schwab, "He deals with God merely as an abstraction reasoned naturally 

from the evidence of the senses, and he makes virtually no mention of salvation, the sacraments, 

the after-world, the Scriptures, or the importance of religious institutions and tradition. Man, not 

God, is the primary consideration, and the mind of man is the measure of all things" (1995, p. 

xlvi). This orientation of passionate anticlericalism and near dismissal of religious practice, was 

common among Enlightenment philosophers in general and the encyclopedistes in particular. As 

measured as his Preliminary Discourse may have been, d'Alambert was passionately defensive 

of the encyclopedia project and was combative in response to criticism to the point of possibly 

being counterproductive. This was on full display during the "Geneva" affair discussed above. 

Diderot, typically choosing to be more subtle, found d'Alembert's temper in such matters 

counterproductive at times.  

 

The encyclopedia includes a "barrage of criticisms against scholasticism, the priesthood, and the 

imperfections of the society of the Old Regime… far sharper than anything in the Discourse" 

(Schwab, 1995, p. xlviii). Diderot's entry for "Caucasus" offers a single descriptive sentence 

before launching into a myth and finally a brutal jab at Christianity, entirely unrelated to the 

subject: "Caucasus, a chain of mountains beginning above Colchis and ending at the Caspian 

Sea. Prometheus was chained up there and had his liver torn out by a vulture or an eagle. If we 

are to believe Philostratus, the inhabitants of this land interpreted the fable literally and made war 

on eagles, throwing the baby birds out of their nests and piercing the adults with flaming arrows; 

or, according to Strabo, the Caucasians read the story as the unhappy condition of human beings, 
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and went into mourning at the birth of their children, and rejoiced at their funerals. There is no 

Christian who is truly convinced of the truths of his religion who should not imitate the 

Caucasians, and congratulate himself on the death of his children. Death guarantees the newborn 

eternal felicity, and the fate of the man who seems to have lived in the most saintly way remains 

uncertain. How consoling, and at the same time how terrible, our religion is!" (Diderot, 2003). 

 

The entry for "believe" (or "belief," croire) is a strong call to use reason rather than to accept 

something without questioning it. "It is both hard and unusual to feel at ease with ourselves when 

we have made no use of our reason or if the use we have made of it is bad. If we believe , 

without having any reason to believe , then we will always feel guilty of neglecting the most 

important aspect of our humanity … It would be as wrong to believe something without 

examining it, as it would be not to believe an obvious or clearly proven truth" (Diderot, 2007b). 

To believe without proper examination is not just foolish — it defies what our humanity!  

 

Diderot was educated, in part, by the Jesuits, but found in that group a primary adversary 

throughout the publication of the encyclopedia. Some of his frustration is evident in the entry for 

"Jesuit," which begins with a disclaimer: "We will say nothing here of our own. This article will 

be no more than a succinct and faithful extract of the accounts given by the procurers-general of 

the judicial courts, of memoirs printed by order of the parlements, of various rulings, of histories 

both old and new, and of the works that have been published in such great number in these last 

times" (Diderot, 2009a). Diderot and the other editors and publishers had weathered multiple 

attacks from individual Jesuits and through the Jesuit journal, resulting in at least one official halt 

to publication. In this entry he clearly wants to deflect attention to what has already been written. 

The entry tells the tale of Ignatius Loyola. According to Diderot, "God certainly inspired his 

work titled Spiritual Exercises—for he was illiterate when he wrote it." Loyola "set about 

teaching, preaching, and converting men with zeal, ignorance, and success." It explains the 

founding of the Church of Jesus, its recognition by the Pope, how the Pope is granted powers 

over the group, and how the group influences Popes. He takes issue with the structure of the 

organization, which he considers a monarchy, saying it is "Subject to the most excessive 

despotism in their houses, the Jesuits are the most abject fomenters of despotism in the state" 

(Diderot, 2009a).  
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Diderot lists, at some length, all of the powers of the Jesuit Superior General: he is their light, 

their soul, their will, their guide, and their conscience." Diderot is skeptical of all absolute power, 

and articulates a number of reasons, including: "If this despotic and machiavellian chief 

happened to be violent, vindictive, ambitious, wicked, and if, in he found even a single fanatic in 

the multitude under his command, where is the prince, or the private individual, who could be 

secure, at throne or hearth? … If the general happened to have sold himself to a foreign power, 

or if he happened to have an evil disposition, or be drawn by interest to meddle in politics, what 

evil could he not accomplish? He is the center where all the secrets of state and families will end 

up, even those of the royal family; as informed as he is impenetrable; dictating his absolute will, 

and obeying no one; fortified with the most dangerous designs on the growth and preservation of 

his company, and the prerogatives of the spiritual power; capable of arming, on our shores, hands 

that one cannot defy; what man under heaven is there, who this general cannot arouse" (Diderot, 

2009a). 

 

"Hardly was it formed, but the Society was seen to grow rich, numerous, and powerful. At the 

same time, it existed in Spain, Portugal, France, Italy, Germany, England, in the north, in the 

south, in Africa, in America, in China, in the Indies, in Japan, everywhere equally ambitious, 

redoubtable, and turbulent; everywhere exempting itself from the laws, holding forth its 

independent character and conserving it, acting as though it were destined to command the 

universe" (Diderot, 2009a). "As though it were destined to command the universe" is not the sort 

of neutral description purported by typical encyclopedias. It is not only judgmental but a 

warning, intended to instill skepticism, if not fear, in readers. Diderot goes on to offer a timeline 

of various crimes and misdeeds committed by Jesuits, finally begging the question, "With this 

multitude of known crimes, how many are there which are still unknown?" (Diderot, 2009a).  

 

One Jesuit that Diderot took aim at in particular was Guillaume-François Berthier, who ran the 

Journal de Trevoux, a Jesuit journal that had been harshly critical of the encyclopedistes. In the 

"Jesuit" entry, he is known as "their journalist of Trevoux" and described as "a good man as we 

have heard, but a mediocre author and poor politician [who]] made them a thousand fearsome 

enemies with his lousy little book, and not a single friend." Regarding the journal's criticism of 

Voltaire: "He stupidly irritated our Voltaire against his society; Voltaire has poured out disgust 
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and ridicule on him and it, painting him as an imbecile, and his brothers, sometimes as dangerous 

and wicked men, sometimes as ignoramuses, setting the tone and example for all our 

underground jokers, and teaching us that we could mock a jesuit with impunity, and that the men 

of the world could laugh at them without consequences" (Diderot, 2009a). Diderot wrote not 

long after the Jesuits were expelled from France, much to his delight. He ends the entry by 

saying "It is neither by hatred nor resentment against the Jesuits that I have written these things; 

my aim has been to justify the government that abandoned them and the magistrates who have 

done justice, and to teach the clerics of that order who will one day try to re-establish themselves 

in this kingdom that if they succeed, under what conditions I believe that they may hope to 

maintain themselves in it" (Diderot, 2009a). 

 

As we have seen, Diderot used his position as editor and author of the Encyclopédie to insert his 

own opinions into the text. While his best known flourishes and commentaries take the form of 

subversive social and political critique, he also mused about the purpose and process of 

encyclopedism. We have already seen how he used his entry for "Aguaxima" in the first volume 

to complain about demands put upon him to include even trivial entries for the sake of 

comprehensiveness. Diderot had many clashes with his financiers and publishers, and 

"Aguaxima" is likely the result of being pressured to include entries for financial reasons, against 

his own standards. 

 

The encyclopedia made frequent use of cross-references. The project began as a translation of 

Chambers' Cyclopaedia, an early example of well developed cross-referencing, and carried it 

forward in interesting ways. The idea is to point a reader to more information on a related subject 

so as to supplement, build upon, or provide context for an article. The editors also used them 

subversively (Schwab, 1995, p. xlix). It provides an opportunity to leave open the final meaning 

of a subject until one has considered the cross-references. In this way understanding of one topic 

can be modified by an association in sometimes surprising or clever ways, for example 

connecting "pope" with "stupid". Using simple conceptual associations also allows for the 

implication of claims without overtly expressing them in the text. Zimmer argues that it is the 

"most used and most subversive tool for avoiding censorship" (2009). When a volume is 

published, the cross-references likely point to other volumes which may not be readily available 
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or might not even be published yet. This is, of course, inconvenient to the reader but also 

frustrates attempts to censor. 

 

The Encyclopédie is an excellent example of an encyclopedia aiming at critique rather than 

conservatism, but it is not quite all that it promises to be. Its authors and editors use many of the 

same techniques to establish their encyclopedic virtues, already swept up in a wave of 

Enlightenment idealism. For example, one of the ways d'Alembert explains the ways they can 

communicate ideas to a general audience is through the universals or unity of science or 

knowledge. According to his Preliminary Discourse, knowledge can always be broken down into 

basic concepts and terms. Through analysis, there is always a simple idea that explains the rest. 

D'Alembert is particularly fond of geometric approaches and analogies, which is useful, albeit 

misleading, when trying to articulate the unity of science. The encyclopedistes likewise subscribe 

to a "chain of being" in nature, also a geometric device, which is a tantalizing but ultimately 

unprovable or unfalsifiable concept. Ideas of unities and universals are, in other words, taken for 

granted at the outset, and form the basis for some of their claims about the usability, 

dissemination, or communication of ideas that would lead to equality and agency. Of course, 

they do not go so far in their claims of unity and universals as many of their predecessors or 

contemporaries. Metaphysics is too reliant on speculation rather than demonstration and thus too 

easily a tool to remove knowledge from that which can be questioned, so they have limited use 

for Descartes or other rationalists like Leibniz (d'Alembert, 1751/1995; Schwab, 1995). 

 

The Encyclopédie was influential not just in Revolutionary France, but also had a lasting effect 

on the encyclopedia genre. Many publications that followed praised it or aligned themselves with 

it, or, on the other hand, took aim at its political character. The Encyclopedia Americana 

describes it as containing "not only information … but opinions of the most radical character, 

hostile to the Church, subversive of religion, intensely antagonistic toward everything in the old 

order of things". Its political influence spread quickly, with a "fierce prophecy of changes which 

are still pending; a wild proclamation of the problems of human aspiration and desire" 

("Encyclopaedia,” 1920). The Nuttall Encyclopaedia's entry for "Encyclopedist" includes 

"generally a man of encyclopedic knowledge, or who conducts or contributes to an 

encyclopædia; specially one who has, as the French encyclopedists, an overweening, false, and 
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illusory estimate of the moral worth and civilising power of such knowledge" ("Encyclopedist,” 

1907). As for the Encyclopédie itself, it "contributed to feed, but did nothing to allay, or even 

moderate, the fire of the Revolution" ("Encyclopedie,” 1907). 

 

In the Supplement to the Third Edition of Britannica, editor George Gleig talked about the 

Encyclopédie directly in his dedication to King George III, contrasting himself and his work it: 

"The French Encyclopedie has been accused, and justly accused, of having disseminated, far and 

wide, the seeds of Anarchy and Atheism. If the Encyclopaedia Britannica shall, in any degree, 

counteract the tendency of that pestiferous Work, even these two Volumes will not be wholly 

unworthy of Your Majesty's Patronage…" (Gleig, 1803). The Third Edition proper did not 

include an entry about Diderot, but the Supplement introduced a relatively long one, which 

likewise was not short on criticism, subtle and overt. For example, "It has been completely 

proved, that one great object for which the philosophers, as they called themselves, undertook 

the compilation of the Encyclopedie was to sap the foundation of all religion. This was to be 

attempted, not directly and avowedly; for bare-faced atheism would not then have been suffered 

in France. A cloak, therefore, was to be worn, and the poisoned dagger to be concealed under it" 

("Diderot,” 1803). Throughout the entry, Gleig returns again and again to Diderot's "gross 

atheism" until ending with a reference to an Alexander Pope quote about Indian beliefs: "The 

Indian hopes to carry his dog with him to heaven; but Diderot hoped to die like a dog, and to be 

as if he had not been" ("Diderot,” 1803). 

 

By the eleventh edition, Encyclopaedia Britannica viewed the Encyclopédie as revolutionary, 

but even goes so far as to express a little surprise that it was as controversial as it was, chalking it 

up not to the encyclopedia's polemics but stubborn authoritarian tendencies of those in power. 

The entry about Denis Diderot in the eleventh edition starts with a story of Diderot as a wretched 

vagabond who married a low-born woman with a "narrow and fretful temper" who was "not a 

great writer" and his early works variously described as of "little importance," "a rather poor 

allegory," or in the case of his first novel, "gross without liveliness, and impure without wit" 

("Diderot,” 1911). The entry is, by that edition, however, reverent of the Encyclopédie's 

historical importance. It even expresses some surprise at the harsh reactions to the work at the 

time. The Funk & Wagnalls Standard Encyclopedia begins its entry on Diderot  by negatively 
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characterizing his early careers and then listing the various instances of him being imprisoned or 

his work burned. It is not necessarily a negative entry, however, and recognizes the importance 

of much of his work, especially the Encyclopédie,  which it says he turned into "an engine of war 

for the philosophe party" ("Diderot,” 1912). In the entry for "Encyclopedia," however, the author 

writes that the Encyclopédie "became … the organ of the most advanced and revolutionary 

opinions of the time. Even Robert Collison, author of one of the few histories of encyclopedias, 

shows his own bias when it comes to Diderot. Collison seems of the opinion that encyclopedias 

should not be radical, and that an editorial policy against doing so should not be considered 

censorship. As such, "certainly Diderot deserved to be censored by le Breton and his chief proof-

reader … for Diderot was using his encyclopedia as a means of conveying his own partisan 

views" (1966, p. 14). 

 

In this chapter I looked behind the extraordinary claims of the "encyclopedic virtues" outlined in 

chapter 1 to the ways writers, editors, and publishers have needed to seek the consent of 

powerful institutions to legitimate the claims they include, and the different kinds of interests 

which may be competing for statements about what is or is not true, or what should or should not 

be included. These kinds of influences take four primary forms: nationalism, religion, capital, 

and critique. In each of these examples, there are explicit and implicit priorities which may 

compete with each other or with assumptions about the encyclopedic virtues. As a result, we 

have encyclopedias which function as an extension of state propaganda, encyclopedias which 

aim not just to inform but to convert, encyclopedias which place more emphasis on marketing 

than production, and at least one encyclopedia which compromises the standard virtues in the 

name of critique. In the next chapter, I begin applying these lessons from the history of 

encyclopedias to Wikipedia. 
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Chapter 3: Encyclopedic Virtues of Wikipedia 

In 2020, there is one encyclopedia far and away more popular than all others. Wikipedia receives 

20 billion pageviews every month from 1.5 billion unique devices, making it one of the most 

popular websites, the most popular nonprofit website, and the most popular reference work in the 

world. Its 40 million articles in nearly 300 languages (more than 6 million on the English project 

alone) dwarf its predecessors and competitors, and it has integrated into the information 

ecosystem and even popular culture in unprecedented ways. At the same time, Wikipedia breaks 

with a number of encyclopedic traditions in sometimes radical ways. It does not make claims to 

absolute accuracy, does not fix a version of knowledge in the same way publication does, does 

not list authors, and relies on the labor of amateurs rather than authorities. This chapter concerns 

how, then, Wikipedia nonetheless retains much of the epistemic authority of encyclopedias. It is 

in part due to an inheritance of the tradition of technological optimism or even utopianism that 

was renewed through the Californian Ideology and ideas associated with web 2.0 that I outlined 

in the introduction and will summarize at the end of this chapter. More centrally, however, I 

consider Wikipedia's relationship with the encyclopedic ideals established in chapter 1 before 

providing other ways to understand this unusual form of encyclopedic authority: through its 

community ethos, and by its system of rules. 

 

Comparison to the traditional ideals 

Comparisons between Wikipedia and paper encyclopedias are always fraught. On one hand, 

Wikipedia is not limited by the constraints of physical media, is available in many languages at 

once, an unprecedented number of people have access to it, and it covers more subjects than any 

other encyclopedia ever has. On the other hand, it is largely written by amateurs, it is subject to 

random or deleterious changes, and there is little formal oversight. If there are two of the 

traditional encyclopedic virtues in which Wikipedia excels, they are surely comprehensiveness 

and the ability to stay up to date. While it is more impressive to talk about its 40 million total 

articles, this includes all articles across its nearly 300 language versions while, of course, we 

would not be adding up articles in translations or editions of print encyclopedias. For the sake of 
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comparison, we can focus on the English Wikipedia, which was the first, remains the largest, and 

far-and-away most popular. All of the well-known encyclopedias have been very large. The last 

print version of Britannica had about 40,000 articles containing 44 million words. The 

Encyclopédie had 72,000 articles with 20 million words. Only a handful of works we could 

consider encyclopedias have included more than 100 million words. One was the Enciclopedia 

universal ilustrada europeo-americana, a Spanish project published in the 1930s and 

supplemented through 2003. Including the supplements, the finished product is 118 volumes 

with about 165 million words. The others which have reached a similar size are the Chinese 

encyclopedias, mostly more accurately called leishu. These compilations, like the 15th century 

work now commonly known as the Yongle Encyclopedia and the 18th century Siku Quanshu and 

Gujin Tushu Jicheng all count characters in the hundreds of millions, and the Yongle is believed 

to be the largest ever encyclopedia until Wikipedia. Among digital encyclopedias, Britannica 

Online was larger than its print version, including 120,000 articles with 55 million words. The 

English language of Wikipedia has, as of September 20, 2020, 6,161,359 articles containing 

more than 3.6 billion words.  

 

There is no debate as to whether Wikipedia is the largest encyclopedia, but it is more 

complicated to assess its comprehensiveness. Relatively speaking, given its size, it would be 

difficult to argue that it could be less comprehensive than other works, and there are projects on 

Wikipedia dedicated to comparing its coverage against other encyclopedias as a strategy to avoid 

omission of notable topics. For example, WikiProject Missing Encyclopedic Articles includes 

lists of headwords from a variety of general and specific encyclopedias, both print and online, for 

cross-referencing.16 Many include status bars and other mechanisms to keep track of how well 

Wikipedia is doing compared to the others. With the inclusion of subject-specific encyclopedias, 

which often delve deeper into topics than is possible in a general encyclopedia, a wide net is cast, 

though only insofar as topics would have been covered by the other English encyclopedias. The 

English language basis of the project is one of many sites of systemic bias and acknowledged 

limitations. There are many efforts to improve coverage of topics that are more notable outside 

 
16

 A WikiProject is an informal workspace within Wikipedia where any interested user can work towards a common 

goal. Most are based on a shared topic interest, like WikiProject Birds or WikiProject Sociology, while others are 

task-oriented, like WikiProject Missing Encyclopedic Articles. 
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of the English-speaking world, but there are limitations both in terms of available interested 

volunteers and the limitations of Wikipedia's other rules like its definition of what is considered 

"notable" or what sources are "reliable." Chapter 4 will look in greater detail about the kinds of 

knowledge that are excluded from Wikipedia. For the sake of assessing comprehensiveness in 

terms of Wikipedia's authority, while its shortcomings are well publicized, it is certainly 

comprehensive at least compared to other encyclopedias covered here. Its expansive coverage of 

even trivial matters has become part of its identity in popular culture as the place where one can 

read in great detail about minor Star Wars characters, flying aces, advertising campaigns, 

presidents with facial hair, memes, and local radio stations just as easily as natural disasters, 

vaccines, or countries. That it receives so much attention for what it does not include speaks to 

how much people taken its comprehensiveness for granted. 

 

When someone, whether internally or through some external publication, points out that a topic 

is missing or that an article neglects an important development, it is nearly always fixed within 

days if not hours or minutes. Whereas print encyclopedias would need to coordinate the 

publication of a new edition or supplement in order to include new or newly different subjects, 

and editorial review processes and schedules slow down other digital products, being an online 

encyclopedia that anyone can edit means that as soon as someone notices a problem, she can just 

go ahead and fix it. In fact, one of the kinds of content Wikipedia has become known for is its 

breaking news coverage. There has always been some hesitancy to cover news, with a self-aware 

eye to its self-definition as an encyclopedia, which have out of necessity, if not principle, delayed 

covering developing topics. Among Wikipedia's policies is "Wikipedia is not news," but by that 

it means it does not want to be the first to report on a story. As soon as sources considered 

reliable begin to do so, it will inevitably show up on Wikipedia. This applies to the death of 

notable people, for which Wikipedia is often among the earliest to report, as well as political 

developments, hurricanes, award announcements, and high-profile crimes. In many cases there is 

immediate pushback to covering something too early, before it has shown itself to be "notable" 

or before there are sufficient reliable sources reporting on it, but Wikipedia has increasingly 

become a place people turn to for a summary of what is happening in the world. If all of its 

policies and guidelines are being followed, it has the potential to act as a filter for low-quality 

information, highlighting what multiple outlets are reporting and providing more context than is 
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often possible for a news publication. This function has become so pronounced that a number of 

studies have been conducted considering Wikipedia as a form of "participatory journalism" (Lih, 

2004), comparing Wikipedia to a newsroom (Avieson, 2019), source selection and social media 

in Wikipedia's news coverage (Ford, 2012), breaking news on Wikipedia as a form of self-

organization to respond to complex tasks (Keegan, 2012), using Wikipedia activity to detect 

breaking news (Freire, et al., 2016), and comparisons to WikiNews, the oft-forgotten sister site to 

Wikipedia overshadowed by the latter's strengths of combining, filtering, selecting, and 

summarizing (Keegan, 2013). 

 

One area where it is less clear how Wikipedia compares to past encyclopedias concerns 

organization. We have seen how numerous works have held up their organization, whether an 

elaborate system or combination of alphabetization with finding and cross-referencing tools, as 

part of their epistemic authority. Some claimed to represent some fundamental truth of reality, 

nature, or the human mind, while others aimed for practicality. Wikipedia is squarely aiming for 

the latter with its radically synthetic organizational possibilities. There are scarce hierarchies or 

taxonomies within the encyclopedia. At the most basic level, Wikipedia is organized into 

"namespaces," denoting different page types with different purposes. For most practical 

purposes, they are the same apart from their name, but the community has set forth specific ways 

in which the should be used differently. Namespace are denoted by a word or phrase prior to a 

colon in the title. The default namespace, known as mainspace or article space, is where articles 

are, and does not have a prefix. The talk page associated with every article is called "Talk:,” 

pages for Wikipedia policies and discussions apart from specific articles are "Wikipedia:" or 

"Wikipedia talk:,” user pages and talk pages to have a conversation with a particular user are 

"User:" and "User talk:,” and so on. These various spaces, the rules that apply to them, and how 

they relate can get quite complicated, but for the purpose of considering the encyclopedic trait of 

organization and usefulness, we are only really talking about mainspace. 

 

Pages in mainspace are non-hierarchical, connected to each other using internal hyperlinks called 

wikilinks, with a general spirit of encouragement to add a healthy amount of wikilinks to and 

from every article. If an article is not linked from anywhere, it may not be findable at all without 

knowing the exact title of the page or doing a thorough search. Even with Google, pages which 
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are linked are easier to find than so-called "orphans". Linking provides the primary way to 

organize, and as with organization of websites generally, users have worked to create ways to 

use that technology in interesting ways. So Wikipedians developed bundles of related links 

placed into a template which can then be iterated on a number of pages in a standardized format. 

For example, a template which groups together articles related to the 2020 Black Lives Matter 

protests, or one which collects the works of Bruno Latour. Separate list articles are used to create 

customized, but also manually updated, indexes to topics within a particular group. Centralized 

"portals" gather together links and summaries for a particular purpose, like the main page of 

Wikipedia which includes recent articles, high-quality examples, media, items in the news, and 

so on, in standard web 1.0 portal fashion. The only organizational system which operates apart 

from standard pages is the categorization system. An unlimited number of categories can be 

added to articles like tags, and users can visit each category to see a list of pages therein. Unlike 

other pages, these have limited functionality beyond tagging, and little opportunity for context. 

They are also easily overlooked, hidden at the bottom of the page. 

 

There is no trace of an overarching organizational scheme to the topics Wikipedia covers, and 

the software is simply not built for that kind of function. The burden is on users to create their 

own organizational tools within the limitations of the format. While Wikipedia succeeds at 

building a dense web of links to such an extent that it is common to hear of people falling in a 

"Wikipedia worm hole" whereby they enter to find information on one subject and emerge some 

time later after reading about something completely unrelated because of prominent linking. 

These limitations are well known within the community, and a new project independent of 

Wikipedia but under the Wikimedia umbrella was launched in 2012, Wikidata. The idea is to 

create a linked data repository which would easily interface with Wikipedia and other Wikimedia 

projects, and which would stand on its own as a database anyone can add to or query. It has been 

analogized to Wikimedia Commons, another sister site developed to create a central host for free 

media rather than duplicate images, video, audio, and documents on every language Wikipedia 

that uses them. Wikidata would likewise store pieces of data like country populations or current 

presidents that could then be updated in one place rather than across languages. It has become a 

powerful tool in its own right, covering vast quantities of information that would be out of scope 

for Wikipedia and connecting them in interesting ways. Rather than a Wikipedia "list of 
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museums named after people born in the 20th century," "list of American women's suffragists 

who do not yet have a Wikipedia article in English," or "list of peer-reviewed publications about 

bats written by faculty of Brazilian universities," one could simply query Wikidata to produce 

those lists, or anything else, as needed. There is a great deal of potential for Wikidata to allow 

better understanding of the world inside and outside of Wikipedia, but it is beyond the scope of 

this project. Ultimately, Wikipedia's best prospects for advanced forms of organization are to 

offload it to another project or radically change the software it is built on, with the former far 

more likely than the latter. 

 

The accuracy of Wikipedia is perhaps the most controversial of the traditional traits seen in 

encyclopedias, and highlights how Wikipedia does not quite claim all of the same encyclopedic 

virtues as its predecessors, nor achieve them through the same means. Despite its weight as a 

cultural force—and, of course, because of it—Wikipedia has attracted sharp criticism from 

diverse groups of stakeholders in many sectors of the information economy. Journalists scoff at it 

as an accurate source, educators ban it outright from classrooms, and late night talk show hosts 

use it as fodder for their opening monologues. An easy way to indirectly question someone’s 

claim today has become to ask if she “read it on Wikipedia.” The issue of credibility is central to 

critical discourse around Wikipedia, as well as to the nature of the site itself. What is an 

encyclopedia, after all, without trustworthy entries? When the common comparison is made 

between the Encyclopaedia Britannica and Wikipedia, the former is often treated as truth itself, 

as if it, unlike Wikipedia, had not been written by real and fallible humans. 

 

A good deal of research has been conducted in response to well-publicized skepticism of the 

quality of information produced by amateurs or by crowds. One early example of "the 

trustworthiness of a democratic judgment" being better than expected was published in a 1907 

issue of Nature, examining the results of a competition in which exhibition attendees guessed the 

weight of an ox (Galton, 1907; Surowiecki, 2005). A 2003 paper by the company Reasoning 

found that "the open-source implementation of TCP/IP … clearly exhibits a higher code quality 

than commercial implementations in general-purpose operating systems" (Shankland, 2003). The 

specifics are less significant here than the idea that code written through open collaboration was 

considered to be better than that which was developed professionally. There have also been 
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several studies specifically evaluating the factual accuracy of the content of Wikipedia’s articles, 

with mostly positive results (Andrews, 2007; Booth, 2007; Brown, 2011; Casebourne, et al., 

2012; Clausen, et al., 2008; Giles, 2005; Matthews, 2005; Rajagopalan, et al., 2011; Read, 2006; 

Reavley, et al., 2011; Rector, 2008; Rosenzweig, 2006). In fact, an early, important study 

conducted for Nature in 2005 found that Wikipedia was very close in accuracy to Britannica—

especially impressive findings considering Wikipedia’s significantly larger array of articles and 

ability to rapidly improve (all errors noted in the study were fixed within days of its publication) 

(Giles, 2005). It should be noted, however, that the study did not select its sample at random but 

rather chose from Wikipedia's Featured Articles, a designation of quality that requires peer 

review and met by only .1% of articles. As the dates show, these forms of assessment were more 

common before and during the time period when Wikipedia reached its peak popularity, when 

people were most actively struggling with the idea of a crowdsourced reference work. Useful as 

these assessments are, they have not generally been persuasive, as they nonetheless conceal, 

omit, or otherwise marginalize what is both the site’s greatest strength and most glaring 

weakness: Wikipedia is not static and is not gated; anybody can change almost anything at any 

time. The text analyzed for a study at one moment could the next day have been improved upon 

or deleted and replaced with misinformation or random expletives. Edits like the latter 

(“vandalism”) are typically obvious and quickly removed, but the volatility such changes 

demonstrate clearly problematize methods traditionally used to evaluate websites as sources of 

information. 

 

Although Wikipedia is the most popular reference work in the world, can be said to excel when it 

comes to several of the traditional encyclopedic virtues, and while formal evaluations of its 

accuracy tend to have good results, coverage of it in mainstream press holds its fallibility as one 

of its foremost attributes. It simply breaks the unspoken—and naive—expectation through which 

encyclopedias gained our good graces: It can be wrong. Wikipedia has evolved to envelop 

readers, systematizing community practices such that a 24-year-old college dropout is 

functionally indistinguishable from a 50-year-old professor with multiple doctorates. The ethos 

of the source has been polluted. And it is through this contaminated view of encyclopedia ethos 

that we see the wholesale condemnations and denigration of Wikipedia. 
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Authority of authorship 

Wikipedia has a complicated relationship with authorship in general and expert contributors in 

particular. Whereas the esteemed print encyclopedias would tout the bona fides of their 

contributors as a way to boost their own epistemic authority, Wikipedia erases most traces of 

individual writers. The articles are written collaboratively, no author credit is listed, original 

research is not allowed, and reputation or credentials off-wiki count for little. It was a major 

point of skepticism about whether or not Wikipedia could really succeed. On one hand, why 

would anyone believe an encyclopedia written by anonymous people on the internet; on the 

other, what motivation would subject-matter experts have to count themselves among them?  

 

Whereas contributions to more traditional encyclopedias can make valuable additions to an 

academic's CV, contributions to Wikipedia are not regarded as scholarship or meaningful 

publication credit. There are, after all, no author credits at all. There are, however, academics 

who have used their work on volunteer to advance in their careers. Michel Aaij, a professor at 

Auburn University Montgomery and an active editor and administrator on Wikipedia, used the 

latter experience during his tenure process. At first, he added it to the section of his portfolio on 

service work, framing his volunteering in terms of its benefit to his field, and later included 

elements as research, too, given the peer-reviewed nature of certain types of Wikipedia processes 

(Davis, 2011). There are many other examples of academics claiming their Wikipedia 

contributions as service work, although few examples of universities accepting it as research. 

 

Wales and Sanger disagreed on the role of experts on Wikipedia, and the difference between 

them widened over time. In an early 2001 article in The New York Times, Sanger offered this 

process: "I can start an article that will consist of one paragraph, and then a real expert will come 

along and add three paragraphs and clean up my one paragraph … Then another expert will 

come along and change the whole thing to something that's even better and add in two new 

sections as well as a couple of new articles that sort of support the main article. It's constantly 

growing" (Meyers, 2001). Wales does not disagree with the general idea behind Sanger's words, 

but would not be so conspicuous with the use of "expert." In fact, Wales has called himself "anti-

credentialist," saying "the key thing is getting it right. And if a person's really smart and they're 
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doing fantastic work, I don't care if they're a high school kid or a Harvard professor" (Burkeman, 

2006). That is the perspective Wikipedia broadly took, and reflects the common understanding of 

the community today. He articulated his position after one of Wikipedia's most publicized 

scandals, about a user named Essjay. The New Yorker ran an article about Wikipedia after it 

achieved its one-millionth article, and interviewed several contributors including Essjay, an 

administrator and bureaucrat (a special class of administrator which can give or remove 

administrator positions from others). Essjay was a tenured professor with a theology PhD, and a 

couple times made comments like "I would stake my doctorate on it" to win arguments. In 

reality, Essjay was a 24-year-old college dropout, leading to a correction in the New Yorker, 

Essjay's resignation, and lots of conversations about Wikipedia's reliability (Schiff, 2006). 

Among those conversations were whether Wikipedians should be required to state their 

credentials and/or whether those who do should be required to provide some sort of proof. With 

no clear consensus to enact any new proposals, the community largely embraced the perspective 

that edits, not credentials are what matter most. If the content is good, you should have as much 

say as anyone else; if a professor's contributions are lousy, they should be removed just as 

though she were anonymous. What did not get a mention in the news coverage about Essjay was 

that the quality of Essjay's contributions was good. He just did not need to make false claims 

about who he was off-wiki. 

 

Wired published a list of Wikipedia frequently asked questions in 2006. Among them was a 

question about expertise, which it answered this way: "The Wikipedia philosophy can be 

summed up thusly: 'Experts are scum.' For some reason people who spend 40 years learning 

everything they can about, say, the Peloponnesian War – and indeed, advancing the body of 

human knowledge – get all pissy when their contributions are edited away by Randy in Boise 

who heard somewhere that sword-wielding skeletons were involved. And they get downright 

irate when asked politely to engage in discourse with Randy until the sword-skeleton theory can 

be incorporated into the article without passing judgment" (Sjoberg, 2006). "Randy in Boise" 

became shorthand on Wikipedia for a common issue associated with getting experts to edit 

Wikipedia. The difference between writing on Wikipedia and academic or professional writing 

can be jarring for those used to the latter. "Randy" is a bit hyperbolic, but speaks to how jarring 

such an exchange can be for someone who has devoted her life to accumulating knowledge about 
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a particular topic. Many of the most prominent critiques of Wikipedia involved an author of 

some renown trying to improve it and having trouble, then writing about their encounter in some 

public forum.  

 

Verifiability, not truth 

There is a common phrase on Wikipedia, "verifiability, not truth," which draws together 

Wikipedia's policies of verifiability (everything on Wikipedia must be attributable to a reliable, 

published source) and no original research (editors should not add their own thoughts or research 

on a topic and should not draw conclusions not found in the cited sources) to explain that 

Wikipedia says whatever reliable sources say, and should not contradict reliable sources just 

because a particular editor may know the truth (or "Truth"). Rather than the scientific sense of 

"verification," which is more about empirical evidence, what matters on Wikipedia is that 

someone else has published a claim about evidence. This idea is one of the most difficult for new 

users, especially experts from many fields, to understand. Below are two examples of well-

publicized criticisms of Wikipedia having to do with authorship and verifiability which 

fundamentally misunderstand this part of how the project is intended to work. The first concerns 

an effort to correct mistakes in a popular historical narrative, and the other an author trying to fix 

an error about his own book. 

 

In February 2012, American historian Timothy Messer-Kruse wrote an article in The Chronicle 

of Higher Education about his experience contributing to Wikipedia. It received attention for the 

way it seemed to reinforce that Wikipedia is a "cult of the amateur" (Keen, 2007), but is a good 

example of a common misunderstanding of Wikipedia's verifiability, no original research, and 

neutral point of view policies. Messer-Kruse has done considerable research on the Haymarket 

Affair, an incident in 1886 when a labor strike turned violent when someone threw a bomb at 

police. He has written about it in multiple venues, including publishing two books. As he said, 

"In some circles that affords me a presumption of expertise on the subject. Not, however, on 

Wikipedia" (Messer-Kruse, 2012). In 2009 he went to edit the article on Wikipedia, making 

adjustments to the article and posting an explanation on the talk page. One contention was a 

challenge to the long-held view that prosecutors of the trial following the incident did not present 
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any evidence linking defendants with the bombing. Based on his examination of primary source 

documents, he felt he had thoroughly disproven this idea. However, he was quickly reverted, a 

result of a confluence of factors that highlight some of Wikipedia's strengths and weaknesses. 

First, he made a non-minor change without adding citations to reliable sources. Second, when he 

did link to sources on the talk page, he referenced some primary sources but linked only to his 

own blog. As it happens, in doing so he was pointing to where the primary sources are collected 

rather than introducing a citation to his blog. Finally, the Haymarket affair article was a Good 

Article, a special class of article which has undergone heavy editing and peer review in the past, 

and thus unofficially subject to a higher standard for the introduction of non-minor changes, with 

editors more willing than usual to revert undiscussed material.17 

 

Messer-Kruse was understandably put off by the experience, and may have received some 

unduly brusque communication from Wikipedians, as well as some advice that was sometimes a 

little bit contradictory and not quite in line with policy. At the time of his original edits, however, 

Wikipedia policy did what it was intended to do. Sometimes research on a subject leads to 

conclusions that differ from how it has been written about in the past. However, Wikipedia 

cannot change to reflect every such argument. It is part of why it can work while being built by a 

community of amateurs. Connected to the idea of "verifiability" is "no original research," which 

states that Wikipedians should not add their own ideas and their own synthesis of primary 

sources. Instead, Wikipedians summarize what has already been published in the most reliable 

sources. That means that there are some cases when Wikipedia is wrong because the body of 

literature on a subject is wrong. Such cases are preferred, however, to the mess that would 

emerge from a policy that allowed any editor to assert their own ideas on a subject. Relatedly, 

the "weight" aspect of the neutral point of view policy requires that when material of a 

competing point of view is introduced, whether or not it is new, it should be in proportion to its 

prominence in the body of literature. As Meisser-Kruse said in the Chronicle, "The 'undue 

 
17

 Good Articles are evaluated according to a set of criteria to ensure a minimum quality of writing, breadth, depth, 

sourcing, neutrality, and other fundamental components of a high-quality Wikipedia article. They go through a semi-

formal peer review process where one other user conducts a review, typically with some discussion and rounds of 

revisions. Eventually, if it passes, it is labeled a Good Article, a designation only 1 in 200 articles receives. It is not 

intended to convey perfection, but with the rare distinction of having gone through this process there is a greater 

burden placed upon those who want to change it. Beyond Wikipedia's standard editing rules, it can lead to even 

greater inertia placed upon status quo ideas. 
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weight' policy posed a problem. Scholars have been publishing the same ideas about the 

Haymarket case for more than a century" (2012).  

 

Deferring to reliable sources and the weight of aspects of the subject within them ensures editors 

have distance from the material and can apply agreed upon policies rather than argue over the 

ideas themselves. If an idea comes to be accepted, it will be reflected in secondary sources and 

then can be included in Wikipedia to some extent. At the time of Messer-Kruse's first edits, his 

ideas were based on his own research and synthesis of primary sources, and his research had not 

yet been vetted to appear in published form. Instead, he offered the primary sources themselves 

and his blog, providing verification in a sense but not verifiability. He invited other users to 

either accept his research or to conduct their own research based on those primary sources. In 

either case, however, Wikipedia defers to established sources that have already gone through 

peer-review, fact-checking, and other processes that make it more reliable than an individual 

editor's conclusions. If a perspective is an extreme minority, even if the person championing the 

idea states with confidence that it is correct, Wikipedia should either omit it or present it as a 

minority opinion. By the time Messer-Kruse wrote the Chronicle article, however, he had more 

research on the subject published, making it much more easy to introduce it to the Wikipedia 

article as compared to his own synthesis of primary sources or his blog. In fact, upon the 

Chronicle article's publication many editors took to developing the article's coverage of the 

disputed ideas. The result does not simply dispatch with the old ideas in favor of the new because 

of weighting, but presents one as the majority idea as well as Messer-Kruse's perspective on why 

the popular narrative is invalid. The latter is attributed to him directly rather than presented in 

Wikipedia's voice to make clear that it is not the result of a summary of the body of literature as 

a whole but the representation of a dissenting voice. An aspect of assessing the weight of 

different perspectives that Messer-Kruse did not address in the article, and which the other 

editors did not, by his account, sufficiently explain, is that recent research does matter, but the 

research does need to be published in a high-quality source. When other sources take up a new 

idea in place of the old, it carries a bit more weight on Wikipedia even if the same ideas had been 

written about for a long period of time. This is especially pronounced in the sciences, where new 

discoveries can render old ideas obsolete very quickly. 
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The other example of "verifiability, not truth" occurred in August 2012, when an anonymous 

editor removed material from the article about The Human Stain, a 2000 novel by American 

author Philip Roth. The editor claimed to be Roth's biographer (later verified) and said he or she 

was removing the content at Roth's direction. The article had cited a Salon review asserting that 

Roth likely drew inspiration for the novel from the life of New York Times critic Anatole 

Broyard, who had several things in common with one of the main characters. Roth, however, had 

denied the connection in an interview. The article included both the Broyard claim and Roth's 

statement, and the biographer removed both of them. The removal was quickly undone. The 

biographer removed it again and was again reverted by another editor who went on to add even 

more material on Broyard. A couple weeks later, The New Yorker published "An Open Letter to 

Wikipedia" written by Roth himself, in which he argued for the removal of that material: "This 

item entered Wikipedia not from the world of truthfulness but from the babble of literary 

gossip—there is no truth in it at all. Yet when, through an official interlocutor, I recently 

petitioned Wikipedia to delete this misstatement, along with two others, my interlocutor was told 

[...] that I, Roth, was not a credible source" (Roth, 2012). Roth went on to give a detailed account 

of his true inspirations, knowledge of Broyard or lack thereof, and an otherwise lengthy account 

to back up his request. 

 

The Human Stain page on Wikipedia saw a flurry of activity. On the talk page, a user assembled 

a list of fifteen reviews and other sources which made the connection with Broyard. While the 

claim might have been inaccurate, it was likewise inaccurate that it was one or a handful of 

critics offering wild speculation. Given this collection of sources and a now high-profile 

published dispute, editors quickly created a new "inspiration" section with the explanations Roth 

offered in The New Yorker and a statement that he was led to offer the clarifications because 

Wikipedia had previously cited critics who claimed Broyard was an inspiration. It went back and 

forth over the extent to which the section would focus on Roth's account, the critics who made a 

connection with Broyard, and the affair on Wikipedia.18 The material was then moved from an 

"inspiration" section into the "Critical response" section, a standard heading in articles about 

 
18

 Wikipedia's coverage of a story often becomes part of the story itself, though the community is typically reluctant 

to include material about Wikipedia in articles that are not about Wikipedia. In some cases, the sheer weight of 

coverage of Wikipedia calls for it, however. 
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books, but in this case with heavy emphasis on the Broyard dispute. A subheading under 

"Critical response" emerged first as "Anatole Broyard controversy" and eventually as "Possible 

resemblance to Anatole Broyard." Along the way, a few anonymous and inexperienced editors 

blanked the page in protest or removed the material on Broyard altogether, but they were quickly 

reverted by others. The response to Roth was not to defer to his authority as the expert, but to 

cover the dispute according to how it appeared in reliable sources. The material could not simply 

be removed before or after the New Yorker article because it would simply be a violation of 

neutral point of view to do so, prioritizing one perspective above those offered by many others. 

 

Writing a few days later, The Atlantic's Jen Doll covered the story, starting by saying that "as 

with many Wikipedia articles, this one includes details that are not wholly agreed upon by all--

or, necessarily, any--of those involved" and empathizing with Roth: "It's easy to imagine the ire 

Roth must have felt, a novelist being told by Wikipedia--what is this Wikipedia, anyway?!--that 

he needed someone else to confirm what he, the novelist, said was true about his own book" 

(Doll, 2012). Ultimately, Roth's argument dismissing the sources which he says got the part 

about Broyard wrong just did not line up with Wikipedia policy. If even one reliable source 

makes the claim, there is an argument to include it. If there are fifteen, it would be a clear 

violation to omit it. Beyond that, people are not always the most reliable source about themselves 

or their own work. By publishing about the dispute in a publication that Wikipedia could then 

rely upon for its own editorial policies, Roth was operating according to the rules of the 

Wikipedia frame, entering an argument for consideration that can only come from a published 

source, not by a user claiming to be the author of the book.  

 

Digital Maoism 

A prominent early example of criticism of Wikipedia's model came from virtual reality pioneer 

Jaron Lanier, who wrote about his experience with Wikipedia in an essay called "Digital 

Maoism" in 2006. Among his arguments about Wikipedia was that the erasing of individual 

voices is something to be concerned about, since it also removes uniqueness and responsibility, 

and that by prioritizing the will of the "mob" (or "hive" or "foolish collective"), you may be 

replacing a more accurate representation of knowledge with an "average" of what the group 
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thinks or a form of consensus truth — one which may even be more easily manipulated by 

anonymous groups. At its root, the essay is deeply skeptical of both perceived marginalization of 

individuals and the efforts, so popular in 2006, to "capture" the "wisdom of crowds" for personal, 

political, or financial gain. These are good points, especially given the context of web 2.0 hype at 

the time, but when the essay was published, Lanier took some criticism for raising some 

interesting points that were in some cases misplaced because he was responding to his sense of 

the idea of Wikipedia as opposed to how it actually functions. The experience he pointed to was 

his effort to change the article about himself. After adding and removing various elements that he 

wanted to emphasize, remove, add, or fix and being undone for providing no rationale and no 

sourcing, he rewrote the whole article and put a note at the top explaining frustration at the 

process.19 His new version was likewise undone. Lanier was operating under the assumption that 

random other users' opinions were equal to his, and that because there were more of them the 

outcome was for the worse. 

 

A veritable who's-who of web 2.0-era digerati jumped into the comments to point out that 

everyone is equal in the sense of following Wikipedia's guidelines for content, which includes 

advice against editing your own article, always citing sources, and so on. What happened after it 

was published could have happened beforehand: on the talk page, people discussed the 

objections made by the subject and found sources to reinstate some, but not all, of the changes. 

Deferring to individuals would indeed have fixed any errors that were in Lanier's biography, but 

would have also turned Wikipedia into a platform for self-promotion. Clay Shirky responded that 

the arguments about collectives were too generalized to be of much use, and that the term "hive 

mind, is just a catchphrase, used by people who don't understand how things like Wikipedia 

really work." He also pointed out that while people often focus on "anyone can edit" as though 

everyone does edit, in reality just like most systems of knowledge production there are a 

relatively small number of people determining standards and running its bureaucracy, and there 

is a system of reputation and credibility among contributors which simply works differently from 

academic credentialing. Howard Rheingold said Lanier fell into the trap of confusing collective 

action and collectivism, where the former "involves freely chosen self-election (which is almost 

 
19

 https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Jaron_Lanier&diff=prev&oldid=53931333 
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always coincident with self-interest) and distributed coordination; collectivism involves coercion 

and centralized control". Douglas Rushkoff similarly argued that "networked collaboration is not 

an absolutely level playing field inhabited by drones. It is an ecology of interdependencies. Take 

a look at any of these online functioning collective intelligences — from eBay to Slashdot — and 

you'll soon get a sense of who has gained status and influence. And in most cases, these 

reputations have been won through a process much closer to meritocracy, and through a fairer set 

of filters, than the ones through which we earn our graduate degrees." Jimmy Wales, Larry 

Sanger, Fernanda Viegas, Esther Dyson, Kevin Kelly, Cory Doctorow, and others likewise 

jumped in to say similar things: that it is smart to be skeptical, but it is important to really 

understand how these communities work before dismissing them as "hives," and to be sure we 

are not attaching too much inherent virtue to the ways we have always done things (Lanier, 

2006). Looking back, it fits squarely into the kind of web 2.0, virtual community, collaboration, 

people-centric language coming out of Silicon Valley at the time, but journalists, educators, and 

other information gatekeepers continue to make the same simplifications about what Wikipedia 

is, stopping short of a clear understanding of how it works. 

 

Ethos of a Scriptor community 

With such a complicated relationship to fundamental characteristics of traditional encyclopedias 

like expert authorship, it is worth considering whether the encyclopedic virtues of the past should 

even apply to Wikipedia, how else we might evaluate Wikipedia with those virtues in mind, and 

how else it builds its encyclopedic authority? On the most basic level of evaluation, how might 

one assess the credibility of a dynamic, open access encyclopedia without relying on traditional, 

empirical evaluations of content? There is a clear exigence, evidenced by vocal academics 

skeptical or even scared of the project's growing popularity: Wikipedia is ubiquitous, accessible, 

and popular, and there are diverse groups of stakeholders in many sectors of the information 

economy who must make decisions about its use.  

 

As a new encyclopedia that radically breaks with many long-held generic conventions, 

Wikipedia continuously grapples with how to define itself and its goals, including its relationship 

with traditional notions of what an encyclopedia should be. This interminate process of 
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collaborative definition occurs on many levels, but is perhaps most pronounced in its overarching 

structure of collaboratively authored policies and guidelines detailing its procedures for 

knowledge creation. Whereas the frontmatter of a traditional encyclopedia would typically offer 

an opaque, often self-congratulatory summary of editorial standards or a statement of 

philosophical approach, Wikipedia's rules for dealing with article content, organization, style, 

and user behavior are proposed, continuously deliberated upon, and enforced out in the open. 

The project's radical approach to transparency is indeed one of its most salient features. Every 

article and discussion page is accompanied by a publicly accessible archive of every change it 

has undergone, minor and major, timestamped, with an attribution to a username or IP address 

corresponding to the person responsible. Unfettered access to these discussions serves to assuage 

some of the fears people have about Wikipedia's open editing model and provides researchers 

with a treasure trove of data to be mined and analyzed. 

 

Whether Wikipedia should be considered an encyclopedia at all has been the subject of 

considerable debate. In writing about the role of Wikipedia in educational contexts, James Purdy 

made a point of putting “encyclopedia” in quotes to make clear that it should not be thought of or 

evaluated based on the standards of its print-based predecessors (2009; 2010). But while it is not 

clear whether its identification within the encyclopedia genre is more of a help or a hindrance, it 

is nonetheless an explicit self-identification. The project’s founders describe it as an 

encyclopedia, it began as an encyclopedia, its most fundamental policies include statements 

about it being an encyclopedia, and, of course, the word “Wikipedia” is a portmanteau of “wiki” 

and “encyclopedia.” 

 

Above all else, an encyclopedia must persuade its potential user that it is trustworthy. Just as a 

speaker communicates credibility through more than just the words contained in his or her 

speech, so does a wiki. A rhetorical perspective thus seems a fitting approach. Another way to 

understand where Wikipedia gets its credibility may be by trying to locate its ethos. In Rhetoric, 

perhaps the single most important treatise on the art and study of persuasion, Aristotle laid out 

three modes of persuasion: logos, ethos, and pathos. In the millennia since, these terms have 

been analyzed from countless perspectives by people in diverse cultures at many points through 

history, resulting in a good deal of complexity when addressing any of them today. In the 
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strictest Aristotelian sense, ethos can only be found in the content of a speech itself and takes the 

form of good sense, moral character, and good will (Johnson qtd. in Enos, 1996, p 243). This 

character-in-speech version of ethos stands in contrast to another notable perspective, that for 

which it is commonly used today: source credibility, a relatively new, author-centric view that 

assumes an intelligible, autonomous individual behind each message (Jasinski, 2001). Seen this 

way, speeches and other works exist as an extension of the author, copying the traits he or she 

embodies, and morality is subordinated to a belief in a more objective truth. 

 

But postmodernism, with its disruptions of self, truth, and absolute meaning, thoroughly rejected 

the idea that messages—especially communication artifacts—have a singular, comprehensible 

author with a mind acting apart from the rest of society (Baumlin qtd. in Sloane, 2001). 

Reflecting these sensibilities, there is a third ethos, also dating back to antiquity but obscured by 

Modernist rationalism, which describes the character of a culture or community. Extending 

beyond the speech itself, ethos becomes contingent upon the roles, habits, and conventions that 

construct the author. Ethos can thus also be thought of in terms of community habits and 

customs. 

 

For the purposes of the Web, use of the modern, Cartesian version of ethos may prove 

problematic. Two sets of criteria for evaluating Web content which have been popular at the 

college level are those of Jim Kapoun (1998) and Hope Tillman (1995/2003). Kapoun suggested 

five kinds of features to scrutinize: accuracy, authority, objectivity, currency, and coverage. 

Tillman similarly offered a checklist of quality indicators to look for: criteria the site uses for 

inclusion of information; identity and authority of the authors; currency and records of updates; 

stability and reliability for future reference; and ease of use. Writing a decade later, Barbara 

Warnick offered a useful update with Rhetoric Online, in which she pointed out five elements of 

Web-based communication that require new consideration by rhetorical critics: reception, source, 

message, time, and space (2007). Most important for this discussion is source, which she pointed 

out we typically evaluate based on some observable credentials that speak to the trustworthiness 

of an author independent of the text itself. This connection between perceived expertise or 

reputation and the accuracy of a message has loosened on the Web, she argued, as we see a 

declining importance of source (p. 34). A significant percentage of websites don’t make the 
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identity of the author clear, and when an identity is offered, misrepresentation is easy. Such was 

evident on Wikipedia when, in a well-publicized controversy in 2007, a veteran editor named 

Essjay, who claimed to be a college professor with two doctoral degrees was exposed as a 24-

year old unemployed college dropout (“Essjay,” 2008; Jemielniak, 2013). Additionally, there is a 

trend, typically attributed to the mid- 2000s phenomenon of “Web 2.0,” for websites to be 

collaboratively created. With the blurring of the lines between consumers and producers on the 

Internet, many sites rely on people’s inherent desire to express, create, and contribute, leading to 

the near ubiquity of terms like “multiplayer,” “social,” and “collaborative.” 

 

Assuming, for the moment, a clear attribution to “the author” of a document, there are still other 

“authors” at work. A typical Web page is written in a combination of HTML, CSS, PHP, ASP, 

JavaScript, Cold Fusion, and XML, created by a programmer to dynamically select a collection 

of media (image, video, audio, interactive text, video games, etc.), which were, in turn, created 

by designers and are frequently customized for the user or pulled dynamically from databases, 

accompanied by advertisements tailored to each reader’s browsing habits, displayed in one of 

many customizable browser windows on the user’s computer, which processes the code at 

varying speeds depending on connection quality (Warnick, 2007). Two people could load the 

same URL and have vastly different experiences. This instability is certainly true on Wikipedia, 

as comedian and talk show host Stephen Colbert demonstrated on the air while host of The 

Colbert Report. As the character he played on the show, he urged his viewers to change the 

Wikipedia entry on elephants to include the statement “the number of elephants has tripled in the 

last six months” (Brumm, et al., 2006). Ever since the broadcast -- especially in the weeks after it 

aired, but even more than a decade later -- other editors have had to remain vigilant in patrolling 

the article on elephants, frequently locking the page to restrict editing access because Colbert’s 

misinformation is repeatedly added. 

 

Roland Barthes’ distinction between Work and Text may be useful here (McGrady, 2013). A 

“Work” for him is a textual object that has reached a final state and will not be changed, with an 

identifiable source who created it from his or her own imagination. But the author, he said, is 

dead. In our postmodern world we instead have “Texts,” remixes of other writings wherein the 

reader creates the meaning, produced not by authors but by “Scriptors,” who cannot simply 
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create, but rather combine what is already created (Barthes, 1978). In a world of Scriptors and 

Texts, when someone produces a painting, mystery novel, cookie recipe, rock song, sitcom, 

academic essay, or standup comedy routine, he or she does not do so as an author up in a tower, 

secluded and uninfluenced; the final product necessarily consists of bits and pieces of other 

people’s ideas (Brodkey, 1987). We cannot help but draw from our vast stores of memory, 

creating in accordance or discordance with precedent, convention, and experience, whether 

consciously or not, so each cultural product, when placed under proper scrutiny, will reveal 

tightly woven genealogies of influence. 

 

Most people nonetheless find difficulty fully divorcing themselves from the paradigm of Works 

and Authors. Working to draw attention to this discrepancy, Lawrence Lessig became one of the 

more prominent defenders of “remix culture” as a popular and valuable mode of creativity rather 

than a mindless fetishizing of reckless appropriation. He takes specific issue with intellectual 

property laws, which, all over the world but especially in America, trend toward increasingly 

tighter control, stricter penalties, and longer periods of ownership. Lessig argued that the 

strengthening of these laws, which has largely been in reaction to, or catalyzed by, the 

popularization of file-sharing on the Internet, prevents important raw creative materials from 

entering the public domain. The alternative he proposed is a “free culture” in which a person can 

freely build upon the ideas and creations of others, drawing from and contributing to a vast pool 

of cultural resources (Lessig, 2004; McLeod, 2001). Lessig made a similar—but less severe and 

more pragmatic—case to Barthes’s that refashioning, combining, and appropriating are the 

dominant forms of cultural production. The Internet, as Lessig noted, makes these activities 

easier than they ever have been, offering countless means to manipulate, duplicate, collaborate, 

share, attribute, update, assemble, and publish, exemplifying the constructivist, postmodern 

attributes of decentralized meaning and destabilized persons. 

 

Use of the simplified version of Aristotle’s ethos-in-the-speech is complicated by the fact that 

some of the central tenets of writing on Wikipedia preclude authors, original research, and 

everything that falls outside a “neutral point of view.” Contributors are referred to as “editors” 

and are required to draw from other sources for their content. They are archetypal “Scriptors” 

working on the archetypal “Text”—an unstable, changeable pastiche (McGrady, 2013). 
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However, if we consider Aristotle’s three components of ethos it is certainly possible an 

audience would see good sense, good moral character, and good will in the words of an article 

written for a general audience, well-organized and drawing from multiple points of view. 

Nonetheless, I consider ethos-in-the-speech as least helpful for coproduced messages online. 

 

Following Warnick and Barthes, Texts online cannot be considered in the same way we have 

with those of older media. Freed from the tyranny of Authors and Works, the polluted 

encyclopedia ethos of Wikipedia becomes strength and credibility when viewed through the 

perspective of postmodern, community-constructed ethos (McGrady, 2013). 

 

What is the ethos of a Scriptor encyclopedist? Wikipedia, and the wiki format it uses, is one of 

the seminal tools for what Yochai Benkler calls "commons-based peer production," the creation 

of meaningful goods via coordination and collaboration of large groups of people such that both 

inputs and outputs remain available for reuse (Benkler, 2006). Similarly, Cass Sunstein thinks of 

Wikipedia as "an exceptionally fast-moving tradition: Everyone who edits is standing on the 

shoulders of those who were there earlier" (Sunstein, 2005). Reagle likens the process to 

stigmergy, an entomological term that refers to the way some insects communicate the next steps 

in a project through their own labor rather than by direct communication. Wikipedians, in a 

stigmergic model, build on the work of others by seeing the product of past contributors, all of 

which are stored in the wiki (Reagle, 2005; Reagle, 2010). It works because of a dedicated 

community of editors, some of whom spend as much time contributing as a full-time job. What 

are their motivations? Why do they deserve trust? Such questions are essential to determining 

their ethos—or, more accurately, how they fit into the community’s ethos. 

 

An initial assumption about motivation to volunteer for a cause like this would be to see your 

name in print, or get some kind of recognition. But that which takes place on Wikipedia is hardly 

the same type of credit that exists in, for example, scientific communities. Latour and Woolgar 

(1986) found that the “cycle of credit” is the primary incentive linked to publication among 

scientists due to its direct connection with power, efficacy, and resources (Forte & Bruckman, 

2005). On Wikipedia, by contrast, no page is attributed to an author, editors get no credit in 

terms of what is presented to the public, and the rules and procedures that dictate how content is 
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to be created are nuanced to prevent the expression of self or opinion. There is a small element of 

credit behind the scenes wherein people are recognized not for their scholarly work (original 

research is not allowed), but for their sheer amount of time and effort put into the project.  

 

A large survey of contributors in 2008 asked contributors to pick 4 sentences from a list of 19 

that describe why they spend their time contributing to Wikipedia, and then to prioritize those 4 

in order of importance. Far and away the two biggest motivators, which were also the highest 

priority among those who selected them, were "I like the idea of sharing knowledge and want to 

contribute to it" and "I saw an error I want to fix". The very bottom of the list, with only .43% of 

respondents selecting it, was "to earn money" (Glott, et al., 2010). Only 2.16% of respondents 

chose "to gain a reputation in the Wikipedia community" (Glott, et al., 2010). Another survey 

that focused on the community rather than being open to readers and casual editors was 

conducted in 2011 and found something very different, however. Its results contradicted the 

previously held assumption that Wikipedians do not see the opinions of their peers as a reason 

for participating (Pande, 2011). Recognition, it was discovered, matters.  

 

During Wikipedia's early years, the standard way an editor might reward another is to place one 

of a variety of “barnstar” images on his or her user page, community-created star-shaped tokens 

to recognize various kinds of contributions, including writing articles about the television show 

24, writing articles about women and science, organizing a broad-scoped biology project, 

fighting vandalism, designing formatting templates, helping with dispute resolution, attaining a 

milestone number of total edits, editing by an ambitious new user, and many others. Barnstars 

are still frequently used, but less so since the launch of a "thanks" mechanism that displays an 

option to "thank" users for specific edits. Instead of being displayed publicly, however, it is only 

shown to the thanked user by way of notification. It simplifies the process of showing gratitude, 

making it more akin to a Facebook or Twitter "like" button, but without the public nature of 

those features. But even barnstars have limited practical value outside of building a 

pseudonymous online identity, they entitle nothing and cannot be used to win arguments, but 

they do build pseudonymous reputations within the community. When a user is applying for a 

position of trust, such as going through the "request for adminship" process, such items on his or 

her user page might be helpful to demonstrate a level of commitment to the project, familiarity 
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with different activities, and social competency, but they are largely unpoliced and require 

someone take initiative to bestow one upon the deserving. Jemielniak likens the building of 

interpersonal trust on Wikipedia to an online game, operating within the rules of the system and 

earning recognition and rewards with little external cache (2013).  

 

Another aspect of peer recognition comes through evaluations and other forms of article 

recognition. Wikipedia articles are assessed by various groups and editors along a scale of Stub, 

Start, C, B, A, Good Article (GA), and Featured Article (FA). All but the last three are typically 

assigned casually, by any editor that visits the page. There are rough criteria in place to guide 

their use, but they do not require formal processes. A-class is rarely used, with insufficient 

distinctions between it and Good Article. As discussed above, Good Article requires formal 

nomination and a documented peer-review by another editor in good standing, according to 

detailed criteria. Good Articles are given a stamp (a green circle with a plus symbol in the 

middle), displayed on the article page itself. It is also highlighted in various places around the 

project, and the nominating user given credit on their talk page upon promotion. Featured Article 

functions similarly, but with a much more rigorous process. Featured Articles are the very best 

Wikipedia has to offer, and involves multiple users going through an article in detail, and coming 

to a consensus to promote after a length of time. As of August 2018, there are just over 6 million 

articles on the English Wikipedia. Of those, 31,127 are Good Articles (0.5%) and only 6,452 are 

Featured Articles (0.1%). GAs and FAs are considered achievements. Unlike other classes of 

articles, users are typically proud of these and will often display them on their user pages or 

elsewhere. Whereas the number of barnstars rarely factors into quantitative analyses of 

contributions, the number of GAs or FAs does. When determining whether a user should become 

an admin or have another position of trust, many users will consider the number of GAs and FAs 

as symbols of a user's commitment and the extent to which they are here for the project's ultimate 

goal: to build an encyclopedia.  

 

The 2011 study results showed similar motivations, though it had separate questions asking why 

people started to contribute and why they continue to contribute. Again the most popular reason 

in both cases was "I like[d] the idea of volunteering to share knowledge," with 69% starting to 

edit for this reason and 71% continuing to edit due to that sentiment. 64% began editing because 
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"I saw an error and wanted to fix it," and 50% said "I knew a lot about a subject that was poorly 

covered." 69% continue to edit because they "believe that information should be freely available 

to everyone," 63% because "I like to contribute to subject matters in which I have expertise," 

60% because "it's fun," 59% because "I like Wikipedia's philosophy of openness and 

collaboration," 57% because "I keep finding or looking for mistakes," and 53% because "I find 

articles that are incomplete or biased" (Pande, 2011). Young people were more likely to get 

started as a contributor on Wikipedia to demonstrate their knowledge or learn a new skill 

whereas older editors were more likely to do so because they felt they have knowledge about a 

particular area that they perceive as being poorly covered on Wikipedia. Younger editors were 

also a bit more likely to say they edit Wikipedia because it is fun.  

 

Ultimately, community is important. One of the central tenets of the project is "Wikipedia's 

editors should treat each other with respect and civility" ("Wikipedia:Five,” 2018). In other 

words, there is an expectation that Wikipedians will behave as a community, assuming good 

faith and acting in good faith, focusing criticism and disagreements on content rather than each 

other, welcoming new editors, and making decisions by consensus.  Indeed, for all its anonymity, 

use of bots and scripts, depersonalized interface, and reliance on bureaucracy, Wikipedia is 

fundamentally social, and its policies reinforce rather than inhibit that. 

 

Wikipedia attracts people who are passionate about knowledge, learning, and/or teaching, and 

want to see the project succeed. Bryant, Forte, and Bruckman (2005) studied how editors change 

with experience in an article appropriately titled Becoming Wikipedian. They found that new 

editors tend to edit what they know, making small corrections to articles about subjects that 

interest them or addressing errors found while reading. Eventually, they work up to more 

substantial revisions. With experience typically comes a greater sense of the whole, leading to 

more significant macro-level edits and more meta-work (discussions about organizational 

structure, debates over rules, and peer-reviewing articles for which peer review has been 

requested, for example) (Bryant, et al., 2005). As editors begin to see the project’s moral 

character, good will, and good sense (Aristotle’s aspects of ethos), the good of the Wikipedia 

mission becomes more than a collection of articles, and the community of editors becomes more 
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than a large group of information-adders. People put so much work into Wikipedia because of a 

shared feeling that it has value. 

 

There has been less research into the motivations of Wikipedia contributors since these studies, 

and it is difficult to imagine a survey which would receive significantly different responses. Even 

those Wikipedians who do in fact sign up to, say, argue for a particular political position rather 

than out of a more general desire to share, would still consider that to be donating their time for 

the good of others and to build a public knowledge resource. It is also frowned upon at best and 

prohibited at worst to admit that you are editing in order to pursue a particular agenda.20 There 

are significant limitations to what we can know about the Wikipedia community given the 

anonymous or pseudonymous, mediated nature of the site. It might not surprise to learn that the 

most prominent, largest studies of Wikipedians have been conducted by the Wikimedia 

Foundation, which, while it often draws attention to shortcomings in the community, nonetheless 

does speak in terms compatible with utopianism when it comes to its participants and the 

surmountability of its problems. 

 

The evolution of a Wikipedian offered by Bryant, Forte, and Bruckman might also be understood 

as a process of assimilation through which a user moves from initially viewing Wikipedia as an 

information source or medium for teaching and learning to deeper and deeper levels of 

understanding of the various processes by which Wikipedia was formed and operates. These 

norms are so fundamental to the project that Purdy considered Wikipedia to be not just a product 

or source, but also a “representation of process” (2010, p. 207). It is perhaps most effective, then, 

to look at the ethos of Wikipedia through the processes that construct content-creation practices 

and that train new editors. 

 

 

 
20

 In discussions of whether to block or ban a user, there is a commonly referenced part of policy abbreviated 

WP:NOTHERE, which is shorthand for "not here to build an encyclopedia," indicating some priority other than a 

commitment to Wikipedia policy and the greater good. 
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Procedural rhetoric and Wikipedia's rules 

Procedural rhetoric provides a way to analyze the site's community-created rules as well as the 

coded, technological rules that together shape what the reader sees. By looking through these 

lenses, we can understand Wikipedia’s encyclopedic authority through its community of editors 

and the complex system of norms and rules that guide how the content comes to be, rather than 

by looking to the authors themselves or wrestling with the messy uncertainty inherent in 

evaluations of articles themselves (McGrady, 2013).  

 

The term "procedural rhetoric" has been used in two ways. The first is Ian Bogost’s, introduced 

in his 2007 book, Persuasive Games, and the other is a concept from composition instruction 

offered by Richard Fulkerson in 2005. Bogost starts his explanation by first defining 

“procedurality” as “a way of creating, explaining, or understanding processes” and rhetoric as 

“effective and persuasive expression” (Bogost, 2007, p. 3). He then combines the two to form 

procedural rhetoric, the “practice of using processes persuasively” (2007, p. 3). Bogost is a 

scholar of video game studies who noted a trend of games being designed with a raison d’être 

not for fun or entertainment, but for persuasion. He devised procedural rhetoric to fill a gap in 

scholarship highlighted by this new genre of “persuasive games”: a tool for the rhetorical 

analysis of procedurally-driven persuasion, derived from representation written into code rather 

than authored directly. He was careful to point out that this does not mean the study of a 

computer’s technical properties or how computers act as a medium for otherwise fairly typical 

verbal rhetoric, both of which he ascribed instead to “digital rhetoric” (pp. 25-6). 

 

Designers of games such as The McDonald’s Game, Ayiti: Cost of Life, Peacemaker, Food 

Force, Fat World, and Darfur is Dying attempted to foment political or social activism or 

awareness by using not just audio and visual elements, but interactivity, crafting the rules and 

mechanics of the game to direct the player toward virtual action that forces consideration of real-

world circumstances. This is closer to “learning by doing” than listening to the same message 

delivered by an orator or reading it in a newspaper is. The programmer, as rhetor, rather than 

writing a compelling speech, steers the audience toward a particular experience. 
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For Bogost, “procedural rhetoric is a subdomain of procedural authorship; its arguments are 

made not through the construction of words or images, but through the authorship of rules of 

behavior, the construction of dynamic models” (p. 29). From this sentence, we can tell his 

primary audience is designers, or at the very least that there is an assumed knowable source. The 

most obvious aspect of Wikipedia to apply procedural rhetoric to, then, would be the wiki 

software itself, MediaWiki, with its relatively stable code and for which a list of developers’ real 

names is publicly available. MediaWiki, like all wikis, has very specific, basic, and uniform 

processes that govern user experience at the level of the individual in thoughtful ways. For 

example, Reagle (2010) highlighted, as a particularly important technical feature in the first wiki, 

the ability to “talk about and refer to something that did not formally exist yet, hence the famous 

‘red link’ on wikis that points to a page not yet filled with content.” Anywhere else on the Web, 

a page that doesn’t exist would appear as a broken link or confusingly forward the user to 

another location, but on a wiki it becomes an opportunity to meaningfully contribute (Purdy, 

2009). 

 

The application of procedural rhetoric to wiki software to help us understand the ethos of the 

Wikipedia community is problematic for at least two reasons. First, it is not specific to 

Wikipedia; MediaWiki was developed for and is used by Wikipedia, but is also freely 

downloadable for people to host their own wikis, making it the most popular wiki option on the 

Internet. A study of the procedural rhetoric of MediaWiki may be a worthwhile undertaking, but 

does not sufficiently address the problems of credibility Wikipedia in particular faces. The 

second problem is customizability: Webmasters and wiki editors have the ability to dramatically 

change the interface, appearance, and accessibility at any time. As the default settings are altered, 

so too are the true authors of the wiki and the codes that determine what the user experiences. 

Some features require access to the server on which the software is hosted, but others stem from 

style templates created and implemented by regular users. If members of the community decided 

that certain kinds of pages should not be editable, that the first page visitors should see is the list 

of Recent Changes, or that the text on articles about birds should be pink, it is simply a matter of 

creating a template and adding the instruction to the style guide. In short, the use of procedural 

rhetoric with MediaWiki is too far separated from Wikipedia, and a shift in focus to Wikipedia’s 
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implementation of it again falls into the mess of evaluating what is easily changed and authorless 

(McGrady, 2013). 

 

It is useful for these purposes to keep Bogost’s basic definitional terms, but take some liberties in 

divorcing it from video games and intelligible authorship. As my argument is that the ethos of 

Wikipedia can be found in its community, and their system of rules that lead to the creation of 

content, rather than the content itself, I now turn to an explanation of the rules. To restate an 

important distinction: My use of procedural rhetoric is to better understand the ethos of 

Wikipedia as a community by examining the system of rules constructed, adopted, and adhered 

to by the community. An end user looking for traces of familiar encyclopedic virtues might be 

persuaded by looking not necessarily to the content of articles as they appear at a particular point 

in time, but through the ethos conveyed by the community practices and procedures governing 

the articles’ creation. Whereas the ethos discerned from an article might include the recent edits 

of a self-interested interloper, the system of rules is more durable, and understanding it sheds 

light on a culture in which things like vandalism and bias are to be corrected and marginalized 

(McGrady, 2013). 

 

Successful peer-production, according to Benkler (2006), can largely be seen as consisting of 

three functions: creation of content, organization and vetting of content, and distribution of 

content (p. 68). The last is made effectively irrelevant by the Internet, and while the first two are 

ever-present on Wikipedia, a study by Kittur, Suh, Pendleton, and Chi (2007) found increasing 

prominence of the second: Between 2001 and 2006, the “percentage of edits going toward 

policy, procedure, and other Wikipedia-specific pages has gone from roughly 2% to around 

12%” (p. 3). As more and more people became involved with the project, the rules broadened 

into hundreds—perhaps thousands—of pages, each elaborating on those before it. These rules, 

their creation, and the community that made them are perhaps the most important sources of 

Wikipedia’s ethos, and not any of the individual editors or the site itself. 

 

On the surface of Wikipedia’s policies are the “Five Pillars,” the central tenets from which nearly 

all the rest of the governing rules are extrapolated: “Wikipedia is an online encyclopedia,” 
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“Wikipedia has a neutral point of view,” “Wikipedia is free content,” “Wikipedians should 

interact in a respectful and civil manner,” and “Wikipedia does not have firm rules” (2018). 

 

Despite their breadth, Wikipedia policies are not intimidating or imperious to members of the 

community. Most follow common sense extensions of the Pillars, reinforcing, for example, that 

Wikipedia is an encyclopedia and not a dictionary or a soapbox. The main reason for their 

acceptance, however, is that every single one of them was formed through democratic 

deliberation, not put in place from the top of a hierarchy. And if there was ever doubt, all of the 

debates, revisions, and attempts to find consensus are archived, available to everyone, and 

searchable. From this process, Wikipedians have a sense of collective sense of ownership and 

responsibility as a singular encyclopedic organism that applies to the structure as well as the 

content. Finally, built into all of this is the big exception: “Ignore all rules” if they impede 

progress, a value that reaffirms the ultimate goal of creating a high-quality encyclopedia rather 

than a bureaucracy (McGrady, 2013). 

 

But what about new users who were not a part of the decision-making processes? To think a 

first-time editor will seek out, read, and accept the rules, and that his or her resistance to one or 

more conventions will be overcome by extolling the virtues of collaborative evolution is 

idealistic at best and finds no precedent in the relationship between humans and laws. Here it 

might help to think of another kind of “procedural rhetoric.” Two years before Bogost released 

Persuasive Games, Richard Fulkerson used the term in his 2005 essay Composition at the Turn 

of the 21st Century to describe a tradition of composition instruction. From a pedagogical and 

rhetorical perspective, Fulkerson described procedural rhetoric as a method in which the student 

is taught—and expected to use—a wide range of activities when writing and revising. Further, he 

described procedural rhetoric as consisting of three parts: composition as argumentation, genre-

based composition, and composition as an introduction to an academic discourse community. We 

can see from this perspective, especially when conflated with that of Bryant, et al. (2005), that 

the rules already in place on Wikipedia serve to train editors as rhetors capable of writing 

credible encyclopedia articles according to certain standards (McGrady, 2013).  
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Joseph Reagle (2010) supported this when he pointed to the “assume good faith” policy as one of 

the most fundamental to the community’s mindset and to Wikipedia’s success. Reagle's book, 

Good Faith Collaboration: The Culture of Wikipedia examines Wikipedia as both encyclopedia 

and community. “Assume good faith,” its behavioral counterparts like “Don’t bite the newbies,” 

and the content-related policies like "Neutral point of view" can be viewed as constituent pieces 

of an interconnected, mutually supportive structure or system, creating a tolerant, encouraging, 

helpful environment in which any editor, experienced or not, will tend toward productive 

exchanges with even the most glib contributor. Reagle's was one of the best explanations yet 

offered of how the "encyclopedia that anyone can edit" manages to avoid descending into chaos, 

propaganda, mob rule, or other such scenarios — and to the contrary, has in many ways been a 

clamoring success. His is a portrait of a charming community in which editors aren't far from 

friends or co-workers. Two striking, sentimental examples are "WikiLove" (pp. 62-6) and the 

"List of deceased Wikipedians" (p. 157). WikiLove, according to its page on Wikipedia, is "a 

general spirit of collegiality and mutual understanding among wiki users" which emphasizes the 

sharedness of the goal of building an encyclopedia ("Wikipedia:WikiLove,” 2020). The List of 

Deceased Wikipedians takes quite a different tone, as the name suggests. It is here that the actual 

deaths of Wikipedia users can be recorded and eulogized by co-editors they probably never met. 

The question of to what extent people actually follow these rules, how uniformly they are 

applied, and problems associated with their divergence of interpretation is a subject which could 

use more consideration, and to which we will return in chapter 4.  

 

The sparsity of Wikipedia policy from 2001 (the year of its launch) necessitated extrapolation for 

everyday applications. Where there was gray area, people sometimes formed differing 

interpretations, resulting in intense disagreement. While some saw these conflicts as destructive 

or unnecessary, legal scholar and former White House “information czar” Cass Sunstein pointed 

out the generative and absolutely necessary qualities of dissent in the production of knowledge 

and in democratic society (2005). Deliberation is still very much a part of Wikipedia’s existence 

and identity, and one of the most frequently contested and revised policies today is “notability,” 

which describes who or what is important enough to have an article written about him, her, or it. 

Notability is also the policy I will elaborate on to give a better impression of how some of the 

procedure-oriented thinking actually happens. 
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The idea of notability stems from the pillar of “Wikipedia is an encyclopedia.” An article about 

my sticker collection, including the individual items in the collection and my storage techniques, 

probably is not worthy of an encyclopedia entry because few people, if anybody, would find it 

useful. In addition to general notability guidelines, pages with specific criteria have been 

developed for academics, books, events, films, music, numbers, organizations and companies, 

people, sports and athletes, and Web content (“Wikipedia:Notability,” 2012). Hundreds of new 

articles about people, places, or things are created all the time that may not be meaningful to the 

average reader. While some, like my sticker collection, might be intended as a joke or are due to 

having not read any of the rules, some are advertising or spam, and still others are good-faith 

interpretations. Why, for example, should one book be considered “not notable” when another, 

even more obscure or out-of-print, is deserving? The answer to that valid question is usually that 

while Wikipedia is not bound by the physicality of paper, it is not “a collection of indiscriminate 

information.” Books that are included are set apart from the rest via verifiable published reviews, 

an especially notable author, literary awards, adaptation for film, or inclusion in the instruction 

of multiple schools (“Wikipedia:Notability (books),” 2012). 

 

The book notability article was created and suggested to the community by a user in reaction to a 

debate over the deletion of an article for a self-published political thriller (“Wikipedia:Notability 

(books),” 2012). The argument in favor of notability consisted of pointing to its “banned” status 

on Amazon.com, its availability on Google Books, a review, the existence of an ISBN number, 

and a claim that it satisfied the existing criteria that books could be included if they are 

“available in a couple dozen libraries” and are notable “above that of an average cookbook or 

programmers manual” (“Wikipedia:Notability (books),” 2012). As dozens of editors gathered to 

discuss the proposal for deletion, it was discovered that the proof for its being banned from 

Amazon was simply an Amazon search with no hits, all books from the publish-on-demand 

service with which it was printed with have a presence on Google Books, the “review” was a 

Craigslist ad, and no record of it could be found at any library. This left an ISBN number and a 

claim of greater notability “than an average cookbook or programmers manual.” Since 

“Wikipedia is an encyclopedia” and operates under a neutral point of view, the community 

decided more detailed rules were needed to make sure articles were not easy marketing for self-
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published propaganda, autobiography, or other non-notable whimsy. What, they asked, is an 

“average cookbook or programmers manual” anyway? 

 

The criteria used to determine notability have been continuously developed since Wikipedia’s 

beginning, representing thousands of hours of labor and deliberation. As seen by the subject-

specific notability guidelines, the work has extended outward as well, each of its progeny 

likewise representing great amounts of time. In fact, there is a whole formal system through 

which you can propose changes or additions or weigh in on others. At the time of writing the 

most prominent of these proposals is a set of guidelines for “Fatal hull loss civil aviation 

accidents,” intended to determine when airplane disasters are important in the context of an 

encyclopedia (“Wikipedia:Notability fatal,” 2011). 

 

While disputes can usually be solved by referencing a particular policy, in the instances when 

consensus cannot be attained, editors fall back on an intricate dispute resolution process 

involving the solicitation of third party opinions, a mediation system, forums to complain about 

rule violators, and, as a last resort, arbitration (judgments made by a committee of editors, 

elected by editors, who levy verdicts based on best interpretation of existing rules). Firer-Blaess 

(2011) saw the dispute resolution process as having roots in the tension between Wikipedia’s 

dual identity as wiki and encyclopedia: “While the wiki form was stressing a more ‘anarchic’ 

and ‘let it be’ way of doing things, of allowing people to do what they want and of not applying 

any written rules, the aim of making an encyclopaedia stressed the need of policies and 

guidelines” (p. 134). 

 

Wikipedia’s administrators and their responsibilities exemplify this tension between anarchy and 

openness on one side and rules and structure on the other. The administrator title grants no more 

say in day-to-day writing and discussion activities than possessed by any other editor. The 

primary role of administrators is not necessarily to make decisions, but to make decisions made 

by others stick; to do so, they are granted the technical ability to block disruptive users from 

editing and to temporarily lock pages suffering heavy damage (the vandalism to the elephants 

article after Stephen Colbert discussed it, for example). These abilities are used relatively 

infrequently, but remain important functions that would lose their effectiveness if more than a 
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small group had access. The rules also have checks and balances built into them, transparent 

records of all administrator actions, procedures for how administrators are elected or appointed, 

and a pervasive mindset that Wikipedia should strive for the flattest possible hierarchies while 

making sure no one user is able to exert disproportionate influence over its content. Although the 

concept of a small, more powerful group of users may appear to some to undermine the 

fundamental principles of a wiki, the community is actually using administrators to buttress the 

community’s interests via the system of rules against individual threats. Ultimately, however, 

administrators must respond to fewer emergencies than one might think, considering Wikipedia 

is the fifth most popular website in the world. The reason for this—and key to the site’s 

success—lies in the fact that support for the rules is so strong, those who are out for themselves 

are hopelessly outnumbered by believers in the Wikipedia ethos. 

 

Wikipedia even has its own style guide, which serves a number of purposes. First and foremost 

in the context of this chapter, a style guide serves to dissolve individualized voices—not to 

purport a single, unified author, but to remove the perception that there are unique “Authors” at 

work at all here. Secondarily, standards for composition and presentation are typical of the 

encyclopedia genre and any criteria used to evaluate sources on the Web will advise 

consideration of design professionalism or usability. There are basic structural and organizational 

elements all articles must follow and hundreds of pages of specifics. For example, there is a long 

article concerning the formatting of road junction lists: what kind of table, colors, and icons to 

use, and how to treat concurrences and interchanges with multiple exits (“Wikipedia:Manual,” 

2010). Another page details the preferred symbols in articles about logic, with specifics for truth 

functional connectives, quantifiers, and metalogical symbols (“Wikipedia:WikiProject Logic,” 

2010). At the same time, nobody is expected to memorize all of the rules. If you make a new 

road junction list, naively using incorrect icons, one of the editors who is familiar with that 

guideline will simply fix it. 

 

The procedures behind the scenes on Wikipedia, each of them deliberated upon extensively, are 

coded to define community practices as constrained to actions and habits that further the overall 

goodness of the project—most importantly, a particular understanding of how articles are to be 

written (McGrady, 2013). 
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Wikipedia is a community of at least somewhat like-minded people working toward the shared 

goal of an open, digital, global encyclopedia. It creates rules that standardize, sanitize, and 

organize content, and which govern community practices, continuously built upon to shape those 

practices in conformity with the overarching purpose. New users are trained according to these 

existing rules, taught to properly craft their contributions, while at the same time becoming 

indoctrinated, guided procedurally toward the mindset that inspired the creation of the rules in 

the first place. 

 

This community ethos radiates credibility not just from its underlying motivations, but through 

the fact that it, as a unified entity, acknowledges the fallibility of its individual parts, requiring 

editors to act as a body of Scriptors, compiling and citing reliable outside sources and mobilizing 

masses in quick defense of harmful traitors and interlopers. Conceptualizing Wikipedia in this 

way allows its dynamism and unidentifiable authorship to shift from the primary targets of 

criticism to be two of its biggest strengths. The ethos of the Wikipedia community, which above 

all else seeks to craft the best encyclopedia possible, is facilitated, mandated, maintained, and 

generated by its evolving system of procedures that exist in a self-sustained symbiosis with all 

Wikipedians. It is this ethos conveyed by the community as a whole that should be repaired in 

the eyes of the audience (potential readers or users) rather than engaging in a perpetual struggle 

with the instability and ungeneralizability of article evaluations (McGrady, 2013). 

 

While I believe procedural rhetoric and the ethos of the community are the best ways to 

understand Wikipedia's unique encyclopedic virtues, there is another dimension worth revisiting 

because of the extent to which it has colored both popular and academic discourse about 

Wikipedia: the tradition of technological utopianism that has followed it since it emerged from a 

Silicon Valley company. 

Wikipedia saves the internet 

The purposes, conventions, popularity, and limitations of encyclopedias have made them natural 

candidates for adaptation to new media. Often, it has been a way to store and/or make accessible 

a vast quantity, or even a hypothetical totality, of knowledge. One of the first books printed with 

Gutenberg's press was the Catholicon, a 13th century encyclopedia, printed by the inventor's 
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financiers in 1460 (Dane, 2011). Centuries later, people like Paul Otlet were looking for new 

ways to organize the world's knowledge and looked at the developing microfilm technology21 as 

a way to accomplish what he called "encyclopedia microphotica," part of a technological utopian 

in which "Man would no longer need documentation if he were assimilated into a being that has 

become omniscient, in the manner of God himself. To a less ultimate degree, a machinery would 

be created [that would register at a distance] everything in the universe, and everything of man, 

as it was produced. This would establish a moving image of the world, its memory, its true 

duplicate. From a distance, anyone would be able to read an excerpt, expanded and restricted to 

the desired subject, which would be projected onto an individual screen. In this way, anyone 

from his armchair will be able to contemplate creation, as a whole or in certain of its parts" 

(quoted in Heylighen, 2005). Microfilm likewise inspired H. G. Wells, who traveled the world 

touting his idea for an encyclopedia that would bridge cultures and serve as the basis for 

understanding. For Wells, a massive encyclopedic process wasn't just a good idea, but was 

essential for earthly peace and harmony. The understanding it would facilitate would lead to 

world peace and positive social evolution, allowing us to learn and grow from the past mistakes 

of all humanity.22 For both Otlet and Wells, a technologically enabled universal encyclopedia 

could do what the League of Nations and other multinational entities, projects, and treaties 

promised to do, but failed (Wright, 2014). 

 

Wells, Otlet, and the others working towards the information utopia potential of microfilm 

directly inspired Ted Nelson and Tim Berners-Lee, inventors of hypertext and the web, 

respectively. Since then, many people have connected the web or internet back to Wells; for 

example, the systems theorist Brian Gaines argued at the 1996 WebNet conference that the 

"information highway" that had taken shape as the web was a clear extension of the World Brain 

(Gaines, 1996). The rush of ideas inspired by microfilm, popularized by Wells, Otlet, Bush, 

 
21

 The idea that became known as microfilm is nearly as old as photography itself, with Sutton's A Dictionary of 

Photography including an entry for "micro-photography" as early as 1858. They regard the shrinking of objects "of 

little or no practical utility (p. 295), but it was the subject of increasing interest as a form of documentation storage 

throughout the second half of the 19th century before finally being putting into practice around the 1920s (Saper, 

2018). 
22

 "[It] will supply the humanity of the days before us, with a common understanding and the conception of a 

common purpose and of a commonweal such as now we hardly dare dream of. And its creation is a way to world 

peace ... dissolving human conflict into unity" (Wells, 1938). 
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Davis, and others, found renewed interest with the early web. It was also in this context that 

Heylighen first considered the World Brain among possibilities that could lead to a "global 

brain" (Heylighen, 2005). Zachary later connected the World Brain to the more specific concept 

of "the cloud," the Internet-connected storage that holds maybe not the world's universal truths, 

but at least our photographs, music, and documents (Zachary, 2016). In Walsh's 1968 

bibliography of English-language encyclopedias, he included a section on the future of 

encyclopedias. In his view, computer-based encyclopedias were quickly approaching, and would 

bring "new methods of compilation of almost infallible accuracy and an ever quickening 

updating of all important subject material. Computer logic might even swing the pendulum back 

from alphabetical to systematic arrangement by facilitating the compilation of indexes of 

meticulous and unerring exactitude" (Walsh, 1968, p. xviii). He also predicted the disappearance 

of low-quality encyclopedias, eliminated by the force of competition.  

 

It is this tradition technological optimism that I picked up in the introduction, beginning with the 

Californian Ideology (Barbrook, 1995) and the renewal of the McLuhanian promise of 

encyclopedic "extensions of man" and a "global village" through electronic media in general and 

the internet in particular. Scholars, technologists, and entrepreneurs alike predicted a wide range 

of changes to the social order, to the production and consumption of knowledge, the liberation of 

individuals, the subversion of traditional institutions, and so on. Wikipedia combined many of 

these values and could be framed as fulfillment of various such predictions, so became a 

foremost example of a wide range of ideas along the lines of "open collaboration." Indeed, the 

way Jimmy Wales talks about Wikipedia, himself steeped in the culture of Silicon Valley, 

sometimes includes quotable visions that could just as well have been spoken by H. G. Wells, 

like "imagine a world in which every single person on the planet is given free access to the sum 

of all human knowledge" (Roblimo, 2004). Whether through the framework of web 2.0, 

participatory culture, produsage, common-based peer production, mass collaboration, 

collaborative production, ad-hoc meritocracy, or other abstract ideas or models, Wikipedia has 

been held up as an example of not just what is possible, but what is good about the internet.  

 

Wikipedia received a new wave of positive press starting in 2016, alongside the election of 

Donald Trump and the introduction of concepts like "fake news," "alternative facts," and "post-
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truth" into popular conversation. Jeff Guo wrote an article in The Independent in October 2016, 

entitled "Can Wikipedia Save the Internet?" He commented that "We might once have dreamed 

that the miracle of cheap, instant communication would knit society together. The reality has 

been closer to the opposite. [...] despite all of the forces dragging it toward chaos, the site has 

managed to carve out a space on the internet where people can have mostly sane, mostly 

productive conversations that mostly converge to a version of the truth" (Guo, 2016).  

 

In a February 2020 article in Wired, itself a long-time Wikipedia champion, Richard Cooke 

proclaimed in its title that "Wikipedia Is the Last Best Place on the Internet". Cooke began by 

mourning the techno-utopian concepts that accompanied the early web and web 2.0 (and which 

Wired played a nontrivial role in propagating) like freedom, connection, and collaboration, now 

sullied by a greater awareness of the problems created indirectly or directly by the internet and 

its industry giants. "Yet in an era when Silicon Valley's promises look less gilded than before, 

Wikipedia shines by comparison. It is the only not-for-profit site in the top 10, and one of only a 

handful in the top 100. It does not plaster itself with advertising, intrude on privacy, or provide a 

breeding ground for neo-Nazi trolling. Like Instagram, Twitter, and Facebook, it broadcasts user-

generated content. Unlike them, it makes its product de-personified, collaborative, and for the 

general good. More than an encyclopedia, Wikipedia has become a community, a library, a 

constitution, an experiment, a political manifesto—the closest thing there is to an online public 

square. It is one of the few remaining places that retains the faintly utopian glow of the early 

World Wide Web" (Cooke, 2020). He acknowledges Wikipedia's problems, but praises that it 

covers its own problems in depth. 

 

Wikipedia's policies and guidelines have long operated to filter out misinformation and 

disinformation by insisting that material it includes must be neutrally summarized from reliable 

sources, with various aspects of a subject presented in rough proportion to the prominence of 

those aspects in the literature. If a user simply changes the meaning of a statement that is not 

backed by a reliable source, it is likely to be undone. If material is sourced to a low quality 

publication, it is likely to be removed. It is these kinds of qualities that put a great deal of 

attention on Wikipedia as we learned that of disinformation campaigns originating both 

domestically and from foreign powers interfering with our election process. What could be more 
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important than safeguarding our information, and what website will people trust most? Even the 

other technology giants like Facebook and YouTube began pulling material from Wikipedia with 

more systematic regularity and supplementing material from other sites with links to Wikipedia 

so people could verify what they were reading. Unlike those and virtually every other major 

website, Wikipedia also does not engage in content prediction, does not reconfigure information 

based on a user's browsing data, and does not market information. Where Facebook actually 

incentivizes posting scandalous clickbait and fake news, Wikipedia's scant algorithms actually 

disincentivize it (McDowell & Vetter, 2020).  

 

In the classroom, many teachers turned to Wikipedia to have students not only more engaged 

with the material they were learning but to gain information literacy skills. By contributing to 

Wikipedia they not only learn more about a resource they use all the time, but have to evaluate, 

summarize, and cite a range of sources and operate in a collaborative environment (Dawe & 

Robinson, 2017; McDowell, 2017; Oliver, 2015; Vetter, et al., 2019). In a 2020 paper, 

McDowell & Vetter built on my use of procedural rhetoric to understand the ethos and 

credibility of Wikipedia via its rules in an article by applying it to the fake news crisis, 

promoting a greater understanding and emphasis of those rules, their reasoning, and their 

application to support information literacy in education: "one of the core strengths of the 

Wikipedia community is a strict adherence to traditional information value hierarchies as found 

in academia. Independent, verifiable sources are key to Wikipedia, as peer-reviewed journals 

take precedent, along with academic book publishers, and then high-quality national and 

international journalism. Information comes from multiple sources, and in Wikipedia, it is seen 

as a representation of the 'conversation' of what is out there, much like an academic literature 

review" (McDowell & Vetter, 2020, p. 8). They go on to make three recommendations from 

Wikipedia that might apply to other platforms: the advertising tools commercial platforms 

provide and the user data they collect and market incentivize and exacerbate the spread of 

disinformation; "Wikipedia's socially mediated policies and procedures help to reconstruct more 

traditional models of authority to uphold the credibility of the encyclopedia against problematic 

information [and] provide pedagogical opportunities for those interacting with the encyclopedia 

beyond higher education institutions"; and, as a relic of the web 2.0 mindset, "platforms wishing 

to learn from Wikipedia here must take note of the investment in the community of Wikipedia, as 
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well as that of others in the past. … Communities find ways to self-police as they care about the 

space they occupy and build community, reducing the overall load on the platform to police but 

not until the community feels like it has a space to defend" (pp. 9-10). This latter 

recommendation is their ultimate takeaway, concerning the importance of the community amid 

its system of rules, with a bit of nostalgia for the participatory utopian promise of web 2.0. 

 

As much as Wikipedia is understood to break with various traditions and expectations for 

collaboration and knowledge production, it is upheld as a proof of concept for a range of techno-

utopian models and values. It benefits simultaneously from a long history of promises of world 

peace and idealized communication via mediated encyclopedia and from the Silicon Valley-

fueled rhetoric of web 2.0. As interest in and knowledge about Wikipedia has grown, and more 

of its limitations have come to be understood, its place in these narratives have shifted 

somewhat. Rather than the promise of things to come and the potential of the internet, it is a light 

in the darkness. The question has shifted from how does Wikipedia work and what does it mean 

for the future to how does Wikipedia continue to function in a world of epistemic chaos. It has 

become more influential, not less, as the shortcomings of the most powerful Silicon Valley 

platforms have led them to point their considerable influence to Wikipedia, holding it up as "the 

last best place on the internet." 

 

In this chapter I sought to explain some of the encyclopedic virtues of Wikipedia, first by 

comparing it to the virtues outlined in chapter 1, and then by examining some key themes like 

authorship and verifiability. I argued for an understanding of Wikipedia's encyclopedic virtues 

that considers the ethos of its community and procedural rhetoric of its system of rules rather 

than on characteristics of the text itself. Finally, while Wikipedia has benefitted from a tradition 

of technological optimism with regard to both mediated encyclopedias and the internet in 

general, its role has shifted to be more of protector during a time of internet pessimism. Just as 

chapter 2 looked behind the encyclopedic virtues at the actual process of encyclopedic 

production, so too does the next chapter turn to the ways Wikipedia actually operates behind its 

virtues. 
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Chapter 4: Consensuses 

Traditional encyclopedias cultivated a strong sense of encyclopedic authority, touting themselves 

as comprehensive, accurate, and systematized. As reference works, they can seem like 

unquestionable truth rather than texts compiled by humans with particular interests and agendas. 

Wikipedia likewise has a strong, albeit unconventional, sense of epistemic authority which 

revises the virtues of the encyclopedic tradition in ways best understood through the ethos of its 

community of editors, its system of rules, and an inheritance of technological optimism. 

However, if we cannot expect even the traditional encyclopedias to live up to their own 

promoted virtues, why should we expect the same from Wikipedia? Like with its predecessors, 

Wikipedia is a site of complicated struggles in the production of knowledge. 

 

One of the ways we can learn about traditional encyclopedias is by looking to the identities of 

the encyclopedists, authors, or publishers. But we know less about the people who write 

Wikipedia than we do about those who wrote more traditional encyclopedias. There are also 

hierarchies within the community, both written and unwritten, which complicate rhetoric about 

an egalitarian, collaborative project. Most of this chapter concerns "consensus," the primary goal, 

implicit or explicit, in discourse on Wikipedia. I will go through the various meanings of 

consensus, how it is built, the different levels on which it operates, and how it shapes discussion. 

Two significant examples involve Wikipedia's various "notability" guidelines, which determine 

who or what is significant enough to be included, and elements of the source evaluation process 

on which so much of the politics of Wikipedia is based. Finally, I will look at threats to the 

consensus-building process: paid editing and off-wiki coordination. 

 

 

Who writes Wikipedia? 

Wikipedia is "the encyclopedia that anyone can edit" and has long taken as one of its 

fundamental characteristics the minimization of barriers to participate. It started as a drafting 

space to support Nupedia, but was opened to the public and quickly took on a life of its own. 
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Since one of its other characteristics is that every change must be saved and attributed, there are 

two ways users are connected to an edit: through a registered username or by their IP address. 

Even though IP addresses provide a nontrivial amount of information about its user, for example 

their rough geographic location and internet service provider, editing without an account is 

generally referred to as being "anonymous" because IPs may be shared or dynamic, without 

ensured persistence of attribution to a particular person from one edit to the next. By registering 

for a username, a person does not need to provide any information about herself short of a 

pseudonym. Even an email address is optional, used to receive notifications and recover an 

account in the case of a lost password. Anonymous editing has also been controversial since its 

very first implementation, with perennial proposals to further restrict access by those who do not 

register or to require that people who do register and claim a particular off-wiki identity provide 

documentation to back it up. Though there have been some technical implementations which I 

will cover later, like page protection, the right of people to edit without logging in and for those 

who do register to refrain from providing any personally identifying information have repeatedly 

and overwhelmingly been upheld. For these reasons and others, how to understand the 

motivations or even demographics of the Wikipedia community has proven a consistent 

challenge. It is nonetheless a useful place to start thinking about Wikipedia as a site of political 

struggle to talk about what we do know about the people who write it.  

 

As we have seen, the way research about contributor motivations has been framed has largely fit 

well into the rhetoric of the open, the collaborative, free, participatory, etc. The 2008 and 2011 

studies of Wikipedia contributors asked about their reasons for contributing, displaying several 

possible statements respondents could select. The most frequently selected answers had to do 

with liking "the idea of volunteering to share knowledge," wanting to fix an error, sharing their 

expertise on a subject poorly covered on Wikipedia, a belief that information should be freely 

available to everyone, for fun, noting a subject that was poorly covered, and agreement with 

Wikipedia's philosophies (Glott, et al., 2010; Pande, 2011).23 However, all of the possible 

 
23

 The 2008 survey presented the following options, asking respondents to choose the four most important: "I do it 

for professional reasons (it belongs to my professional tasks)," "I like the idea of sharing knowledge and want to 

contribute to it," "I saw an error I wanted to fix," "I saw a red link so I wrote a new article," "I want to learn new 

skills / acquire new knowledge," "I think the Internet provides a better medium for encyclopediae than traditional 

media," "Just to see if it is really open for anyone to edit," "I want to demonstrate my knowledge to a wider public / 

community," "I want to make topics more popular that are not widely known yet," "To improve my job / career 
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options respondents could choose assumed good faith. Some could indicate mistakes due to 

unfamiliarity with Wikipedia's policies and guidelines, such as "I knew a lot about a subject that 

was poorly covered" indicating the possible use of "original research" rather than reliance on 

cited sources, or "I wanted to see whether anyone could edit," which could suggest test edits or 

vandalism. The only one likely to be viewed as negative is the second half of "I was assigned to 

edit for a school project or work" (2%), because editing for pay is generally frowned upon given 

the conflict of interest present. The survey's question about why people continue to edit included 

options surprisingly unavailable when asking why people began: "I find articles that are 

incomplete or biased" (53%), "I want to popularize topics I care about" (44%), and, somewhat 

related to the paid editing implication of the other question, "I do it for professional reasons" 

(7%).  

 

Based on the framing of the surveys, only after someone begins editing can they be driven by 

ideas of bias or "popularization" apart from professional work. In fact, much more typical among 

editors is to start editing for the "wrong" reasons, later becoming more familiar with Wikipedia's 

policies and guidelines and begin editing for the "right" reasons. It is also possible to read into 

certain answers such that a respondent indicating being motivated because "information on 

Wikipedia matters" may well see that as a reason to use it to advance particular points of view. In 

reality, though rarely stated overtly, reasons for editing can also include things like "to remove 

criticism from a subject I care about," "to 'balance' the sources cited with what I know to be the 

truth," "to promote myself or my business," "to help a candidate win the election," or "to spread 

 
opportunities," "Because I like Wikipedia's philosophy of openness and collaboration," "Because I think information 

should be freely available to everyone," "Because I like mass collaboration/cooperation," "To gain a reputation in 

the Wikipedia community," "Because friends of mine are doing it and motivated me to join," "To make the world a 

better place," "To earn money," and "Don't know/can't remember/no real reason" (Glott, et al., 2010). The 2011 

survey replaced a single question about motivations to contribute with two questions about why people started to 

contribute and why they continue to do so, selecting as many as did apply. Options for why they started to contribute 

(in decreasing order of popularity): "I liked the idea of volunteering to share knowledge," "I saw an error and wanted 

to fix it," "I knew a lot about the subject that was poorly covered," "I wanted to demonstrate my knowledge to a 

wider public or community," "I saw a red link or noticed an article was missing, so I wrote it," "I wanted to learn 

new skills," "I wanted to see whether anyone could edit," "I wanted to participate in a discussion on Wikipedia," 

"My friends, family or colleagues contribute to Wikipedia," and "I was assigned to edit for a school project or 

work." The reasons for continuing to contribute, in decreasing order of popularity, were "I like the idea of 

volunteering to share knowledge," "I believe that information should be freely available to everyone," "I like to 

contribute to subject matters in which I have expertise," "It's fun," "I like Wikipedia's philosophy of openness and 

collaboration," "I keep finding or looking for mistakes," "I find articles that are incomplete or biased," "I want to 

popularize topics I care about," "I want to demonstrate my knowledge to a wider public or community," "I want to 

gain a reputation within the Wikipedia community," and "I do it for professional reasons" (Pande, 2011).  
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propaganda about a political party." These are among the reasons people decide to edit 

Wikipedia, but respondents did not even have the chance to make a decision to give the more 

"correct" if inaccurate answer. This is a flaw that runs through a great deal of Wikipedia 

research, perhaps inspired by the important Wikipedia policy "assume good faith" or the general 

ethos of the project. 

 

Given the absence of concrete information about the identities of Wikipedia contributors, what 

we have to learn from is largely in the form of statistics. The consequences we then draw on this 

level are thus not about the motivations of a particular editor but about the implications for the 

content of an encyclopedia that we can draw from those statistics. 

 

In its early days, Wikipedia quickly attracted interest from technology-related communities, 

especially those concerned with open access and open culture. A noteworthy wave of 

participation came by way of the popular forum Slashdot, which considers itself "news for 

nerds." The early presumption, then, was that the Wikipedia community ("Wikipedians") would 

reflect the demographics of those other technology communities. The first major study regarding 

Wikipedia contributors took place in 2008, conducted by the Collaborative Creativity Group of 

United Nations University - Maastricht Economic and Social Research Institute on Innovation 

and Technology (UNU-MERIT). It remains among the largest and most significant such studies, 

receiving over 176,000 responses from both readers and contributors who took the survey in 20 

languages (Glott, et al. 2010). It was marked by some abnormalities24 and combined readers and 

contributors into one dataset,25 but it is useful to recap as a starting point. The study found that 

the average age of a contributor was 26.14 years, with men about two years older, on average, 

than women. 49% had a college degree, a figure which may reflect the young average age of 

 
24

 In terms of abnormalities, the English Wikipedia is by far the largest both in terms of content and participation, so 

it is surprising that the largest number of respondents came from the Russian Wikipedia, with 26.1% of the overall 

responses as compared to 25.1% by users of the English Wikipedia. German and Spanish followed, with 13.1% and 

11.5%, respectively. All others received less than 5% each. The location of respondents was also surprising. Again 

the largest number came from Russia, with 18.3% of responses. People in Germany were the second most numerous 

at 11.7%, followed by the United States at 10.6% and Ukraine with 4.4% (Glott, et al., 2010). 
25

 In fact only 34% of respondents were contributors, but in the context of readership it represents a surprisingly 

high number and may speak to flaws in the way distinctions were drawn or the way it was advertised. Of that 34.1%, 

23.3% were "occasional contributors," 7.4% "regular contributors" (a figure further broken into authors with 5.3%, 

editors with 4.7%, and administrators with .8%), 2.5% "ex-contributors," and .9% "other." (Glott, et al., 2010). 
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respondents. Only about a third said they had a partner (in response to "relationship status" 

questions) and about 14.7% had children, also reflective of young age. The most significant 

demographic figure to come out of the 2008 study, however, was the first concrete evidence of a 

gender gap on Wikipedia: only 12.64% of contributors self-identified as female (Glott, et al., 

2010). 

 

The first major survey focused entirely on the Wikipedia community rather than readers was 

conducted by the Wikimedia Foundation and published in April 2011 (Pande, 2011). Whereas 

the 2008 study was advertised to readers and asked about contributing, attracting a 

disproportionate amount of Wikipedian respondents as compared to the general population of 

readers, this study was only visible to registered, logged in editors.26 The researchers begin by 

acknowledging the stereotyped understanding of the community that had evolved both internally 

and externally, in part based on the 2008 research: "a male graduate student who programs, 

supports open source, plays massively multiplayer online games, and lives in US or Europe" 

(Pande, 2011). The summarized version based on the new data was somewhat different:  "if there 

is a typical Wikipedia editor, he has a college degree, is 30-years-old, is computer savvy but not 

necessarily a programmer, doesn't actually spend much time playing games, and lives in the US 

or Europe" (Pande, 2011). They then walk back the importance of a "typical" sketch, 

acknowledging that it obscures the diversity that does exist.  

 

Editors who responded to the 2011 study averaged 8,537 total edits.27 22% had 50 or fewer and 

20% had more than 10,000. The average age was 32: 13% were 12-17, 14% were 18-21, 26% 

were 22-29, 19% were 30-39, and 28% were 40 or older. Survey responses from people who said 

they were under 12 or over 82 were removed during the cleaning process. 91% had at least a 

high school diploma, 61% a college degree, and 26% a graduate degree. 43% were currently in 

school while 58% had a job (43% full-time, 15% part-time). 55% were single, 17% had a partner 

but was not married, and 28% were married. 24% had children. 

 
26

 The survey ran for one week, with the banner invitation displayed to each user only once so as not to be biased in 

favor of more active users. The banner received 31,699 views, leading to 8,193 responses, of which more than 3,000 

were removed as invalid or unfinished. The final dataset comprised 5,073 responses (Pande, 2011). 
27

 8,537 edits would indicate a very experienced editor but is less useful than a median would be given the way 

semi-automated tools can create high outliers. 
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Respondents came from several countries: 20% from the United States, 12% from Germany, 7% 

from Russia, 6% from the United Kingdom, and the rest under 5% each. Accordingly, 52% said 

their primary language was English, 18% German, 10% Russian, 10% Spanish, 9% French, 5% 

Italian, and the rest were under 5%. Although 52% said their primary language was English, 76% 

said they contribute to the English Wikipedia. The second most active among respondents was 

German at 20%, followed by French (13%), Spanish (12%), Russian (11%), Italian (6%), and 

Polish (5%), with others under 5%. On the other hand, when asked which they primarily 

contribute to, selecting only one, only 40% chose English, 13% German, 9% Russian, 6% 

Spanish, and 5% French, with others under 5%. This aligns closely with typical understanding 

that because the English Wikipedia is by far the most popular in terms of pageviews, and by far 

the most well developed in terms of breadth and depth of coverage,28 people whose first 

language is not English will often prefer to edit there because of a sense that it simply matters 

more. This also helps to explain why 93% of respondents said they read the English Wikipedia 

(followed by 30% German, 23% French, 20% Spanish, 15% Russian, 12% Italian, 6% Polish, 

6% Portuguese, 5% Dutch, and 5% Simple English,29 with others under 5%). With so many more 

contributors and so much more activity, information on the English Wikipedia is typically more 

comprehensive, with a larger number of people checking it. Editors who responded to the 2011 

study spend a great deal of time on their computers. 56% said they use their computers at least 6-

7 hours/day, and only 5% said an hour or less. They are also computer savvy, with 92% 

expressing competency and 36% even saying they are able to program. Again one of most 

consequential data points from the survey was that it not only confirmed that most Wikipedia 

editors identify as male — something long suspected and to some extent confirmed in 2008 — 

but that it was in fact an overwhelming majority, even less than the 2008 study showed: only 

8.5% of respondents identified as female.  

 

 
28

 At the time of the study, the English Wikipedia was significantly larger than any other language. A few years 

later, some other projects like the Swedish Wikipedia and Cebuano Wikipedia used automated article creation tools 

to add millions more articles on topics that could be standardized, like biological species and census-designated 

places. 
29

 The Simple English Wikipedia includes separate versions of topics written with a fixed vocabulary. Though often 

considered a resource for children or laypeople, it is intended more for people for whom English is not their first 

language. 
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After the 2008 study, the Wikimedia Foundation announced that it aimed to increase the number 

of women contributing to Wikipedia to 25%. It failed to meet that goal and the subject went on 

to receive sufficient attention to merit an article of its own on Wikipedia: "Gender bias on 

Wikipedia" (Gender bias, 2018). It has become one of the most frequently cited criticisms about 

Wikipedia in general and one of the major subjects for research into the Wikipedia community. 

Another study in 2013 reassessed the UNU-MERIT 2008 survey data, examining the role 

response bias may have played in estimates about the project's demographic makeup, revising 

the figures to report that female editors make up 16.1% of the community rather than 12.7% (Hill 

& Shaw, 2013). Estimates for the percentage of women editing Wikipedia thus range from 8.5% 

to 16.1%. In either case, the underrepresentation is remarkable. A variety of reasons have been 

offered to try to account for why there are disproportionately fewer women than men in the 

Wikipedia community (Bear & Collier, 2016; Cohen, 2011; Gardner, 2011; Lam, et al., 2011; 

Reagle, 2013; Torres, 2016), but a full accounting of these ideas is outside the scope of this 

project. Perhaps the most significant reason the discrepancy should be a concern, however, is the 

impact such an imbalance — and indeed all of the discrepancies the statistics reveal — may have 

on content. Sue Gardner, former Wikimedia Foundation Executive Director, explained that 

"everyone brings their crumb of information to the table. If they are not at the table, we don't 

benefit from their crumb" (Cohen, 2011). 

 

Geographic bias is another area of concern of the Wikimedia Foundation and those interested to 

pursue the vision of "the sum of all knowledge." Following Gardner's metaphor, there are a lot of 

crumbs missing. The Foundation thus dedicates a significant portion of its efforts towards 

improving access and growing communities not yet well represented in the project. One such 

project was Wikipedia Zero, which launched in 2012. In many parts of the world, people are 

more likely to have access to a mobile phone than to a computer, and more people have potential 

access to the Internet through mobile phones than through desktops or laptops. WMF partnered 

with cell phone providers around the world through which they would grant free access to 

Wikipedia to subscribers even if they did not have a plan which included data or Internet access. 

In exchange, the carriers could use Wikipedia branding and benefit from the good publicity. The 

program is based on the practice known as "zero-rating" and was inspired by Facebook Zero, a 

similar program, announced in 2010, through which Facebook partnered with mobile Internet 
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providers to waive data charges for use of a text-only version of Facebook. Other companies 

have taken a similar approach, such as Google through its Google Free Zone. Over the course of 

6 years, WMF partnered with 97 mobile phone carriers in 72 countries to grant access to 

Wikipedia to 800 million people. 

 

Putting a valuable source of information into the hands of as many people as possible is a noble 

goal very much aligned with the spirit of access, quite different from the profit-driven motives of 

Facebook, but the extent to which it could affect systemic biases by welcoming a more diverse 

group of editors to the community was severely limited. When the program rolled out in 2012, it 

had minimal impact on the content of Wikipedia, in fact, because millions of people gained 

access to the mobile version of Wikipedia, but editing was not enabled on the mobile version of 

Wikipedia. The information people gained access to concerning their culture, geography, 

politics, and everything else had to have been written by someone else. Most likely, it was 

written by someone in North America or Europe. The following year, editing was enabled on the 

mobile version, but not anonymous editing. Thus, by default people still could not edit unless 

they register a username first. Anonymous editing of the mobile site was not enabled until March 

30, 2015. Even then, and even with a smartphone, making non-minor edits is cumbersome. A 

2014 survey found that 20% of Wikipedia's readers access it through a phone or tablet, but only 

3% of edits come through those devices, and most of those were by people in the United States 

(Taraborelli, et al., 2014). The idea that "all you have to do" is give people access to technology 

is a commonly recurring belief in techno-utopian projects, and ignores vast systemic, contextual, 

cultural, and political realities from the difficulty of making complex edit using a phone interface 

to lack of access to sources Wikipedia considers reliable, lack of free time, or possession of 

various forms of literacy. Interest in Wikipedia Zero was strongest in its first few years and 

started to drop off starting in 2016 for multiple reasons including that the cost of data plans 

continued on a downward trend (Wikimedia Foundation, 2018). Throughout its run, the project 

did receive criticism, but not for the various cultural issues. It was because it violated "net 

neutrality" principles that the Wikimedia Foundation had previously supported.30 In February 

 
30

 While the cultural issues received very little press coverage, another controversy outside the scope of this section 

was more prominent. Open Internet advocates criticized Wikipedia Zero, and all zero-rating programs, from the 

beginning due to their violation of net neutrality principles. As such it was also disallowed in countries with strong 

net neutrality policies, such as Chile, which instructed the WMF and the other companies to end the programs there 
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2018, WMF announced that it was terminating the Wikipedia Zero program as of that year 

(Wikimedia Foundation, 2018).  

 

The question of who writes Wikipedia is, at least for now, a matter of statistics. Some figures are 

gleaned from technological data, while others are from self-selected survey responses where 

participants choose from limited options to describe their motivations. The consequences for the 

production of knowledge are less clear. There is a great deal of research which examines various 

elements of Wikipedia's systemic biases, with varying degrees of generalizability. As discussed 

in the previous chapter, there are limitations to the value of evaluations of Wikipedia article 

content at particular points in time. Some of the most convincing research concerns the impact of 

Wikipedia's pronounced gender gap (e.g. Adams, et al., 2019; Edwards, 2015; Filipacchi, 2013; 

Hinnosaar, 2015; Klein, et al., 2016; Vitulli, 2017; Wadewitz, 2013; Wagner, et al., 2018). But 

while there is the potential for important insights in such research, I consider it outside the scope 

of this project. I am more interested in how the process of knowledge production takes place in 

practice. I would like to now turn to an aspect of the relationships between these users: the social 

and technical hierarchies of power and influence that play a significant role in determining how 

policies and guidelines are enforced as well as disputes over content. 

 

 

Hierarchies 

Though it has a reputation for being egalitarian, there are hierarchies on Wikipedia, both 

technical and social. The technical hierarchy takes the form of "user access levels," official 

 
(Mirani, 2014). It is a more complicated compromise for the WMF than for the other companies for a number of 

reasons, like its altruistic, not-for-profit intentions, its otherwise clearly stated support for net neutrality, and strong 

representation of the open access, open source, and open culture movements among the Wikimedia community 

(Reilly, 2018). WMF and the Wikimedia community were forthright about their conflicted feelings about the 

project, and made efforts to be transparent throughout the process. Still, the Electronic Frontier Foundation weighed 

the cons more heavily than the good it would do, saying it "may seem like an easy band-aid fix to lessen the digital 

divide" but that "such service may thrive at the cost of stifling the development of low-cost, neutral Internet access 

in those countries for decades to come. Zero-rating also risks skewing the Internet experience of millions (or 

billions) of first-time Internet users. For those who don't have access to anything else, Facebook is the Internet. On 

such an Internet, the task of filtering and censoring content suddenly becomes so much easier, and the potential for 

local entrepreneurs and hackers to roll out their own innovative online services using local languages and content is 

severely curtailed" (Malcolm, 2014). 
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groups an account is placed into which grants certain abilities when interacting with the 

software. These abilities affect one's access to create or edit articles, delete pages, hide edits, 

view deleted or hidden content, prevent users of other access levels from editing certain pages, 

and sanction or block other users. At the bottom of the hierarchy are unregistered users 

commonly referred to as "IPs" because their edits are attributed to their IP address rather than a 

stable account. Many consider anonymous editors to be something like "the soul of Wikipedia" 

for the way they embody the "anyone can edit" ethos of mass collaboration. In the early years of 

the project, a great deal of content was written by anonymous editors. As time went on and 

Wikipedia became more popular, unregistered users became increasingly controversial. IPs are 

far more likely than registered users to vandalize articles, and are not able to fully integrate into 

the community due to lack of persistent identity, pseudonymous as those identities may be. The 

question of whether anonymous editing should be allowed at all comes up regularly, but always 

with consensus to continue. Along the way, a number of restrictions have been placed on 

unregistered users, however.  

 

There are a number of reasons, including some high-profile incidents, which have contributed to 

stricter rules for editing by unregistered or newly registered users. Edits which add defamatory 

information, random characters, jokes, and other obviously problematic content are typically 

quickly spotted, often with the help of "bots" that examine recent changes using artificial 

intelligence (Geiger & Halfaker, 2017). Sometimes, however, something happens like the hoax 

that took place in 2005 concerning the article for journalist John Seigenthaler Sr. On 26 May 

2005, an anonymous editor created the article, which included the text “John Seigenthaler Sr. 

was the assistant to Attorney General Robert Kennedy in the early 1960s. For a short time, he 

was thought to have been directly involved in the Kennedy assassinations of both John, and his 

brother, Bobby. Nothing was ever proven” (Cohen, 2009b). The baseless piece of disinformation 

remained visible in the article for four months until Seigenthaler wrote about it in USA Today, 

triggering one of what would be several controversies over Wikipedia’s validity as a credible 

resource and its potential for harm (Seigenthaler Sr., 2005). 

 

The media and the Wikipedia community discussed the merits and liabilities associated with 

allowing anonymous users to edit, the legal responsibilities of websites that host user-generated 
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content, potential mechanisms that may require peer review of edits before they could be visible, 

and other potential approaches to avoid a repeat of the Seigenthaler incident. Jimmy Wales gave 

a series of interviews about the subject to explain how Wikipedia works, explain why the 

material could be added, how it could remain for so long, and what was being done to try to 

prevent similar issues in the future. He explained that Wikipedia is perpetually unfinished and 

imperfect, and that it should not be relied upon for authoritative information, but instead as a 

tertiary source to gain background before checking the more authoritative secondary sources. He 

also explained that Wikipedia was growing at a rate faster than its community could keep up 

with. Indeed, 2005 was the beginning of an explosion of activity on Wikipedia, first in the form 

of public awareness and subsequently as an influx of editors. 

 

The defamatory statement about Seigenthaler was removed following publicization of the 

content. Material on Wikipedia does not solely exist on Wikipedia, however. All of the content is 

freely licensed such that it can be used by anyone for any purpose, and even encourages the 

creation of mirror sites. Seigenthaler reported that two sites that reuse Wikipedia content, 

Answers.com and Reference.com, still included the material calling him a suspected assassin for 

three more weeks (Seigenthaler Sr., 2005). Seigenthaler himself levied a wide range of criticisms 

at Wikipedia and speculated about the implications for information about public figures. 

Specifically, he remarked that "Next year we go into an election year. Every politician is going 

to find himself subjected to the same sort of outrageous commentary that hit me, and hits others. 

I'm afraid we're going to get regulated media as a result of that. And I tell you, I think if you can't 

fix it, both fix the history as well as the biography pages, I think it's going to be in real trouble, 

and we're going to have to be fighting to keep the government from regulating [Wikipedia]" 

(“Live,” 2005). 

 

The incident did not precipitate a radical change in laws regarding the First Amendment or the 

protections provided to Internet service providers in the Communications Decency Act, as 

Seigenthaler speculated may happen, but it did generate a lot of conversation and some changes 

to Wikipedia policy. The most major change was to implement a restriction on anonymous 

editors that disallowed page creation. They can edit existing pages but cannot create a new one, 

as the perpetrator of the Seigenthaler article had done. They are also prevented from uploading 
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files, and to prevent spam must solve a CAPTCHA when adding links to sites outside of 

Wikipedia.  

 

There are social consequences of abstaining from registering, however, apart from the technical 

limitations. Some Wikipedians simply do not like that people can edit anonymously, see it as a 

way of avoiding scrutiny, or resent that they want to remain apart from the community in that 

social dimension. Editing anonymously even when one has an account happens, too, where 

someone who was banned will connect anonymously or someone with an account in good 

standing will log out in order to make an edit they do not want associated with their account. 

This sort of behavior is often caught, but breeds cynicism about unregistered users. The bar for 

registration, after all, is very low, without even an email required. There is a popular essay (a 

particular kind of page which offers opinions, additional information, or explanations of policies, 

guidelines, or community norms)31 called "IPs are human too" which takes on "misconceptions" 

that "unregistered users' sole contributions to Wikipedia are to cause disruption," pointing out 

accurately that while most vandalism comes from IPs, most IP edits are not vandalism 

("Wikipedia:IPs,” 2020). There are a number of other essays for and against anonymous editing, 

and providing advice about and for people editing anonymously, the most direct response being 

"IP addresses are not people" ("Wikipedia:IP,” 2019). When determining consensus in an RfC, 

on an administrators' noticeboard, or through some other formal process, it is routine to consider 

IP addresses differently than other accounts — especially long-time accounts. Their opinions are 

not necessarily discounted, but viewed with greater cynicism, and there is more of an expectation 

that they will be backed by clear reasoning that demonstrates a clear understanding of policy 

rather than simply showing up at a discussion to influence the outcome of that discussion ("here 

to build an encyclopedia"). 

 

 
31

 As they are often written by a single user and have not undergone a process by which consensus promoted them 

to guideline status, essays do not have much weight when cited in an argument, but do play an important role in the 

consensus-building process: summary of arguments. With so many policies and guidelines, debates on Wikipedia 

are often filled with legalistic language, references to policies, and liberal use of acronyms to refer to specific 

policies, guidelines, or indeed essays. Essays which summarize a particular application or interpretation of a 

guideline or policy are sometimes more often cited than the "official" page itself, such as "BRD," which describes a 

broadly accepted explanation of the "Bold, Revert, Discuss" editing cycle. 
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The level above unregistered is registered user. They gain a persistent identity, the ability to 

register an email address to recover the account, and a user page. They, too, are unable to create 

new articles, however, until rising to the next level: autoconfirmed. The autoconfirmed right is 

conferred automatically, as the name implies, once an account has made ten edits and four days 

have elapsed since registration. Once autoconfirmed, users can create articles, upload files, and 

link to external sites without a CAPTCHA.  A new user right was added in 2016 called Extended 

Confirmed, granted when a user has made 500 edits and has an account registered for at least 30 

days. Like autoconfirmed, it is granted automatically. In 2015, the 30/500 rule was introduced 

specifically to apply to articles related to Gamergate, a complicated subject involving harassment 

and video games which grew so disruptive for so long, drawing in incredible numbers of new 

disruptive accounts interested to push a particular point of view that administrators were willing 

to implement a new idea. While the scope of its application is intended to be stricter than most 

other forms of protection, its use has become increasingly common as a tool of escalation if other 

approaches do not work.32 

 

Administrators 

There are many user access levels below that of administrators used for very specific purposes 

that are not relevant here as they do not affect the development of consensus in articles or affect 

one's ability to edit articles. Aside from having access to particular tools, administrators are, in 

theory, just regular editors. Those tools include blocking users from being able to edit, deleting 

pages, hiding egregiously disruptive, harassing, or outing edits from public view, and protecting 

pages to only allow certain users to edit it. Administrators are also given several forms of 

authority beyond the technical tools. Most important for my purposes is the role of 

administrators in effecting consensus. Some discussions require an administrator to determine 

consensus and close the thread. Sometimes a non-administrator's closure will be challenged 

strictly on the basis that the person is not an administrator, even if the outcome does not require 

use of administrator tools. In other words, greater deference is given to the judgment of 

 
32

 For the cases which led to its creation and expansion see: 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Arbitration/Requests/Enforcement/Archive173#TheRedPenOfDoom,_third

_filing and https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Arbitration/Requests/Case/Palestine-Israel_articles_3#500/30 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Arbitration/Requests/Enforcement/Archive173#TheRedPenOfDoom,_third_filing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Arbitration/Requests/Enforcement/Archive173#TheRedPenOfDoom,_third_filing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Arbitration/Requests/Case/Palestine-Israel_articles_3#500/30
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administrators, even though the text of the policies and guidelines do not stipulate this to be the 

case. Their power is not intended for regular use in the course of editing or contributing to 

Wikipedia, however. All administrators begin as "regular" users, and are supposed to function as 

such when not acting in specific circumstances. Some administrators use explicit language when 

acting as a regular editor as opposed when making an administrative action. Even when explicit, 

however, and especially when ambiguous, administrators wind up carrying some additional 

power in most Wikipedia affairs by virtue of the deference they are granted and the implied 

threat of force. For example, a non-administrator saying on a talk page that "user123 should stop 

adding that paragraph to the article" is likely to be understood as subject to disagreement based 

on one's own interpretation of the applicable policies and guidelines. An administrator's use of 

the same words, on the other hand, comes with the knowledge that administrators can block the 

other user from editing. Administrators are typically the "enforcers" of Wikipedia because of 

their ability to block, but because one of their most important functions is to deliver warnings 

and instructions under penalty of block, there is an implicit threat in contexts when they may just 

intend to comment as a regular editor. There is considerable effort to downplay this power, for 

example personifying administrators with a mop and referring to the role as "janitor," as 

someone who cleans up Wikipedia, but despite arguments that being an administrator should be 

"no big deal," it is undoubtedly a big deal. Veteran editors with a great deal of experience, 

confidence, and a reputation for deftly navigating policies and guidelines can attain similar in-

context power via a kind of deference, respect, or knowledge that they can influence 

administrators to block if arguing with the weight of policy behind them. Still, when experienced 

non-administrators enter into conflict with an administrator, the latter has a considerable 

advantage anywhere on Wikipedia. 

 

In the early days of Wikipedia, becoming an administrator was not viewed as quite so significant 

a promotion as it has been seen since about 2008. Editors who showed a commitment to the 

project, who did not cause a lot of problems, could ask for the permissions and receive them 

relatively easily. Through 2003, the requests were not even public, but made via email (Lih, 

2009). Eventually, as it became clear that administrator powers could be problematic in the 

wrong hands, and with the understanding that it is a lifetime appointment, the process became 

significantly more intense. Conversely, when the process became more intense, administrator 
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power became more concentrated as fewer and fewer people opted to make the request 

(Jemielniak, 2014). Amid a years-long stagnancy and decline in the total number of admins and 

increasingly tumultuous process, which Lih likened to a Supreme Court confirmation hearing 

(2009), it has become a great source of internal strife in its own right. Dozens of attempts to 

reform the process have amassed hundreds of pages of discussion without success. There is 

broad agreement that the system by which one receives administrator rights is flawed, yet little 

agreement on how to fix it. Each request begins with a nomination. Users may nominate 

themselves, but a self-nomination is often frowned upon. More often, other administrators will 

nominate someone with a statement explaining why she would make a good addition to the 

admin ranks. Sometimes a person will be co-nominated by two or even three administrators. 

Evaluating an admin candidate can be a lot of work to do properly, so some participants place 

weight on the extent to which they trust the nominators' judgment. Others draw influence by 

looking at the names of users who have supported or opposed, sometimes looking for certain 

users considered to have good judgment regardless of the nominator.  

 

Once the candidate has been nominated and affirms their candidacy, questions begin. There are 

three questions asked of all candidates by default: "What administrative work do you intend to 

take part in?”; "What are your best contributions to Wikipedia, and why?"; and "Have you been 

in any conflicts over editing in the past or have other users caused you stress? How have you 

dealt with it and how will you deal with it in the future?" Any other user may add their own 

question, and the candidates are usually expected to answer all of them. Questions often number 

in the dozens. One of the few reforms that found broad enough support to be imposed is a two 

question limit for each user after some would ask question and a series of follow-up questions. 

Questions can be about anything. Some are subjective tests, presenting hypothetical situations to 

see whether and how the candidate would use admin tools to block users, delete pages, or 

mediate disputes. Many questions are about Wikipedia philosophies, or common, often 

polarizing, interpretations of policies or guidelines, trying to glean which of many perspectives 

the candidate supports in order to place her in line with a particular in-group or out-group. They 

may be political in nature, because a user wants to evaluate the extent to which the candidate 

would be impartial or, more cynically, to determine how well the candidate's perspectives align 

with the question-asker's. Questions may be about more concrete examples. Candidates are 
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typically expected to have experience in certain areas of the project, such as in the processes 

through which articles are deleted (Articles for Deletion, or AfD), in the mediation of content 

disputes, in opining whether a user should be blocked, or in the evaluation or "patrolling" of new 

articles or edits by new users. In all of these processes there are people with wildly conflicting 

interpretations of Wikipedia's sometimes intentionally vague policies and guidelines, and 

disputes frequently become heated enough to become polarizing. Questions may also ask for 

further explanation for a past edit or comment that may show questionable judgment. Many 

RfAs fail because of one or a small number of problematic edits from over the course of many 

years and tens of thousands of other edits. Ultimately, RfA is difficult because there is no strict 

criteria on which everyone must base their vote (unlike most discussions on Wikipedia, RfA is a 

site where numbers matter). People impose their own criteria, and they are often very different 

and even sometimes in direct conflict with one another. RfAs fail because as its standards for 

experience have increased, it becomes harder to find someone sufficiently uncontroversial. For 

this reason some have speculated that RfA can be "gamed" by creating a new account and 

engaging in just the sorts of activities many people want to see, "piling on" to join the majority 

side of disputes, and refusing to take a firm stance on anything. After a couple years of such 

activity, one would have a decent chance at becoming an administrator. In general, however, 

even editors who have enough of the community's confidence to have their RfA succeed may 

have to endure intense scrutiny, criticism, and demands for answers during the RfA process. 

 

Another reason some people do not want to become an administrator is because administrators 

become targets for harassment much more often than non-administrators. Many aspects of the 

open culture and hacker movements that have such a strong representation on Wikipedia often 

have an aversion to authority where hierarchies prevent them from doing what they believe to be 

a positive activity (Coleman, 2013; Kelty, 2008). More generally, administrators are typically the 

people enforcing the community's will via a block or topic ban, and are thus the name most 

closely associated with that action even when the admin was not part of the discussion that led to 

it. Although it is difficult to have a user's adminship revoked, administrators are nonetheless held 

to a higher standard of conduct and more thoroughly chastised for errors in judgment, even if to 

little consequence. This is partially because admins are expected to lead by example, but also 

because an admin's errors can have much more serious consequences than a non-admin's. Editors 
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talk about being blocked from editing being a humiliating and even traumatizing experience. 

Several have written about their experiences in essays subsequently published by news media. 

Others gather on sites dedicated to criticizing Wikipedia and harassing its users. Encyclopedia 

Dramatica, a wiki associated with 4chan, Anonymous, and Internet culture, has long hosted 

attack pages about Wikipedians, including a gallery of photos and personal information about 

administrators in particular.  

 

Dariusz Jemielniak began his book with an extended anecdote based on an RfA. He explained in 

some detail the way one particularly vocal user strongly opposed the request on ideological 

grounds. Specifically, the candidate had expressed support for Trotsky on her user page. Instead 

of pointing to specific problematic edits, the opposer's arguments comprised ideological 

condemnation and even references to Hitler. Jemielniak took the opposer to task for his 

approach, eventually resulting in an Arbitration case. At some point Jemielniak, now a steward 

and board member of the Wikimedia Foundation, even received a 24-hour block. Given the 

benefit of hindsight, he agrees with the block, and thinks it gives him greater empathy for the 

helplessness people feel when being blocked. 

 

There are a few special kinds of administrators, too: bureaucrats, oversighters, and checkusers. 

Bureaucrats have the ability to grant or remove administrator rights, acting either at the will of 

the community or in emergencies, such as in the case of a compromised administrator account. 

Oversighters have the ability to suppress visibility of certain content. While all administrators 

have the ability to hide abusive edit summaries and hide individual revisions from public view, 

the mechanism they use to hide it means it is still visible to other administrators. For particularly 

damaging material, like sharing of personally identifying information, death threats, or the like, 

oversighters can add one more level of removal, making it visible only to other oversighters, 

which are few in number by design. Finally, checkusers have access to a tool which connects 

usernames with IP addresses in order to detect abuse of multiple accounts. To prevent abuse, 

every use of the checkuser tool is logged, and there are strict rules for when they can be used. 

These advanced administrator permissions are limited to a relatively small group and have very 

fixed contexts in which they use those tools. Beyond being an administrator, there is not 

considerable additional power, technical or social, in these advanced permissions.  
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Jimbo 

Traditional, technical power hierarchies are relatively straightforward on Wikipedia. Regular 

users are separated from administrators. Bureaucrats are administrators that can create or remove 

permissions from other administrators. Arbitrators can remove user rights from anyone and have 

a binding say in behavioral matters. Informal power relationships are more complicated. In 

between the formal and informal is one unusual example, however: that of Jimmy Wales. 

 

In the early years of Wikipedia, Wales held a very traditional sort of authority on the project. He 

alone could ban editors, he appointed the first Arbitration Committee, he could make changes to 

policy and declare those changes immune from the usual processes. He stated explicitly that 

Wikipedia would be operated according to his own principles which although he pledged to 

listen to the community, were clear in their finality (Jemielniak, 2014). Before the formation of 

the Wikimedia Foundation in 2003, Wales was at the top of a clear hierarchy. As time went on, 

and as the responsibilities for operating Wikipedia shifted more to the foundation and its staff, 

Wales' role became less clear. A few years into the project, he expressed that he saw his role as a 

final authority that could enforce community consensus and guarantee that Wikipedia's 

principles were being followed. He still made occasional unilateral actions that sometimes 

proved controversial, and he retained less and less practical power. 

 

In 2006 the arbitration committee accepted a case about the behavior of many editors regarding a 

controversial userbox. Userboxes are templates that display some text and sometimes an image 

on a user page. Editors use them for social reasons, treating their user pages as a sort of social 

media profile. Some userboxes are about Wikipedia, aligning a user with a particular editing 

philosophy, expressing belonging in a WikiProject or other community initiative, or 

communicating particular user rights, such as the "this user is an administrator" userbox. Other 

userboxes are more personal in nature, and may communicate a user's political preferences, 

musical interests, television habits, preferred computer operating system, or just about anything 

else. The February 2006 controversy concerned a userbox which let editors self-identify as 

pedophiles. Only one user displayed the template, and was blocked by an administrator for it. A 

few Wikipedians' commitment to free speech and openness in general led them to defend the 

template, and others pointed out that the blocked user often displayed various untrue or 
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outrageous userpage templates such that it was likely not intended as a serious self-identification. 

The template was deleted and recreated multiple times. The user was unblocked and reblocked. 

Many administrators got into a "wheel war," a disallowed activity in which administrators use 

their tools to undo each others' administrative actions. Admins blocked and unblocked each 

other, both for their behavior in the dispute and in retaliation for other blocks. Wales involved 

himself in the dispute, restoring the block on the user who displayed the template and 

desysopping33 five admins for their behavior, one of whom wheel warred with Wales directly. 

 

In the arbitration case that followed, one of its stated principles, agreed upon by the committee 

with no opposition, was that "Jimbo Wales has ultimate authority on Wikimedia projects; as a 

foundation issue that is beyond debate. Though he is in many contexts an ordinary user whose 

edits and administrative actions are subject to change or reversal per normal community 

processes, when Jimbo acts with ultimate authority as project leader, every community member 

is expected and obliged to comply with his decisions, though discussion, criticism and request 

for reversal is permitted" (“Wikipedia:Requests for arbitration/Pedophilia,” 2012). The 

committee reviewed the behavior of all parties, restored administrator rights to two users 

immediately, restored to another user after a two week penalty, and affirmed the desysopping of 

two others, one of which was given a harsher result "for wheel-warring with Jimbo Wales." In 

other words, wheel warring with Wales was considered a much more serious offense than wheel 

warring with other users.  

 

Amid the pedophilia userbox incident, Wales also asserted the final say regarding a new criterion 

for speedy deletion, which specify the small number of contexts in which a page can be deleted 

by an administrator without discussion. The criterion would allow deletion of "Templates that 

are divisive and inflammatory". It was reversed three years later, in part because during that time 

another new criterion was added that allowed deletion of attack pages (Wikipedia talk:Criteria,” 

2015). 

 

 
33

 Wikipedia administrators are also sometimes known as "sysops," an older term for "system operator,' someone 

who administers a network, bulletin board, or other kind of communications system. To "desysop" is to remove 

someone as a sysop, and likewise on Wikipedia it is to remove their administrator user right. While administrators 

are rarely called sysops, "desysop" may have become popular due to the clumsiness of "deadmin/de-admin." 
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Although Wales' status as "ultimate authority" was upheld in the 2006 arbitration case, he had 

already begun to relinquish some of his power, and continued to do so both by his own volition 

and under pressure from different parts of the community. He handed off most big decisions to 

the community, and in particular to the Arbitration Committee, but he retained a say in who 

could be on the committee. In addition to appointing its initial members, even after the 

organization of yearly elections he still had to approve the members chosen by the community. 

For years it became a formality, with only the potential for veto, but he only gave up the 

privilege in 2017.  

 

In 2006 Wales was added to the "steward" user group. Steward is technically the most powerful 

user group, with access to all tools granted to all other user groups, and access to those tools 

across all Wikimedia projects in all languages. In general, stewards just act in emergencies, for 

example if a project needs a bureaucrat to take action but there are no active bureaucrats 

available. Like arbitrators and other positions of trust, stewards are elected by the community. So 

as not to conflate Wales' role with those of users that had gone through requests for adminship 

and other community processes, a special user right was created in 2009, "founder," which was 

originally equivalent to steward. 

 

In 2010, a series of interventions by Wales in the activities of the Wikimedia community led to a 

strong reaction and eventually a reduction in his technical powers. In March 2010 a hoax article 

was featured on Wikipedia's main page, the result of a breaching experiment documented on 

Wikiversity, a Wikimedia project intended to house open educational resources. In response, 

Wales deleted the Wikiversity page and blocked the user who created it. When an administrator 

restored the page on the basis that it did0 not actually violate Wikiversity's policies and 

unblocked the user, Wales again deleted it, reblocked the user, and desysopped the admin. He 

also made comments some editors took to be insinuating Wikiversity would be shut down 

(Phoebe & HaeB, 2015a).  

 

In April 2010, Larry Sanger, who by that time used his status as Wikipedia co-founder to attract 

media attention to his criticisms of the project, announced that he had written to the Federal 

Bureau of Investigation (FBI) due to the Wikimedia Foundation "knowingly distributing child 
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pornography" (Sanger, 2010). Wikimedia Commons, Wikipedia's sister site which hosts nearly 

all of its media, serves as a repository of free content for use by Wikimedia projects and anyone 

else, for any purpose. As such it hosts far more images than could possibly be used in Wikipedia 

articles. The threshold for inclusion is that the image has some educational value, which is 

interpreted broadly. Wikipedia has many articles about different kinds of pornography, adult film 

stars, human anatomy, biology, sexuality, and related subjects such that it includes a great deal of 

sexually explicit content. The two main examples Sanger presented were the Commons 

categories for lolicon (drawn or animated media, originally Japanese, depicting young girls, 

typically in a sexually suggestive or explicit manner) and pedophilia. The images in the 

pedophilia category were also mostly illustrations, with two old photos of clothed child 

prostitutes scanned from a book of photos of children from the Victorian era, images related to 

anti-child pornography activism, and a photo of a controversial sculpture (HaeB, 2010). The 

illustrations, which mostly came from notable artists or notable works of erotic literature covered 

on Wikipedia, were retained for their historical significance. Sanger's expose received some 

press attention, but did not have any legal consequences. It did, however, draw attention to the 

overabundance of sexually explicit material on Commons. Low-quality material and that which 

could not be argued to have an educational purpose were routinely deleted, but judgments about 

the latter were highly subjective and inconsistent, usually erring on the side of retention 

(“Wikipedia:Wikipedia,” 2015). In May 2010 Wales expressed that he would like to see deleted 

images that have "little or no educational value but which appeal solely to prurient interests" and 

set to work on a "sexual content" policy. As he wrote it, the policy would prohibit hosting not 

just child pornography, which was already disallowed, but all pornography except when "widely 

agreed to be either of high artistic, literary, or historical merit, or to be part of a larger work that 

fits those requirements," and applied the standards to both photographs and drawn materials 

(“Commons,” 2010). At the same time, he started to delete files on Commons without going 

through typical deletion processes, and urged other administrators to follow suit. The deleted 

files included illustrations by members of the community, created specifically to illustrate 

particular Wikipedia articles, as well as historically significant illustrations. The Wikimedia 

movement in general, and Commons in particular, takes a strong stance on censorship and 

pushed back forcefully against Wales. The community's opinions about where to draw a line 

regarding sexually explicit content varied wildly, and it continues to be a difficult subject years 
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later. Wales' approach of insisting that the files be deleted first and then undeletion discussed, as 

opposed to deletion being discussed beforehand, was unpopular. Some administrators helped 

him, and others worked to retain some of the deleted files, such as images by well-known 19th-

century artists like Félicien Rops and Franz von Bayros. 

 

After the Wikiversity incident, a user named Juandev opened a request for comments on the 

topic of removing Wales' "founder" user rights. It received relatively little support at the time, 

but started a useful discussion. It was still open when the controversy arose on Commons, 

leading to many more users participating in the RfC. It eventually amassed more than 400 editors 

in support and 125 opposing (“Requests,” 2017). On May 7, the user VasilievVV created a 

"Petition to Jimbo" objecting to his actions that run contrary to procedures the community has 

put in place, pointing both to the incidents at Wikiversity and Commons. It asked him "to respect 

the processes and policies established by our community" and that his acts done "to protect the 

Foundation or its users … be clearly indicated as such and … clearly explained why it is an 

emergency." Two days later, more than 200 users added their names as signatories and only 13 

as "counter-signatories" (“Petition,” 2017). Wales, who had already issued apologies, responded 

by removing most of the permissions from his "founder" user right, giving him the ability to 

view material only privileged users can see, but taking away his ability to delete, block, desysop, 

and other actions that had become controversial (Wales, 2010). Ultimately, the community 

agreed with Wales that the Wikiversity breaching experiments were inappropriate and that many 

of the files he deleted from Commons did need to be deleted, but they strongly objected to his 

use of technical authority to carry out his opinion without going through proper channels. 

 

Offline, Wales retains the "Founder's seat" on the Wikimedia Foundation Board of Trustees, 

which otherwise comprises a mix of elected and board-appointed members. He has almost 

entirely stepped back from making administrative decisions on Wikimedia projects. He 

maintains an active presence in the community, and his user talk page has served as a general 

discussion page about Wikipedia, one of the most active forums across the project. His original 

leadership model was important for the project's early stages, but was not compatible with the 

community-based, more or less democratic systems of power that he had himself put in place and 

championed. His power would need to be reduced eventually; his overreach on Commons just 
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accelerated the process by reminding the community of just how discordant an authoritarian style 

is Wikipedia culture. Although Wales can no longer take direct action to impose his opinions on 

Wikipedia, his influence has increased, not decreased, since giving up those rights (Jemielniak, 

2014). He is a spokesperson for Wikipedia, members of the community often solicit and respect 

his opinion, and he can get directly involved with the deliberative process as a prominent 

member of the community rather than doing so from a position of traditional power. As such he 

often helps to settle disputes, leads community projects, starts discussions, and offers opinions, 

which are generally well received. 

 

A great deal of writing about the way Wikipedia works talks about it being ahierarchical, 

egalitarian, ad-hocratic, and other terms implying a social structure without significant 

differences in power between users. In fact, there are several aspects of both technical and social 

hierarchies in play. These take place on the most basic level of registration, but also through 

different user access levels that come with account age and experience. Among the clearest 

differences in power are the administrator tools, which began as "not a big deal" but became very 

much "a big deal," given their ability to take sensitive actions like deletion and banning and the 

influence administrators hold. If there was ever a formal authority on Wikipedia, it was founder 

Jimmy Wales. Though he retains a great deal of power, it has been reduced somewhat, and his 

influence has grown in part because he chooses not to exercise that power often. Much of the 

social dimension of these hierarchies plays out through the kinds of interactions explained below, 

in the building and enforcement of consensus. 

 

Consensus 

It is tempting to view ideas like NPOV (the neutral point of view policy) as though they pre-exist 

discourse, out in the ether waiting to be found through civil discussion. That is indeed the idea 

one gets from the way Wikipedia's founders or advocates spoke about the site, especially in its 

early days. Wikipedia's NPOV policy got its start as Nupedia's "Lack of Bias" policy, which said 

that "in the final version of the article, every party to a controversy in question must be able to 

judge that its views have been fairly presented, or as fairly as is possible in a context in which 

other, opposing views must also be presented as fairly as possible" (quoted in Tkacz, 2015, p. 
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104). Implied is at least one way of writing about a subject that everyone can agree on. Founders 

Wales and Sanger met through a mailing list devoted to Ayn Rand's objectivism, and while 

Tkacz does not see much of Rand visible in the NPOV policy, Florian Cramer argues that the 

social contract implied in collaborative attainment of a neutral version is an organizing principle 

for the community (Cramer, 2011; Tkacz, 2015). Wales has said that he sees NPOV as a "social 

concept, for helping people get along: to avoid or sidestep a lot of philosophical debates" (quoted 

in Reagle, 2010, p. 53). For them, it is a pluralism that one cannot disagree with as long as one 

buys into the rest of the policies. Following that, Reagle develops the operation of neutrality by 

highlighting the importance of behavioral rules that foster a community that wants to engage in 

"good faith collaboration" (2010). 

 

In chapter 3 I argued that much of Wikipedia's success, authority, and resilience is due to its 

system of rules which set principles and guidelines for both content and behavior and work 

together to foster both community and content readers can see as authoritative. Content policies 

and guidelines like "neutral point of view," "verifiability," "no original research," "notability," 

and "reliable sources" are upheld by a community which itself is governed by rules like "assume 

good faith," "civility," and "don't bite the newbies." But just as politics, beliefs, and capital have 

affected the content of encyclopedias for as long as they have existed, so too on Wikipedia are 

these principles upheld as invariable ideals. Perfect neutrality and its corollaries do not, of 

course, exist. It is probably most accurate to say that the ideal of neutrality is the shared 

continuous pursuit of NPOV through discussions between real people who have their own 

beliefs and values upon which they exercise judgment. Editors address those things that NPOV is 

not or work to make articles "more" NPOV more frequently than they simply state that "this is 

NPOV."  

 

Rather than delve deeper into the concept of neutrality or indeed any of the rules in particular, 

however, I am more interested in how decisions are made and acted upon. That is, how policies 

like NPOV are applied and interpreted in practice. Although procedural rhetoric can help to 

understand Wikipedia through its rules, it would be a mistake to think that those rules as tools to 

divine the truth of a question so that, like Leibniz, we can record it in an encyclopedia. How does 

the community know whether these rules are being applied correctly? At what point is neutrality 
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"achieved?" What happens when people disagree about whether NPOV has been found? What if 

participants in a discussion decide they have found it, but those who did not participate dissent? 

What if the participants never agree? What appears in the article if debates over sources, 

wording, and the very notability of a topic are under dispute? All of the guidelines, but also 

policies, intentionally leave a great deal of gray area. The idea is to be as succinct as possible 

while ensuring Wikipedia's underlying principles are communicated, and to let those principles 

— the spirit, rather than the letter of policy — guide specific applications. They depend on 

interpretation and require application to an infinite range of contexts.  

 

If there is a single most important idea to understand how political struggle takes place on 

Wikipedia, it is "consensus." There are a variety of meanings of the word that exist outside of 

Wikipedia, mostly along the lines of "general agreement" if not unanimity. The page 

"Wikipedia:Consensus" includes a summary that makes it clear the concept is a bit more 

complicated: "Consensus is Wikipedia's fundamental model for editorial decision making, and is 

marked by addressing legitimate concerns held by editors through a process of compromise 

while following Wikipedia policies" ("Wikipedia:Consensus,” 2020). Even in this basic 

introduction, there are some interesting questions that arise: how are concerns considered 

"legitimate?" Is it really always "compromise?" What form does this process take? How are 

legitimate concerns addressed? Who decides when consensus has been reached? Can consensus 

change? Is it disputable? It is a much trickier term than basic definitions let on, with multiple 

competing levels, a variety of rigid or fluid formats, and interrelations with countless other 

principles and precedents.  

 

 

Consensus through editing 

Consensus forms the basis for nearly all decision-making on Wikipedia, and the policy is clear 

that it is relevant even where no dispute has existed and only a single person is active. Consensus 

operates through, or is achieved through the course of normal editing. Editors are encouraged to 

"be bold" in trying to improve an article. Other editors can then see the changes and decide to let 

them be, continue to improve, or undo. Generally speaking, an edit that is not challenged is 
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assumed to have consensus. The idea is that people have seen it and passed on their opportunity 

to contest it. If, sometime later, another editor reverses the change and the reversal is not 

disputed, it is assumed that the reversed version has consensus. In this way consensus has a clear 

temporal character via pragmatic necessity. On a project with thousands of people, thousands of 

rules, millions of pages, and millions of discussions, Wikipedia values moments of pause and 

decision and probably could not operate without "achieving" consensus, even if that achievement 

is merely implied.  

 

When a change is made and another user undoes34 or otherwise contests it, the next step is to 

discuss or address the concerns to find a version acceptable to both parties. Sometimes 

communication is done via "edit summaries," which are attached to each change, visible to all 

other users even before seeing the specific changes made. Edit summaries are technically 

optional, but strongly encouraged as a simple explanation justifying a change often avoids a 

more time-consuming deliberative process. When edits are repeatedly made, undone, remade, 

and undone, it is considered an "edit war." Edit wars are prohibited. One of the few bright line 

rules on all of Wikipedia is the "three revert rule" (3RR) which says that anyone who exceeds 

three reverts in a single article within a 24-hour period will be blocked from editing to avoid 

further disruption. There is an exception only for the removal of material that does not comply 

with Wikipedia's biographies of living persons policy.35 Otherwise, there are not typically 

exceptions to 3RR. Even edit warring that falls short of violating 3RR is frowned upon and may 

be disallowed in cases of contentious topics. 

 

Though there are time frames specified for rules about edit warring, there is no set amount of 

time editors have to challenge an edit before it is considered to have implicit consensus. As more 

 
34

 The terms "undo," "revert," "reverse," and "rollback" are effectively synonymous for my purposes, with subtle 

technical references implied. "Rollback" undoes edits by the most recent editor of a page, including one or multiple 

separate changes, but only works if nobody else has edited after that person. "Undo" is a function that appears next 

to every edit on a page's history, effectively negating a particular edit regardless of when it was done, though editing 

of adjacent content in the interim can make an undo impossible. In casual discussions, these terms are used 

interchangeably to refer to any time a change someone made is negated. 
35

 In other words, if someone repeatedly adds negative material about a living person when that material has been 

challenged or does not include a citation to a reliable source, it may be removed as often as necessary until the 

offending account itself is blocked or page protected. Whether an edit complies with the biographies of living 

persons policy itself frequently becomes a second level debate beyond the legitimacy of a revert.  
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time goes by, the stronger the consensus is considered to be, making this form of consensus more 

likely on pages which have few other editors watching. Debates may emerge as to whether 

enough time has gone by for edits to become part of the "consensus version" and the idea of 

implicit consensus is regularly linked from disagreements to argue about the starting position of 

the dispute.  That idea of a "consensus version" is important, placing weight behind a new status 

quo that is harder to challenge just by editing and instead requires seeking out consensus through 

other means. Likewise "strength" of consensus is something revisited below, but whereas below 

it will factor in numbers of people and levels or locations of discussion, a reasonably strong 

consensus can be "achieved" simply by one person editing an article and having that article go 

unchallenged for a long period of time. That is not to say it cannot be challenged, but that 

according to the way Wikipedia operates, all else being equal, the "consensus" version has inertia 

and there must be a reason to change it rather than a reason to keep it. When such reasons are 

presented or disagreement emerges, editors turn to the talk page. 

 

Building consensus on talk pages 

The second way that consensus operates is through discussion. The usual process is the "bold, 

revert, discuss cycle" (BRD). "Bold" comes from the principle which encourages editors, 

especially newer contributors, to "be bold" in improving Wikipedia. In the application of BRD, 

what is "bold" is reframed as any edit changing the consensus version in a way that is 

challenged. In the context of BRD, that challenge comes in the form of a revert. At that point, the 

burden is on whomever wishes to change the consensus version to persuade others — to change 

the consensus — that there is a good, policy or guideline-based reason to reinstate it. Sometimes 

editors will go directly to discussion, especially when working with controversial topics where 

even small changes have a reasonable chance of being undone. Some discussion takes place 

through edit summaries, but the primary venue is article talk pages. Every article on Wikipedia 

has an accompanying "talk page" accessible through a link at the top of the article. Talk pages 

are not subject to the same content rules as articles and do not typically show up in searches for 

particular topics. Editors present arguments, concerns, objections, and evidence on the talk page, 

trying to convince other users of their position and working to find the best solution that 
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complies with Wikipedia's policies and guidelines. By default, the status quo is retained, placing 

the burden to convince others primarily in the hands of the user that wants to make a change.  

 

There is no requirement that consensus be unanimous. Unanimity is an ideal outcome, but often 

unrealistic. Two-person disputes in which neither party persuades the other can easily reach an 

impasse, and even more active discussions can wind up with no clear consensus emerging. In 

these cases there are mechanisms to build consensus. If there are only two people at odds, there 

is a venue called "third opinion" (3O) where uninvolved editors can be recruited to provide their 

perspective. Third opinions are not weighed any more heavily than others, but can be useful to 

the consensus-building process, both to the two original involved editors and to the appearance 

of consensus by subsequent parties. Third opinion is among the less frequently used of the 

consensus-building tools for a few reasons, however: more than one other opinion is often more 

helpful, other venues are sufficiently effective at attracting participation, and reasons related to 

concerns about that potential tie-breaker's pre-existing opinions. While the ideal is for third 

opinion to provide a mechanism for a neutral participant, any user can make themselves 

available for third opinions and may respond to requests about which they have strong opinions. 

Some prefer to leave a message directly for a user they view as neutral and uninvolved, but doing 

so invites accusations of canvassing because of direct contact. A third opinion pushes consensus 

towards a particular position, but is not binding and does not close discussion. Either of the 

original participants can continue the debate or continue to attract additional input. Meanwhile, 

the consensus version stands. 

 

When a dispute cannot be resolved by third opinion, either because the third opinion did not 

generate an agreeable consensus or because of the number of people involved, there are several 

other options. For example, there is the "dispute resolution noticeboard" (DRN), which involves 

uninvolved parties helping to resolve disputes. Unlike third opinion, DRN volunteers do not 

participate directly or opine on the dispute themselves, but rather suggest paths to resolution or 

compromises, and try to keep the dispute on a productive track, following Wikipedia policies and 

guidelines. They may offer their interpretation of the right way to go, but their input is not as 

binding as a formal discussion closure. Most cases submitted to DRN are rejected, however, as 

other dispute resolution avenues have not been properly explored. DRN can involve a lot of labor 
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and discussion. When it resolves the issues, it can be valuable, but it also may result in parties 

being directed to another dispute resolution mechanism. As of 2020, DRN is rarely used 

successfully, and its counterpart based on a dedicated committee of mediators who make binding 

decisions, called Requests for Mediation (RfM), is defunct.  

 

Article editing can produce a consensus, but when new changes are contested, the talk page is 

where participants first try to settle disputes. While, ideally, participants can come to a consensus 

about whether to include, omit, or change the new additions, there are mechanisms in place to 

aid the consensus-building process, either by adding another participant to break an impasse or 

through a process of mediation. Increasingly, however, disputes which are not resolved through 

normal editing or casual discussion have one dominant tool: Requests for Comment. 

 

Requests for Comment 

"Request for comment" (RfC) is a bot-maintained system that facilitates the advertisement of 

disputes to a wider audience and recruits uninvolved participants. The RfC process is often 

effective in attracting additional participants to move the dispute forward. It is frowned upon to 

start an RfC before attempting more casual discussion, although for some major changes to 

controversial articles, an RfC may be a foregone conclusion. They begin with a statement which 

frames discussion, and run for 30 days unless consensus becomes extremely clear before then.  

 

The format provides two incredibly powerful tools for finding consensus: structure and closure. 

The structure is variable but nearly always exists. The opening statement, which should ideally 

be succinct, clear, and neutrally worded, frames the rest of the discussion, presenting a question 

or a set of options for participants to choose, support, oppose, and/or discuss. There is a great 

deal of influence in the framing of the discussion, but a poorly worded or biased RfC is likely to 

draw criticism and calls for early termination with no consensus (defaulting to the status quo). 

Rather than simply choose one option or tick a box for yes/no/support/oppose, participants are 

expected to explain how Wikipedia's policies and guidelines provide backing to their opinion. 

RfCs, as well as other kinds of structured discussions on Wikipedia, often look like votes, but are 

known as "!votes," meaning "not a votes" (!vote can also refer to an individual opinion or act of 
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participating in these discussions, as in "I have not !voted yet, but find the support !votes 

persuasive"). In some rare cases an RfC is used for brainstorming purposes or use a more flexible 

structure, but these do not typically form a clear consensus and are often even intended to 

precede another, more structured RfC. 

 

RfCs provide closure through a formal act at the end of the process. This happens most, but not 

all of the time, based on when it seems like formal closure would be useful. When a discussion is 

closed, code is placed at the top and bottom causing it to display in a separate color. The person 

who executes the closing includes a statement assessing consensus or lack thereof, defaulting to 

the status quo. Any uninvolved experienced editor can close an RfC, but there is a preference 

that particularly contentious discussions will be closed by a very experienced editor known for 

good judgment. While there is no formal requirement for that person to be an administrator, there 

is a preference for contentious debates to be closed by someone with admin tools not because it 

necessarily requires use of those tools but for the unofficial authority such a close provides. For 

the most heated or long-term debates over controversial topics, there may even be a call for a 

panel of uninvolved closers to deliberate on a closing statement. From that point of closure, 

convention dictates the RfC should not be edited further. Closed discussions, especially an RfC, 

are more binding than what consensus can be gleaned from an unstructured or unclosed 

discussion. It does not preclude further discussion of the matter under dispute, but does create a 

new starting point unless the RfC closure is itself challenged, which typically requires arguments 

[to find consensus] that the closer did not accurately read the consensus of the discussion, or that 

something was amiss in the structure or process of the RfC that should render the whole 

discussion moot. Continuations of the argument after the closure of the discussion without 

reframing them to be about the assessment of consensus are routinely dismissed for practical 

reasons — Wikipedians prefer not to repeat discussions or carry on indefinitely.  

 

As is probably clear by this point, discussions of consensus can feel like legal proceedings at 

times. Likewise in the way RfCs function as a kind of case law, giving form to an official 

application or interpretation of consensus. Consensus can change, however, and a new RfC can 

supersede its predecessor, but unless circumstances have significantly changed or some months 

or years have gone by, a formally closed RfC carries weight that is rarely overturned through 
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unstructured means, and opening a new RfC on the same topic may be considered disruptive and 

quickly closed without some time in between. RfCs are a powerful tool to find and affix 

consensus, creating new starting points for discussion and ending discussions that otherwise 

cannot be closed. Such discussions do not always take place on article talk pages, however, and 

there are many forms of consensus-building which relate not to content disputes but behavior of 

participants in those disputes, organizational suggestions relating to large numbers of pages, or 

disputes about the policies and guidelines themselves. For these kinds of topics, there are 

noticeboards, WikiProjects, and village pumps. 

 

 

Noticeboards, WikiProjects, and Village Pumps 

Noticeboards are centralized forums for discussing issues that come up around Wikipedia. As 

with policies and guidelines, there are noticeboards for behavioral matters and noticeboards for 

content issues. The most active noticeboard is the administrators' noticeboard for incidents 

(ANI), where most behavioral issues are resolved. If an editor is pushing an agenda against 

established consensus, insulting other editors, harassing people, or otherwise editing disruptively 

or problematically, complaints can go to ANI. The name "administrators' noticeboard'' implies it 

is the domain of those with administrator user rights, but it is open to all interested parties. The 

pretext is simply that matters brought up there are the sort that would require administrator 

action for resolution, such as blocking a user. There is also the main "administrators' 

noticeboard" (AN) for less immediate matters concerning administrators, where one might 

challenge an administrator's closure, appeal a block or ban, or raise matters other than behavioral 

issues for administrator action. In practice, the distinction between AN and ANI can be vague, 

and users tend to use the latter by default. There is also a noticeboard solely for reports of 

persistent vandalism, to request an administrator block a user who clearly is not interested in 

contributing positively. There is a noticeboard to report ongoing edit warring, as well as a 

noticeboard to request protection of a page that is the subject of edit warring, vandalism, or other 

disruption. There is little building of consensus in these latter three, where reports tend to be 

acted upon or not based on their validity according to the relevant policies. 
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While most content issues are addressed on article talk pages, there are noticeboards intended to 

address specific kinds of issues. For neutrality problems, there is a "neutral point of view 

noticeboard" (NPOVN). If you believe that discussion on the page is not yielding consensus to 

change problematic violations of the NPOV policy, NPOVN is a place to get additional input. 

Threads there may concern specific claims, the way material is presented, whether or not certain 

language belongs in the lead section, and so on. Given the nature of neutrality disputes, posts to 

the NPOVN can cause splintering of debates such that discussions that already had significant 

participation on the article talk page are duplicated. One venue that I will cover in more detail 

below is the reliable sources noticeboard (RSN), concerning whether particular sources should 

be used for particular purposes (or at all). The conflict of interest noticeboard (COIN) is for 

reporting real or possible issues of paid editing and conflict of interest. It serves to draw 

attention, but is also often the site of investigations into those conflicts of interest, tracing 

different articles and accounts that may be connected. I will talk more about conflict of interest 

editing below. Finally, there is a noticeboard for the discussion of fringe theories, which are 

subject to a special set of rules to ensure Wikipedia reflects the scientific consensus. There are 

some other noticeboards, but they vary from technical to practically defunct and are not worth 

detailing here.36  

 

Threads on noticeboards can take the form of an RfC, too, but are also routinely formally closed 

even without the RfC format. For example, a topic ban could be proposed at ANI to restrict 

which articles a user can edit, leading to a structured !vote where participants support, oppose, or 

propose alternatives, all backed up by interpretations of policy. Such threads can also happen at 

Village Pumps, which were originally intended as a more general community discussion hub 

apart from specific incidents or disputes. They are the preferred location for discussions and 

RfCs concerning sweeping changes to multiple articles or to the content of policies or guidelines 

(which in turn affect most or all articles). The last site of consensus-building discussions I will 

mention is WikiProject talk pages. WikiProjects are informal groups of users interested in 

collaborating on articles about a certain subject or of a certain type. Though hundreds of projects 

exist, only a handful are active. Still, they provide forums where someone can ask for input from 

 
36

 For a full list, see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Noticeboards 
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people knowledgeable about a subject. WikiProject Medicine is one of the most active 

WikiProjects, such that it would be unusual for a major medical dispute to arise without it being 

mentioned there. Though in the first 10-12 years of the site's history WikiProjects did a great 

deal of work to develop guidelines for particular parts of the project, the consensus generated on 

WikiProjects has grown weaker, such that it can be trumped by consensus at a more centralized 

venue. At minimum, a discussion at a WikiProject that seeks consensus for a major change, for 

example a discussion at WikiProject Film to set guidelines for how to write about filmmakers' 

gender identity in film articles, it is likely to be advertised in central locations apart from the 

WikiProject talk page. 

 

The Village Pumps are central discussion venues to open conversations about just about any 

aspect of Wikipedia as well as the preferred location for proposals that affect policies, guidelines, 

other procedures, or otherwise have implications for a large number of articles. WikiProjects 

host discussions with a narrower scope, finding consensus that does not typically carry as much 

weight when challenged. Noticeboards can bring attention to particular kinds of issues with 

articles or in discussions about articles, but also serve to resolve behavioral problems relating to 

both the content and manner of engagement with other members of the community. The 

enforcement of social rules is an important but hotly contentious part of the way Wikipedia 

operates, and is worth additional attention. 

 

Enforcement of behavioral rules 

The rules can be viewed as comprehensive articulations of shared values, but enforcement of 

behavioral rules in particular varies dramatically (Jemielniak, 2014). Some pages have more 

people watching than others,37 some attract watchers with particular perspectives, and some 

discussions are so sparsely attended any instance of one or two persistent editors may succeed in 

pushing their own point of view, so long as it can in some way be framed in terms of policy. 

Other policies are more or less strictly enforced based on topic. An article with a long history of 

controversy might be more likely to allow for uncivil language or it may make contributors more 

 
37

 "Watching" means an editor has added a page to her "watchlist," a reverse chronological listing of all changes 

made to a set of pages of interest to an editor. Active Wikipedians check their watchlist regularly, often several 

times a day. 
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likely to receive a sanction for what even one administrator considers to be "tendentious editing," 

"battleground behavior," casting aspersions, or just wasting other people's time by insisting on 

the same material being discussed over and over again. 

 

Enforcement also depends, to some extent, on the reputation of the person making particular 

edits. New users are given far less leeway than experienced editors. Editors with a reputation for 

making a lot of high-quality contributions to Wikipedia are generally more likely to get away 

with edits that a newer user might be blocked for. This is because someone being on Wikipedia 

just to push a particular point of view, or who persists in violating wikipolicy after a warning, 

could be viewed as being on Wikipedia for the wrong reasons. It may also be because any action 

that is taken against the experienced editor will reliably be met by defenders that call the action 

into question and may even try to undermine it by criticizing the administrator who blocked or 

sanctioned the editor. Long-time user and administrator Beeblebrox wrote an essay on the 

subject, called "The Unblockables," summarized as "Sometimes a long-term user or even 

administrator does something they shouldn't have done. Sometimes an administrator will go 

ahead and block them for it. And sometimes that user is rapidly unblocked by another admin, 

who may even openly admit that the user did the thing they should not have done, a thing we 

would certainly block a less experienced user for, but that this user should not be blocked for. If 

you have seen this happen, you have met one of The Unblockables" ("User:Beeblebrox,” 2018). 

On the page, a mixture of critique and satire, Beeblebrox offers advice and explanation for why 

they are unblocked repeatedly, what one should do in that situation and what to expect if you try 

to enforce policy with a member of The Unblockables. Experienced users are in this context 

allowed more leeway to violate the rules than a new user, and arguments against enforcement 

will typically include that the blocking administrator should have issued more of a warning or a 

more specific notice before blocking despite anyone with as much experience being intimately 

familiar with the rules the warning would concern. The blocked or sanctioned editor may be 

argued to be "too valuable," such that nothing short of the most egregious offenses should merit 

a block. Defenders will speak to a background the blocking administrator did not understand, and 

perhaps could not understand. If the blocking administrator, for example, has less experience 

writing Featured Articles than the blocked user, the conversation may shift to how the admin 

could not know what it is like to try to defend an article they have worked hard on, in the face of 
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new users who do not know about past discussions, trying to force a particular point of view that 

the blocked user should not have to treat with patience and respect. Beeblebrox advises admins 

who intend to take action to issue copious warnings, being "specific, but not too specific," 

avoiding personalizing the dispute in any way, ensuring they are not involved with the user in 

other disputes, refrain from reblocking if they are unblocked ("wheel warring"), and "know when 

to hold 'em, know when to fold 'em." He explains that "these users sometimes have a fan club 

who will leap to their defense no matter what outrageous actions they may take… The fan club is 

only interested in overturning the block and chasing away the admin who dared to impose it. 

Wikipedia policy, logic, reason, common sense, fair play, all these things are irrelevant to the fan 

club unless they seem to favor their side." Defenders or the blocked user will filibuster and 

exhaust discussion, will post angry messages on the admin's talk page, and people will try to turn 

the issue to make it about the admin, including calls to resign administrator tools 

(“User:Beeblebrox,” 2018). 

 

There are unofficial hierarchies, influential peer groups, and ultimately strength in numbers 

which can break the smooth functioning of a consensus-based decision-making system. The idea 

of an "Unblockable" calls into question the authority of administrators and indeed of the policies 

and guidelines as they are written. That "editors should treat each other with respect and civility" 

is enshrined as one of the "Five Pillars" of Wikipedia discussed in chapter 3, but the rules about 

what it means are some of the most unevenly and inconsistently applied policies. There is very 

strong consensus for "civility" to be a policy, but when it comes to interpretation and application, 

like many other forms of consensus it varies based on the users in attendance and the way they 

interpret that policy or choose to ignore it. Experienced users do sometimes get blocked, but 

typically only after extensive lesser penalties were ineffective, and often with other casualties.  

 

ArbCom 

For behavioral issues that the community fails to solve through noticeboards and RfCs, there is a 

site of ultimate appeal: the arbitration committee (ArbCom). ArbCom is like the Supreme Court 

of Wikipedia. Any user may submit a case request, presenting typically extensive arguments and 

evidence in the form of links to other discussions and specific edits, covering arguments that 
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there are persistent problems which run afoul of policies and guidelines, as well as that other 

attempts at resolution have failed. Once the case request is filed, other users then comment on the 

merits of the case, add arguments, respond to arguments, and offer additional evidence. Once 

arbitrators have seen enough, they vote on whether to accept or decline the case, based on a 

simple majority. Arbitration requires a demonstration that all other options have been exhausted. 

It also limits cases to those that primarily involve behavioral problems that the community has 

failed to resolve because of differences in interpretation of Wikipedia's policies and guidelines. If 

accepted, three additional stages of the case are added: evidence, which gathers all of the 

evidence to be weighed by arbitrators, typically including material from the case request; 

workshop, when any member of the community can opine on how the committee should 

proceed, formatting opinions in a manner similar to how the committee structures the final stage; 

and proposed decision, written only by members of the committee based on the previous two 

stages. The proposed (and final) decision includes three main sections: principles, which 

summarize typically uncontroversial values relevant to the case, pulled from policies and 

guidelines; findings of fact, specific summaries of important elements of the case, such as "user1 

exhibited a battleground mentality while editing," "user2 has harassed user1," "user3 was 

blocked from editing this topic," or "user4 improperly used administrator tools when blocking 

user2"; remedies, which is where the committee takes action or declares inaction, such as 

blocking, topic banning, admonishing, limiting a user to a certain number of edits in a given 

topic area, creating special rules for certain articles, and making suggestions for the community 

to tackle. Arbitrators deliberate until each principle, finding of fact, and remedy is either 

accepted or rejected, then the case is closed and remedies implemented. To an extent unlike 

anywhere else on Wikipedia, what ArbCom decides is binding. Its outcomes can only be 

changed by formal amendment, motion, or a new case, all of which require a majority of the 

committee to agree. In other words, ArbCom alone can change ArbCom's case remedies.  

 

The first Arbitration Committee was appointed by Jimmy Wales. It has gone through several 

changes since forming in 2004, but it quickly began using an election system to choose 

committee members. Arbitrators are elected to two-year terms in a yearly election open to any 

member of the community who had an account with at least 150 edits to articles a month before 

the election. Any editor in good standing can run in the election, although there is a heavy 
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preference for arbitrators to be administrators. Voters choose to support, oppose, or abstain from 

voting for each candidate and those who receive the highest net support votes (subtracting 

opposition) become arbitrators. This means that the users that receive the most support may not 

succeed if they also received a lot of opposition. The committee comprises 15 members, with 

staggered two-year terms. 

 

The only type of case that goes to ArbCom without quite meeting the degree of exhaustion 

typical behavioral disputes must go through are those involving the potential removal of 

administrator tools. Once made an administrator, the user right is not easily removed. It is 

effectively a lifetime appointment except in egregious circumstances. The administrator user 

right is also removed after a year of inactivity, but the inactive former administrator can simply 

request it be restored when she returns.  

 

While the purview of ArbCom is primarily behavioral rather than content-based, it is included 

here, along with other explanations of behavioral intervention, because of the impact that it can 

have on the production of knowledge. The act of removing one or more of the most active 

participants from discussions in a particular topic area, either through a block or a topic ban, will 

have an effect on the consensus-building process. It also sets clear rules for how those processes 

can take place and who can participate in the future. As an example, the "Palestine-Israel articles 

4" ArbCom case (the fourth case on the subject) started over a surprising subject: the company 

Airbnb. An administrator was surprised that another administrator protected the page citing 

"discretionary sanctions." Discretionary sanctions were introduced by ArbCom as a way to 

enable administrators to maintain a collaborative and productive editing atmosphere in 

contentious areas without being weighed down by bureaucracy ("Wikipedia:Arbitration 

Committee,” 2020). Functionally, they allow administrators special leeway to issue blocks, bans, 

and page protections. They are authorized by ArbCom for specific topic areas identified as being 

the site of protracted disputes and widespread disruptive editing. The question of Airbnb arose 

because the administrator who protected the page did so by citing discretionary sanctions (DS) 

related to Palestine-Israel relations. Airbnb had announced it would remove listings in the West 

Bank, and the section covering that news was subject to some disruptive editing. It was unclear, 

however, whether DS should cover pages about that conflict or content related to the conflict in 
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any article. The resulting case clarified the "area of conflict," which covers the Arab-Israeli 

conflict not just in articles about other subjects but on any page on Wikipedia, including 

discussion pages, with the only exception for users' personal pages. It also set forth rules for 

editing such topics. In addition to giving administrators more leeway to use their judgment 

without bureaucracy, ArbCom put the entire subject under extended confirmed protection and 

limited users to making no more than one revert per page per day (1RR, or one revert rule) 

("Wikipedia:Arbitration/Requests/Case/Palestine,” 2020). In other words, users need established 

accounts and, if they get into an editing dispute, can only revert once, regardless of whether or 

not the second revert concerns different material. This insists on spreading out edits over 

multiple users in cases of disputes and encourages people to use talk pages. It also turns edit wars 

into a numbers game in which editors sometimes strategize when to use their one revert per day 

and when to follow discursive consensus-building procedures instead. In setting these rules, 

ArbCom does not directly determine content but creates binding rules that govern for discussion, 

affecting the finding of consensus. 

 

Getting into the behavior of users on Wikipedia enters into an aspect of knowledge production 

never before relevant — or at least knowable — in the history of the genre. Indeed, the 

transparency of Wikipedia is unprecedented, but here extends into the interpersonal relationships 

between users and whether or not they are sufficiently civil or collaborative, with potential 

consequences if not. Enforcement of behavioral rules is one of the most contentious aspects of 

Wikipedia, and it is carried out in a highly inconsistent manner. Meanwhile, interventions 

intended to curb bad behavior winds up affecting the content itself by determining who can 

participate, how discussions can happen, or how many times someone can challenge content in a 

given time period. As unevenly as the behavioral rules are applied in practice, however, they are 

internally consistent. That is, the rules like "assume good faith," "civility," and "don't bite the 

newbies" all make sense and compliment each other, even if people disagree about when or how 

to enforce them (Reagle, 2010). I turn now to a set of guidelines which may be the most 

internally inconsistent, with sometimes contradictory guidance that results in wildly varying 

applications that are nonetheless entirely valid findings of consensus. 
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Fragmented consensus and notability 

Apart from perhaps NPOV, there is no single policy or guideline subject to more debate than 

"notability," which determines which subjects should be included in Wikipedia, and which 

should be left out. Every day, hundreds of articles are tagged for having questionable notability 

or nominated for deletion on the basis of notability. It is a guideline — or, more accurately, a 

collection of guidelines and essays — with a complicated history, wildly varying interpretations, 

operation on multiple levels, and constantly under discussion both at the level of application and 

of the text of the guidelines themselves.  

 

Notability as it exists in 2020 is a "guideline" on Wikipedia. Like so many other terms, a 

guideline means something very specific on Wikipedia. Its fundamental meaning is as a level of 

consensus. At the top of the hierarchy of consensus is the policy, the fundamental principles on 

which Wikipedia operates. They document "a rule or standard with wide acceptance among 

Wikipedia editors that all users should normally follow." There are content policies (ignore all 

rules, what Wikipedia is not, neutral point of view, verifiability, no original research, biographies 

of living persons, image use policy, and Wikipedia is not a dictionary), conduct policies (civility, 

consensus, editing policy, harassment, vandalism, clean start, dispute resolution, edit warring, no 

personal attacks, ownership of content, sock puppetry, and the username policy), as well as sets 

of deletion policies, procedural policies, enforcement policies, and legal policies. They are at the 

top of the consensus food chain, and a finding of consensus which contradicts them will almost 

certainly be overturned.38 A guideline "is a set of best practices that are supported by the 

consensus of Wikipedia editors. Editors should attempt to follow guidelines, though they are best 

treated with common sense. Occasional exceptions may apply" ("Wikipedia:List of policies,” 

2020). Though the language does not sound strict, and although they indeed do require 

interpretation and application, guidelines represent the second strongest form of consensus on 

Wikipedia. As with most things on Wikipedia, it was a simpler process to make something into a 

guideline in the earliest days of the project. Today, it requires extensive collaboration, 

 
38

 Much has been written about the curious policy "ignore all rules." Though it has often been upheld as an 

argument that Wikipedia does not actually have firm rules or does not have bureaucracy, it is more accurate to say 

that "ignore all rules" means the spirit of the rules is more important than the letter. Neutrality, for example, is very 

much non-negotiable, but if the letter of the NPOV policy prevents what editors decide is in the spirit of the rule, 

they should "ignore" it. 
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discussion, and widely advertised, formalized, structured discussions. Indeed as of 2020 it is rare 

for new guidelines to be created, although existing guidelines are constantly being edited, albeit 

tenuously and slowly. Notability is a guideline. As such, it is taken for granted that notability is a 

requirement. The consensus is already established. In order to argue that notability is irrelevant 

to inclusion, one would need to first challenge the consensus on notability, which is all but 

impossible at this point in time.  

 

When Wikipedia began, it had some basic policies and principles, although the formal language 

of "policy" and "guideline" did not exist for a few years. Among them was the simple declaration 

that Wikipedia is an encyclopedia. It is not a personal website, not an indiscriminate collection of 

information, not a platform for personal opinions, not a dictionary, etc. So there were necessary 

decisions about what kinds of content should and should not be included. In the earliest days, 

there was a keen awareness that, unlike encyclopedias of the past, Wikipedia is not made of 

paper and thus not constrained by physical media. The idea of "not paper" became a mantra 

among those who believed its scope should stretch to include all kinds of topics. The first version 

of what might be considered a notability guideline was the deletion policy laid out by Larry 

Sanger in 2001. At the time, there were only a few people with the ability to delete, and Sanger 

was explicit that "when in doubt, don't delete" ("Wikipedia:Deletion,” 2001). The primary 

threshold was verifiability — whether or not what the article says can be verified somewhere 

outside of Wikipedia. Anything beyond what was unverifiable was more complicated to delete. 

After a couple years went by and the number of articles, users, and visitors started to climb 

sharply, there was more interest in the community to set some standards. Several concepts were 

proposed, and sometimes conflicting definitions. For example, there have been proposals for 

guidelines on "notability," "importance" ("Wikipedia:Notability/Historical/Importance,” 2019),  

"fame and importance" ("Wikipedia talk:Notability/,” 2011),  and "significance" 

("Wikipedia:Notability/Historical/Significance,” 2018). Most were framed in terms of whether or 

not they are good arguments to delete an article, which stands in contrast to today where 

notability is viewed more along the lines of a requirement for inclusion. It is a subtle difference, 

but reflects a change of orientation which can also be seen in the evolution of the deletion policy, 

originally written to require consideration of the "feelings" for contributors. Nearly two decades 

later, Wikipedia occupies a much different space in the world, and there is broad, though not 
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unanimous, agreement that the product, or even the process, is more important than feelings 

when it comes to what kind of material to include. It is still considered uncivil and inappropriate 

to insult someone's contributions, but feelings are more often things to be avoided when it comes 

to application of notability guidelines. 

 

People have proposed rules for inclusion or exclusion since the very beginning. The significant 

moments are when they were promoted to guideline status. The first notability guidelines to find 

consensus concerned specific topics. One of the earliest was the guidance for biographies, which 

articulated separate rules for living and dead people as well as a variety of possible tests that 

could be used, like whether there are lots of Google hits, whether it is an autobiography, whether 

anyone will find it useful in 100 years, whether all of the material can be independent verified, 

and others ("Wikipedia:Notability (people),” 2005). An early guideline for a particular group of 

people was known as "the professor test" and set forth specific criteria from which an academic 

must meet at least one in order to be included ("Wikipedia:Notability (academics),” 2007). Other 

early guidelines were for music, fiction, and websites. Alongside these, editors began recording 

common outcomes of deletion discussions. On one hand, it can be helpful to save time and effort 

by avoiding litigating the same arguments about the same kinds of subjects to the same ends, for 

example that "secondary schools are typically kept if they are shown to verifiably exist," but on 

the other hand it lends to circular logic along the lines of "keep this article because we usually 

keep this kind of article."  

 

Though there were several essays, Wikipedia did not have a dedicated notability guideline until 

2005. The first version of the page, which began with a header declaring it a guideline, was 

created on May 19, 2005, describing it this way: "Notability is something which is known 

outside of a narrow interest group or constituency, or should be because of its particular 

importance or impact. It's an extension of the notion of 'notoriety' for biographical articles. It 

differs, however, from fame and importance; while all articles on 'famous' and 'important' 

subjects are notable, not all notable articles are famous or important" 

("Wikipedia:Notability/Historical/Arguments,” 2005). It goes on to explain that some people do 

not consider it a valid reason for deletion, but that there is an idea of notability inherent in the 

basic policies of verifiability and no original research. It is a short guideline, and indeed its status 
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as a guideline was quickly challenged. In fact, the question of whether or not it should be a 

guideline was under constant dispute for years, even though it has held that designation more or 

less consistently since 2006, for a version that frames it primarily in terms of "what Wikipedia is 

not" (NOT). The reframing made notability a question of what it means to be "encyclopedic" as 

Wikipedia defines it. Whereas limiting it to the domain of verifiability and no original research 

was confusing, as it was unclear how much it added to those concepts all the while being the 

reason for various deletions, using NOT starts from the assumption that there is material that 

must be excluded in order to fulfill Wikipedia's identity as an encyclopedia. The 2006 version 

also compares it to the concept "importance" and declares it synonymous. While it was hotly 

controversial, it nonetheless included the text "This page documents the status quo" and links to 

failed proposals to change the status quo ("Wikipedia:Notability,” 2006a). Those who challenged 

its guideline status found it to be generally destructive, leading to unnecessary deletions by virtue 

of its existence, with too much subjectivity included in determinations of what is "important" or 

"encyclopedic." There were furthermore concerns about the relationship between this new 

guideline and existing guidelines applicable to specific domains. 

 

Notability remained the most contentious guideline for years, with constant proposals to remove 

its guideline status, weaken it, strengthen it, or reframe it. The main notability page itself has 

been edited 2,569 times by 778 different editors since its creation. Any time it is changed, it 

appears on the watchlists of almost 2,300 people.39 It was edited 369 times in 2006, 833 times in 

2007, 294 times in 2008, and then slowly dropped to 36 in 2013. Since then, it has only seen a 

few dozen edits each year. The talk page has remained reasonably active, with a total of 26,922 

edits by 1,843 people. Most of those came between 2006-2010, after which discussion tapered 

off to "only" about 1,000 to 1,500 edits per year as of 2020. Starting in 2013, the debates over 

the legitimacy of notability more or less ended, and were replaced by edits to the wording, 

details, examples, etc. This is a pattern seen with nearly all policies and guidelines: after a period 

of intense debate before and shortly after being promoted to their policy or guideline status, they 

settle and are subject to incremental changes. Now, a proposal to remove the notability guideline 

would be shut down almost immediately. With the passage of time and the implicit, if not 

 
39

 For comparison, the NPOV policy has 1,639 watchers. The article on The Beatles has 2,068. 
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explicit, acceptance of so many editors, it is a permanent fixture in practice, even if technically 

"consensus can change." To remove something as big as notability one would have to start small, 

challenging pieces of text until it amounted to a whole. Support for notability also simply grew 

since 2006, not simply because it was made into a guideline and declared the status quo, but 

because it actually reflected changing concerns in the community. 2006-2008 was the peak of 

Wikipedia's expansion in terms of proportional growth in articles, active users, and rise to 

prominence in popular culture. There was an understanding that it is no longer an experimental 

playground where people create things for the fun of it, without worrying if it could be 

considered "encyclopedic." Wikipedia became serious business. 

 

General notability or subject notability 

The dimension of notability I want to explore more is also one of the most controversial aspects 

of the concept in the years since it largely stabilized: its relationship to other notability 

guidelines. One of the most consistent elements of the notability guideline has been an idea that 

originated as an observation of a common principle among extant subject-specific guidelines: 

that they "assert that a minimum standard for any given topic is that it has been the subject of 

multiple non-trivial published works, where the source is independent of the topic itself." This 

was expanded and called "The Primary Notability Criterion," implemented on November 20, 

2006 ("Wikipedia:Notability,” 2006b). The prominence of this description shifted over different 

parts of the page, became the definition of notability itself for a time, and eventually changed its 

name to the "general notability guideline" (GNG). However, it was never actually the case that 

all subject-specific notability guidelines absolutely required "significant coverage in reliable 

sources independent of the subject" (an idea commonly abbreviated SIGCOV), and what was 

originally framed as a common theme evolved into a competitor. The language in the notability 

guideline changed from reflecting a sense of consensus to declaring that something is notable if 

it meets the GNG or a subject-specific guideline (SNG). Where they conflict, there are debates 

over which should take precedence. 

 

It is easy to understand how a central guideline and subject-specific guidelines might diverge: 

they are written by different people. Though there are generalists, many Wikipedians gravitate 

towards the subjects that interest them. People who write about music, companies, sports, 
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astronomical objects, professors, numbers, websites, and books got together separately to 

develop guidelines for those subjects. There is overlap between them, of course, but also many 

people who are only interested in that subject. Perhaps even more importantly, they approached 

it in different ways. Both through these formal processes and informally, groups might consider 

the question of notability according to Wikipedia or according to the subject. That is, how to 

apply Wikipedia's guidelines to the subject or how to shape the guidelines according to the 

subject. "How does our domain define its most important subjects" will yield different results 

from "which subjects in our domain meet Wikipedia guidelines." When discussion is centralized, 

stakeholders from those individual debates appear to defend their local consensus against the 

imperialism of centralized guidelines. Those on the side of the GNG argue that SNGs should 

operate in the service of the GNG, indicating what kinds of subjects in a particular domain are 

likely to satisfy SIGCOV rather than operating according to different rules. For them, the ideas 

presented in the GNG are basic extrapolations of policy: to have an article, there must be some 

sort of recognition of significance because Wikipedia is an encyclopedia; that recognition must 

come from published reliable sources because Wikipedia does not allow original research; there 

must be enough coverage in those sources to write an article without using original research; the 

material in those sources must allow for summary according to a neutral point of view. 

Advocates of independent SNGs typically prefer to consider what subjects have the most impact 

on the world or on a domain of knowledge, what topics are of most interest to readers, appeals to 

the autonomy of stakeholders in individual projects on Wikipedia, and various assertions related 

to fairness and bias. The latter has become a prominent argument in discourse about Wikipedia 

in the 2010s, analyzing the ways the community composition and other factors contribute to 

systemic bias in the articles it covers. 

 

The aforementioned "professor test," also known as "Notability (academics)" and abbreviated 

PROF is a prominent example of a subject-specific guideline which does not always align with 

the GNG. The way that academics become prominent in their field, have an impact on the world, 

and otherwise achieve "notability" in the conventional sense is not through the kind of coverage 

that, say, an internet meme, basketball player, movie, or reality television star might. That is, 

they are rarely the subject of press coverage. So the long-standing criteria for academics include 

things like "The person has received a highly prestigious academic award or honor at a national 
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or international level," "The person has held a named chair appointment or distinguished 

professor appointment at a major institution of higher education and research, or an equivalent 

position in countries where named chairs are uncommon," and "The person has been the head or 

chief editor of a major, well-established academic journal in their subject area." The guideline 

takes the rare step of being explicit that it "is independent from the other subject-specific 

notability guidelines … and is explicitly listed as an alternative to the general notability 

guideline. It is possible for an academic not to be notable under the provisions of this guideline 

but to be notable in some other way under the general notability guideline or one of the other 

subject-specific notability guidelines. Conversely, failure to meet either the general notability 

guideline or other subject-specific notability guidelines is irrelevant if an academic is notable 

under this guideline" ("Wikipedia:Notability (academics),” 2020). Where most subject-specific 

guidelines which did not previously become subordinate to the GNG eventually modified the 

language to be clear that passing the SNG meant a subject might be notable, or framed as an 

indicator of notability, PROF managed to maintain its independence. It was hard won, and 

continues to be challenged. The reason it is controversial is that by allowing for articles that do 

not meet the GNG, some articles on academics rely on primary sources connected to the subject, 

such as a university profile or the subject's own work. Without "in depth coverage," articles on 

academics are some of the only articles to allow extensive information about awards, positions, 

and publications without any coverage of those awards, positions, and publications beyond the 

award website, university website, and journals themselves. In 2004, it would not have seemed 

unusual, but with so much of Wikipedia moving towards an insistence that NPOV plus V plus 

NOT equals GNG, it is remarkable that it has persisted. That it still enjoys strong consensus may 

be due to a recognition that an encyclopedia worth its salt should cover academics, and there 

must be a counter to Wikipedia's long history of emphasizing popular culture subjects. 

 

The sports notability guideline, and the guideline for association football in particular, has a 

somewhat different relationship. It does not use weak language like "if someone meets these 

criteria, they may be notable" but also does not divorce itself from the GNG, framing instead as 

"presumed notable" if they meet the criteria. This language of presumption is controversial, for 

how far does such a presumption go? If a presumption is sufficient to avoid deletion, the 

practical effect is the same as actual notability; if the presumption stops as soon as the GNG is 
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brought up, what force does it have? What is noteworthy about the football criteria is that in 

actual practice, the guideline is cited as though it is independent of the GNG. That is, at the level 

of individual deletion discussions, people routinely argue to "keep per NFOOTY" (the shortcut 

pointing to the football criteria), and these arguments are routinely viewed as sufficient, or just 

inevitable, by the discussions' closers. For example, the deletion discussion about Dutch 

footballer Yassine Tekfaoui took place in June 2020 and largely concerned NFOOTY and its 

relevance. The most commonly cited, and most controversial, part of NFOOTY is: "Players who 

have played, and managers who have managed, in a competitive game between two teams from 

fully professional leagues will generally be regarded as notable," thus if it can be demonstrated 

that someone played in a professional game, it can be argued that he meets NFOOTY. Tekfaoui, 

it seemed, had played in such a game, but only briefly, coming in late in the match. When 

someone argued to delete on the basis that "a nominal amount of play … is not sufficient when 

GNG is failed," a response came shortly thereafter: "That's rubbish. He passes WP:NFOOTY. 

Doesn't matter how many minutes he's played, he has featured in a professional game of 

football." A few others joined to argue against this logic, emphasizing GNG, but several others 

responding by reiterating that the subject met NFOOTY, ignoring challenges based on GNG. 

When an administrator relisted the discussion, which enables it to run for an additional seven 

days before it is closed, citing that the GNG issues had not been addressed, a participant accused 

that administrator of being biased, emphasizing that "as reliable sources have been provided that 

NFOOTY has been met, then GNG is not relevant, and it's not worth anyone's time researching 

further." As many such discussions do, more effort was spent arguing notability criteria 

precedence than the subject itself. In the end, an administrator closed it as "no consensus. Should 

be a delete by policy but the level of support for a poorly sourced [biography of a living person] 

by users relying on an SNG mean that a delete close won't stick" ("Wikipedia:Articles,” 2020). 

"No consensus" In other words, the closing administrator recognized that the strength of 

arguments were in favor of one side, but that there is commonly harsh backlash from football 

editors when NFOOTY's "presumed notability" is treated as something other than just 

"notability."  

 

In other deletion discussions, the closer determines in favor of those who argue that NFOOTY 

alone is insufficient; other times in support of GNG as the ultimate authority of notability. Such 
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discussions are also swayed based on participation. If none of the people who believe that GNG 

takes precedence over NFOOTY participate in the deletion discussion, it would be impossible for 

the closer to rule as anything other than "there is consensus that this subject meets NFOOTY." 

Likewise if those who believe any professional game time is sufficient for notability do not 

participate, it will be determined on the basis of GNG. In this way deletion discussions and 

debates over notability generally depend to a considerable degree on who shows up to the 

consensus-building process. Such inconsistency in the way the policies and guidelines are 

applied in practice, and how much flexibility there is in the determination of consensus, 

undermine to some extent the coherent ethos of Wikipedia via its system of rules. Over time, 

some of the fragmentation of notability has healed, and it is likely that in time even NFOOTY, 

like most other SNGs, will be subsumed at least in part by the GNG. From the perspective of 

consistency in the application of rules, that is a good thing. From the perspective of someone 

who does not see why Wikipedia should not be even in its coverage of professional footballers, it 

would be disappointing. There is talk, too, of expanding the sports notability guideline since 

attention has been drawn to the extent to which it accounts for a surprising portion of the gender 

gap in Wikipedia's biographies. In addition to more men playing sports globally than women, 

when determining the criteria for which leagues, sports, tournaments, etc. to confer "presumed 

notability" onto, there are several examples of only choosing the men's side of the sport or the 

men's tournament. The reason is because they are, in those cases, argued to be more likely to 

receive coverage in reliable sources, but when that coverage is secondary to the guideline itself, 

it is hard to argue for maintaining gender-based lines.  

 

The idea of notability on Wikipedia is a natural extension of its core content policies, but before 

there was an agreed upon definition, multiple groups created domain-specific guidance built on 

different interpretations of those policies. When other users began trying to suss out a core 

meaning, they wound up creating a general rule which subordinated some specific guidelines 

while maintaining a tenuous competition with others. The result is multiple sets of criteria with 

which users can assess a subject's notability with an unclear relationship to each other, several 

areas of contradiction, and equal validity. In practice, this means that what subjects are kept or 

deleted can come down to who participates in deletion discussions and which guidelines they 

choose to operate by. From this site of consensus-building at the specific level of individual 
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application, I would not like to move to a fascinating new development where central discussions 

create firm rules that apply everywhere.  

 

Source deprecation and blackboxing consensus 

The crisis of knowledge which arose around and after the 2016 United States presidential 

election, closely associated with the terms which entered into popular culture at the time like 

"fake news" and "alternative facts," was felt acutely on Wikipedia. It was upheld as a beacon of 

hope in dark times, a place where sources were vetted and priority given to reputable 

publications, keeping out the lies and propaganda eroding democracy (Cooke, 2020; Guo, 2016). 

Of course, Wikipedia was just doing what it has always done with regard to insisting on a neutral 

point of view, verifiability, no original research, and use of reliable sources, but its community 

became keenly aware of just how much people came to rely on the site as something of an 

antidote. That is the metaphor Noam Cohen used in a 2018 Washington Post article, which called 

Wikipedia the "good cop of the internet": "Conspiracy videos are top draws on YouTube, 

whether the subject is the moon landing (humans never set foot on it) or the Parkland school 

massacre survivors (they’re 'crisis actors'). Last month, Susan Wojcicki, YouTube’s chief 

executive, proposed an antidote to these poison pills: Wikipedia. For each fanciful conspiracy 

peddled on YouTube, she said, there soon would be a link to a corresponding article from 

Wikipedia" (Cohen, 2018). Wikipedia has been embraced by Facebook, YouTube, Google, and a 

host of other services as a counterweight to the problem of disinformation. Having graduated 

from "cult of the amateur" (Keen, 2007) to savior of the internet led many editors to invigorated 

vigilance when it comes to rooting out bad sources. After all, Wikipedia is only as good as the 

sources it cites, owing to the verifiability policy. I would like to focus on a very specific 

phenomenon which began on Wikipedia in January 2017: source deprecation.  

 

Back in 2007, a forum was created to discuss the reliability of sources: the reliable sources 

noticeboard (RSN). While most discussion of sources takes place in context, on article talk 

pages, RSN became a place where one could get external opinions. Most of the time, an editor 

would post about the source as well as the context, as in "is this article published in Cat Fancy 

reliable enough to support this claim about cat breeds in the main cat article?" Others would 
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weigh in to help build consensus. In some cases, editors would ask for input about a source 

broadly, as in "is Cat Fancy a reliable source for claims about animal welfare?" Some 

participants might be reluctant to participate given the lack of specific context, but most would 

help evaluate the source. Users are encouraged to search the archives of RSN to get a sense of 

what the community thinks about particular sources. If a source is repeatedly deemed unreliable, 

links to past RSN discussions serve as evidence in active disputes. Where no consensus is found, 

a new section might be opened and subsequently added to the archives. Over time, the archives 

have become lengthy and difficult to navigate. 

 

Sources are evaluated according to a wide range of criteria on Wikipedia, but the rules about 

source evaluation are much more open to interpretation than, say, the verifiability policy. The 

main reliable sources guideline (RS) talks about reliability in the context of other policies, 

emphasizes the importance of context, and speaks to traits of reliable sources like having "a 

reputation for fact-checking and accuracy." There is consideration of the age of a source, for 

example when comparing two scientific sources where one might be more up to date. The 

guideline addresses some particular kinds of sources, like scholarship, news, and commercial 

sources. Scholarship is generally placed at the top of the quality hierarchy. It expresses a 

preference for secondary over primary sources, reinforces a prohibition on original research, 

disqualifies most unpublished material, includes caveats about publications known to exist only 

to push a particular point of view, draws distinctions between factual and opinion content, 

includes special advice for working with biased sources, and details various forms of 

questionable or inappropriate sources like personal blogs, social media sites, sponsored content, 

and commercial websites. Finally, at the bottom of the guideline includes a relatively new 

section about "deprecated sources," which is worth including in full:  

 

"A small number of sources are deprecated on Wikipedia. That means they should not be used, 

unless there is a specific consensus to do so. Deprecation happens through a request for 

comment, usually at the reliable sources noticeboard. It is reserved for sources that have a 

substantial history of fabrication or other serious factual accuracy issues (e.g. promoting 

conspiracy theories), usually when there are large numbers of references to the source giving rise 

to concerns about the integrity of information in the encyclopaedia. 
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"A deprecated source should not be used to support factual claims. While there are exceptions 

for discussion of the source's own view on something, these are rarely appropriate outside 

articles on the source itself. In general articles, commentary on a deprecated source's opinion 

should be drawn from independent secondary sources. Including a claim or statement by a 

deprecated source that is not covered by reliable sources risks giving undue weight to a fringe 

view. 

 

"Some sources are blacklisted, and can not be used at all. Blacklisting is generally reserved for 

sources which are added abusively, such as state-sponsored fake news sites with a history of 

addition by troll farms. Specific blacklisted sources can be locally whitelisted; see 

Wikipedia:Blacklist for other details about blacklisting" ("Wikipedia:Reliable sources,” 2020). 

 

The Daily Mail RfC 

While blacklisting has existed on Wikipedia for years to deal with spam and ecommerce sites, 

the process of source deprecation began with an RfC about the British tabloid The Daily Mail in 

2017. One might not think of a tabloid as a useful source in an encyclopedia, but there were 

thousands of links to it in citations across Wikipedia. It had come up on RSN many times, 

usually with some consensus that it is unreliable for most purposes. At last, a user named 

Hillbillyholiday had enough and opened an RfC with the question: "Should we prohibit the use 

of The Daily Mail as a source? I envisage something just short of blacklisting, whereby its 

introduction to the article could be accepted only upon there being a demonstrable need to use it 

instead of other sources." Those who supported said things like "Many, many editors (and Jimmy 

Wales) have said over the years that the Mail is not a reliable source in any area," "it is a byword 

for the worst kinds of yellow journalism, it is (in effect) a fake news organ," "Anything found in 

the Daily Mail which can't be found in a more reliable, trustworthy source probably shouldn't be 

in Wikipedia at all," "They have proven themselves to be willing to make up fake quotes and to 

create doctored pictures, and nothing they say or do is to be trusted," and "this RfC is kind of 

beating a dead horse as the community has rejected this source pretty much every time it comes 

here. so much time has been wasted explaining people not to use this." Those opposing the 

prohibition made these kinds of arguments: "so long as they're not disparaging third parties. I 

can't see a reason to single out the Daily Mail; there are others just as bad and worse" and 
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"Editors are supposed to always use judgment when choosing sources. Usually the broadsheets 

are better than the tabloids but there are circumstances when tabloids provide better coverage 

such as sports and crime. And if we exclude the Mail, there are a lot of other publications of 

lower quality that would still be considered reliable" ("Wikipedia:Reliable 

sources/Noticeboard/Archive 220,” 2020). Those who supported found it to be utterly unreliable 

and were sick of having to argue over it repeatedly. Some of those who opposed found it to be 

reliable for some subjects, some argued it used to be more reliable, and that it just is not the 

worst such that it should be the first ever source about which Wikipedia formally prohibits. 

 

At the end of the month-long RfC, it was decided that a panel of uninvolved editors in good 

standing would collaborate to close the discussion, a recognition of its controversy and potential 

impact. The closing statement found that "Consensus has determined that the Daily Mail 

(including its online version, dailymail.co.uk) is generally unreliable, and its use as a reference is 

to be generally prohibited, especially when other more reliable sources exist. As a result, the 

Daily Mail should not be used for determining notability, nor should it be used as a source in 

articles. An edit filter should be put in place going forward to warn editors attempting to use the 

Daily Mail as a reference" ("Wikipedia:Reliable sources/Noticeboard/Archive 220,” 2020). 

Another large RfC was held a year later challenging the decision, again attracting a great deal of 

participation, again being closed by a panel, and ending with "firm consensus against overturning 

the previous RfC" ("Wikipedia:Reliable sources/Noticeboard/Archive 255,” 2020). 

 

The Daily Mail can no longer be used on Wikipedia. There are scarce exceptions when it may be 

used as a source about itself, but even then it is preferred to use a different source. As The 

Guardian reported at the time (itself a critic of the Mail, it should be said): "The move is highly 

unusual for the online encyclopaedia, which rarely puts in place a blanket ban on publications 

and which still allows links to sources such as Kremlin backed news organisation Russia Today, 

and Fox News, both of which have raised concern among editors" (Jackson, 2017). It is difficult 

to overstate just how significant this move was, for at least three reasons: (1) as many 

participants in the RfC hoped or feared, it did start a trend of discussions intended to come to a 

single decisions about a source; (2) in coming to a single decision about a source, it saved 

volunteers a great deal of time and effort who would otherwise repeatedly explain to new users 
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the finer points of the RS guideline, and (3) it added a new, pervasive form of consensus 

"blackboxing." 

 

Consensus blackboxing 

In a 2009 paper, Jason Swarts used actor-network theory (ANT) to consider "how facts are 

created and how that process results in a network of facts, references, links, and alliances that 

become difficult to undo" (p. 283). Using Latour's term from science studies, he finds that "Fact 

building on Wikipedia is a process of black boxing. In some ways, participants divert attention 

from the actors that make up a fact. At other times, the participants will break open black boxes 

and insist on revealing the actors. What emerges as a fact is a black box made up of numerous, 

complex interrelations between facts, references, people, and technologies" (p. 283). By coding 

"opening moves" and "closing moves" in a collection of edits to the article about "clean coal," he 

looked at the ways editors drew attention to how a fact is constructed or how the fact was outside 

the realm of dispute and thus closer to truth or reality. It is a useful way of thinking about the 

work that a formally closed, structured discussion like the Daily Mail RfC does to establish a 

"fact" of consensus. By default, the discussion is closed. If one were to go to an article on 

Wikipedia and add a claim citing the Daily Mail, a warning would pop up warning the user that 

the link should not be used on Wikipedia and it would be undone as soon as it was spotted by 

another user (or, less likely, the citation would be replaced with another, or with a "citation 

needed" template). Upon asking "why was my edit undone," she would be directed to "see 

WP:DAILYMAIL," a closing move that states that the matter is settled and pointing to the 

documentation of the RfC as evidence. As with all consensus, it can change, but it requires a 

great deal of work to break apart the black box. This is a simplification of both Latour and 

Swarts' use of the term, and such an RfC would make for an excellent subject for an ANT-based 

analysis, but it is outside the scope of this project. 

 

Since the Daily Mail RfC, the format of holding an RfC to evaluate a source as a whole has 

become commonplace. In 2018, InfoWars was determined to be unreliable to the point of 

deprecation, too ("Wikipedia:Reliable sources/Noticeboard/Archive 247,” 2020). This case was 

somewhat different only in that practically no experienced editor considered it to be reliable for 

anything, such that it was already removed from articles as soon as it was spotted. Holding an 
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RfC to deprecate it served a couple purposes: deprecation not only declares a source to be 

unreliable for nearly any purpose but also adds an edit filter which warns users trying to add it 

that Wikipedia does not consider it reliable, and like Daily Mail, it provides a simple shortcut to 

avoid spending time explaining it. As one of the most popular symbols of conspiracy theories 

and disinformation at the time, it may have also been cathartic to effectively ban InfoWars or a 

way to signal what kind of material Wikipedia does not tolerate. 2018 also saw deprecation of 

Occupy Democrats, VDARE, WorldNetDaily, and Breitbart, and dozens of publications have 

been evaluated since. 

 

The RSN-based RfC on the general reliability of a publication became a genre of discussion on 

the noticeboard, applicable not only to those sources which had long been considered unreliable 

such that they were a timesink to repeatedly explain, but also to those that are viewed as reliable. 

There have been discussions at RSN about the general reliability of a source in the past, but 

rarely in an RfC format that would involve formal closure and a binding consensus. The Anti-

Defamation League, The Verge, and Science-Based Medicine were all the subject of RfCs to 

assess the reliability, and sometimes to assess particular elements of the source like whether it is 

reliable for particular kinds of statements. But these were unusual in that it was not prohibiting 

use of sites but effectively giving entire publications a green light for use on Wikipedia in the 

future.  

 

Part of the motivation for this new format of source reliability evaluation began as a tool to track 

past such discussions. The RSN archives are long and unwieldy. It is difficult to find threads 

about sources, because section headings are inconsistent and the names of those sources come up 

in unrelated threads. So the "perennial sources" page (RSP) was created in 2018 to act as an 

index to those past discussions. At the same time, it provides a summary of the consensus of 

those sections both in prose and categorization into "generally reliable," "no consensus, unclear, 

or additional considerations apply," "generally unreliable," and, starting with the Daily Mail, 

"deprecated." It became a very popular resource to reference during talk page discussions, itself a 

highly complex black box summarizing a vast number of discussions, and often summarizing 

summaries. When people want to explain that the Daily Mail or some other source is or is not 

reliable, it is increasingly to RSP that they point. Desire to recategorize a publication or place it 
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on the list has become motivation in itself to start an RfC. RSP is not a surprising development in 

itself, though. In fact, it is long overdue given how poorly the RSN archive functioned and how, 

especially with political topics, so much scarce volunteer time is spent repeatedly explaining 

what Wikipedia considers a reliable source. Whereas before editors would point to the RS 

guideline, now they can point to documentation about how that guideline applies to specific 

sources.  

 

FAQs 

There is another form of blackboxing consensus that is worth highlighting. It is not as new as 

source deprecation RfCs, but the way it works makes it a straightforward example: FAQs 

(collections of Frequently Asked Questions). One of the case studies Tkacz uses is the protracted 

debate over whether or not the article about Muhammad should display images of him (2015). 

The disputes lasted for years, the emerging consensus is still challenged on a regular basis, a 

variety of different forms of talk pages were created just to discuss the images, and it amounts to 

one of the longest, most involved, and best known controversies in the history of Wikipedia. By 

the time Tkacz was writing in 2015, there was a FAQ at the top of the talk page. FAQs are 

placed in an area of the talk page above the actual discussions in a more or less static region 

readers are intended to see before the rest. FAQs are used when consensus has been decided 

conclusively but people unfamiliar with the process, with that consensus, or with Wikipedia 

regularly challenge the subject of the consensus. As another box on the talk page says, "The 

FAQ represents prior consensus of editors here. If you are new to this article and have a question 

or suggestion for it, please read the FAQ first." It does little to explain how the consensus was 

determined, but links to the consensus policy. The FAQ responds to the question "shouldn't all 

the images of Muhammad be removed because they might offend Muslims?" with an answer 

which basically cites the policy "Wikipedia is not censored" and provides comparisons to other 

offensive material included in articles that might offend other groups of people. There are several 

aspects of the images that are addressed in the FAQ, all presented in a matter-of-fact manner that 

does not hint at how hard people fought over these conclusions. Questions and comments about 

the images are furthermore not permitted on the main Muhammad talk page, in an extremely 

unusual convention which requires users instead use a subpage of the talk page dedicated just to 

images. It is only if the user follows that link and then explores the links at the top of the images 
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subpage that they will find the source of the binding consensus. It is so well hidden that Tkacz 

did not seem to find it, concluding that the disputes were never actually resolved. In fact, a 2012 

ArbCom case about the subject included a resolution to hold an RfC, which gathered opinions 

from 329 editors, resulting in a complicated finding of consensus that led to the FAQ. 

 

FAQs are perhaps the most straightforward example of blackboxing consensus, in some cases 

entirely separating a finding of consensus from not just the processes and struggles that led to it 

and presenting it as though it had always been the case, but also separating it from actual 

humans. Similar to when someone is denied the ability to publish an edit because of a blacklisted 

link or warned because they added a deprecated source, reading a FAQ means that Wikipedia, 

rather than the community, seems to be speaking the consensus. Separating it from the real and 

fallible humans who volunteer for the project is a significant step in the obscuring of consensus 

procedures. As of October 2020, there are 254 article FAQs categorized as such (likely a few 

more that are not yet categorized). Among them are questions and answers which address why 

9/11 conspiracy theories are not presented as scientific or historical, why the article about 

Pakistan displays the map that it does, why the article about heavy metal music includes hard 

rock bands, why the article on autism does not discuss a connection with vaccines, and what 

form of English should be used in the article about the video game RuneScape. 

 

FAQs are a pithy example of consensus blackboxing, but source deprecation has much further-

reaching effects. On one hand, it saves good faith editors time in repeatedly answering questions 

and explaining sourcing policies and precedents, but it also further removes those sources from 

the realm of what is up for debate and replaces an exchange of human reasoning with static 

shorthand. In an encyclopedia that is based entirely on cited sources, rules which place 

restrictions on not just individual works but entire publications have a direct impact on day-to-

day knowledge production activities. While InfoWars was only infrequently added to articles, 

and quickly spotted, many people consider the Daily Mail sufficiently reliable in one way or 

another, and will be surprised to see a warning when adding news about one of the topics the 

Mail does reasonably competently. It sets a strange precedent for Wikipedia and will likely 

continue to expand to include more and more sources as either deprecated or entirely validated. 
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Masters of the frame 

Wikipedia's vast policies and guidelines, though they can be understood as coherent and in some 

ways intuitive, take on different qualities in the throes of political debate. As early as 2007, 

Kittur, et al. observed that "the degree of success that one meets in dealing with conflicts ... often 

depends on the efficiency with which one can quote policy and precedent" (2007, p. 2). In a 2009 

paper, I wrote about this in the context of "wikilawyering," a pejorative term referring to quasi-

legal practices of influencing consensus, and "gaming the system," itself a guideline stating that 

"playing games with policies and guidelines in order to avoid the spirit of consensus, or thwart 

the intent and spirit of policy, is strictly forbidden" (McGrady, 2009; "Wikipedia:Gaming the 

system,” 2020). Gaming the system, as a guideline itself, is useful in the way it makes clear that 

there is a spirit behind the words of policies and guidelines. While the pillar "ignore all rules" 

(IAR) exists to describe a similar ideal — that if the rules get in the way of helping you to build 

the encyclopedia, ignore them — IAR is too abstract and too often misinterpreted or misused, 

itself a constant subject of gaming. The problem with the gaming the system guideline, however, 

is that it is very hard to prove. Making a claim of gaming the system shifts the discussion from 

being about content to being about behavior, a change in domains that can derail deliberative 

progress and subject the person making the claim to accusations of "casting aspersions without 

evidence," another behavioral issue related to civility. As a result, many consensus-building 

efforts on Wikipedia can appear quite legalistic. 

 

In Nathaniel Tkacz's book Wikipedia and the Politics of Openness (2015), the author uses 

Wikipedia to construct a "politics of openness." It is perhaps the most intentional and in-depth 

attempt to understand politics in Wikipedia, though specific to an idea of openness of which 

Wikipedia is just the biggest example. One of his chapters examines how collaboration happens 

in Wikipedia, beginning with an overview of ideas from people who wrote in praise of 

Wikipedia, collaboration, openness, participatory culture, and other related concepts covered 

here in chapter 3. Contrary to the popular narrative, he aims "to show that collaborative work is 

not spontaneous, not based on individual merit, not without durable hierarchies, and especially 

not able to resolve conflicting points of view through novel policies" (p. 50). His case studies, 

including the Muhammad images controversy, are "moments that invoke what I call a politics of 

the frame" (p. 70), drawing on the work of Gregory Bateson and Erving Goffman. He defines a 
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frame as "a mode of referring by ordering. A frame always sorts things as either belonging or not 

belonging and this process is mediated by axioms or principles" (p. 71) as well as "lenses of 

differentiation" (p. 72). The idea of the "frame" is a useful perspective in understanding how 

people operate within Wikipedia's policies and guidelines in the consensus-building process. The 

Wikipedia frame sorts or differentiates between what should and should not be included in the 

encyclopedia at the same time that it orders what happens inside. "The politics of the frame is 

about sorting, of people and things, of statements, spaces, and regimes of interpretation, in and 

out, meaningful and irrelevant, and legitimate and illegitimate. … A frame is always partly 

constituted by what it is not; it is the product of, and also produces, difference. Wikipedia is 

constituted by a distinct frame of knowledge, one that owes a lot to the tradition of 

Enlightenment. It also frames interaction; how debates can play out; what counts as agreement 

(i.e., consensus); how contributors' statements are to be received; who is productive, a mediator, 

and administrator, a troll, an artist, a radical, and who can only register inside the frame as 

'request for deletion.'" (p. 76) 

 

Tkacz also draws on Lyotard's idea of the differend, the result of a dispute that is adjudicated 

according to one party's frame not shared by the other. "Differends appear when there is no 

overarching mechanism to adjudicate a dispute that both parties recognize as legitimate. 

Moreover, and attempt to adjudicate, to mediate a conflict, from a 'frame' that either one or both 

parties does not recognize is, for Lyotard, a political wrong. … "The wrong produced by the 

differend occurs when statements from one frame cannot be translated into another, when any 

attempt to include must do so in a way that has already wronged. Thus, while an entry on 

Muhammad in Wikipedia can exist, it can only exist through the lens of the Wikipedia frame and 

this frame produces wrongs (as well as damages) because not all conflict can be adjudicated 

within the principles of the frame" (pp. 77-78). Practically speaking, when someone tries to 

remove an image of Muhammad according to the frame of Islamic knowledge and is reverted 

through the frame of Wikipedia knowledge, they will be left with a "wrong" in Lyotard's terms. 

Or to use the source deprecation example, if someone attempts to add a citation to Breitbart, 

operating inside a frame where Breitbart is a trustworthy source, it may be impossible to process 

the consensus produced by a frame in which the same source is determined to be unreliable to 

the point of deprecation. It is understandable that some people, confronted with this fact, 
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especially so briefly summarized by the automated warning (or through a FAQ) are left thinking 

that something is wrong with Wikipedia. 

 

Tkacz notes that the "frame has its own signals ('This is an encyclopedia') and its own principles, 

from which the authority of commands can be established" (p. 85). So, for example, "this is an 

encyclopedia, and therefore this article must be deleted." "The force of these statements … 

comes from the frame, more specifically, the ability to fit within the frame, to position oneself in 

relation to it, to mobilize it, and, if necessary, defer to its authority" (p. 85). "The more a 

contributor masters the frame, the more likely it is that that person's contributions will be 

valorized within it and, in turn, that the quality of that person's contributions will increase access 

to positions of authority and leadership. … We must also be very careful to qualify merit, 

therefore, as the 'mastery of a frame,' rather than as some general and absolute quality of an 

individual" (p. 86). In other words, there is a kind of authority that comes with fully grasping and 

to an extent embodying Wikipedia's rules and indeed the very nature of consensus itself as it 

exists on Wikipedia. Tkacz uses the term "statement games" to talk about the ways Wikipedians 

use statements to order and sort in relation to or sometimes in between frames (p. 85). Following 

that, we might instead think of "consensus games" whereby masters of the Wikipedia frame 

order, reorder, sort, legitimate, delegitimate, and blackbox decisions. Importantly, Tkacz also 

includes this warning: "Of course, it is also possible to master the frame precisely to disrupt it, 

but that is a different issue" (p. 86). With that, I want to turn to some pronounced threats to the 

consensus-building processes of Wikipedia. 

 

Threats to consensus 

Off-wiki coordination 

Numbers are not supposed to matter much in determinations of consensus, but in practice they 

certainly do. Consensus is supposed to be based on the strength of arguments, which is why even 

when discussions are structured like a vote, they are in fact !votes, or not-a-votes because of the 

importance of policy-based and consensus-driven argumentation rather than a headcount. But it 

is fleetingly rare when an administrator is willing to close a discussion with consensus in favor of 
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a small minority of discussion participants. The closer a discussion is to a 50/50 result, the more 

pressure there is to close as "no consensus," defaulting to the status quo, and a closer who finds 

in favor of a small minority is certain to have to spend a lot of time defending the action and 

possibly having it overturned. Numbers do matter. Commonly, closers will look to see how 

many people on a given side made arguments based in policy and consider how deep the 

argument was. If the arguments were not based on policy, it is likely to be ignored, but it is less 

common for a closer to determine whose good faith application of policy is the most relevant, 

reasonable, or accurate. In other words, where it is possible to frame multiple arguments in terms 

of policy, there is a performative burden on participants to explain their arguments in depth to 

ensure their opinion will be properly weighted. There is also an increased emphasis on numbers. 

 

Wikipedians will write that numbers do not matter, and that is in keeping with the procedural 

rhetoric of the project. In practice, they matter considerably, and because people know that, there 

is an incentive to artificially inflate the number of participants who take a particular side. When 

one person creates multiple accounts to influence discussion, it is called sock puppeting, and is 

strictly forbidden. If a user solicits people outside of Wikipedia to participate in a discussion and 

!vote a certain way, it is called meat puppetry. Sock puppetry and meat puppetry are two of the 

most destructive and potentially catastrophic practices threatening Wikipedia. Wikipedia works 

because there are more people who want to see it succeed than those who want to thwart the 

rules. Administrator tools combined with conventions like discretionary sanctions and bots that 

clean up common vandalism help, but in the midst of a talk page discussion, there are limited 

possible interventions. 

 

Off-wiki coordination is related to meat puppetry, and treated similarly for the way it influences 

article content or discussions by involving people based on the position they are going to take. It 

is essential to the integrity of the consensus-building processes that participants be ready to 

support either side, based on knowledge of policies and guidelines. It is, of course, unrealistic to 

say that experienced editors who have a clear point of view are not going to participate in several 

discussions to influence the outcome, but there is a greater assurance that their point of view is 

based on a sound interpretation of policy. It is indeed challenging to participate prolifically in 

contentious debates with a clear point of view without eventually being sanctioned or blocked for 
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stepping over a line into a form of advocacy that is out of step with the rules or, equally 

important, out of step with consensus. Bringing several people just to influence in a particular 

way subverts even the veneer of procedural integrity. 

 

We have already seen that an entire user level has been implemented because of mass disruption 

caused by new accounts during the Gamergate debates. Coordination took place on sites like 

4chan, 8chan, and Reddit, coordinating to influence the Gamergate article to reflect a point of 

view not reflected by the sources. In fact a defining feature of the debates over Gamergate on 

Wikipedia and elsewhere is the vast discrepancy between how those who consider themselves 

"Gamergaters" define the subject differently than observers. The sources cover widespread 

harassment, misogyny, antifeminism, and grievances against women in video games, social 

justice, political correctness, and the like, while the in-group say that it is about "ethics in games 

journalism". That the Wikipedia article took the side of the reliable sources meant denying the 

very meaning of the cause, leading them to flood Wikipedia with new accounts, requiring 

massive amounts of time to address. It should be noted that even there, despite so many new 

accounts, consensus remained with the reliably sourced version defining it as harassment. That is 

in some part due to the "extended confirmed" rule introduced just for this purpose, requiring 

anyone who wants to participate to have 500 edits and an account at least 30 days old. It is a 

requirement primarily to avoid people reading about the dispute outside of Wikipedia and 

signing up just to participate. 

 

In person events can be controversial, too. While some events, commonly known as "edit-a-

thons," involve people meeting in person to learn to edit Wikipedia topics of a particular type, 

the idea is generally to improve representation. For example, Art + Feminism is a non-profit 

campaign to improve Wikipedia's coverage of women in art. In some cases, the goal has not 

simply been to improve coverage but to change the way a subject is written about. A prominent 

example came in 2008 with the Committee for Accuracy in Middle East Reporting in America 

(CAMERA), a pro-Israel advocacy organization, which sent out emails about a new initiative. It 

would offer classes to people interested to "ensure that [Israel-related] articles are free of bias 

and error, and include necessary facts and context" and "to help us keep Israel-related entries on 

Wikipedia from becoming tainted by anti-Israel editors" (CAMERA, 2008a). The emails 
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explained Wikipedia is supposed to be edited by individuals, not groups, and that while they 

would do that, they would also meet in groups and should not "advertise" that they do so because 

"anti-Israel editors will seize on anything to try to discredit people who attempt to challenge their 

problematic assertions, and will be all too happy to pretend, and announce, that a 'Zionist' cabal 

(the same one that controls the banks and Hollywood?) is trying to hijack Wikipedia" 

(CAMERA, 2008a). The sender of the emails, a CAMERA Senior Research Analyst, showed 

some understanding of the Wikipedia community, policies, and norms. He alluded to the way 

offline coordination and "meat puppetry" are generally disallowed in this context, explained that 

there is an active community of editors that participants should expect to become part of, that all 

edits are publicly visible, and that there are policies and guidelines they must be aware of and 

follow. He explained that edits should be accompanied by talk page discussions, and that they 

should take care to discuss using the vocabulary of Wikipedia's policies and guidelines, not in 

the vocabulary of the politics of the Middle East. The email gave an example of an edit, which 

would change a sentence that says "Palestinian [sic] become suicide bombers to respond to 

Israel's oppressive policies" because "oppressive" is an opinion and "Middle East experts [say] 

that one of the reasons Palestinians decide to become suicide bombers is hate education and 

glorification of martyrdom in Palestinian society" (CAMERA, 2008a). All of these activities and 

strategies are in the gray area of Wikipedia policy and could be framed as acceptable, although 

they would draw a great deal of skepticism from the community should they have been found 

out. 

 

But it became more sophisticated in its subterfuge. The analyst said that a "veteran Wikipedia 

editor on this list has suggested that, after setting up your account, avoid editing Israel-related 

articles for a short period of time; or in the very least, try to edit articles unrelated to Israel more 

than articles related to Israel" (CAMERA, 2008a). Editing hotly contested subjects like the 

Israel-Palestine conflict is significantly more challenging that contributing to articles on other 

subjects. The same policies and guidelines tend to apply, but there is more emphasis on edits 

being perfect and discussing changes before, rather than after making them. Edits are more likely 

to be undone, and changes are more likely to have been attempted or discussed many times in the 

past, with sometimes dozens or hundreds of users watching the page with exhausted patience. 

Working on uncontroversial topics as a new user is almost always good advice. But the strategy 
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serves another purpose. Someone who joins Wikipedia just to edit a particular topics, and in 

particular if she seems interested in pushing a particular point of view, is considered a "single-

purpose account" (SPA) and generally not entitled to the assumption of good faith that editors 

typically receive. It is widely understood that the only way Wikipedia can function with its open 

editing model is if a critical mass of contributors uphold its policies and guidelines and otherwise 

act in good faith, out of a commitment to the project, to the community, to free knowledge, to 

open access, to a particular field, or some other aim in line with its goals. New and relatively 

new editors are routinely blocked as "not here to build an encyclopedia" if their contributions are 

assessed to be more about pushing an agenda, promotion, harassment, or disruption than about 

making good faith contributions to the project. Making contributions to other areas would 

effectively reduce the likelihood that the users could be blocked on those terms. When there are 

other valuable contributions, a user is less likely to be blocked for the same problematic edits as 

if they were made by an SPA. 

 

According to the analyst, about 50 people responded to express interest following the initial 

email. Someone else joined the email thread to suggest staying away from the CAMERA article, 

which was mentioned a couple times in the introductory emails as an article that needed 

improvement. This new email participant said he was an experienced Wikipedian and suggested 

that editing the CAMERA article would too closely connect them to CAMERA itself, which 

could have a negative effect on the way other editors perceive them and lead to suspicions that 

they are indeed editing on behalf of CAMERA. He explained the importance of making friends, 

because so many things take the form of votes on Wikipedia, including the election of 

administrators. It is in that context that he made perhaps the most frightening and ultimately 

damning comments: "There is in [W]ikipedia the ability by an administrator to set significant 

limits on other editor. [I]n 90% of the cases sanction placed [by] one administrator are not 

[challenged] at all. [T]hey stick. In the issue of Israeli-[P]alestine articles there is now additional 

restrictions that can be placed by an administrator AS LONG AS HE IS AN 'uninvolved 

administrator'. One or more of you who want to take this route should stay away from any 

Israel[-related] articles for month until they interact in a positive way with 100 [W]ikipedia 

editors who would be used later to vote you as an administrator." Then a couple weeks later, in 

another email: "We will go to war after we have [built] our army, [equipped] it, trained[.] [R]ight 
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now we do not have the needed number of people who have enough Wikipedia [experience] and 

deep knowledge of Wikipedia policies to use for articulating [our point] from a 'policy' 

[perspective]. We also don't have any admins. [A]dmins can 'close' a vote and declare a result. 

(Not as [straight] forward as it seems. I know [a lefty] admin who [waits] until his [buddies] vote 

and close the vote soon after [...] so please if you want to win this war help us build [our] army. 

[L]et's not just rush in an achieve nothing or [a bit] more than nothing" (CAMERA, 2008a). 

 

In other words, the experienced editor not only encouraged some people to conceal their purpose 

for being on Wikipedia, but to do so with the ultimate aim of becoming an administrator in order 

to act as an "uninvolved administrator." The concept of an uninvolved administrator is that some 

circumstances require admins to recuse themselves from taking administrative action if they have 

participated in the dispute or are otherwise too close to it or the parties involved. An uninvolved 

administrator is seen as impartial and so given greater license to assess consensus and close 

discussions. Here someone was encouraging CAMERA Wikipedians to feign impartiality in 

order to gain greater trust. To make things worse, he used militaristic terms, which call to mind 

an oft-cited section of the "What Wikipedia is not" policy, "Wikipedia is not a battleground." 

Other emails touched on other ways to exploit the votelike structure of Wikipedia discussions, 

pointing out that most such threads involved only a handful of discussions, and asking others on 

the mailing list to become "voters" who might not have the time or inclination to become active 

editors or administrators, but who make a baseline number of edits and then wait for other 

CAMERA editors to "call upon your help [to] participate in important votes: about content and 

about running for office (admin is an elected position - we need people who will vote [for] out 

admins)" (CAMERA, 2008b).  

 

It did not take long to begin canvassing list members to push through particular edits. When an 

editor made a change to name all of the countries that have called Hezbollah a "terrorist" 

organization, the analyst said that members "might consider checking in on this page to see if the 

edit sticks. If not, they could reinsert the language, and/or start a section on a discussion page in 

which people — including members of this group — can weigh in on the issue" (CAMERA, 

2008b). The experienced editor commented again to reiterate a theme underlying many of the 

messages: "The group must appear as individuals not as a group" (CAMERA, 2008b). 
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Throughout the messages are comments, mostly by the experienced editor, that "the other side is 

[organized] well, they control Wikipedia" (CAMERA, 2008b). Specific editors were identified 

as potential targets or to warn the group about their "hostility." In one example, the experienced 

editor identified a particular user and encouraged others to feign friendliness with him in order to 

affect his editing. He pointed out some of that user's other interests as possible conversation 

subjects in order to try to form a friendship. He was clear, however, that befriending people who 

do not normally edit Israel-Palestine conflict articles so that they can "vote for you or your 

proposals should you need their help."  

 

The CAMERA emails were leaked to another advocacy organization, Electronic Intifada, a 

website which publishes Palestine-related news and opinion (The Electronic Intifada, 2008). 

Once the emails made their way to discussion forums in the Wikipedia community, some editors 

were at first skeptical of their authenticity given the publisher could be seen as having motivation 

to fabricate such a plan. The two most vocal authors of the email, the analyst and the experienced 

editor, were quickly identified on Wikipedia. The latter was had previously been banned from 

editing certain articles related to the Israel-Palestine conflict (“Wikipedia:Requests for 

arbitration/Zeq,” 2015). The analyst confirmed his identity and the experienced editor declined 

opportunities to deny, and any doubts were overcome by a great deal of evidence including 

linguistic analyses, focus on certain articles, point of view, and, most obviously, the email 

address which included their username. As discussion started, a user created a dedicated page 

attached to an administrators' noticeboard. Over the course of a week, 78 editors generated 

368,502 bytes of text producing and discussing evidence, talking to those involved, analyzing 

and evaluating Wikipedia policy, examining the article edits carried out by the group, and 

generally condemning or, far less often, defending, those involved (“Wikipedia:Administrators' 

noticeboard/Incidents/Wikilobby,” 2008). Eventually, an editor announced that he or she had 

acquired a more complete archive of the emails that had not yet been publicized. For privacy 

reasons, rather than publish it publicly, the user sent it to three administrators, who then worked 

together to produce a statement summarizing the community's positions, based on the dedicated 

subpage and other venues where shorter discussions took place, as well as on the new evidence. 

By the time of the statement, five editors had been linked to CAMERA and either sanctioned 

(with editing restrictions) or indefinitely blocked or banned (Beam, 2008). One of the two which 
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were not indefinitely blocked at the time was subsequently indefinitely blocked shortly 

thereafter, and the other did not return to editing once his or her short block expired. The 

summary found that the group had a relatively small effect on articles, with "little success in 

changing any of them." The authors of the statement said "Wikipedia is based on open, 

transparent editing in an atmosphere of mutual respect between editors. This goal is 

fundamentally incompatible with the creation of a private group to surreptitiously coordinate 

editing on Wikipedia by ideologically like-minded individuals" (“Wikipedia:Administrators' 

noticeboard/Incidents/Statement,” 2008).  Finally, the matter went to the arbitration committee, 

which reaffirmed some uncontroversial tenets of Wikipedia, stated that just being a member of a 

group should not result in any penalty taken against that user, and that Wikipedians should act in 

"a professional manner" when engaging with external groups. The committee reinforced the 

sanctions and blocks put in place and supported the statements of the three administrators 

(“Wikipedia:Requests for arbitration/CAMERA,” 2011). 

 

For Wikipedians, the leaked emails were chilling because a coordinated group of people 

promoting a particular point of view is a very promising strategy that Wikipedia simply is not 

well equipped to handle. If the emails had not been leaked, it is unclear how members of the 

community would have determined its existence. The statement said that "we believe that it is 

necessary to send a strong message to lobbying groups, campaigns and other advocacy groups 

that it is not acceptable to engage in conduct of this nature" (“Wikipedia:Administrators' 

noticeboard/Incidents/Statement,” 2008). 

 

During the on-wiki discussions of CAMERA and the idea of off-wiki coordination of activists in 

the Israel-Palestine conflict, a user pointed to evidence of a pre-existing Yahoo Group message 

board called Wikipedians for Palestine, which seemed to have a similar intent. Like the 

CAMERA members, it spoke of following Wikipedia's rules and advocating for NPOV, but 

support for Palestine was a requirement for joining. One had to request membership by providing 

a Wikipedia username which other members could check to ensure compatible editing patterns. 

Once their existence was brought up during the CAMERA discussions, a group administrator 

posted a defense to distinguish between the activities of the two groups. Wikipedians for 

Palestine, they argued, did not recruit people to join Wikipedia, the existence of the group was 
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never a secret, a commitment to NPOV, lack of backing of an outside organization, and it is far 

less active. Some of these points are similar to the rhetoric of CAMERA, but it is not 

insignificant that they were not recruiting new Wikipedians on the basis of perspective and that 

they were not backed by an outside organization. In this way, it functioned similarly to a 

WikiProject. But WikiProject Palestine already existed, suggesting other intentions. Evidence is 

scant, in contrast with the leaked email trove of CAMERA, but a screenshot of a 2006 message 

about the group belied some of their claims. It did indeed look to invite new users to join 

Wikipedia, and uses a similar style of rhetoric that "In the opinion of one veteran Wikipedia 

editor, when it comes to subjects touching upon Arabs, Muslims, and Palestine Wikipedia's 

entries are often characterized by the dominant Zionist narrative. It was concerning at best and 

illicit at worst, but there was no leaked evidence on which to evaluate problematic behavior, so 

little could be done. 

 

There was, however, one well known example of highly experienced editors using off-wiki 

communication to coordinate their activities. It took place on a mailing list known variously as 

Wikipediametric, Wikipedometer, and the Eastern European Mailing List (henceforth EEML). It 

was a private email forum shared by a small group of Wikipedia editors. Ostensibly for 

supporting each other's editing projects and gossiping about Wikipedia politics, messages in the 

archive revealed a wide range of activities strictly against Wikipedia's policies. List members did 

talk about Wikipedia politics, discussed users they did not like, whether they agreed with various 

administrators' actions, the status of various articles, and other subjects that are not necessarily 

against the rules, but also coordinated to sway consensus by "tag teaming," strategizing group 

participation, trying to bait other users to break the rules, and otherwise working together in a 

way strictly forbidden by policy. EEML list members engaged in flagrant canvassing as well as 

strategizing to attack those who they regarded as opponents. Some of its members perceived a 

"Russian cabal" and targeted multiple editors, focusing on one controversial editor who 

frequently made edits to Polish and Russian topics list members found objectionable. That editor 

was controversial in his own right, being blocked multiple times before and after the list was 

discovered, eventually being "globally banned" by the Wikimedia Foundation, the most severe 

form of sanction on Wikipedia reserved for only a handful of particularly egregious cases, issued 

in coordination with the WMF legal department. While that user did not have a great many 
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defenders, the brazen subversion on display in the email archives drew a great deal of negative 

attention and led to a high-profile Arbitration Committee case ("Wikipedia:Administrators’,” 

2009).  

 

In the EEML arbitration case, the committee's final decision explicitly reinforced several 

principles such as that "messages to fora mostly populated by a biased or partisan audience — 

especially when not public — are considered canvassing and disrupt the consensus building 

process by making participation lopsided". It condemned referring to other editors as 

"adversaries," making lists of "opponents," coordination off Wikipedia that would be disallowed 

on Wikipedia, requesting that others participate to skew a consensus-building process, using 

Wikipedia policies and guidelines in bad faith, and other concepts that were already documented 

but earned reinforcement. The most unusual part of the principles section of the decision was the 

series of statements regarding "private communications as evidence," in which the committee 

effectively declined to set a policy but said it would be considering it in this case. It also stated 

that activities of Wikipedians outside of Wikipedia are not typically subject to Wikipedia-related 

scrutiny, "except in extraordinary circumstances such as those involving grave acts of overt and 

persistent harassment or threats or other serious misconduct" 

("Wikipedia:Arbitration/Requests/Case/Eastern,” 2019). 

 

The relationship of off-wiki communications to the status of on-wiki accounts has proven one of 

the most difficult matters of interpretation across Wikipedia policy, as Wikipedia has persistently 

struggled to deal with issues of off-wiki harassment and coordination that have potentially 

devastating consequences on the project and its participants. In the years since the EEML case, 

the manner of considering evidence and enforcement of Wikipedia policy based on off-wiki 

evidence has been largely inconsistent. In the end, canvassing was the main policy on which list 

members were sanctioned. A few were blocked temporarily, some were banned from editing 

articles about Eastern Europe, several were banned from interacting with one of their 

"adversaries,” one lost his admin privileges, and all were admonished 

("Wikipedia:Arbitration/Requests/Case/Eastern,” 2019).  
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Conflict of interest and paid editing 

A contributor to Wikipedia is considered to have a conflict of interest (COI) if she has a 

personal, professional, or financial relationship with the subject of an article. The existence of a 

conflict of interest is not itself a problem, but does introduce possible motivations that compete 

with Wikipedia's goals. There are different kinds and degrees of such conflicts, from writing 

about oneself to being paid to write about a company to a former school or great-great 

granduncle. The closer the connection, the more important it is to tread carefully. Editing articles 

to which one has a close conflict of interest is strongly discouraged as the likelihood of putting 

Wikipedia policy first is less, and everyone with a COI is encouraged to be as transparent as 

possible.  

 

Conflict of interest editing in general is not technically disallowed, and with the exception of 

when someone is being paid to edit, disclosure is not absolutely required. Making a disclosure is 

encouraged, but does subject the person with a COI to additional scrutiny. That is the purpose of 

requesting disclosure, of course, with the added benefit that transparency may lead to greater 

self-consciousness when it comes to neutrality. Such additional scrutiny is not always desired, 

however, leading a wide range of contributors to opt out of doing so. It is a risky choice, though, 

because there are few things Wikipedians dislike more than discovering an undisclosed conflict 

of interest. Rather than the typical level of scrutiny to ensure edits meet basic Wikipedia policy 

standards, editors with a discovered undisclosed COI are viewed with increased skepticism or 

cynicism, sometimes with systematic evaluations of all past edits and public shaming. 

 

Wikipedia works because participants agree to abide by basic policies and need to be able to trust 

that others are operating according to the same set of general principles. The spirit of why 

Wikipedians care about COI editing is summarized in the idea of someone "not being here to 

build an encyclopedia," often referred to in the shorthand "WP:NOTHERE." The idea is that 

Wikipedians participate in the project because they are passionate about building a neutral, 

verifiable encyclopedia. They want to share knowledge, build a resource, and do so in a way that 

is neutral, verifiable, and so on. If someone has a different priority, that will affect their ability to 

engage with the policies in good faith, and complicates the consensus-building process, which 

relies on good faith participation. As such, when people talk about conflict of interest, they are 
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generally referring to the potentially destructive sort. If someone is "here to build an 

encyclopedia" and has a mild COI that they disclose, it is unlikely to cause any problems. A 

destructive COI places goals dictated by or implied by an external relationship in competition 

with Wikipedia's goals in ways that are not always even obvious to the person with the COI. 

Acting on the basis of an external relationship contrary to the policy that requests disclosure 

breaks an important social contract. The faith in the fundamental consensus-building process is 

called into question. 

 

There have been several interesting instances of conflict of interest editing that have caught the 

notice of the media. The earliest was probably Jimmy Wales, who made some favorable edits to 

his own article in 2005 (Hansen, 2005). More interesting were the United States Congressional 

edits and the other organizations found to be editing Wikipedia thanks to IP address allocation. 

As discussed, when a user does not create an account, edits they make are attributed to the IP 

address they connected from. IP addresses are allocated to large entities in blocks such that 

documentation exists connecting particular ranges of numbers to particular governments, 

universities, internet service providers, cell phone carriers, or organizations. In 2006, staff of 

several prominent United States politicians edited their articles to remove negative information 

and add positive information. The first one to be identified was Marty Meehan, then a 

Massachusetts congressperson in the House of Representatives. Meehan had been an outspoken 

advocate for term limits in the House, and stated publicly that he would not run for a fifth term. 

He did run for a fifth term in 2000, and an editor overseen by his chief of staff removed 

information about his previous stance (Associated Press, 2006). The discovery of the Meehan 

article edits led Wikiepdians to discover thousands more edits made anonymously from IPs 

assigned to the House of Representatives and the Senate. In other words, many Congressional 

staffers were editing Wikipedia. In many cases, the changes fixed incorrect information or were 

otherwise productive. Other times, they were pushing a particular point of view or even 

vandalizing articles, posting libelous claims and even petty insults (“Wikipedia:Congressional,” 

2018; “Wikipedia:Requests for comment,” 2014). The kinds of edits ranged from smears to 

whitewashes to silly jokes, sometimes in support of a member of congress, and sometimes 

attacking an opponent.  
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The discovery led to a major undertaking by Wikipedia editors, looking for all Congressional IP 

edits, compiling them, assessing them for problems, blocking some accounts, reverting some 

edits, and discussing how to handle it in the future. No major policy changes were implemented 

as a result, but the increased awareness persists a decade later. After the initial discovery and 

investigation in 2005 and 2006, there continued to be active and problematic edits coming from 

Congressional offices. Some staffers even admitted responsibility for the edits. In addition to 

Meehan's chief of staff, Senator Joe Biden's staffers admitted editing his article to remove 

material about an incident of plagiarism and changing content dealing with a future presidential 

run; a staffer for Senator Gil Gutknecht created a username, "Gutknecht01" to make his 

biography more flattering, then editing anonymously from a Congressional IP to try again later. 

In 2007, Representative David Davis's press secretary removed material about his campaign 

donors. In 2011, someone in Mike Pence's office edited his biography to be more positive, 

staffers twice made edits to call whistleblower Edward Snowden a "traitor" in 2013 and 2014, 

and in 2014 a Senate IP removed "torture" as a term to describe the CIA's "enhanced 

interrogation techniques." The Congressional edits were not limited to political figures, with one 

edit describing actor and activist Laverne Cox as a "real man pretending to be a woman." 

 

Programmer Virgil Griffith saw the story about the Congressional edits and created a tool called 

WikiScanner on the principle of connecting IP edits to organizations. It captured edits made 

between 2002-2007, connecting them to the IP2Location database of IP address assignments. 

The tool made connections from edits to almost 200,000 organizations. It made a splash, 

becoming notable enough to earn its own Wikipedia page. Journalists regarded it as an important 

key to understand how companies and government entities try to manipulate material on 

Wikipedia while Jimmy Wales liked the idea that it discouraged conflict of interest editing by 

shining a light on it. Like the Congressional edits, there were a lot of banal changes and silly 

vandalism, but also clearly intentional efforts to improve an image or attack an enemy. One 

example cited by several stories focused on Diebold, which removed criticism of its voting 

machines from its article (Borland, 2007). 

 

While WikiScanner went offline after a few years, with the grad student creator unable to keep 

up with the bills for the website's celebrity, there have been a number of other of governments 
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and companies linked to Wikipedia edits since then, though no centralized tool exists. It was not 

limited to the United States, either. The Hillsborough disaster remained a controversial event in 

the United Kingdom decades after hundreds were killed or injured at a soccer game in 1989. In 

2014, it was discovered that someone using a government IP had a couple years earlier edited the 

article on the disaster to make fun of the victims. The person responsible was identified and 

fired. Soon after, additional edits from UK government offices were found to have made several 

edits to downplay a few controversial killings in the country, even changing terms like "was 

murdered" to "has died" and suggesting there was a "public backlash" to media coverage of one 

of the victims and criticizing the victims (Rawlinson, 2014). Also in 2014, a government IP 

added a series of insulting, Islamophobic, and homophobic comments like "all Muslims are 

terrorists" (Turk, 2014). In response to these edits, Internet personality Tom Scott created a 

Twitter bot, @parliamentedits, which automatically posts every edit made by an anonymous user 

from a UK government IP. A similar bot, @congressedits, appeared shortly after, inspired by 

Scott's bot but focused on the US government (Cox, 2014; Garber, 2014). Whether these bots 

invite scrutiny and accountability or provide provocateurs with a larger audience — and thus 

motivation — is unclear. 

 

It is unsurprising that Congressional staffers have shown a great interest in editing Wikipedia for 

professional or political reasons. What is more surprising is that Congressional IP addresses are 

still used to make sometimes problematic edits to Wikipedia. Or that, years later, in 2012, the 

Bureau of Investigative Journalism reported on thousands of edits made from within the House 

of Commons, affecting almost a sixth of MPs' biographies (Pegg, 2012). There are many 

strategies that even a private citizen can employ to hide one's true IP address. Government 

entities have access to a far greater range of technological approaches to do the same. Wikipedia 

tries to keep up with these strategies, which are used by all manner of bad actors to circumvent 

blocks and bans on editing. Known proxies, VPNs, and anonymity tools like the Tor network are 

blocked from editing by default, as soon as they become known. It should also be noted that 

although IP addresses are assigned to organizational entities, just as it is possible to disguise 

one's IP address to appear as something it is not, so too is it possible that someone could "spoof" 

an IP address to make it look like they were coming from one of those blocks of IP addresses 
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without actually being, say, part of a congressional staff. As with most other research into who 

writes Wikipedia, there are limitations. 

 

Another major controversy stemming from the WikiScanner revelations was the discovery of 

rampant editing by the Church of Scientology. The dispute began in 2005, with accounts 

connected to the church getting into edit wars with other Wikipedians over whether Scientology 

is a "cult" or "religion." It was an extension of the church's broad efforts to promote itself or 

erase criticism on the internet. WikiScanner revealed that addresses assigned to the church 

worked to remove connections between it and the Cult Awareness Network, an organization 

which was dedicated to deprogramming and sharing information about cults until it became 

defunct and was bought by a group with ties to Scientology. Disruption was intense enough for 

long enough that it resulted in an Arbitration Committee case at the end of 2008 and lasted for 

more than five months, covering 430 articles. It was actually the fourth case related to 

Scientology, with three smaller ones in 2005, 2006, and 2007. The fourth case was larger, with 

far more actions taken by the committee. Dozens of users were named as being single-purpose 

("not here to build an encyclopedia"), uncivil, disruptive, and so on, with dozens of blocks, topic 

bans, and restrictions handed down at the case's conclusion and in the years afterwards, based on 

broad measures placed on all Scientology-related articles that allow for enhanced discretion in 

addressing bad behavior. The most famous result of the case, however, was the banning of all IPs 

connected to the Church of Scientology (Cohen, 2009a; "Wikipedia:Requests for 

arbitration/Scientology,” 2019).40 

 

These are hardly the only instances when governments and religion organizations have been 

caught editing Wikipedia to further their goals.41 A full accounting would be extensive. Most, 

however, have only been caught because they have not understood how Wikipedia works, or 

were not sufficiently careful to evade detection. Even an IP address assigned to Congress or 

Parliament would not be connected to those locations if the users bothered to register an account. 

Then, users with the CheckUser right could see an IP address but would only be permitted to 

 
40

 As with some of these other high-profile cases, "Church of Scientology editing on Wikipedia" is now covered in 

an article on Wikipedia: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Church_of_Scientology_editing_on_Wikipedia 
41

 One of the more entertaining examinations of politicians editing Wikipedia is Ashley Feinberg's Slate article 

about Pete Buttigieg (Feinberg, 2019). 
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disclose or act on it if it were found to be breaching a sanction or sock puppeting. Some 

governments, as in Turkey and North Korea, do not bother trying to interfere with the text of 

Wikipedia articles and instead block access to the site altogether. Ultimately, with the personnel 

and resources available to a government or religious institution, it is feasible that they could be 

more disciplined and numerous to eventually overpower the community of good faith volunteers. 

 

It is worth looking closer at one kind of COI in particular, however: paid editing, defined as any 

time when someone edits Wikipedia for pay or as part of the duties of employment. An 

important element in paid editing is the payment, of course, but also the expectations of the 

employer or client. As the first place many people go when looking for information about a 

topic, it did not take long for the influence of capital to find its way into Wikipedia. In the first 

years of Wikipedia, paid editing, like all promotional editing, was generally frowned upon and 

often undone when a violation of NPOV, but the rules around it were only crystallized and 

attitudes intensified after a few high-profile incidents. One was a company, MyWikiBiz, which 

appeared in 2006, offering to create Wikipedia articles for a fee. The founder noted that there 

were a large number of missing or underdeveloped articles about well known companies and saw 

an opportunity. At the time, there were not clear rules prohibiting such activity, but after he put 

out a release about his new enterprise, Jimmy Wales blocked his account as against the spirit of 

Wikipedia policy. Wales has rarely acted to block accounts, so it attracted even more attention 

by the Associated Press and elsewhere (Bergstein, 2007). There were several discussions on 

Wikipedia, some back-and-forth between MyWikiBiz and Wales, and the end result was clear: 

editing for money is not ok.  

 

Around the same time, a software engineer named Rick Jelliffe revealed that he had been hired 

by Microsoft to write about two of the company's competitors on Wikipedia. The admission was 

followed by a strong reaction in the Wikipedia community. A representative for Microsoft said it 

indeed wanted to make the other articles more accurate, and that they believed them to have been 

authored by a competitor (Zeller, Jr., 2007). This was a significant example not just because it 

was noticed by the press, but because whereas MyWikiBiz was a single entrepreneur who saw an 

opportunity with Wikipedia, here was a major corporation using its financial might to influence a 
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volunteer project. To make matters worse, the competitors they wrote about were open projects 

rather than other companies.  

 

Most of the high-profile incidents of paid editing have attracted attention because of the 

prominence of the clients, such as when Koch Industries hired New Media Strategies to improve 

its image (Fang, 2017) or when Stella Artois tried to remove its connection to the nickname 

"wife beater" (Wright, 2012). Other times it is because of the size of the enterprise, and it is these 

that have caused the most damage to Wikipedia. A one-off attempt to whitewash an article is 

limited in its effects and, once detected, easy to fix. A few companies have, however, constructed 

complicated systems on behalf of its clients. 

 

The high-profile British public relations and lobbying firm Bell Pottinger was found to be 

covertly editing Wikipedia articles about its clients in 2011. An account was found which was 

adding positive and removing negative information about clients of Bell Pottinger. Additional 

accounts showed up which seemed to be making similar points, leading to an investigation and 

discovery that the firm had created multiple accounts (sock puppets) to effect the changes they 

wanted. After some negative attention, the firm owned up to the editing and even arranged for a 

meeting with Jimmy Wales, who tried to explain best practices for editing with a COI (Lee, 

2012; Pegg & Wright, 2011; "Wikipedia talk:Conflict,” 2016). Wikipedians made a dedicated 

page for the investigation, apart from the typical administrative noticeboards, and systematically 

analyzed all of the edits made by known accounts, ensuring that promotional material was 

removed or reworded and removed criticism was restored.42 It was notable for being a case of a 

major firm taking aim at not just editing Wikipedia in a way that was not in accordance with 

policy but in fact manipulating consensus on Wikipedia through sock puppetry. 

 

Perhaps the most consequential incident of paid editing was Wiki-PR, a consulting firm which 

used aggressive email marketing to solicit customers starting in 2010 and amassing more than 

12,000 clients. It was aware of past controversies over companies editing their own articles, 

including in its advertising "Don't get caught in a PR debacle editing your own page" (Owens, 

 
42

 The full list is visible at 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Conflict_of_interest/Noticeboard/Bell_Pottinger_COI_Investigations 
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2020). It did many of the same things other paid editors have done, engaging in public relations, 

image management, and promotion through Wikipedia by creating and expanding articles, 

adding praise, removing criticism, and so on. What marked it as unusual was the scope of the 

operation and the sophistication of its subversion. Whereas Bell Pottinger realized the power of 

numbers in creating multiple accounts, but used them in a way that betrayed poor understanding 

of the site, Wiki-PR involved hundreds of accounts. In addition to a small staff, most of whom 

focused on sales, it utilized remote freelancing platforms like Elance to recruit workers to write 

the articles. Workers are carefully instructed in the ways to achieve their desired edits without 

being detected. Among other standard activities, new accounts make a series of small, 

uncontroversial edits to existing, unrelated articles and then waiting for four days to game the 

Autoconfirmed user right, which grants the ability to create new pages. Many accounts create a 

very basic biography on a user page, evading the scrutiny that can sometimes come with having 

a "redlinked" name (a user page that does not exist yet is a giveaway for a new account, and thus 

more likely to attract scrutiny). They follow a cautious mode of article creation, starting a draft in 

a "sandbox" first (a page connected to one's userpage where drafting can be done before being 

moved to be a real article) complete with references. Then the article is ready, another account 

comes to the draft to remove the automatically placed "sandbox" template, and the original user 

moves it to become an article. After a few more edits, the accounts are often abandoned. The 

articles are left there, without any attempt to bring it into the rest of Wikipedia through wikilinks, 

except when linking to other Wiki-PR-created articles. If articles are nominated for deletion, 

various accounts show up to argue to keep it or removing the deletion tags using deceptive edit 

summaries. When articles are deleted, another account creates a new version with a slightly 

different title and starts the process over again (The ed17, 2017; "Wikipedia:Long-term 

abuse/Morning277,” 2020). 

 

Wiki-PR shows great familiarity with Wikipedia, but especially with the ways new editors attract 

negative attention, perhaps owing to trial and error. Their approach was subversive on many 

levels: use of sock puppets, creation of a user page to avoid scrutiny, using a second account to 

remove a sandbox template to make it seem like it has been reviewed in some way, using 

unrelated edit summaries to disguise the true nature of edits, easily passing into autoconfirmed 

status, leaving articles "orphaned" to reduce the likelihood that editors will stumble into them, 
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demonstrating familiarity with some wikijargon while arguing over deletion or promotionalism 

of content, frequently changing IP addresses to avoid detection by the CheckUser tool, and 

abandoning accounts before they become associated with a pattern of paid editing. In fact it was 

consistency in commitment to these principles that helped lead to their eventual detection. One 

other technique took place off-wiki to manipulate Wikipedia's evaluation of sources. Wiki-PR 

understood that articles need citations to reliable sources in order to clear notability criteria, and 

that clients might not always have an easy time meeting that threshold. So they relied heavily on 

content farms, user-generated content, repurposed press releases, and obscure sites that they 

could manipulate in order to create the appearance of coverage in independent sources. They 

often looked legitimate, but fell apart upon inspection, like citations to "CNN" which were 

actually to CNN's citizen journalism project that allowed anyone to upload content. Individuals 

had done this sort of thing in the past,43 but not as part of an iterative system. It was lucrative, 

too. They charged between $500-2000 for an article plus an optional monthly maintenance fee to 

watch over it, creating a large base of "subscribers" (Owens, 2020). 

 

It was the poor sourcing that ultimately led to Wiki-PR's detection. A long-time editor stumbled 

across an article nominated for deletion in summer 2012 and, upon checking the article's 

references, found them to be superficial, then noticed that those arguing to keep the article 

seemed as though they were written by the same person. He reported the group as suspected 

sockpuppets, which set off a chain reaction of scrutiny uncovering hundreds of related accounts, 

connected by technical and behavioral evidence. The Daily Dot reached out to companies whose 

articles were caught up in the firm's unethical practices, leading them to the name Wiki-PR 

(Owens, 2020).  

 

The Wikimedia Foundation's Executive Director Sue Garden took an unusual step in publishing 

a press release about events. She explained that "Our readers know Wikipedia’s not perfect, but 

they also know that it has their best interests at heart, and is never trying to sell them a product or 

propagandize them in any way. Our goal is to provide neutral, reliable information for our 

 
43

 Most of these are limited in scope to prop up the profile of one person or company. For a strange blend of fake 

and real sources, fake and real media, Photoshopped television shows, and a walled garden on Wikipedia, see what 

came to be called the "Chaneyverse": https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/User:ReaderofthePack/Warren_Chaney 
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readers, and anything that threatens that is a serious problem. We are actively examining this 

situation and exploring our options. … Unlike a university professor editing Wikipedia articles in 

their area of expertise, paid editing for promotional purposes, or paid advocacy editing as we call 

it, is extremely problematic. We consider it a “black hat” practice. Paid advocacy editing violates 

the core principles that have made Wikipedia so valuable for so many people" (Gardner, 2013). 

While the community was implementing a ban on all Wiki-PR editing, the Foundation followed 

with a cease-and-desist letter arguing that Wiki-PR violated the site's terms of use (Bradley, 

2014; Roth, 2013). In February 2014, the foundation updated the Terms of Use to include a 

section devoted to "Paid contributions without disclosure," requiring disclosure of "your 

employer, client, and affiliation with respect to any contribution for which you receive, or expect 

to receive, compensation" ("Terms of use/en,” 2019). The effect is to make the existing terms 

more easily enforceable. In the course of day-to-day editing, it serves as a chilling warning to 

notify potential paid editors of the terms of use requirement, and it gives backing to 

administrators or other users who want to move forward with blocking or deletion. 

 

In 2019, the Wall Street Journal published an expose on "how the 1% scrubs its image online," 

focusing on an image management firm called Status Labs, founded by the same people as Wiki-

PR and including among its services support for Wikipedia image management (Levy, 2019). 

Thought its website says it does not directly edit Wikipedia, former employees said otherwise, 

and based on the Journal's leads, the Signpost published an in-depth investigation about how it 

worked to whitewash articles related to the company Theranos during the time it was under 

increased scrutiny (Newslinger, 2020). They are also still in the business of manufacturing 

sources, here seemingly creating fake publications from scratch to help their clients' images 

(Levy, 2019).  

 

Public relations firms have struggled to come to terms with what to do about Wikipedia. The 

Wiki-PR scandal and the subsequent changes to the Wikipedia Terms of use did not end paid 

editing, undisclosed or otherwise, but there were signs of attempts by the industry to engage in 

good faith, too. A number of PR professionals, including several notable firms, got together with 

some Wikipedians, organizational representatives, and academics in 2014 to discuss how the 

industry can come together to develop best practices to comply with the community's and the 
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Foundation's standards while representing their clients (Bradley, 2014). It published a set of 

principles effectively committing to learn and abide by the rules. It is an exercise in public 

relations public relations, understanding that several firms with particularly egregious practices 

made a critical mass of users deeply cynical and hoping to take steps to repair that status 

("Wikipedia:Statement," 2020). Results have been mixed. There are some organizations, like 

William Beutler's Beutler Ink, which come to public relations with a strong knowledge of policy 

and tend to err on the side of caution. To some extent, they are successful in securing changes 

that are viewed by others in the community as neutral and based on reliable sources. The 

problem is the approach Beutler and many other "white hat" paid editors take does not produce 

the kind of polished promotional piece that many clients want.  

 

There is another expansive case of widespread paid editing I wish to highlight: Orangemoody. 

Little is known about the person, people, or company behind the enterprise known as 

Orangemoody, named for the first account discovered to be a sockpuppet, but it has the 

distinction of being the largest ever paid editing "sock farm" (collection of sock puppets) 

discovered to date. When its discovery was announced in 2015, 381 accounts had already been 

blocked (Resident Mario, 2015; "Wikipedia:Long-term abuse/Orangemoody,” 2020). It is 

notable because of the way it exploited clients and certain strained Wikipedia processes. The 

system was far less sophisticated than Wiki-PR, but it was effective. Orangemoody would look 

in the margins of Wikipedia for declined "Articles for Creation" (AfC) submissions. AfC was set 

up after new users lost the right to create new articles following the Seigenthaler incident. They 

could post to a dedicated page where experienced editors could evaluate the content and, if it was 

good enough, move it to be an article. It was later formalized with a number of technical 

interventions making it easy for new users to start a draft and signal an experienced editor to take 

a look. That editor would accept or reject it, providing feedback for a path forward. 

Orangemoody (OM) would look for declined drafts, articles that new users spent time creating 

but which were not allowed to move out of the special drafting space, set apart from the rest of 

Wikipedia. OM would find those drafts about subjects that might be willing to pay for a 

Wikipedia article, make some improvements to the article, and then reach out to the person or 

company with an offer to publish it for a fee. Though the system was not quite as polished as 

Wiki-PR's, it was effective. OM would also offer to monitor articles and prevent them from 
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being deleted for a monthly fee. If clients did not pay, OM would sometimes use the accounts to 

get the article deleted. AfC and its associated screening process, New Page Patrol (NPP), are 

frequently backlogged (drafts submitted for AfC can sometimes take months to receive a review 

just for it to be declined), and Wikipedians who work on those processes both have a hard time 

keeping up and are glad to see new users helping out. Orangemoody exploited a lack of good 

faith volunteers in the area while capitalizing on the effect the backlog has on new contributors. 

Whereas Wiki-PR acted unscrupulously on behalf of their clients, Orangemoody acted 

unscrupulously both on Wikipedia and towards their clients. Hundreds of articles OM created 

were subsequently deleted in the cleanup, and little is known about who or what was behind the 

accounts. Though some aspects of the investigation were kept secret, it seems that technical 

evidence played a much larger role here than with Wiki-PR, indicating OM was careless in the 

creation of sock puppets. This would not take much to overcome, and it would not be surprising 

to learn Orangemoody is still active.  

 

Though several paid editing firms have advertised that they have administrators on staff, there 

have been relatively few examples of experienced editors caught engaging in undisclosed paid 

editing. A small number have done so while engaging in best practices for disclosure, and have 

been accused of doing so in a way that is not entirely neutral, but it is rare that someone in a 

position of trust, whether an administrator or just a highly experienced user is found to be 

compromised in this way. There was an early example in 2009, when someone holding 

administrator, bureaucrat, and oversight user rights was found to have an undisclosed alternative 

account engaged in freelance paid editing (Phoebe & HaeB, 2015b), but there is a simple reason 

why this is uncommon. While, yes, someone familiar with how Wikipedia works would be best 

equipped to circumvent the rules, it just takes too much time and effort to build up an 

experienced account. It would be an extremely inefficient business strategy to spend years 

convincing the community that you are a good faith editor in order to then capitalize on that 

reputation, and users who are not playing the long game would value their unofficial status too 

much to risk it.  

 

Writing and editing the text of articles to be more favorable or less critical are not the only ways 

a conflict of interest affects edits. Academics insert references to their papers in as many articles 
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as possible, restaurants add their name to articles about towns, and spammers add links to their 

websites or websites to which they have an affiliate relationship. An unusual example came from 

the company The North Face in 2019, when its employees took pictures of its clothing and 

equipment at notable locations and inserted the photos into articles about those locations 

(Mervosh, 2019). "Dead link spamming" is another tricky example.  Wikipedia is based on 

citations to reliable sources. Those citations often include websites, but due to "link rot,"  a link 

that worked when the citation was added may not work in the future. When an editor notices a 

link is no longer available, she can tag it as a "dead link." As with many other elements of 

Wikipedia maintenance, there are mechanisms which allow for reporting on and searching for 

dead links in order to fix them without just stumbling upon them. Internet marketing 

professionals saw this as an opportunity (Woodward, 2017). In particular, it is appealing to 

people who host websites of junk content strictly for ad revenue as well as to companies who 

host a lot of content related to products or services they sell. Not only is Wikipedia content 

popular, but its traffic makes each link it contains potentially valuable, so why not copy/paste or 

quickly write some vague relevant content that people are unlikely to notice inside of a citation? 

At first, a technically-minded Wikipedian was able to write a script which generated a report of 

dead link replacements (“Wikipedia:WikiProject Spam,” 2016). Another experienced editor 

could scan it for new or unregistered users doing engaging in the activity, manually undo 

problematic changes, block the accounts responsible, and propose to add the linked domain to a 

blacklist that would disallow further links to it. Later, an "edit filter" was created. Edit filters tag 

changes made which match particular patterns or meet particular conditions. In this case, the edit 

filter looks for new users that remove the words "dead link" while also adding a link. This 

becomes visible to "patrollers," Wikipedians who spend time monitoring recent edits across the 

project, as well as to anyone inclined to examine that behavior specifically.  

 

Other than the efforts to work with PR firms around the time of Wiki-PR and a small number of 

"white hat" paid editors, most paid editing has been deceptive, and the community has become 

highly sensitized to bad faith COI practices, especially paid editing. This is good in that vigilance 

leads to the investigation and discovery of new paid editing operations, but it also harms the 

spirit of "assume good faith" that Reagle argues is so central to the success of the project (2010). 

In general, when a company has an employee edit Wikipedia or otherwise pays someone to edit 
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Wikipedia and is not already familiar with the process, it is easy for other editors to spot. Editing 

an article about a company in a neutral way is challenging for anyone, especially if you are not 

familiar with Wikipedia's policies and guidelines, and especially if your intention is to paint it in 

a particular light. But with increased vigilance comes an increased likelihood that innocent 

editors can be accused of having a conflict of interest. At the same time, when someone takes the 

time to learn about best practices for managing a COI, disclosing accordingly, they, too, are 

frequently subjected to destructive levels of skepticism, scrutiny, or even cynicism for their 

trouble, leaving them to conclude it would be easier not to disclose in the first place. The 

question is how to make doing the right thing less prohibitively difficult, but there is no clear 

answer other than a cultural shift, and a cultural shift is unlikely as long as massive sockfarms 

(collections of sock puppets) continue to be unearthed. 

 

If there are two common threads throughout these examples of conflict of interest editing, they 

are the appeal of the world's most popular reference work as a platform for promotion and 

advocacy and the intense amount of labor volunteers expend to try to thwart bad faith 

contributors. Detecting sock puppets, reviewing articles, rewriting promotionalism, removing 

spam, providing feedback on articles, discussing articles with companies, and participating in 

consensus-building processes that are stacked with the influence of capital and personal stake is a 

monumental task, and it is a credit to the community that Wikipedia has remained as neutral as it 

is. It is only possible, however, as long as there are plenty of good faith editors working to 

maintain the project's integrity. With the ability of everyone to edit unlikely to go away anytime 

soon, the task ahead is only going to grow.  

 

Consensus is the most important principle in the knowledge production processes of Wikipedia. 

It is relevant at the level of an individual editing an article as well as a wide range of disputes. 

There is strong and weak consensus, consideration of where the consensus was determined, 

strength in numbers, and forms of structure intended to aid producing consensus. Formal closure 

fixes consensus, effectively blackboxing it and creating a new starting point for discussions. 

Consensus can change, but the "consensus version" of the status quo achieves default status. The 

examples of notability and source deprecation illustrate both inconsistency of consensus and 

fragmentation of rules as well as the far-reaching implications of a strong consensus-finding 
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process. Finally, this chapter considered threats to consensus: how off-wiki coordination between 

external parties as well as among Wikipedians can manipulate consensus processes and 

undermine trust. Similarly, conflict of interest and paid editing undermines central assumptions 

about fellow participants in the consensus building processes that can call good faith into 

question.  
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Conclusion 

Wikipedia is an encyclopedia, a genre with a long history and several well-established 

assumptions. Scholarship and journalism about Wikipedia often consider the ways it carries 

forward, diverges from, or takes to an extreme the various qualities commonly ascribed to 

encyclopedias. In doing so, it is taken for granted that encyclopedias are authoritative sources of 

summarized knowledge based on values like accuracy and comprehensiveness, and the question 

becomes how Wikipedia compares. Through this project, I have argued that these commonly 

held beliefs about encyclopedias are not inherent in the text but the result of a combination of 

external influences and internal efforts to cultivate a particular kind of authority over the course 

of centuries. Encyclopedias have had close relationships with powerful institutions throughout 

their history, and use a variety of techniques to frame the ways they should be thought about. 

Furthermore, these "epistemic virtues" obscure the way that encyclopedists negotiate competing 

priorities and influences in the knowledge production process. Rather than being perfect, neutral 

summaries of the world, they often reflect nationalist, religious, or capitalist interests, sometimes 

even requiring the consent of powerful institutions in order to be published at all, or in rare cases 

they can even prioritize direct critique of those same institutions. 

 

It is instructive to think about Wikipedia in the context of the traditional encyclopedic virtues, 

but its radically different approach to knowledge production also demands consideration of its 

own unique way of cultivating epistemic authority. I have argued that the encyclopedic virtues of 

Wikipedia are best understood not through the content of articles themselves or by the identities 

of individual participants but through the ethos of its community and by the procedural rhetoric 

of its system of community-written rules. Just as with traditional encyclopedias, it is tempting to 

take its expressed virtues at face value. While Wikipedia does not typically need the consent of a 

powerful governmental or religious institution, the way its collaborative production of 

knowledge plays out in practice is messier and more complicated than the presentation of its 

rules lets on. The central concept to understand how the Wikipedia community makes decisions, 

settles disputes, and determines what text goes into the articles is “consensus.” Determinations of 

consensus can be strong or weak, operate at many levels, can override or augment each other, 

involve social and technical hierarchies, and rely on interpretations and applications of the rules 
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in ways that can be inconsistent or even contradictory. Because policies and especially guidelines 

rely on interpretation and the exercise of judgment, some variation in the way they are used in 

practice is expected. In some cases, however, like the multiple notability guidelines, 

inconsistency leads to differences based not just on how to apply a particular rule but on what 

rules should even apply. The resolution of differences like these can come down to the personal 

preferences of the subset of users who participated in a given discussion. The example of source 

deprecation also shows a tendency towards "blackboxing" consensus with increasingly far-

reaching implications. In these ways consensus is fragmented and decentralized while in other 

ways it tends towards centralization.  

 

While I have shown, through the concept of consensus, that the production of knowledge via its 

community and system of rules is more complicated than it might seem, to the extent that 

Wikipedia does work it does so because the community shares a belief that operating according 

to those rules, messy as they may be, is in the best interest of the project. Participants understand 

that they can disagree, and even disagree with a particular finding of consensus, while agreeing 

on the rules. Off-wiki coordination and conflict of interest editing undermine that trust, however, 

by manipulating policies and guidelines. They are ever-increasing concerns among Wikipedians 

as more and more conventionally powerful, resource-rich entities decide to influence Wikipedia 

for their own gain. Thus far, while these phenomena have undoubtedly influenced articles in 

countless ways thus far undetected, the reason Wikipedia has not been entirely compromised by 

these interests is because of the vast volunteer base. But numbers are declining. 

 

Declining numbers 

Since its beginning, Wikipedia has been able to function because the number of people who want 

it to succeed is greater than the number of people looking to harm the neutrality or accuracy of 

the project (McGrady, 2009). But the total number of Wikipedians has been declining steadily 

since 2007, along with the number of new editors that start contributing each year, which peaked 

in the very beginning of 2007 (Fung, 2011). The trend is not limited to the English language 

Wikipedia, but has been consistent throughout the movement (Pande, 2011). The Augmented 

Social Cognition Research Blog from PARC was perhaps the first to notice slowing growth of 
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Wikipedia in 2008 and 2009 (Chi, 2009; Pirolli, 2008) followed by a high-profile Wall Street 

Journal feature titled "Volunteers Log Off as Wikipedia Ages" (Angwin & Fowler, 2009).  

 

What has been slower to decline is the number of highly active editors. In fact, while the number 

of active editors per month has fallen from a high of 46,509 in December 2006, it has remained 

around the 30,000 mark since December 2012 ("Wikipedia Statistics,” 2019). The total editor 

decline is thus primarily a matter of new user retention, which has become one of the foremost 

priorities articulated in the community and at the Wikimedia Foundation. Just prior to 

publication of "Volunteers Log Off as Wikipedia Ages," the Wall Street Journal published 

another article which asked "Is Wikipedia Too Unfriendly to Newbies?" (Fowler, 2009). Along 

the same lines, the researchers involved with the big 2011 survey of Wikipedia contributors 

suggested that one of the main reasons for the decline in active contributors could be "edit wars, 

reverts, and acrimony" (Pande, 2011), referring to the phenomenon through which a person's 

contributions are removed by another user, rightly or wrongly, which can lead to disagreements 

or even a "war" in which content is repeatedly added or removed. "We found that, overall, 

editors have a very positive opinion of their peers, but many reported experiencing negative 

interactions and harassment by others. In addition, negative interactions reduce the likelihood of 

editing in the future. On the other hand, positive interactions, like helping others in editing and 

peer recognition, not only make editors have a more positive opinion of the community, but also 

increase the likelihood of editing in the future" (Pande, 2011). A great deal of research exists to 

theorize why new contributors do not stick around, with ideas having to do with the steep 

learning curve of the system of policies and guidelines, social skills of Wikipedians, proliferation 

of non-human bots, shrinking number of popular topics to write about, increased preference of 

access through smartphones over computers, and issues of systemic bias that may welcome some 

groups more than others (Fowler, 2009; Geiger, 2011; Geiger, et al., 2012; Geiger & Ribes, 

2010; Halfaker, et al., 2012; Halfaker, et al., 2011; Lam, et al., 2011; Lih, 2015; Panciera, et al., 

2009; Simonite, 2013).  

 

A full accounting of the problem of new user retention, its causes, and possible solutions is 

outside the scope of this project. While highly active editors remain relatively stable, it is unclear 

what effect the overall decline has other than to continue the same systemic issues related to 
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participation. I do, however, want to emphasize a different element of declining numbers with 

clearer consequences. In 2002, there were 44 successful requests for adminship and 123 in 2003. 

In 2004, when the requests began to be held in public rather than by email (as described in 

chapter 4), there were 240 successful requests (79.2% of the total). In 2005, 387 were promoted 

(64.5% of the total). In 2006 and 2007, Wikipedia was beginning to explode with activity and 

saw a significant influx of editors. The total number of requests for those years were 896 and 

920, but the percentage that were successful dropped to 39.4% and 44.3% (353 and 408 

successful, respectively). The percentage of successful requests held between 30.4%-46.6% for 

the next decade,all while the total number of requests sharply declined. In the years following the 

record 920 requests in 2007, there were 593, 355, 230, 139, 92, 73, 60, 53, 36, 41, an all-time 

low of 18 in 2018, then 31 in 2019 ("Wikipedia:RFA,” 2020). Recently, the rate of success has 

increased somewhat, as more than half of requests from 2017-2019 were approved each year, but 

Wikipedia is not producing enough administrators to replace the ones leaving. Ever since 2011, 

Wikipedia removes administrator rights for inactivity. From that point, the total number of 

administrators has declined every year. In 2005, the English Wikipedia net 267 administrators. In 

2011, it lost 42 and has seen a net deficit every year since, with the exception of one (2017, 

which saw an increase of four). Whereas there were 1,016 active administrators total in February 

2008, there were 527 in February 2019 ("Wikipedia:List of administrators,” 2020). The actual 

number of administrators (including inactive) continues to decline, too, with many signing in a 

few times a year at most, in some cases just to ensure they do not lose the right due to inactivity. 

Wikipedia's traffic and global importance, on the other hand, has increased considerably in the 

same time frame. The Atlantic's Robinson Meyer wrote about the trend of administrator decline 

as early as 2012, after seeing a chart about administrator statistics at that year's Wikimania, the 

official international conference for Wikimedia projects (Meyer, 2012).  

 

While the number of active editors on the English Wikipedia has been reasonably stable since 

2012, the number of admins has nearly halved, and there are no signs of a change in that trend. 

Administrators serve a crucial technical as well as social role. They alone can protect or delete 

pages, block users, or issue editing restrictions. Most relevant to this dissertation, they are trusted 

to determine consensus in a wide range of scenarios where a non-admin would be challenged. As 

fundamental as these determinations of consensus may be, it is dangerous to put the decisions in 
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the hands of too small a group, or to risk a situation where no administrator is available to settle a 

dispute. Without consensus, Wikipedia breaks down. 

 

 

Limitations and opportunities 

The history of encyclopedias is a massive subject. I have tried to outline a pattern in historical 

examples of the genre of techniques to cultivate a particular kind of authority, as well as the 

kinds of influences and priorities that authority obscures. While historical analysis constitutes a 

big part of this project, this is not a work of history. It is surprising how few attempts at 

providing a history of encyclopedias exist, perhaps because of how difficult the subject is to 

demarcate and how it so easily slips into so many other branches of history. There are an 

incredible number of possible research projects available examining the relationships of politics, 

religion, capital, and knowledge in encyclopedias, especially in encyclopedias outside of the 

Natural History, Britannica, and the Encyclopédie, which constitute a significant portion of 

encyclopedia scholarship. There are themes throughout this project which may call to mind the 

ideas and approaches of Foucauldian archaeology or genealogy or some of the interests of 

philosophers like Wittgenstein, which have shaped a great deal of contemporary analytic 

philosophy. Encyclopedias would indeed make for rich archives for learning about the 

construction of knowledge at various points in time, with consideration of relationships of 

power, production, and the construction of truth. Wikipedia, too, is a rich historical archive in its 

own right, thanks to its unprecedented documentation and transparency, where "consensus 

games" may be understood in terms of "language games" or "source deprecation" theorized in 

terms of "disqualification." 

 

One of the most significant limitations of this project is the emphasis on European and American 

encyclopedias. As might be expected, there is far more written about them given the typical 

understanding of the history of the genre. While I have tried to include some lessons and 

examples from encyclopedias produced in other parts of the world where possible, there is far 

less written about them in English. There are also other kinds of works that evolved separately 

which are worth considering in a similar context, like the Chinese leishu or Arab adab, that bear 
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a resemblance to encyclopedias in their breadth but come from a different tradition, with 

different expectations, conventions, and culture around them. There are plentiful opportunities 

for learning more about encyclopedias by casting a wider net. Similarly, much of my research 

and knowledge about Wikipedia is based on the English Wikipedia. This is in part because, 

again, so much more is written about it than about the 300 other language versions of the project, 

but also because unlike most encyclopedias, every non-English Wikipedia is actually based on 

the English Wikipedia. They all begin with the same core principles, conventions, and 

assumptions; they are all hosted by and supported by the Wikimedia Foundation, which is in 

California; they often even begin with translations of English language articles. They do diverge 

in many interesting ways, however, about which there is a need for additional research.  

 

I also cannot help but draw on my own experience with Wikipedia. I have researched the project 

since 2007, but have also included it in my teaching, worked and volunteered to help other 

people use and understand it, and have been an active participant myself. This is not an 

ethnographic (or autoethnographic) project, but it would be hard to say that years of experience 

engaging in debates over consensus has not colored my understanding of how it works. Through 

this project I hope to aid in understanding the messy realities of Wikipedia, but it ultimately 

comes from a place of wanting Wikipedia to be successful. To do so, however, more research is 

needed about the "threats to consensus" and especially the decline of participation — especially 

administrator participation. As long as those who want to see the project succeed continue to 

outnumber those who want to subvert its system of rules, Wikipedia will remain a valuable, 

albeit messy, resource. 
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